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ELIG Gürkaynak Attorneys-at-Law is an eminent, independent Turkish law 
firm founded in 2005. The firm is based in Istanbul.

Widely recognized as having the leading competition law practice in Turkey, 
our team consists of 45 dedicated competition law specialists led by Gönenç 
Gürkaynak, the firm’s partner with more than 20 years competition law 
experience, along with four partners and two counsel.

Our competition law team at ELIG Gürkaynak Attorneys-at-Law has a 
unique understanding and significant experience in a range of industries 
including pharmaceuticals, transportation & airlines, food & agricultural 
products, manufacturing, telecommunications, media & technology, 
healthcare & medical devices, energy, tobacco, construction and defense. 

In addition to our unparalleled experience in merger control issues, our team 
has vast experience in defending companies before the Turkish Competition 
Board in all phases of antitrust investigations, abuse of dominant position 
cases, leniency handlings, and before the courts on issues of private 
enforcement of competition law, along with appeals of the administrative 
decisions of the Turkish Competition Authority.

For further information, please contact:
Gönenç Gürkaynak, Founding Partner

gonenc.gurkaynak@elig.com

Çitlenbik Sokak, No. 12, Yıldız Mahallesi 
Beşiktaş, 34349, İstanbul, Turkey

Tel: + 90 212 327 17 24
www.elig.com

We take pride in being able to assist our clients in all fields of law. 
Our areas of expertise particularly include: competition law 

• corporate law • M&A • contracts law • white collar irregularities and 
compliance • data protection and cybersecurity law 

• litigation and dispute resolution • Internet law, technology, media and 
telecommunications law • intellectual property law 

• administrative law • real estate law • anti-dumping law 
• pharma and healthcare regulatory  • employment law 

• banking and finance law

Stellar practice representing clients in antitrust investigations and proceedings 
before the Turkish Competition Authority … Highly esteemed for assisting 
multinational corporations with Turkish merger control law … One client 
praises the firm’s “willingness to adapt and learn,” as well as its “ability to grasp 
complexities of the business and apply legal and economic theories to a complex 
reality.” … the firm has “great technical expertise and strategic input”  is also 
said to be “proactive, easily approachable and very pragmatic when providing 
legal advice.”

Chambers Europe 2018, Band 1

ELIG (Gürkaynak) Attorneys-at-Law is still the first name … when it comes to 
competition advice in Turkey. The team is led by Gönenç Gürkaynak and consists 
of 45 specialists… and - uniquely in Turkey - a full-time, in-house competition 
economist. With a healthy roster of international clients, ELIG (Gürkaynak) 
unsurprisingly is involved in some big global mergers.

Global Competition Review 100 2019, Elite Firm
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Letters to the Editors:

If you like what you read in these 
pages (or even if you don’t) we 
really do want to hear from you. 
Please send any comments, crit-
icisms, questions, or ideas to us 
at:

press@ceelm.com

Disclaimer:
At CEE Legal Matters, we hate boil-
erplate disclaimers in small print as 
much as you do. But we also recognize 
the importance of the “better safe than 
sorry” principle. So, while we strive for 
accuracy and hope to develop our read-
ers’ trust, we nonetheless have to be ab-
solutely clear about one thing: Nothing 
in the CEE Legal Matters magazine or 
website is meant or should be under-
stood as legal advice of any kind. Read-
ers should proceed at their own risk, and 
any questions about legal assertions, 
conclusions, or representations made 
in these pages should be directed to the 
person or persons who made them.

We believe CEE Legal Matters can 
serve as a useful conduit for legal ex-
perts, and we will continue to look for 
ways to exapnd that service. But now, 
later, and for all time: We do not our-
selves claim to know or understand the 
law as it is cited in these pages, nor do 
we accept any responsibility for facts as 
they may be asserted.
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Once a year CEE Legal Matters places the 
spotlight squarely on the in-house lawyers in 
CEE, whose hard work often goes unnoticed 
since it only rarely – and in many cases never 
-- involves the execution of  a huge deal. 

Nonetheless, these silent heroes play a critical 
part in ensuring their companies navigate in-
creasingly complex regulatory seas with ease. 
Thus, we are proud to put out this special issue 
each year, sometimes in the form of  our bian-
nual General Counsel survey, and sometimes 
– like in this issue – in the form of  interviews 
and qualitative input. Either way, we celebrate 
the hard work of  senior in-house counsel 
across CEE and to offer them a platform to 
exchange notes on best practices.

This sixth edition of  the Corporate Counsel 
Handbook revolves around conversations with 
General Counsel on areas of  professional in-
terest, including: The Evolving Role of  a GC; 
Building a Compliance Culture; Deal-Making 
as the GC; and Managing the In-House Team. 

Back in 2015, in the second edition of  this 
Handbook, I wrote about my appreciation of  
In-House Counsel not using “Too Much Lat-
in” as they seemed, even then, to be focused 
more on the real-world application of  legisla-
tion, rather than more abstract and theoretical 
discussions of  it. In this edition, regardless 
of  the specific focus of  each conversation, 
one message was repeated by pretty much 
every GC we spoke to: “Stop waiting for legal 
problems to come to you, get up from your 
desk and out of  your office, and talk to your 
colleagues across functions in your business.” 
This call-to-action seems to be getting stronger 
and stronger each year as GCs dig ever deeper 
into their businesses. The more they “live and 

breathe” their company (as 
Bahar Yenerer of  Atos put it), 
the more GCs seem to realize 
how much more they need 
to invest time and energy 
towards integrating with the 
rest of  their organizations. 

To complement these in-
house perspectives, we decid-
ed to move our annual Table 
of  Deals from its traditional spot in our Year 
Kick-Off  issue into this Handbook. We’ve 
spent countless hours in front of  massive excel 
sheets to aggregate all the work carried out by 
law firms in the region — much of  which was 
reported on the CEE Legal Matters website in 
2018. The hope is that this list can act as a go-
to source of  information for you, the GC, as 
you consider which firms are active in your ju-
risdictions and review their track records (and 
yes, as always, an indexed and searchable table 
is published in electronic format on our web-
site along with the launch of  this issue). 

As always, we hope you’ll find this Handbook 
useful and you’ll enjoy the read (far more so 
than David and I [sarcasm font:] enjoyed re-
viewing the hundreds of  Table of  Deals en-
tries, and even more than I sadistically enjoyed 
hearing David’s deep sighs in the office during 
those hours).

P.S. David speaking here: Those were less 
“sighs” than they were explosions of  frustra-
tion and fatigue, and my annual muttering that 
I will never get caught doing this project again. 
Now I sigh: I’m sure I’ll be doing it again next 
year.

EditoriAl: in-HousE 
Big dEAls

radu Cotarcea
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tuxes and triumph:

a night of Celebration at the DOty          
awards Banquet  (p 34)

2018 table of deals:

a summary of all the work carried out 
by law firms in the region (p 38)

the right Attitude: 

an interview with artyom 
Podshibyakin of inDiteX (p 16)

red lines With Empathy: 

an interview with Basak Gurbuz of the 
Walt Disney Company (p 26)
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  2    editorial: in-House Big Deals

  34  tuxes and triumph: a night of Celebration at the DOty          
               awards Banquet

  36  Winners of the 2018 Deal Of the year awards

  6     across the Wire: Featured Deals
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  18  Compliance Out of the shadows
an interview with adriana minovic, DPO / Head of Data 
Protection Department, ergomed Group

2018 table of deals 38 - 98

  21  Building a “Hard” Foundation for your Compliance Culture
an interview with andras mohacsi, Head of Competition 
law and sanctions, British american tobacco

  24  the Cherry on top: the Compliance Culture
an interview with andras levai, Head of legal - Ce ethics 
and Compliance at tesco Central europe

  26  red lines With empathy: 
               an interview with Basak Gurbuz, Counsel, 
               the Walt Disney Company turkey

  28  Get Out there to make that Deal Happen 
An Interview with Ante Sucur, Head of Legal Affairs and 
Company secretary, mercury Processing services int.

  31  engaging and empowering your lawyers
an interview with Bardugov alexander, Head of legal, 
Banca intesa (russia)

  12  adding Value Beyond legal
an interview with artur Chrzanowski, 
Head of legal, eiFFaGe

  14  live and Breathe your Company
an interview with Bahar yenerer, General Counsel, 
atos (turkey)

  16  the right attitude
an interview with artyom Podshibyakin,
Head of legal and Compliance, inDiteX russia
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Karanovic & partners Advises on ppF Acquisition 
of telenor Banka

Karanovic & Partners advised the Czech Republic’s PPF Group 
on its acquisition of  Telenor Banka, the first fully mobile and 
online bank operating in Serbia, from Norwegian mobile oper-
ator Telenor. 

The PPF Group is the largest private investment group in CEE, 
and it invests into multiple market segments such as banking and 
financial services, telecommunications, mechanical engineering, 
biotechnology, insurance, real estate, and agriculture. 

“This transaction is evidence of  the robustness and potential of  
the Serbian telecoms market, as well as the competences of  the 

firms that worked on this deal. PPF has found an excellent fit in 
Telenor, marking their continued expansion in Europe.”

– Milos Jakovljevic, Partner / Independent Attorney 
at Law in cooperation with Karanovic & Partners

Telenor Banka provides its services primarily to Telenor clients; 
currently, its portfolio includes more than 400,000 clients. At the 
end of  2018, the bank had assets under management worth EUR 
135 million.

In 2018 Karanovic & Partners advised the PPF Group on the 
latter’s EUR 2.8 billion acquisition of  Telenor’s assets in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe, which won the 2018 Deal of  the Year 
award for Montenegro and was shortlisted for the award in sev-
eral of  the other countries involved. 

The Karanovic & Partners team in the Telenor Banka deal was 
led by Partner Milos Jakovljevic and Associates Sava Draca and 
Marija Vicic, all independent attorneys at law in cooperation with 
Karanovic & Partners.

Schoenherr and Latham & Watkins advised the sellers. 



integrites Advises nBt on Acquisition of 750 MW 
Wind project in southeastern ukraine

 

Integrites supported Norwegian wind farm developer NBT on 
its acquisition of  shares in a group of  project companies for the 
development of  750 MW in the Zaporizhia region of  Ukraine.

The onshore Zophia wind farm will be developed by NBT to-
gether with the Ukraine-based Venture Fund. At its full capacity, 
the Zophia project represents a total investment of  approxi-
mately EUR 1 billion and will consist of  180 wind turbines. The 
electricity generated from Zophia will be sold to state-owned 
company Energorynok, Ukraine’s wholesale electricity market 
operator, and the wind farm will produce approximately 3,2 
TWh per year. Once completed, it will become Europe’s largest 
onshore wind farm and will generate enough electricity to meet 
the needs of  up to 400,000 households in the Zaporizhia region. 
Construction of  the first phase is expected to start in six months.

NBT CEO Joar Viken stated: “This is our second utility-scale 
wind project in Ukraine, three times larger than our first one. 
The improved investment climate over the last few years, re-
sulting from reforms in the energy sector in particular, gives us 
confidence to increase our investments in Ukraine. The Zophia 
project is Europe’s largest onshore wind farm with 750 MW ca-
pacity and a total investment of  EUR 1 billion. NBT continues 
to work on increasing its pipeline of  wind projects in Ukraine 
and expect to have 1,500 MW operational by the end of  2022. 
Being a first-mover in raising money in the international project 
finance market for utility-scale wind power projects in Ukraine, 
we are in a good position to replicate our story

noerr Advises ErlingKlinger on Financing 
from Banking syndicate

 

Noerr’s Budapest office advised ErlingKlinger AG, a Frankfurt 
stock exchange listed innovative car part manufacturer, on its 
financing by a syndicate consisting of  Commerzbank, Landes-
bank Baden-Wurttemberg, Deutsche Bank, DZ Bank, HSBC, 
and Banque Europeenne du Credit Mutuel. The agreement cov-
ers a total volume of  EUR 350 million over a minimum term of  
five years.

ErlingKlinger AG is based in Germany, with a global presence 
stretching from the US to Japan that focuses on producing al-
ternative car engine solutions including hydrogen-powered drive 
systems and electric drive units.

Noerr’s team was led by Partner Edina Schweizer.

suciu popa Advises Central Bottling on
Acquisition of sole Control of Muller romania

Suciu Popa advised Central Bottling Company Ltd. on acquisi-
tion of  sole control of  Muller Romania, the Romanian subsidi-
ary of  Molkerei Alois Muller GmbH & Co. KG, a multinational 
producer of  dairy products.

Central Bottling Company is an international bottling compa-
ny licensed both for international alcoholic and non-alcoholic 
brands. 
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Avellum Advises EBrd and BstdB on Financing 
for large solar project in ukraine

Avellum acted as Ukrainian legal counsel to the EBRD and the 
Black Sea Trade and Development Bank in connection with sen-
ior secured loans totalling EUR 36.3 million to Rengy Bioenergo 
LLC.

The loans will be used to construct and put into operation three 
solar power plants in Ukraine’s Mykolaiv region with a total in-
stalled capacity of  47 MW. This is the EBRD’s first project un-
der the recently approved Ukraine Sustainable Energy Lending 
Facility III framework. The USELF III program, worth EUR 
250 million, follows two preceding sustainable-energy lending 
programs co-financed by the EBRD and the Clean Technology 
Fund.

We are honored to have been given the opportunity to support our 
clients on this challenging deal from a kick-off  meeting to success-

ful financial closing. It is a testament of  our ability to offer our 
clients the effective multidisciplinary projects team with the right 

mix of  skills for transactions of  such scale and complexity.”
– Glib Bondar, Avellum Senior Partner“

Avellum’s team was led by Senior Partner Glib Bondar and Coun-
sel Maria Tsabal, supported by Partner Vadim Medvedev, Coun-
sel Maksym Maksymenko, Senior Associate Tetyana Mykhailen-
ko, and Associates Dmytro Symbiryov, Daryna Mykhailenko, 
Anna Mykhalova, and Anna Kalabska.

 

schoenherr Advises on toyota Motor Europe 
Acquisition of toyota Frey Austria

Schoenherr advised Toyota Motor Europe on the acquisition of  
Austrian marketing and sales company Toyota Frey Austria from 
the Frey Holding GmbH. Following Austrian merger control 
clearance, the transaction closed on February 28, 2019.

Under an agreement signed on December 20, 2018, Frey Hold-
ing and Toyota Motor Europe (TME) agreed that TME will take 
full ownership and management of  Toyota Frey Austria (TFA). 
TFA is now a subsidiary of  TME and will operate under the 
name Toyota Austria. Toyota Frey Retail will retain ownership 
and operational responsibility for the seven Toyota and two Lex-
us dealerships it currently owns in Austria.

TME oversees the wholesale and marketing of  Toyota and Lexus 
vehicles, parts and accessories, and Toyota’s European manufac-
turing and engineering operations. Toyota’s operations in Eu-
rope are supported by a network of  29 national marketing and 
sales companies across 53 countries, a total of  around 3,000 sales 
outlets, and nine manufacturing plants.

The Schoenherr team consisted of  Partners Christian Herbst 
and Volker Weiss, Counsel Maximilian Lang, Attorneys Teresa 
Waidmann and Constantin Benes, and Associates Sara Khalil 
and Nina Zafoschnig.

Schindler Attorneys advised the sellers on the deal. 

deloitte legal Advises novaltisco investments 
limited on sale of siA X infotech group to
silverlake Axis limited 

Deloitte Legal advised Novaltisco Investments Limited, a share-
holder of  SIA X Infotech Group, on the sale of  80% of  the 
equity interest in SIA X Infotech Group to Silverlake Axis Ltd.

Silverlake Axis Ltd is a provider of  digital economy solutions 
and services to organizations in banking, insurance, payments, 
retail, and logistics industries. 
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an independent and full-service law firm based in Istanbul and Izmir 

with affiliated colleagues in Ankara 

with extensive experience in wide spectrum of sectors 

with innova�ve and tailored solu�ons

with an aim to become an extension of your team in Turkey 
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SIA X Infotech provides software solutions for issuance and 
verification of  electronic identity documents. The company is 
headquartered in Latvia.

Ellex Latvia has advised Silverlake Axis Ltd on the acquisition. 

Wolf Theiss Advises Steinhoff International 
Holdings on sale of European Companies to 
Cotta group

Wolf  Theiss Hungary advised Steinhoff  International Holdings 
on the sale of  its European companies – Steinpol Central Ser-
vices sp. z o.o. in Poland, Prolog Vertriebs GmbH in Germany, 
and Quattro Mobili Kft and Kanizsa Trend Kft in Hungary – to 
the Cotta Group. 

Steinhoff  International Holdings is an international retail hold-
ing company listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange, with more than 40 local brands 
in over 30 countries, dealing mainly in furniture and household 
goods. As a result of  the transaction, Steinhoff  International 
Holdings withdrew from the European furniture production 
business, sold its companies in Europe, and sold off  assets in 
particular trademarks. 

Steinpol Central Services sp. z o.o., with its registered office 
in Rzepin in north-west Poland, produces upholstered furni-
ture, operating eight plants in Poland and one site in Hungary. 
Quattro Mobili Kft and Kanizsa Trend Kft are both located in 
Nagykanizsa, a city in southwest Hungary with decades of  furni-
ture manufacturing tradition. 

“The smooth running and accurate completion of  this complex 
transaction proves again the massive strength and eminent      

competences of  our legal teams throughout CEE”
– Janos Toth, Partner, Wolf  Theiss in Budapest

Based in Liechtenstein, the Cotta Group designs, manufactures, 
and supplies seating furniture for customers in France, Switzer-
land, Italy, Austria, and throughout Eastern Europe. It offers 
upholstered furniture, leather sofas, household furniture, tables, 
and other chairs and furniture for living and dining areas. The 
company has production plants in Poland and Romania.

Wolf  Theiss advised the Steinhoff  Group on Hungarian aspects 
of  the transaction. The firm’s team was led by Partner Janos 
Toth and involved Associates Peter Ihasz and Kinga Kajcsos.  

Gide Poland, Switzerland’s Python law firm, and King & Spald-
ing Germany also advised Steinhoff  International Holdings on 
the sale. 

The buyer was reportedly advised by SSW Solutions. 

an independent and full-service law firm based in Istanbul and Izmir 

with affiliated colleagues in Ankara 

with extensive experience in wide spectrum of sectors 

with innova�ve and tailored solu�ons

with an aim to become an extension of your team in Turkey 

We’re not perfect; we admit it. if something slipped 
past us, and if your firm has a deal, hire, promotion, 
or other piece of news you think we should cover, 
let us know. Write to us at: press@ceelm.com

did WE Miss soMEtHing?
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Artur Chrzanowski is the Head of 
legal of EiFFAgE polska. prior to 
joining EiFFAgE in 2016, he was a 
senior Associate with Magnusson in 
Warsaw for one year. Earlier still, he 
was Head of legal at Metro proper-
ties, legal section Manager of the 
A1 Motorway project at skanska, an 
attorney-at-law with the Kronospan 
group, and a lawyer with Kompania 
piwowarska. in the process, he has 
served in managerial roles as a com-
pliance officer and as a member of 
various company management and 
supervisory boards.

CEElM:  How would you define the role 
of  a General Counsel today, and how do 
you believe it’s been evolving over the 
past few years?

Artur: Today the GC’s role is sort of  
a “legal business partner” to the man-
agement board and company. I thought 
about this change in the role in the last 
few years and I perceive it as being trans-
formed in a reactive manner to the fact 
that we are active players in the company 
and are deeply involved in daily business 
issues. Today, more than in the past, we 
are recognized as business partners rather 
than just as lawyers.

CEElM: What are the distinctions in 
your mind between the two – the “tradi-
tional” lawyer versus the “legal business 

partner”?

Artur: I’d say the distinction is twofold. 
First, I see us in a position of  going out 
to other functions proactively and ap-
proaching them with conversations about 
either risks or opportunities for the com-
pany from our legal perspective. That is 
in contrast to the old-school approach 
of  just sitting in your office and waiting 
for people to knock on your door to get 
answers. 

Second, there are noticeable differences 
in the actual scope of  the communica-
tions and opinions offered. I feel those 
are evolving more towards comprehen-
sive input; not just legal topics but also 
taking into account the business needs 
and perspectives of  the company.

Adding VAluE BEyond lEgAl
An intErViEW WitH Artur CHrzAnoWsKi, 
HEAd oF lEgAl, EiFFAgE
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CEElM:: What do you feel has been driv-
ing these changes?

Artur: I see both external and internal 
forces. Speaking from the perspective of  
the Polish market, there are at least three 
broad aspects that I believe are influenc-
ing this change. The first is the external 
element of  increasingly comprehensive 
and complex legislation. This complex-
ity obviously adds pressure on business 
people in terms of  how business is con-
ducted. 

Second, again as an external factor, are 
the market demands on a company. I be-
lieve competition is increasing across the 
board and this competitive mindset is in-
creasing the demands on the role of  the 
General Counsel.

Third, internally speaking, I sense an 
increasing expectation from the busi-
ness side that the GC add value from a 
business angle as well, and no longer just 
from a legal one. 

CEElM: Drawing from the second fac-
tor you highlighted, how can – and how 
should – a GC add to the competitive-
ness of  a company?

Artur: The most obvious way is com-
fort and ease of  mind. The better GC you 
have and the more business-oriented he/
she is, the more comfortable a company 
can be in identifying and leveraging crea-
tive solutions to enhance a business case. 
Another way a GC can add value is by 
gaining and then putting to good use ex-
perience gained in organizations tackling 
the same problems from different angles 
– whether it be a matter of  employing 
best practices learned in other organiza-
tions or, even more useful, applying the 
perspectives of  companies playing com-
plementary roles in the same sector. For 
example, when looking at real estate-relat-
ed questions, a GC can add true value if  
he/she has learned to analyze them while 
working with an investor, with a property 
manager, with a construction company, 
and so on, and then understanding the 
positioning that each type of  a company 
takes and why. 

CEElM: You mentioned internal ex-
pectations. Is that also reflected in deci-
sion-making involvement? Do you see 
more and more GCs included in the 
boards of  companies?

Artur: I see many of  my GC colleagues 
on boards. I would not say its common 
just yet, but it no longer is exceptional. 
Secondly, GCs are increasingly invit-
ed into various corporate bodies such 
as executive committees. These are not 
necessarily formalized in to the compa-
nies’ codes – they are not regulated or 
demanded by law – but they are created 
out of  the internal needs of  the compa-
ny and they group the top-level managers 
of  the companies. These bodies are not 
conducting the company itself  of  course 
– that’s what the board is there for – but 
they have a strong influence on how the 
company is carrying out its business and 
how it is growing, and they support the 
board in implementing its resolutions. 
Third, decisions are not made only on the 
basis of  purely legal opinions produced 
by the legal team and then passed over 
to the board. Rather, GCs are deeply in-
volved in the decision-making conversa-
tions directly.

CEElM: And in what ways are the GCs 
themselves evolving given this set-up?

Artur: The opportunity for GCs to grow 
with these expectations is most definitely 
there. I feel there is quite some room for 
development on the business side though 
– both when it comes to support for the 
managers but also in respect to the run-
ning of  the in-house legal team. Growth 
of  a GC is linked to that of  his/her col-
leagues in the legal function, so we need 
to make sure we offer a platform for that 
as well. 

CEElM: How do these translate in prac-
tice?

Artur: At first glance comprehensive-
ness rather than specificity – a kind of  
“feasibility study.” It’s about knowing, 
not always in detail, but in general, not 
only the legal answer to questions raised 
but also the right business answer, the 
best ready-to-use practical tool. 

At the same time, an approach that gives 
the legal team more space for self-de-
velopment is critical. In the past it was 
overly-simplified and the GC was the 
only one representing the legal matters 
of  the company. Of  course, you still have 
a ‘Head of ’, but there is more and more 
space to have other members grow. Both 
from the increased complexity of  inter-
nal needs but also because people seek it 
more than in the past. It also comes from 
a limited-resources perspective. Having 
only one interlocutor can create bottle-
necks – there is simply no time for one 
person to answer all the questions. There 
is thus a natural trend to spread responsi-
bility across the team.

All other expectations that applied in the 
past stand, of  course. Negotiation skills 
are still as critical as they were in the past, 
for example, so these need to be con-
sidered as add-ons to the skills and ap-
proaches that a GC needs to factor into 
his or her evolution.

CEElM: What’s on the horizon regard-
ing the future evolution of  the GC role 
in your view? What things do you foresee 
will make your lives easier or more diffi-
cult in the future?

Artur: I think the factors depend great-
ly on the sector. For a construction com-
pany, for example, the important topic 
at the moment in Poland is the tension 
on the prices market – when it comes to 
workforce, materials, etc., prices are get-
ting higher and higher and that influenc-
es the work of  the GC as well. I think 
it depends on the stability of  the sector 
a lot at the end of  the day – if  we are 
looking forward to continued growth on 
the back of  stabilizing prices or not is a 
huge question mark that will shape our 
work greatly. 

Beyond that, I think it is simply a matter 
of  embracing the fact that the future will 
bring constant change to the role of  a 
General Counsel as we continue to move 
away from purely legal advice and take on 
the role of  business/legal advisors to our 
boards and managers. 

radu Cotarcea



Bahar yenerer is the general Coun-
sel of Atos in turkey. prior to joining 
Atos in 2012 she spent two years as a 
senior lawyer with Elig. prior to that 
she was a senior legal Counsel with 
turkcell, Head of M&A and Corporate 
Affairs with the Yamaner & Yamaner 
Law Office, a Lawyer with Tekin Law 
Office, and a Legal Consultant with 
the Serap Zuvin Law Offices. 

CEElM:  Based on your experience, how 
has the role of  the GC evolved in the last 
few years?

BAHAr: The role of  the General Coun-
sel is most definitely one of  the ones that 
has seen most changes in recent days and 
it is constantly evolving. The main reason 
for that is that, today, the expectations for 
GCs have shifted from them being pro-
viders of  pure legal input to them being 
business-oriented advisors. A GC is ex-
pected to act as a true business partner 

who supports the business as a whole, 
not just raise concerns over potential le-
gal risks when needed. 

Of  course, this is happening while the 
old responsibilities are still in place. We 
still lead the legal department, many of  
us still handle compliance, we still over-
see disputes when necessary, and we still 
supervise contracts, but all of  these re-
sponsibilities are now a given, and we’re 
expected to handle all of  these aspects 
handled smoothly while providing strate-
gic advice to the company.

The GC needs to adapt and evolve with 
these enhanced expectations from our in-
ternal clients and our companies. At the 
same time, we need to ensure we push to 
change our own JDs to facilitate that. 

CEElM: How so?

BAHAr: The scope of  the GC was more 
limited in the past, and that was reflect-
ed in the organizational set-up. In the 
past, they’d be asked to offer input on a 
matter brought to their attention from 
a legal perspective, and then their job 
would be done. Today we are a part of  

management meetings and need to train 
ourselves to also understand what the 
business wants to achieve and be able to 
proactively provide input such as, when 
needed, offer guidance as to how we can 
take some risks. 

Of  course, we always see and assess risks, 
but we’re now expected to build up and 
apply our business knowledge and expe-
riences and focus them towards advising 
how to mitigate risks while keeping the 
goals of  the company as the end goal – 
not just to say “we can’t do this.”

CEElM: So how do GCs need to adapt 
in terms of  skills and knowledge to meet 
these increased expectations?

BAHAr: The first obvious aspect is that 
we need to move beyond our legal knowl-
edge training and position ourselves as 
part of  the business. We need to under-
stand it from the ground up to allow us 
to guide our internal client. The second 
aspect is that we need to enhance our soft 
skills today far more than we needed to in 
the past. To act as an advisor rather than a 
stop-gap requires quite a bit of  interper-
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sonal diplomacy.

CEElM: What do you believe has been 
driving this change?

BAHAr: I think it’s two self-enforcing 
factors. When you are a GC, you quickly 
realize you need to live and breathe with 
your company to be able to do your job 
well. You need to understand its needs 
and you need to immerse yourself  in the 
business to be able to give any form of  
advice effectively. With that, the expec-
tations of  your company as to how well 
you understand it evolves and it soon be-
comes a question of  you needing to adapt 
to these needs to be a part of  the organi-
zation going forward. 

Another big aspect is technology, which 
creates two additional forces. First, tech-
nology creates new risks – cybersecuri-
ty has been one of  the most important 
topics for all companies these days, for 
example, and the GC is one of  the key 
people who can help in mitigating the 
massive potential financial and reputa-
tional damage if  things go wrong on 
this. On the other hand, technology has 

helped and will continue to help us over-
come the ever-increasing work-flows we 
are faced with and generally help us be 
more efficient. With the routine work on 
our plates being moved out of  the way, 
it is important for us -- and it is natural 
to expect us to – focus on new oppor-
tunities. 

CEElM: How, then, does a General 
Counsel get to understand the business 
better?

BAHAr: First and foremost, make sure 
you are constantly connected with man-
agement. Have regular check-ins, under-
stand what they are working on and what 
they are occupied with. Do the same as 
much as possible with the rest of  the 
colleagues throughout the organization. 
Also, your business is not insular. Talk 
to your GC peers from other companies 
and try to connect yourself  as much as 
possible with the business environment 
as a whole. It is no longer enough for you 
as a GC to keep apprised of  how various 
pieces of  legislation are being changed – 
you need to understand how companies 
– both yours and the rest – are working 

and what trends are influencing their op-
erations. 

CEElM: Looking towards the future, 
what are you most excited about on the 
horizon?

BAHAr: The most exciting thing for me 
right now is technology. It has already im-
pacted our lives greatly both in terms of  
everything I already described, but even 
beyond that.  As in any industry, technol-
ogy enables flexibility in the workplace. 
New technologies make things more 
accessible remotely and give us the op-
portunity to be connected to business 
constantly. And, of  course, the positive 
impact it has had on global teams is mas-
sive. 

Technology for sure is what I am most 
excited about. The possibilities are end-
less in how it will affect our lives. And I 
am sure it will never come down to being 
fully replaced by any form of  tech – rath-
er, I’m excited to see how much it’ll im-
prove our work in a great way. 

radu Cotarcea
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Artyom podshibyakin is the Head of 
legal and Compliance of inditEX 
russia, Belarus, and Kazakhstan. pri-
or to joining inditEX over a decade 
ago, podshibyakin was a senior law-
yer with iKEA Mos retail and proper-
ty.

CEElM:  How would you define the role 
of  a General Counsel today?

ArtyoM: The role here in Russia is in 
many ways similar to what you find all 
over the globe. A General Counsel is the 
person who is responsible to the compa-

ny’s shareholders and management for 
ensuring the company is going the right 
way, in terms of  predicting and working 
with legal risk at every level of  the organ-
izational structure. 

I refer to Russia in particular because one 
thing common in this country is that GCs 
tend to have a few additional tasks by de-
fault. Specifically, it is not uncommon to 
have Heads of  Legal also be in charge of  
governmental relations, and compliance 
also tends to fall within their areas of  re-
sponsibility. Of  course, there are exam-
ples where these are separate functions, 
but that’s not really the norm.

CEElM:  How is role different today than 

what a GC would have been expected to 
handle in the past? 

ArtyoM: I see General Counsel deal-
ing with more and more tasks which 
are increasingly further away from pure 
legal advice and compliance. I already 
mentioned that taking on compliance as 
well is commonplace here, but corporate 
governance matters are also increasingly 
added to the GC’s plate. 

And that’s not even going into everything 
that has to do with legal technology. If  
you want to keep up with your peers and 
deliver the best results you 100% need to 
start using the different legal tech solu-
tions that are being made available – oth-

tHE rigHt AttitudE
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erwise your value-to-cost ratio will signif-
icantly drop relative to your peers.

CEElM:  What are some of  the tech solu-
tions you’re using already or keeping an 
eye out for?

ArtyoM: A good example is Kira, 
which is dedicated to contract analysis. It 
is utilized more in the US and EU (there’s 
no Russian version yet), but it’s a perfect 
example of  a tool that makes a lawyer 
much more productive. 

Another example is software used to 
track court rulings. In Russia, 99% of  
court practice is publicly available, but 
how does one go about searching for 
something specific among the tons of  
documents? The “Casebook” software 
– which allows users to track particular 
cases and see the decisions at different 
court levels – has been developed to ad-
dress this need. They even have a ruling 
prediction tool for cases where there is 
no decision yet. It literally tells you there 
is, say, an 80% chance the plaintiff  will 
win in case X as a result of  analyzing a 
particular judge’s track record and his and 
others’ past rulings in similar types of  
cases. It’s practical, and it actually works. 
Of  course, I wouldn’t rely on it 100% 
since there are many things that can in-
fluence a decision.

Bots are also increasingly being used. We 
are working on our own, by the way: one 
that gives employees very sharp and con-
cise advice related to consumer law.

CEElM: Do you feel these tools make 
the life of  a GC easier or more complex?

ArtyoM: For sure, technology is not 
something that lawyers are used to incor-
porating into their work so there is a need 
to adapt – to learn something quite dif-
ferent. In many cases though, the Gener-
al Counsel needs to take charge of  these 
projects, even though, of  course, the bot 
itself  is usually developed by someone 
else. The GC needs to dig in and fully 
pilot the design of  the bot –you cannot 
simply send an e-mail about it to a de-
veloper and it get done. The end product 
definitely makes handling the legal work 

easier, but getting to that stage turns a 
GC into an IT project leader.

CEElM: Why build your own, when 
there is already a plethora of  solutions on 
the market?

ArtyoM: Yes, the number of  solutions 
has been increasing, and I am 100% sure 
that to develop your own solution is not 
always the most efficient option. Quite 
the contrary, in many cases it can turn 
out that implementing an out-of-the-box, 
pre-built option is better. But we’re not 
writing our own up from scratch code ei-
ther; we use a high-level bot constructor. 
You do not need to be a programmer to 
develop a bot with this tool. That does 
not mean you don’t need to put on your 
IT project leader hat and oversee proper 
deployment. 

CEElM:  What about the skill set a GC is 
expected to master? How is it evolving?

ArtyoM: The biggest demand is for 
business skills. In many cases these days, 
management passes on tasks that are no 
longer purely legal. For example, “go out 
and manage our trademark portfolio,” 
doesn’t just imply legal work, but also a 
thorough understanding of  the company 
in this regard: how are the trademarks 
being used and what are the upcoming 
threats or opportunities? Then, at the 
end of  the day, when management sees 
you are doing a good job at it, it often 
decides that your legal team, or part of  
it, is now a business unit that takes this 
function on. This is why increasingly you 
will see GCs leading functions beyond 
the classic legal ones, which requires a 
whole new set of  skills. On the one hand 
that is burdensome for the lawyer, but on 
the other, it allows him or her to develop 
as a true corporate businessperson within 
the company – even if  only to start un-
derstanding basic concepts related to the 
company’s economics, finance, ops, and 
so on. 

CEElM:  What’s on the horizon? What 
do you believe will bring about the big-
gest changes in terms of  the GC role?

ArtyoM: I’m sure we’ll continue to hear 

of  more and more things connected to 
artificial intelligence. Imagine a scenario 
in the near future when your CEO comes 
to you and asks you to look at a new dig-
ital twin of  your power plant, say, and 
figure out the legal or IP matters related 
to it – but you have to tell him you have 
no clue what that algorithm means. The 
CEO will naturally turn to others, as you 
are outdated as his GC. That’s why I have 
been working constantly to understand 
more about AI and, for instance, digital 
twins as digital models of  otherwise very 
expensive and complicated equipment 
such as a unit in the plant, using neu-
ral networks and machine learning. The 
complexities of  these models is just one 
example of  what I believe a GC needs to 
stay on top of. 

Another example is the ever-evolving top-
ic of  the ethics of  artificial intelligence. 
We should start from a wide approach 
and there are interesting conversations 
already taking place that we should keep 
up with, such as those related to driver-
less driving liability in case of  accidents, 
etc. Ultimately, I think science is always 
an important are of  knowledge that a GC 
should stay apprised of.

CEElM: So what tools do GCs have at 
their disposal to do that? What are you 
using the most?

ArtyoM: There are already a lot of  in-
teresting conferences organized on these 
areas of  interest – not just for lawyers but 
all sorts of  business people. These are 
invaluable resources, and of  course there 
are a lot of  industry publications as well, 
but, ultimately, these days, one only has to 
open up YouTube to find a wide range of  
free lectures on these topics. 

And your most important tool: Your at-
titude. You need to be ready for changes 
and be flexible – that’s really what matters 
the most. As soon as you become rigid, 
things will start going south, and both 
you and your company will stop being 
competitive. 
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Adriana Minovic is the Head of data 
protection and dpo of the Ergomed 
group, a provider of clinical research, 
pharmaco-vigilance, and other ser-
vices in the life sciences industry, 
with headquarters in guilford, u.K. 
prior to joining Ergomed, Adriana was 
Head of Conent security and dpo for 
the united group, and before that as 
a lawyer specializing in regulatory/
compliance matters at Air serbia. 
Earlier still, she was an adviser for the 
European Integration Office of the 
government of the republic of serbia 
and a legal adviser in serbia’s Ministry 
of trade, tourism and telecommuni-
cations.

CEElM: How would you define the role 
of  Compliance Officer?

AdriAnA: While a Compliance Officer 
naturally deals with legal matters, he/she 
is much more involved in the regulato-
ry/compliance aspects that impact the 
core business operations of  a company. 
I would say the importance of  the Com-
pliance Officer role is increasing within 
companies, especially in regulatory areas 
such as GDPR, competition, IP, and cy-
bersecurity – areas that were, in the past, 
in the shadows when compared to gen-
eral legal matters. This is reflected in the 
growing trend of  making the Chief  Com-
pliance officer role separate and equal to 
the General Counsel these days. 

The in-house legal world is developing 
such that regulatory and compliance are 
increasingly part of  the corporate and 
business strategy and are closely attached 
to business operations. Especially with 
the GDPR, you cannot do anything if  

you are not in very close communication 
with the business and business strategy. 

Increasingly we see a set-up where com-
pliance is involved in shaping strategy – 
which is then implemented by the legal 
and operations departments. Compliance 
tends to be closer to the board now, and 
topics from this area are among the most-
ly discussed legal matters in many board 
sessions. Of  course, legal still plays a great 
part in these topics, especially on signifi-
cant deals and corporate matters, but the 
fact is that compliance and regulatory are 
two functions which actively shape policy 
at the highest level on a consistent basis. 

There is a note to be made here though. 
When I am talking of  this trend I am re-
ferring to large and international compa-
nies, which operate in different markets 
and need to harmonize their approach in 
different jurisdictions. In small compa-
nies, it is less the case, since they won’t 
have to deal with many of  the same com-
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pliance issues – though the GDPR is un-
fortunately impacting all equally.

CEElM: It’s interesting that you are de-
scribing a trend of  having compliance 
move higher up within the organization 
than the legal department, since in many 
instances compliance was, and still is, a 
function that falls within the area of  re-
sponsibility of  the Head of  Legal.

AdriAnA: Yes, traditionally compliance 
fell under legal. I am not saying that this 
approach is not feasible, but then you 
need to have GCs with broad knowledge 
about different areas of  law and issues 
that intersect various industries, who can 
handle both legal and compliance and 
regulatory thoroughly, which is quite a tall 
order. Having to deal with IT law, com-
pliance, competition, etc. Also, the com-
pliance/regulatory role must have much 
more detailed knowledge about business 
processes and industry information than 
traditional legal roles. All this combined 
makes for a quite challenging job descrip-
tion. That’s why I see these two depart-
ments becoming separate more and more 
often. 

CEElM: When did this trend start? How 
were things different, say, ten years ago?

AdriAnA: Back then compliance was 
not that big of  an issue. Some might ar-
gue that in some countries the compliance 
culture still is underdeveloped. In Serbia, 
and in the Balkan region as a whole, I 
think it still is the case that usually people 
have the impression that compliance is 
price-optional – good to have but costly 
and not mandatory. I am seeing a heavy 
shift though. Anticorruption, Competi-
tion, IP, and Data Protection are are be-
coming real priorities for organizations – 
especially innovative companies that are 
working in the IT industry or which use 
advanced technological solutions in their 
business (as is the case in the Life Science 
industry).

CEElM: Is it purely legislative develop-
ments that are driving this change, or are 
there other factors?

AdriAnA: Of  course the primary driv-

er is legislation. It usually is the element 
from which everything starts, as people 
truly start worrying about these things 
when they get scared by penalties. What 
is recognized in companies with a strong 
compliance culture is the cost of  not be-
ing compliant. 

But it’s more than that. It comes down to 
how best to set up the way in which your 
company operates – the functional en-
vironment of  business processes within 
the company. Lately there are much more 
situations in which I see the compliance 
person also acting as the Chief  Strategy 
Officer. It makes sense in a world where 
much of  our operations are dictated by 
the regulatory set-up and I think that a 
significant driver is exactly that: the goal 
of  setting up your business operations 
right from the very design stage, rather 
than slapping a compliance procedure at 
the end of  an already-existing process. 

CEElM: How should Compliance Of-
ficers aim to develop themselves to excel 
at their jobs?

AdriAnA: The most important thing 
to do is to understand the industry – not 
just your company, but the industry as a 
whole. You should be following industry 
trends to get a sense of  what the future 
holds, especially in heavily-regulated in-
dustries. That is the most critical element, 
if  you want to be able to have a really 
broad perspective on things to facilitate 
your risk assessments about the future 
endeavors of  your company. 

CEElM: How do you achieve this in-
depth understanding of  your organiza-
tion specifically?

AdriAnA: If  we are talking about com-
pliance/regulatory roles in the Legal de-
partment, it’s a matter of  designing the 
legal team based on a business partner 
model. Your team members should be as 
close to the ground as possible to stay in 
the loop. In my case, I aim to be involved 
in every business plan and commercial 
strategy discussion. That way, from the 
very beginning, when a new business 
strategy is being developed I am brought 

on as early as possible to understand the 
desired set-up and offer input on how we 
can design the new strategy to be fully 
compliant. 

Even if  we look at the GDPR, I believe 
one of  the least recognized yet most im-
portant elements is that of  “privacy by 
design.” The goal is to have the princi-
ples of  data protection assimilated in all 
aspects of  our operations from the very 
beginning, when the projects are started. 
With this approach, you ensure that you 
are taking compliance into account at 
each stage of  the development of  your 
processes. 

CEElM: What advice would you give to 
other compliance officers reading this?

AdriAnA: Both are aspects I touched 
upon already. First, make sure you focus 
on your business. I would say that, if  you 
really want to be a great Chief  Compli-
ance Officer, you need to understand 
your business inside and out. It is not 
enough to have gone through a thorough 
legal training – although that’s of  course a 
prerequisite. This role is very people-ori-
ented, and you will find you have a hard 
time getting anyone to buy into what you 
are promoting if  your colleagues recog-
nize at any point that you do not fully 
understand the business and their work. 
You’ll simply lose that critical respect you 
need to push your ideas through. 

Second, be proactive. Approach the rest 
of  the business and explain your role 
over and over again. Everyone will be 
better off  if  a compliance expert coop-
erates with the rest of  the functions on 
any project from the very beginning. The 
traditional model is that business people 
create something new, then they send it 
to legal, which, in turn, makes several 
comments. At this point, everyone feels 
frustrated because “legal is slowing down 
the closing of  the deal.” Avoid that stress, 
both for you and your colleagues, by 
making sure you do everything you can 
to be a reliable partner and design it all 
right from the very beginning. 
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Andras Mohacsi is the Head of Com-
petition law and sanctions at British 
American tobacco, where he is re-
sponsible for designing, rolling out, 
and coordinating the implementation 
of the company’s global competition 
law and sanctions compliance pro-
grams, as well as overseeing the man-
agement of any related proceedings 
against any group company. He first 
joined BAt in Hungary in 1998. Before 
that, he worked as Head of legal of 
daewoo Bank Hungary.

CEElM:  What would you say is the crit-
ical first step towards building a compli-
ance culture?

AndrAs: It’s obviously hugely impor-
tant that what the compliance culture 
consists of  in a company is defined and 
expressed – following the principle of  a 
top-down funnel. The key principles and 
beliefs should be incorporated in a very 
important policy document and articulat-
ed in a very clear manner in a form that is 
signed off  on by the board of  the highest 
decision-making body of  the organiza-
tion and clearly communicated through-
out the organization. 

In our case, we have a document called 
“The Standards of  Business Conduct” – 
and I know many other companies have a 
similar document. It might sound simple 
and formalistic, but I don’t believe you 
can talk about a culture without clearly 

articulating the clear principles and the 
clear boundaries everyone needs to re-
spect. This is ideally done per area, since 
that’s how it becomes tangible for the 
people working in an organization. 

This document, supported by the board, 
needs to set out precisely what the very 
clear high level dos and donts for the or-
ganization are, and these should be clear-
ly articulated on everything from how we 
deal with sanctions, to competition mat-
ters, and bribery, and so on. 

It is important that this be taken seriously. 
It has to be supported by a “speak up” 
line that people can use to raise their con-
cerns and register incidents if  they believe 
those principles are not followed. Equal-
ly, it is critical that any concern or inci-
dent that is raised is actually followed-up 
on, is properly reviewed and if  necessary 
investigated, and, where necessary, that 
the appropriate and proportional sanc-
tion is applied. 

Again, one could argue this is a slightly 
formalistic approach – and that may be 
true – but I find it fundamental in as far 
as the “hard side” of  compliance is con-
cerned. 

CEElM: What’s the “soft” side of  it?

AndrAs: The “soft side” is how this is 
supported by communication, by the re-
muneration structure of  the organization, 

and how compliance topics are addressed 
at corporate events, functions, and ses-
sions. How these principles actually find 
their way into the business activities.  

One of  the most useful signs that you 
have a true compliance in place is when 
you see its principles being implement-
ed irrespective of  how attractive a deal 
might look from a commercial perspec-
tive. When we are called in to carry out a 
due diligence project – whether related to 
a bribery concern, or AML, or anything 
else – we know people are really engaged 
with our compliance principles. It is im-
portant to be able to point to a track re-
cord of, at times, wanting to enter into a 
deal but, after checking to make sure all 
these areas were adequately considered, 
saying “no.” Of  course, no one is saying 
we have to say no all the time, but that is 
the biggest sign that the compliance cul-
ture you are fostering has spread through-
out the organization: when its principles 
find themselves applied in every decision. 
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CEElM: You mentioned that, in the pro-
cess of  defining your principles in that 
high-level document, they would ideally 
be broken down into areas. What are the 
most important ones, in your mind?

AndrAs: Typically, a modern stand-
ard business conduct document would 
address all compliance areas which are 
relevant for the business model of  an or-
ganization. When you have a global or-
ganization like BAT, obviously it would 
cover a very broad range of  areas, but 
I don’t think there is a defined list of  
compliance areas which have to be incor-
porated into this kind of  document for 
every single company. For example, if  
you are not on the stock exchange there 
is no need for a chapter on insider trad-
ing, and if  you are a very small company, 
lighter concerns about competition law 
exist. Arguably, there are some key areas: 
competition law, bribery and corruption, 
AML, illicit trade, and tax evasion. Those 
are also some of  the main ones that I deal 
with on a daily basis – but there are other 
areas covered within my company such 
as insider trading and books and records, 
and a few others that are not directly cov-
ered by my department.

CEElM: But is a large compliance manu-
al actually something that people digest?

AndrAs: It really shouldn’t be a long 
document. In terms of  size, I think the 

ideal scenario is that you have a “chap-
ter” per area (such as competition law) 
but that it is not longer than what you’d 
include on a power point slide, or maybe 
two. That is more than enough to include 
the absolute critical policy messages you 
wish to convey. You want to think of  
these as constitutional messages rather 
than a manual for all to use.

Obviously, beneath that document you 
may need some procedures that take 
into consideration how these high-level 
commands or principles can best fit into 
the business model of  the organization. 
That’s particularly important since we 
shouldn’t forget that one organization 
may have various different businesses. 
Think of  GE and how many different 
businesses they may have. I think the ab-
solute key is that you need to consider the 
actual business environment and business 
model of  the organization: who are your 
suppliers, what’s your growth model, the 
size of  organization, and so on. It is from 
that starting point that you can then iden-
tify how can certain risks feature in the 
context of  the various aspects of  your 
model. What could be a typical bribery 
scenario vis-à-vis your suppliers? What 
could be the typical bribery temptation 
scenarios for your employee groups? 
Once you map those out you have what 
we call “achieving a risk” or “temptation 
assessment” in the context of  the busi-

ness. 

Depending on the risks, you need to fig-
ure out what are the most practical proce-
dures that would fit under that high-level 
policy document. The role of  these pro-
cedures is to give guidance to the users 
as to how you are expected to comply 
with the high-level policy statements. It 
would, for example, tell the person in our 
procurement department, “this is your 
supplier due diligence process to ensure 
compliance.” From this point, of  course, 
you need to start looking into the very 
important pillar of  trainings but these too 
need to be based on who does what and 
why – it cannot be abstract, and it has to 
be meaningful for the type of  person and 
his/her type of  role in the organization. 
Only then you can say that your approach 
is risk-based – based on the actual risk 
that, at least in theory, can happen in that 
specific situation. 

CEElM: This all feels like it’s still more 
organizational set-up than the soft side 
of  things. 

AndrAs: It is, but when you talk about 
culture you want to talk about the soft 
things. I am personally very much a be-
liever that you can talk about the soft 
stuff  only once you have laid a very very 
solid foundation when it comes to the 
hard elements – when you have done 
your risk assessment, you have your policy 
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statement, you have your procedures, you 
have your training programs, you employ 
forms of  control on a regular basis. On 
that last one, for example, we have a sys-
tem in place where everyone reports once 
a year and declares themselves as either 
compliant or partially compliant (these 
reports are then signed off  by a senior 
person who carries out the due diligence 
on a statistical basis). If  you declare your-
self  only partially compliant, you need to 
put forward a justification and a reme-
diation plan. Furthermore, once every 
few years we carry out an internal audit, 
where people go on the ground and carry 
out a solid assessment to see how all of  
this works out in real life. 

CEElM: Earlier you mentioned your 
“speak up” line as a good indicator of  an 
existing compliance culture. Since we are 
still talking about hard aspects, what pro-
cesses have you set up to facilitate it?

AndrAs: Indeed, “speak up” is enor-
mously important. It is so because if  peo-
ple use this tool, then you know people 
within your company understand what 
the potential issues are, and that they 
think seriously about it and take it serious-
ly enough to talk about potential prob-
lems if  they come up. It is also important 
that employees are protected when they 
speak up and that it is seen as something 
constructive and positive. It reflects that 

people care and feel ownership.

It is important to enhance this feeling by 
following up, as I mentioned earlier, but 
also by setting up a reporting process. We 
pull stats together based on it and report 
them internally – sometimes this is done 
to an internal auditing committee: “Last 
year we had 2000 incidents raised based 
on our ‘speak up’ line, 25% were related 
to HR complaints and so on.” These stats 
are also an opportunity to demonstrate to 
the auditing committee, and the broad-
er organization, that you have followed 
those up, investigated, and, ultimately, 
taken action when justified. If  anyone 
has breached the standards of  business 
conduct you need to show real and se-
rious consequences. Such consequences 
can vary and we need to show to every-
one that, if  proportional, a staff  member 
was fired, or we terminated a supplier or 
customer despite commercial benefits. 
These are real, palpable demonstrations 
to help further our compliance culture. 

CEElM: Since we spoke a great deal 
about policy-setting, how does your team 
move from dictating “this needs to be 
done this way,” which may cause friction, 
towards engaging your other business 
functions in a collegial manner?

AndrAs: Indeed, while we have many 
areas where the messages we convey are 

easy, there are others where there is actual 
resistance and the level of  resistance can 
actually differ from mild to rather strong. 
There are a number of  factors behind 
this resistance. Sometimes, especially in 
cases pertaining to competition law mat-
ters, the pressure is very high commer-
cially because people just want to make 
their numbers. In other cases, such as 
when we want to roll out a third party due 
diligence project: the resistance doesn’t 
come from the fact they do not buy into 
the need to do it, but from the fact that it 
is enormously burdensome.

This leads to one of  the key aspects of  
a successful compliance function: we 
need to remember that we are working 
with a business and make an effort to 
understand where push-back is coming 
from. Sometimes it’s a simple matter of  
sitting down with our colleagues to spend 
some time convincing them to engage. 
Sometimes we need to realize that we are 
placing unnecessary burdens on our col-
leagues. The key message is that while we 
need to design and roll out robust com-
pliance procedures that are based on the 
actual risks the organization is facing, we 
need to listen to our business colleagues 
and work with them to simplify the com-
pliance procedures, to make them more 
effective. 

radu Cotarcea
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Andras levai is the Head of legal-CE 
Ethics and Compliance at tesco Cen-
tral Europe. levai, who is based in 
Hungary, has been with tesco since 
June 2009, when he joined as senior 
legal Counsel. in 2013, he was ap-
pointed to the role of group internal 
Auditor for Hungary and turkey and 
he became the Head of legal for Hun-
gary in 2014. He was appointed to his 
current role in 2016. prior to tesco, he 
worked at the Hidasi & partners law 
Firm.

CEElM:  To define the goal, what is a 
compliance culture in your mind?

AndrAs: To give you a feel of  my role, 
I am now handling the ethics and com-
pliance agenda for the Central European 
region (Hungary, Czech Republic, Slova-
kia and Poland). Bribery, competition law, 
data privacy and all kinds of  compliance 
governance land on my rather broad 

agenda. In this capacity, I like making the 
analogy that compliance and a compli-
ance culture are like a cake and the cherry 
on top of  it. 

The cake represents the basics in terms 
of  compliance. By “basics” I mean all the 
trainings, the guidelines, the communica-
tions, etc. I like doing compliance, but some-
times it can seem a bit of  a dry area. 

In contrast, the cherry is the culture of  it 
all. It’s the one thing you can start focus-
ing on once you have the basics in place, 
and you have done them right – other-
wise you wouldn’t be able to develop a 
culture. What is culture? It’s the next step. 
It’s asking how you achieve a company 
where people are not “forced” to engage 
in compliance and resent it when it comes 
up – either because it’s perceived as bor-
ing or because it’s a tedious exercise. It’s 
about how do you get people to complete 
an online training because they perceive 
it as something important for them, to 
protect themselves and the business. Af-
ter two or three years of  building the ba-
sics, we have now started focusing on the 
culture side of  things, and we’re already 
seeing results. And, really, as a compli-
ance function leader that’s when you start 

being happy in your role – when you start 
noticing genuine engagement from the 
rest of  the company towards compliance. 

CEElM:  Since you mentioned you now 
have your cake and are finally ready to 
start working on the cherry, what’s the 
first step towards it?

AndrAs: We just started a workshop 
with our managers and directors on our 
code of  business conduct. We already had 
an online training that takes place each 
year. However, this year we started with a 
workshop for smaller groups of  our sen-
ior colleagues. This is not just about the 
specific provisions and the content of  the 
code of  conduct. The critical component 
focuses on the bigger picture of  “how” 
someone should act with integrity as a re-
sponsible leader within Tesco. 

Before we started it, we just hoped that 
this be well-received from our colleagues, 
who had said they didn’t think they could 
participate in an exciting and genuine-
ly interactive workshop on compliance 
and ethics. That was really good for us 
to hear, of  course, as we worked hard to 
develop an agenda that moved away from 
a technical lecture into an interactive dis-
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cussion. 

CEElM:  And what are the elements you 
use to make it interactive?

AndrAs: Prior to the workshop, we ask 
colleagues to prepare by reflecting on and 
sending us a leader that they admire. As 
an ice-breaker, we use their responses 
to explain why they admire that leader 
and why they believe he or she acts with 
high integrity. This is a good starter and 
the desired outcome of  it is to “define” 
what integrity means for people. It is 
very interesting to see how in different 
workshops, run in different countries, for 
different functions, the outcome is very 
similar. There are very interesting discus-
sions that stem from the results as well as 
the similarity between the results across 
the different workshops. 

In the second half  we put ethical dilem-
mas up for debate and open up the floor 
to all. The questions raised tend to be 
related to our own company rather than 
commonly-discussed ethical dilemmas. 
We look to debate questions around the 
lines of  “should companies do more or 
not than what is required by the letter of  
the law,” or others derived directly from 

our own operations.

CEElM: Why did you pick this format 
and target audience?

AndrAs: It was actually based on an in-
ternal survey we carried out a while ago. 
Every year our colleagues need to make 
a declaration at the end of  year financial 
year that they have respected the com-
pany’s code of  conduct – this is main-
ly a process resulting from UK Bribery 
Act compliance efforts. Along with this 
exercise, we launched a quick survey to 
our colleagues to find out what it is that 
“encourages them to follow an ethical 
culture” within their role. The results in 
CEE indicated that, more than in other 
jurisdictions, line managers were highly 
respected and perceived as role models. 
It only made sense then that we focused 
some of  our efforts towards training 
them as compliance culture ambassadors. 
This was the critical point that led us to 
start these workshops. 

CEElM: What other activities did you 
find help you build that compliance cul-
ture?

AndrAs: I’d describe them all general-
ly as activities that are not the ordinary 
way to communicate with colleagues. For 
example, for our competition function, 
we carry out an “extraordinary” event for 
our buyers. This is a half  day event where 
one part is a theoretical – one where we 
present competition law – and one is a 
part focused on a discussion around this 
area followed by a light quiz on the topic 
with a few prizes at stake to get people 
engaged. This is, again, something that 
can bring competition and compliance 
closer to people and make it a bit more 
interesting – especially since this is inten-
tionally organized outside of  the office. 

Each year we also run what we call a “col-
league event.” There we, the compliance 
team, regularly have an exhibition zone. 
It was weird for us to have a booth the 
first time we set it up, but over time we 
developed a quiz game that participants 
can get involved in, and, again, win some 
prizes. In my mind, these are not core 
elements but small things to bring com-

pliance closer to the hearts and minds of  
our colleagues. 

CEElM:  How large is your compliance 
team and how is it structured?

AndrAs: It consists of  nine people, 
covering three areas: Business Integrity 
(bribery, trainings, communications, and 
governance); Competition Law; and Pri-
vacy. I have people in all four CEE coun-
tries and we work in a structure similar 
to big law firms, in that we have practice 
groups – we don’t work country by coun-
try but practice area by practice area. My 
Data Protection Officer is in Krakow, my 
competition legal counsel is in Budapest 
and so on. 

CEElM:  Since you mentioned privacy, 
how much of  an impact has data pro-
tection had on your work over these past 
few years?

AndrAs: A significant one. The largest 
team in my group is the privacy group 
now. We have a rather robust program in 
place – in line with the UK program. It 
gave us a lot of  work over the last couple 
of  years and I am sure it will continue to 
do so. Even though the GDPR is becom-
ing less and less newsworthy, it still was a 
huge change for an organization the size 
of  ours, where you have thousands of  
systems and processes in place, making 
it a considerable challenge to keep it all 
under control. 

CEElM: Any future developments you 
see on the horizon that will have a similar 
impact?

AndrAs: Nothing really at the scale of  
the GDPR. We spent the last three years 
with the launching of  the different com-
pliance programs I mentioned already. I 
think that now we are in a position where 
we can say we have the cake, so now – 
while I cannot know for sure what the 
future holds – I really hope we can focus 
on the cherry part and develop the exist-
ing programs.

radu Cotarcea
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Basak gurbuz is a Counsel at the 
Walt disney Company turkey, where 
she oversees the company’s legal 
and compliance matters. prior to as-
suming her current in-house role, 
she was a Managing Associate with 
gun + partners. Her experience also 
includes time with pekin & Bayar, the 
yazici law Firm, the Kasaroglu law 
Firm, and Bayindir Holding.

CEElM: Basak, GCs are rarely seen as 
“deal makers” within their companies. 
Instead, they are usually seen as “deal 

breakers,” or at least “deal hurdles.” How 
can GCs change that perception?

BAsAK: What I learned in the last four 
years since starting at Disney – my first 
in-house experience – is that legal should 
be and should be perceived as an inte-
grated function, not merely a supportive 
function. We are one team, and we have 
a common purpose, so the legal function 
should be a part of  the business and not 
simply sit backstage. We need to be on 
stage with the whole team and play an 
active role in the success of  the business. 

In order to create this environment, it is 
vital to find ways to build this awareness 
and understanding through being asser-
tive and constant communication. Need-
less to say, creativity and full compliance 
have to go hand in hand at all times.

CEElM: How do you go about bridging 
the gap in those differences in perspec-
tive?  

BAsAK: I think it comes down to em-
pathy at the end of  the day. I always tell 
my colleagues to include me from the 
beginning, so that I can help them right 
on time. I also learned along the way that 
“help” is the magic word. 

There is the much-needed dark side of  
course – our red lines – that any legal 
counsel should be transparent with. 

When I have a new matter in front of  me 
I have three options. In an ideal world, I 
can say “yes, this is good to go and here’s 
how we should do it and let me draw you 
a map.” Other times you need to simply 
say, in as transparent and friendly a man-
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ner as possible, “No – strict no – there 
is a specific legal provision or a compa-
ny policy that says no.” And there’s al-
ways option three – saying “How about 
if  we do it this way?” Of  course, if  you 
say “no,” this may create unease. If  you 
take the third option you also learn to 
be creative – in terms of  legal aspects, 
compliance matters, as well as generally 
in business. 

For sure, it is not the job of  the legal 
function to be likeable at all times, and 
red lines need to be drawn every now and 
then, but I have learned that this does not 
mean we need to be constantly serious. 
I try to employ humor as an ice-breaker 
when dealing with people coming up to 
me and expecting to hear a simple “no” 
– and I found that this helps a great deal, 
while remaining transparent about those 
red lines that cannot be crossed. 

CEElM: You spoke about acting as an 
integrated whole with the other business 
functions. How do you achieve that?

BAsAK: I listen. I talk to people and I 
try to collect feedback.  I do my best to 
follow my colleagues and sometimes even 
approach them for feedback. I sometimes 
go to our leadership teams and I do the 
same – I try to find out if  they are ok 
communicating with the legal function. I 
try to learn when and why they are reluc-
tant to do so and how I can overcome 
that.

CEElM: And what do you do when that 
feedback is negative? What’s the next step 
for you?

BAsAK: I ask for concrete examples to 
be able to go through them – both to re-
flect as well as to help the people provid-
ing the feedback understand my position 
better. If  I am told they feel I shot down 
a proposal, I make an effort to illustrate 
how I actually took “Option 3” – how I 
tried to show them alternatives. 

Of  course, it’s difficult sometimes for 
other business functions to accept it, 
since people feel they are losing money 
when you alter their plans. I just try to 
remember that and also go through the 

concrete examples and ask myself: “Was 
I too hard?”, and “Can I be more flexi-
ble?”, etc.

CEElM: You also emphasized the im-
portance of  empathy. How do you build 
that?

BAsAK: It’s certainly difficult. I am a law-
yer. I am not numbers-focused in the first 
place. I try to understand in good faith 
what my colleagues are trying to achieve 
– maybe hitting their budgets, their reve-
nue targets, and so on – but it is not an 
easy exercise. I try to see myself  as a sales 
person, and I think I have gotten better 
over time in understanding my colleagues 
and resorting to “no’s” only in rare in-
stances, but of  course if  red lines arise, 
there is nothing I can do. In that case, I’ve 
learned to invest some time in explaining 
why we cannot cross certain lines to help 
build up empathy from their side as well. 

CEElM: We’ve been talking about broad 
approaches until now, so let’s look at 
some specifics. Let’s say you learn of  a 
new deal you’ll need to support. What’s 
your first step?

BAsAK: I need to make sure I under-
stand the business and business case 
completely. I talk to my manager to get 
some feedback on that to help guide me 
if  necessary. I try to be flexible and un-
derstand the deal and the goals and angles 
of  every party involved. I then, of  course, 
immediately need to apply my notions of  
law and compliance that are relevant to 
the deal and develop my strategy to fa-
cilitate it.

CEElM: When and at what stage do you 
involve external counsel?

BAsAK: When we’re talking about very 
complicated deals – such as large M&A 
or real estate deals – I of  course turn to 
external team support to stretch my re-
sources. 

CEElM: And when picking the firm you’d 
be working with, if  you had to prioritize 
one of  the two, would you opt for a firm 
that has worked with you in the past and 
has a good understanding of  your com-

pany, or a firm that has more experience 
on similar deals in the past. Why?

BAsAK: The second is most likely, 
though a scenario where you have both is 
obviously ideal. If  I understand a differ-
ent firm that is better in the specific field 
that I need than those I worked with in 
the past, I’d definitely try them out, since 
the deal needs to run smoothly and per-
fectly.

CEElM: What about the instruction to 
the firm – what’s your checklist for that?

BAsAK: It depends a bit on the deal. I 
would summarize the case with a confi-
dentiality note. I would try to understand 
if  they can help and how. I would lay down 
the work structure as I need reports from 
my external counsel frequently – I want 
to know what they are doing and if  they 
require any feedback & guidance from 
me or the company to progress in the 
deal. I always make sure I have a call with 
them to make sure they have the neces-
sary expertise and, of  course, if  they are 
ok with our budget expectations. 

CEElM: You mentioned your budget. 
What’s your preferred fee structure?

BAsAK: I tend to prefer capped fees 
rather than hourly rates – something that 
tends to be common practice these days. 

CEElM: As a final thought, what do you 
believe is the single most important thing 
GCs need to develop in themselves as 
professionals to act as deal makers for 
their companies?

BAsAK: To understand and get a better 
sense of  the business side of  things, I 
think. Reading up on the latest business 
trends is very important. In my case, 
I need to read up on the media trends, 
the developing media tools, etc. I need 
to make sure I share a language with my 
colleagues to be able to understand the 
drive behind new deals. We always need 
to remember we are legal people first and 
foremost but we cannot isolate ourselves 
in a purely legal world if  we want to be 
true deal makers. 
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Ante sucur has been the Head of le-
gal Affairs and Company Secretary at 
Mercury processing services interna-
tional ltd (formerly intesa sanpaolo 
Card ltd) since 2009. Before joining 
Mercury, he worked for five and a half 
years at privredna Banka zagreb d.d. 
(which is also part of the intesa san-
paolo group).

CEElM:  As Head of  Legal you obvious-
ly have a lot of  plates spinning in the air 
at any point. What’s at the top of  the pri-
orities’ list in terms of  your legal team??

AntE: Internally speaking, to set the 
background, with the change in owner-
ship of  my company (we were purchased 

by a company ultimately owned by Ad-
vent and Bain Capital funds), we have 
become affiliated with the Nets Group, 
a much bigger European family in terms 
of  payment processing. This also means 
that we no longer work purely as an in-
ter-group processor but are now serving 
the open market as well. 

What we are seeing now – and this takes 
into account the fact that processing was 
always a heavily regulated industry – is 
that in the past few years we’ve experi-
enced a flood of  new regulations, mostly 
coming from the EU level. The fact is 
that compliance with all of  them is in-
deed expensive, but non-compliance is 
even more so. Furthermore, we’re seeing 
more and more consolidation globally in 
our sector and we can expect even more 
complexities in terms of  our compliance.

In terms of  what we need to make sure 
that we have at the very top of  our agen-
da, I tend to agree with Michael O’Neill, 
Senior Vice President and General Coun-
sel at Lenovo, who argued that at the 
moment the top legal priorities for tech-
nology companies are litigation and intel-

lectual property, but who also emphasized 
that company supply chain relationships 
need to constant supervision. To those 
I would also add labor law issues, since 
these can escalate quickly. But the biggest 
and constantly moving part is of  course 
our revenue-generating activities, and, in 
general, contractual relationships where 
breaches of  law can happen rather easily.

CEElM: How then do you manage these 
contractual relationships?

AntE: Standardization definitely helps a 
great deal. The most important thing is to 
ensure an adequate level of  involvement 
of  lawyers in these activities. Managers 
often raise issues that they perceive as 
purely commercial and are all too often 
unaware that they actually involve a great 
deal of  legal aspects. Naturally, if  some-
thing goes wrong later, down the line, 
questions over control are raised, but if  
everything runs smoothly that’s rarely 
recognized. 

But that is the duty of  the lawyers and 
why they need to be involved – to ensure 
there are no legal surprises. And that’s 
where the value of  legal control of  those 
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selected complex relationships lies: in 
detecting legal risks, mitigating them if  
possible, and raising the awareness of  
management if  mitigation is not possible 
for some reason. 

CEElM: How specifically are lawyers 
involved in the process in your organiza-
tion?

AntE: The standard process of  contract 
preparation ideally starts with involving 
lawyers in the commercial preparation of  
the deal, which they can provide valuable 
advice on how properly to structure. The 
activity then continues in contract prepa-
ration itself, by detecting issues and imple-
menting mitigating solutions when need-
ed. There are situations where you simply 
can’t do that, such as when the other par-
ty doesn’t want to accept those solutions. 
You then need to assess the risks, and 
allow managers to decide whether those 
risks are acceptable or whether, perhaps, 
they represent a deal-breaker. However, 
this is not the case only with legal risks. 
There are a number of  regulatory aspects 
that come into play and various functions 
need to weigh in. For example, there are 
tax or security considerations that need to 
happen, and we have dedicated teams to 
focus on that. 

The whole contract process is organized 
such that all aspects are represented in 
the contract preparation. If  issues come 
up, depending on severity, the relevant 
function raises the issue with the board, 
which then makes the ultimate decision. 
Obviously, I speak here only about com-
plex contracts; there are many simple 
contracts where we don’t need such thor-
ough input.

CEElM: And how long does it take for 
all of  the different functions to weigh in?

AntE: It depends on the complexity of  
the deal. It can get particularly lengthy in 
contracts where we are service providers, 
since those contracts can also be subject 
to review by the regulators. In such in-
stances, it can take months. Of  course, 
procurement contracts are prepared 
much faster. When it comes to labor con-
tracts, we are applying templates which 

our HR team simply fills in, and they 
only reach out to us if  they need to make 
changes to those templates. 

The amount of  standardization we ap-
ply is also a reflection of  our negotiation 
position. On employment contracts we 
rarely need to make any changes – they 
tend to be more of  a take-it-or-leave-it 
kind of  thing. However, with our clients 
or big suppliers we naturally need to be 
more flexible. 

CEElM: How do you believe the GCs 
themselves need to develop to face the 
increasing complexity you mentioned?

AntE: I believe that GCs, just like navi-
gators that support the captains of  ships, 
should help navigate business through 
that increased regulatory complexity. I 
think there are two general ways in which 
a GC needs to develop. The first relates 
to things that we all know about and try 
to implement: expand new capabilities, 
participate in trainings, purchase new 
software, etc. The problem is that all of  
these ultimately represent so-called hori-
zontal personal development aspects – 
they will help you improve your capacity 
and help you become a better expert in 
your field. But I don’t think this type of  
horizontal development is enough. I be-
lieve this explains the need for the sec-
ond way – vertical development. I believe 
this increased complexity requires more 
change in terms of  adopting a new ap-
proach. 

To better explain, I think it comes down 
to lawyers’ psychology. We are very me-
ticulous, organized, and sometimes over-
ly judgmental, and we’ve trained society 
and our peers to not expect anything 
more from us than being a good expert 
in our field. But I believe more should be 
expected of  us if  we are to take leader-
ship positions within our organizations. 

I think we need to work on shifting our 
attitudes and learn to put ourselves out 
there. I look at some historical figures 
and find it funny to see that few people 
realize that people like Mahatma Gandhi 
or Nelson Mandela were actually lawyers 
– and that speaks, in part, to how people 

perceive us. And when I say we need to 
learn to put ourselves out there I mean 
that we need to function as an integrat-
ed part of  the business, and we need to 
start looking more towards other func-
tions of  the organization. Due to their 
specific profession and their role within 
an organization, lawyers can easily see the 
bigger picture, and it is a shame to waste 
this potential.

And it won’t be easy. Across the indus-
try, I see business managers reluctant to 
involve lawyers in daily matters. There’s 
a perception that what they do does not 
involve legal in any way. And that’s the 
uphill battle that modern GCs need to 
face. We need to raise awareness that legal 
aspects are involved in everything and we 
need to proactively get out there and be 
present across the business to be able to 
shape the way things are run before situ-
ations land on our desks as problems that 
were “escalated to legal.”

CEElM: But how do you go about ignor-
ing years of  being a “traditional” GC and 
change the way you are?

AntE: You don’t change the way you are 
– you simply build on top of  it. The legal 
logic of  our job stays the same, the advice 
we give has the same thinking behind it. 
You simply improve the “relationship” 
aspect of  your work, paying more atten-
tion to interactions with your colleagues. 
Start showing them the multitude of  
ways you can help them, many of  which 
they had no idea about. Educate them if  
necessary, to foster compliance culture. 
Show you care about other functions and 
their priorities. However, expect the same 
from them, as this approach is a two-way 
street. The legal opinions you give are the 
same, at the end of  the day, but learn to 
incorporate new perspectives by expos-
ing yourself  to areas of  the business you 
likely were not exposed to in the past. 
Once you do this you’ll find that you are 
happier with your job and that fewer and 
fewer matters get to you as problems 
because you were involved in those deci-
sions from their roots. 

radu Cotarcea
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Bardugov Alexander is the Head of 
legal of Banca intesa in Moscow, a 
role which he has held since 2013. He 
first joined Banca Intesa in 2004 as a 
Junior legal Counsel, gradually pro-
gressing to Head of sector for Bank-
ing operations legal support in 2008, 
Head of legal support for retail and 
sME in 2009, and Head of Business 
legal support in 2010.

CEElM: Let’s start with what it is that 
you are managing precisely. How large is 
your team and how is it structured?

AlEXAndEr: We’re a team of  25 law-
yers in total, with some working in our 
Moscow office and some spread across 
the country. Russia is rather large, and 
that spread was necessary to comfortably 
manage the time differences we need to 
deal with. 

We have three main areas: Business Sup-
port, Litigation, and Corporate Govern-
ance. In addition to these we also have 
one lawyer in charge of  labor disputes. 

CEElM: I assume the last one is the 
smallest. Which one is the largest?

AlEXAndEr: Indeed, the labor disputes 
“team” is the smallest –  but it does not 
mean that it is less important. The Busi-
ness Support squad is the largest one. 

CEElM: Do they all report to you 
directly?

AlEXAndEr: Each of  these directions 
has a specific head and the members of  
each report to them first and foremost. 
Of  course though, if  there is a crisis, I 
may decide to take a direct reporting line. 

CEElM: What is your preferred ap-
proach? Do you prefer hiring young law-
yers and grooming them or bringing ex-
perienced professionals on board?

AlEXAndEr: If  we can afford it time-
wise we’ll bring on young lawyers and 
help them grow in our structure. I myself  
first came to the bank in 2004 as a young 
lawyer, and some of  the most important 
members of  my team have been working 
here for about ten years. There are times, 
though, when we need to hire a senior 
lawyer, such as when we identify a gap in 
knowledge we need for complex matters. 
Another resource we might feel we have 
a deficiency in is time – sometimes it sim-
ply takes a long time to grow a lawyer and 
we have a human capital gap. 

That said, our lawyers are subject to reg-
ular assessments and those that show the 
potential for it are promoted internally, 
or even offered to come and join us in 
the HQ if  they are based elsewhere in the 
country. 

CEElM: You mentioned some of  your 
lawyers have been with you for over a 
decade. What are the most useful tools 
you’ve identified in terms of  retention?

EngAging And EMpoWEring 
your lAWyErs
An intErViEW WitH BArdugoV AlEXAndEr,
HEAd oF lEgAl, BAnCA intEsA (russiA)
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AlEXAndEr: Simply put, I try to create 
an atmosphere and workflow that allows 
lawyers to feel that they are a part of  
something big and something important. 

I also try to be constantly thinking about 
equity and fairness in the relationships 
between employer and the employees and 
I try to give them a balance between the 
work they have on their plates and their 
own lives. That, of  course, is done while 
keeping in mind that sometimes we sim-
ply need to put in real effort and dedi-
cation. 

CEElM: How specifically do you foster 
that feeling of  belonging to “something 
big and important”?

AlEXAndEr: I do my best to task law-
yers with not just routine work but also 
legally interesting matters that help them 
see they do more than just boring work. 
I try to expose them to projects that il-
lustrate to them that they are at the fore-
front of  the legal work – not just within 
our company, but beyond. For example, I 
rotate the biggest deals that land on our 
table between different lawyers so that 
each has a part in each big deal. I do this 
because I try to motivate them with the 
understanding that legal work is some-
thing that is both critical to the compa-
ny’s operations and challenging in terms 
of  both legal knowledge and creativity.

We also try to identify new skills that 
are not yet being tapped into within our 
team. For example, we tried to implement 
a level of  automatization in our legal 
work for the deals of  our bank, and for 
this project I tasked a colleague I knew 
had some relevant experience to step in. 
We ended up implementing the automa-
tization without external input at the end 
of  the day – a great instance of  killing 
two birds with one stone, as she was en-
gaged and excited to take ownership of  
the project and we kept costs considera-
bly lower than they could have been. And 
indeed, she was very glad to have such a 
project and she took a great deal of  care 
of  it and was very engaged. You could see 
her satisfaction going through the roof, 
and at the end of  the day we had a new 

automatization platform with electronic 
signatures set up, etc. 

CEElM: What other motivation tools 
have you found worked well for your 
team?

AlEXAndEr: If  I am invited to any 
events – especially those aimed at award-
ing in-house teams for excellence – I try 
to take a colleague with me to show him/
her that our team is recognized in the 
market in various ways for the legal work 
we carry out. That’s something really use-
ful in my mind – to use those opportuni-
ties to show the perception from outside 
of  the team as well.

Another non-material tool I found that 
works wonders is our tradition of  elect-
ing the best employee of  the year within 
our company. I was thrilled when some 
of  our lawyers had the honor of  receiving 
this, not just because of  their excitement, 
but also because it showed everyone on 
our team that we’re not just an invisible 
back-office function – rather, we’re an in-
tegrated part of  the whole team. 

And, of  course, it’s not purely non-mate-
rial tools that we have at our disposal. For 
example, we work constantly to improve 
our work and make it more effective and 
efficient. Ideas that can help our team be 
more effective are always appreciated and 
we encourage team members to put them 
forward. If  anyone has an idea that is im-
plemented and is successful, that person 
has the right to expect a motivational bo-
nus. 

CEElM: One of  the common complaints 
with hiring new people for the in-house 
legal function – whether junior lawyers or 
senior lawyers coming from private prac-
tice – is their lack of  business acumen. 
How do you overcome that?

AlEXAndEr: We choose a mentor for 
this person. We quite rarely hire people 
that require a lot of  additional specific le-
gal education, but we try to give them a 
mentor to induct them into the working 
side of  our business and our operations. 
That usually does the trick for us.

CEElM: What do you believe is the big-
gest challenge you are facing in terms of  
managing your in-house legal team?

AlEXAndEr: There is a saying: “Being 
together is not to look at each other, but 
to look in one direction.” It’s about hav-
ing all of  your people in the legal team 
reach a common understanding with all 
the colleagues from the other functions 
and make them all look forward and look 
at specific situations with the same ap-
proach. The ideal is for that to happen 
instantly and naturally and not just have 
to push everyone each time to do so. We 
need to build that common ground in 
terms of  understanding and evaluating 
situations. I supposed this is, in a general 
business-strategy sense, the biggest chal-
lenge. 

CEElM: Looking towards the future, 
what are the main things you believe will 
impact your team?

AlEXAndEr: I think anyone would 
have a hard time predicting exactly what 
is going to happen. From my point of  
view, the main focus is on the new tools 
we have at our disposal. We will definitely 
continue to move towards digitalization 
of  our work in general, it will greatly help 
us. However, I don’t believe legal work 
can be automated enough to replace 
standard legal analysis – but it can be dig-
italized to run much much faster. 

As such, one of  our main goals is rework-
ing our processes and work environment 
to “get more time.” For example, we aim 
to use automatization to “extract” addi-
tional time – which can then be reallo-
cated to other projects, personal life, con-
stant growth, etc. Why is time important? 
Because a lawyer needs some time to go 
through new information about laws, 
best practices, etc. If  he/she is overload-
ed with the daily work routine, these are 
missed opportunities which will bring us 
to stagnation. By extracting time, people 
will be able to find time for their own 
growth, and that is another challenge we 
need to keep an eye out for in terms of  
managing our legal team.

radu Cotarcea
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CEE legal Matters announced the CEE Deal of  the Year 
Award Winners at its Second Annual DOTY Awards Banquet 
on March 28, 2019, with Allen & Overy and CMS among the 
night’s big winners.

Allen & Overy took home a remarkable ten awards on the 
night, including the award for Baltic Deal of  the Year for its 
work on Blackstone Group’s acquisition of  a majority stake 
in Luminor, while CMS took home seven, including the 2018 
CEE Deal of  the Year for its work on Advent’s Acquisition 
of  Zentiva from Sanofi.

Also claiming awards for Deal of  the Year based on their work 
on the Advent/Zentiva deal were Dentons, Freshfields Bruck-
haus Deringer, Ropes & Gray, Kirkland & Ellis, and Tuca 
Zbarcea & Asociatii.

The CEE Deal of  the Year Awards are the only regional legal 
awards that are purely peer-selected, taking advantage of  CEE 
Legal Matters’ superior coverage of  and connections in the 
region’s legal community [see box]. The awards are thus based 
exclusively on the votes of  senior and experienced commercial 
lawyers in the region, who know best the particular challenges 
and complexities involved in making important deals happen 
and the significance such deals have both to the counties for 
which they are nominated and for the region as a whole. 

Responding to the cachet of  the awards and the rare opportu-
nity to gather with so many of  their peers from across the re-
gion in one collegial and entertaining evening, over 90 lawyers 
from law firms across Central and Eastern Europe, the United 
States, and the United Kingdom gathered in the Budapest for 
the festivities.

“This was a fantastic evening,” said CEE Legal Matters Man-
aging Editor Radu Cotarcea, who co-hosted the event with 
CEE Legal Matters Executive Editor David Stuckey. “This 
event celebrates top level lawyering throughout Central and 
Eastern Europe, and we’re delighted to have so many friends, 
new and old, join us.”

CMS Partner Graham Conlon, who beat a path to the stage 
to accept CMS’s many awards, expressed delight at his firm’s 

success in the evening. “We are proud and honored that the 
lawyers who vote on the various submissions recognized the 
value and complexity of  the deals we were able to bring to 
completion in 2018. We appreciate the opportunity to cele-
brate our good year with our peers throughout the region, and 
we thank CEE Legal Matters for hosting this fantastic annual 
event.”

The DOTY Awards Banquet, which featured live music from 
Budapest’s Sentiments piano duo – led by Peter Lakatos, Man-
aging Partner at Hungary’s Lakatos, Koves & Partners law 
firm– ended with the surprise announcement that the 2020 
event will be held in London. More information on next year’s 
event will come soon.

   this year’s deal of the year Awards Final 
   selection Committee

      Katarina Mihalikova - Partner, Majernik & Mihalikova

Polina Lyadnova - Partner, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton

Ron Given - Partner, Wolf  Theiss

Damir Topic - Partner, Divjak, Topic & Bahtijarevic

Gelu Maravela - Partner, Maravela|Asociatii (Romania)

Alexandra Doytchinova - Partner, Schoenherr (Bulgaria)

Bora Kaya - General Counsel, Gama Power Systems 

                    Engineering & Contracting

Pawel Szaja - Partner, Shearman & Sterling

Milan Samardzic - Partner, Samardic, Oreski & Grbovic 

Christian Blatchford - General Counsel, Energo-Pro

Rene Frolov - Partner, FORT Legal

Agnes Molnar - Senior Associate, Reed Smith

Jonathan Marks - Partner, Slaughter and May

Mykola Stetsenko - Partner, Avellum (Ukraine)

Hugh Owen - Owner, Go2Law



AlBAniA: The Republic of  Albania’s Eurobond Issue and Tender (Dechert; Allen & Overy)

AustriA: Vonovia’s Public Takeover of  BUWOG (Schoenherr, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer) 

BosniA & HErzEgoVinA: ArcelorMittal Zenica, Finnfund, KPA Unicon Oy, and City of  Zenica 
Public-Private Partnership (CMS and Karanovic & Partners) 

BulgAriA: OTP’s Acquisition of  Societe Generale 
Expressbank and Subsidiaries (Schoenherr; CMS; Kalo & 
Associates; Jones Day) 

CroAtiA: Meteor Group’s Acquisition of  Badel 1862 
(Ostermann & Partners; Law Firm Svilar) 

CzECH rEpuBliC: Advent’s Acquisition of  Zentiva from 
Sanofi (CMS; Dentons; Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer; Ropes & 
Gray; Kirkland & Ellis; Tuca Zbarcea & Asociatii) 

EstoniA: Blackstone Group’s Acquisition of  a Majority Stake 
in Luminor (Ellex; COBALT; Allen & Overy; Hamilton Ad-
vokatbyra)

grEECE: Bain Capital Credit’s Acquisition of  Non-Performing 
and Credit Exposures from Piraeus Bank (Shearman & Sterling; 
Kirkland & Ellis; Karatzas & Partners; Andreas Angelidis & 
Associates; Allen & Overy; Koutalidis Law Firm; Zepos & Yan-
nopoulos) 

HungAry: Vodafone’s Acquisition of  Liberty Global’s Operations in 
Germany, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Romania (CMS; Lakatos Koves 
& Partners; Shearman & Sterling; Slaughter & May; Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; Ropes & Gray; Tuca Zbarcea & Asociatii) 

lAtViA: Blackstone Group’s Acquisition of  a Majority Stake in Luminor (Ellex; 
COBALT; Allen & Overy; Hamilton Advokatbyra) 

litHuAniA: Blackstone Group’s Acquisition of  a Majority Stake in Luminor (Ellex; 
COBALT; Allen & Overy; Hamilton Advokatbyra) 
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MoldoVA: Acquisition by the EBRD, AB Invalda INVL, and Horizon Capital of  Stake in Moldova 
Agroindbank from the Moldovan Government (Gladei & Partners; CMS; Efrim, Rosca & Associates) 

MontEnEgro: PPF Group’s Acquisition of  Telenor’s Telecommunications Assets in CEE (Boyanov & 
Co.; Karanovic & Partners; White & Case; Latham & Watkins; Allen & Overy; Schoenherr; BDK Advokati; 
Szecskay Attorneys at Law; Djingov, Gouginski, Kyutchukov & Velichkov)

polAnd: Polish Development Fund’s Acquisition of  PESA Bydgoszcz S.A. (Linklaters; Weil Gotshal & 
Manges) 

roMAniA: Black Sea Oil & Gas EPCIC Contract with GSP Offshore (Ijdelea Mihailescu; Stronachs) 

russiA: Merger of  CJSC Transmashholding and LocoTech-Service LLC (Herbert Smith Freehills; Cleary 
Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton; Allen & Overy; Harneys; Stibbe; Michael Kyprianou; Bellpark Legal) 

sErBiA: Privatization of  Belgrade’s Nikola Tesla Airport (Allen & 
Overy; Dentons; BDK Advokati; Andric Law Office; Vasilijevic 

Bogdanovic; CMS; Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe; Graf  & Pit-
kowitz; Zivkovic | Samardzic) 

sloVAKiA: Zapadoslovenska Energetika’s Acquisition of  the 
Malzenice Power Plant from E.ON (Allen & Overy; Kinstellar) 

sloVEniA: Novo Ljubljanska Banka IPO (Clifford Chance; 
Shearman & Sterling) 

turKEy: Canakkale Motorway Project (Shearman & Sterling;  
              Goksu Safi Isuk; Clifford Chance; Verdi Law Firm) 

uKrAinE: SALIC’s Acquisition of  Mriya Agro Holding (Redcliffe 
Partners; Hogan Lovells; Dickson Minto; Sayenko Kharenko) 

BAltiC dEAl oF tHE yEAr: 
Blackstone group’s Acquisition of a Majority stake in luminor 

(Ellex; CoBAlt; Allen & overy; Hamilton Advokatbyra) 

CEE dEAl oF tHE yEAr: 
Advent’s Acquisition of Zentiva from Sanofi (CMS; Dentons; Freshfields 

Bruckhaus deringer; ropes & gray; Kirkland & Ellis; 
              tuca zbarcea & Asociatii)



date Firms involved deal/litigation Value Country

2-mar Deloitte legal; 
kontogeorgiou 
Bakopanou & associates

Deloitte legal, working in collaboration with kontogeorgiou Bakopanou & associates, assisted the shareholders 
of all Balcans Corporation sha on the selling of their entire stake in the company to neregelia trading ltD dhe 
Beta Group shpk. 

n/a albania

29-Oct Deloitte legal Deloitte legal assisted albanian telecommunication unions shpk on its takeover of 85% of the share capital in 
Digicom shpk.

n/a albania

14-Dec arcliffe; ODi law arcliffe assisted yazaki on corporate and labor-related matters related to the company's activity in Czech 
republic, slovakia, serbia, romania, Bulgaria, slovenia, and Croatia. ODi law supported arcliffe in the adria 
region countries.

n/a albania; 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina; 
Croatia; Czech 
republic; 
montenegro; 
romania; 
serbia; slovakia; 
slovenia

2-Oct BDk advokati; kalo & 
associates; kirkland & 
ellis; Polenak; schoenherr; 
selih & Partners

BDk advokati, kirkland & ellis, selih & Partners, Polenak, and kalo & associates advised BC Partners on its 
agreement to acquire a majority stake in united Group B.V. from kkr. 

n/a albania; 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina; 
Croatia; 
macedonia; 
montenegro; 
serbia; slovenia

29-aug Cms; Jones Day; kalo & 
associates; schoenherr

Cms acted with lead counsel Jones Day in advising the OtP Bank Group on its acquisition of societe Generale 
subsidiaries sG expressbank Group, sogelife insurance Company, and sG Banka albania, for over eur 600 
million. schoenherr and kalo & associates in tirana advised societe Generale on the sale.

eur 600 
million

albania; 
Bulgaria; 
Hungary

13-Feb DBk Partners; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
kerameus & Partners

DBk Partners acted as local counsel to national Bank of Greece s.a. on the February 2, 2018 sale of nBG's entire 
stake in its albanian subsidiary, Banka nBG albania sh.a. to american Bank of investments sHa. Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer served as international counsel to mBG on the sale, while kerameus & Partners advised aBi.

n/a albania; Greece

13-Feb Cr Partners; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
kerameus & Partners

Cr Partners acted as local counsel to national Bank of Greece s.a. on the sale of nBG's entire stake in its albanian 
subsidiary, Banka nBG albania sh.a. to american Bank of investments sHa. Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer 
served as international counsel to mBG on the sale, while kerameus & Partners advised aBi.

n/a albania; Greece

1-mar Drakopoulos; manos 
markakis law Office

Drakopoulos helped Chipita settled a dispute with elka/interelka for trade dress infringement in Greece and 
albania. elka/interelka was represented by manos markakis law office, 

n/a albania; Greece

31-aug andrikopoulos law Firm; 
Drakopoulos

Drakopoulos assisted Hygeia Hospital tirana with regard to the acquisition of 100% of its shares by a local 
company. andrikopoulos law Firm is advising Hygeia Hospital tirana in Greece.

eur 29.5 
million

albania; Greece

10-aug Deloitte legal Deloitte legal assisted turkiye maarif Vakfi on its takeover of 100% of the share capital in university of new york 
of tirana shpk.

n/a albania; turkey

1-Jan Binder Groesswang; 
Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Vavrovsky Heine 
marth

CHsH advised luxembourg-based Wohnen Plus Fonds on the establishment of a joint venture with austrian 
real estate developer WienWert. Binder Groesswang advised Wohnen Plus Fonds on the syndicate agreement. 
Vavrovsky Heine marth advised WienWert.

eur 22 
million

austria

1-Jan Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; manhart einsle & 
Partner

CHsH advised ses spar european shopping Centers on the sale of a small shopping center (kronenhaus 
Bludenz) in the federal state of Vorarlberg to German and south african high-net-worth individuals via a share 
deal. manhart einsle & Partner advised the buyers. 

n/a austria

2-Jan Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld Hlawati advised red-stars.com data aG on the expansion of its m2m telecoms 
segment by means of an acquisition of a 50% stake in Freeeway GmbH and on the capital increase by subsidiary 
machine & Voice Communication GmbH resulting from a new investment by klk Holding ltd.

n/a austria

4-Jan schoenherr; Weber & Co schoenherr advised BuWOG aG on Vonovia se's voluntary public takeover bid of the company. Vonovia was 
advised by Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, with Clifford Chance Germany and austria's Weber & Co advising JP 
morgan on debt financing provided to Vonovia to support the transaction.

n/a austria

4-Jan lattenmayer, luks & 
enzinger; saxinger, 
Chalupsky & Partners

sCWP schindhelm advised upper austrian housing company WaG Wohnungsanlagengesellschaft on its 
acquisition of Vienna's kallCO Group project and property developer. lattenmayer, luks & enzinger advised 
the seller on the deal.

n/a austria

8-Jan Baker mckenzie; Frierich 
schubert; Graf & Pitkowitz

Graf & Pitkowitz advised the Fleissner Group on the sale of the Fachmarktzentrum Deutschlandsberg retail park, 
which arose in 2000 from a joint venture between the Fleissner Group and the kuess Group. the kuess Group 
was advised by the Frierich schubert law firm, and the buyer, tH real estate, which acquired the park for the 
austria Property Fund, was counseled by Baker mckenzie.

n/a austria

11-Jan Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; schoenherr; 
Fellner Wratzfeld & 
Partner

schoenherr advised Zurich-listed liechtensteinische landesbank aG on its acquisition of semper Constantia 
Privatbank aG. Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner advised semper Constantia Privatbank aktiengesellschaft; CHsH has 
given a second opinion on the acquisition of semper Constantia Privatbank aG, Vienna and the intended merger 
between semper Constantia Privatbank aG and liechtensteinische landesbank aG "llB" in 2018. according to 
CHsH, "the opinion was the decisive factor to determine the direction of the merger of the two legal entities."

eur 185 
million

austria

11-Jan Herbst kinsky Herbst kinsky advised Hookipa Biotech aG in connection with an oversubscribed series C financing round in the 
amount of eur 50 million.

eur 50 
million

austria

16-Jan Fellner Wratzfeld & 
Partner

Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner successfully represented the timber industry section of the upper austrian 
economic Chamber in its opposition to an attempt to repeal the membership fee regulation in the Chamber 
made to the austrian Constitutional Court.

n/a austria

16-Jan Brandl & talos; Dla Piper; 
Herbst kinsky

Brandl & talos advised the shareholders of Viennese biotech company themis Bioscience GmbH on a series C 
Financing round. One of the shareholders, the Global Health investment Fund, was also advised by Dla Piper, 
while themis Bioscience was represented by Herbst kinsky.

n/a austria

22-Jan Herbst kinsky; laga Herbst kinsky advised miracor medical systems GmbH on its cross-border merger and subsequent eur 25 
million financing round with miracor medical sa. miramar medical sa was represented by Belgian law firm laga.

eur 25 
million

austria
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22-Jan PHH attorneys at law PHH rechtsanwalte advised CiDan machinery sweden aB on the acquisition of all shares of Forstner 
maschinenbau GmbH.

n/a austria

25-Jan Dorda Dorda advised the sazka Group, a Czech lottery and gaming group, on the acquisition of shares of Casinos 
austria held by leipnik-lundenburg invest Beteiligungs aG and uniQa Beteiligungs-Holding GmbH.

n/a austria

30-Jan Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; eversheds 
sutherland

CHsH advised the acron Group on the sale of the Wien Westbahnhof a3 commercial property at BahnhofCity 
Wien West to the real i.s. Group, which was represented by eversheds sutherland.

n/a austria

6-Feb Beurle Oberndorfer 
mitterlehner; Vavrovsky 
Heine marth

Vavrovsky Heine marth advised tyrolean ing. Hans Bodner Baugesellschaft mbH & Co kG in a tender process for 
the reconstruction of part of the neuBau 3 tobacco factory. the tender process was conducted by an affiliate of 
the city of linz, which was represented by Beurle Oberndorfer mitterlehner.

n/a austria

7-Feb Graf & Pitkowitz Graf & Pitkowitz persuaded the european Court of Justice to dismiss a class action brought against its client, 
Facebook, by austrian lawyer and activist maximilian schrems.

n/a austria

8-Feb Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss austria advised erste Group Bank in arranging and placing two sparkassen immobilien bond 
issuances. s immo was advised by Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld Hlawati.

eur 150 
million

austria

12-Feb Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; linklaters; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss provided austrian legal advice and linklaters provided German advice on raiffeisen Bank 
international's issuance of eur 500 million additional tier notes. Freshfields advised the Joint lead managers.

eur 500 
million

austria

12-Feb Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; linklaters; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss provided austrian legal advice and linklaters provided German advice on raiffeisen Bank 
international's issuance of eur 500 million additional tier notes. Freshfields reportedly advised the Joint lead 
managers on both German and austrian legal matters.

eur 500 
million

austria

14-Feb rautner rautner rechtsanwalte advised an international banking consortium consisting of landesbank Baden-
Wurttemberg (technical lead), Credit agricole, Credit suisse, DZ Bank, and erste Group as Joint lead managers 
for erste Group aG's issuance of a eur 1 billion fixed-rate mortgage Pfandbrief.

eur 1 
billion

austria

28-Feb Vanovac; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss and Gleiss lutz advised liechtenstein-based construction machinery manufacturer Hilti on its 
acquisition of austrian company Bst Brandschutztechnik Dopfl GmbH and its sales company in Germany. the 
Vanovac law firm coordinated the work of several other firms advising Bst Brandschutztechnik Dopfl on the sale.

n/a austria

28-Feb Fiebinger Polak & Partner; 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised Heineken and Brau union on the acquisition of a 70% stake in austrian beverages retailer 
rudolf ammersin GmbH. Fiebinger Polak & Partner advised the sellers.

n/a austria

1-mar Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; linklaters

CHsH and linklaters advised inG Groep n.V. et. al. on the march 2018 update of the austrian-related parts of 
their Debt issuance Program.

n/a austria

8-mar Dorda; Fellner Wratzfeld 
& Partner

Dorda advised Cyoss GmbH, a German provider of data analytics and it and Ot security, on the acquisition of 
a majority stake in radarservices, a european technology company in the field of cyber attack detection and 
response. the shareholders of radarservices were represented by FWP on the deal.

n/a austria

9-mar Buse Heberer Fromm; 
eisenberger & Herzog; 
Herbert smith Freehills; 
schoenherr

schoenherr and Buse Heberer Fromm advised British specialty chemicals company synthomer plc on its 
acquisition of BasF se's production site for styrene-butadiene-based paper dispersions in Pischelsdorf, austria. 
BasF se was represented by eisenberger & Herzog. Herbert smith Freehills was lead competition counsel.

n/a austria

15-mar Freimuller Obereder Pilz; 
schoenherr

schoenherr supported iaC applications on the acquisition of 100% of the shares of austrian start-ups itranslate 
and 24apps from their founders. Freimuller Obereder Pilz advised the sellers.

n/a austria

16-mar Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised Bitpanda on the legal structuring of an initial Coin Offering related to the company's launch 
of its new open-source research project, Pantos.

n/a austria

19-mar Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Jank Weiler 
Operenyi; kuhn 
rechtsanwalte; Weber 
& Co

Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld Hlawati advised Fosun industrial Holdings limited on its takeover of the Wolford aG 
textile group, which is headquartered in Vorarlberg, austria. Wolford aG was represented by Weber & Co and the 
selling core shareholder group was advised by kuhn rechtsanwalte. Jank Weiler Operenyi rechtsanwalte acted 
as legal counsel to Wolford’s financing banks.

eur 90 
million

austria

22-mar act legal (WmWP) act legal austria supported t-matix with the successful closing of a new financing round. n/a austria

23-mar Dorda Dorda advised eGGer Holzwerkstoffe GmbH on a eur 150 million hybrid bond issue. eur 150 
million

austria

23-mar allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance; eisenberger & 
Herzog; Griss & Partners; 
scherbaum seebacher; 
schindler attorneys

eisenberger & Herzog, schindler attorneys, and rtPr allen & Overy acted as counsels for funds managed by 
Deutsche Private equity management iii GmbH in the acquisition of the majority of the shares from austria's Vtu 
anlagenplanung & lieferung GmbH and Vtu engineering Deutschland GmbH.

n/a austria

26-mar Binder Groesswang Binder Groesswang advised austrian electricity provider Verbund aG, on the issuance of a green bonded loan, 
arranged by German bank Helaba landesbank Hessen-thuringen.

eur 100 
million

austria

31-mar schoenherr schoenherr advised the arrangers and initial purchasers Credit suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman sachs and 
uBs limited in connection with the comprehensive approx eur 1.5 billion combined notes and senior facilities 
refinancing of nomad Foods limited. the deal consisted of a eur 400 million floating rate senior secured high 
yield bond and approximately eur 1.1 billion of senior debt (in the form of a eur 500 million term facility and usD 
610 million term facility).

eur 1.5 
billion

austria

1-apr Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; linklaters; 
schoenherr

schoenherr and linklaters advised Barclays Bank plc as agent, security agent and orginal lender in connection 
with alpha Group sarl's eur 335 million senior secured credit facility. Freshfields advised the borrower.

eur 335 
million

austria

1-apr Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; taylor Wessing

CHsH advised universal-investment, a fund company based in Frankfurt, on its acquisition of the FmZ stadlau 
retail park in Vienna from a core plus fund advised by tristan Capital Partners. taylor Wessing advised the seller.

eur 39 
million

austria

1-apr Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised ithuba Capital aG on the establishment of an euVeCa fund vehicle designed to operate in austria, 
Germany, Poland, Belgium, Croatia, Czech republic, France, spain, Hungary, slovakia, sweden, and slovenia.

eur 50 
million

austria

1-apr Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Dorda

CHsH advised iC Development on its sale of the Denk Drei office complex in Vienna to are, a subsidiary of 
Bundesimmobiliengesellschaft mbH. Dorda advised are.

n/a austria
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5-apr BGt rechtsanwalte; bpv 
Hugel; Brandl & talos; 
schoenherr

Brandl & talos advised aws-mittelstandsfonds management GmbH on its acquisition of austrian medical 
products and surgical equipment manufacturer a.m.i. schoenherr advised one of the shareholders in the 
management vehicle which acquired a.m.i. along with aws-mittelstandsfunds management GmbH, while the 
seller was advised by bpv Hugel.

n/a austria

12-apr Cms Cms advised the Hirmer Group on its acquisition of travel Charme Hotels & resorts, a resort and holiday hotel 
chain in Germany and austria, from Zurich-based travel Charme Hotels & resorts aG.

n/a austria

13-apr Binder Groesswang Flick Gocke schaumburg and Binder Groesswang advised Vr equitypartner GmbH and HOr technologie GmbH 
on the acquisition of family-owned company Pichler & strobl GmbH. the seller, who requested anonymity, was 
represented by Vavrovsky Heine marth.

n/a austria

19-apr Baker mckenzie; Dorda; 
latham & Watkins

Dorda worked alongside lead counsel latham & Watkins in advising swiss private equity investor Capvis on its 
acquisition of a majority stake in the amann Girrbach-Group. Baker mckenzie advised the seller, investment 
company ta associates.

n/a austria

24-apr Baker mckenzie; k&l 
Gates; schoenherr

schoenherr and k&l Gates advised German property investor art-invest real estate on the acquisition of 390 
apartments in Vienna's third district from Premium immobilien aG and are austrian real estate Development 
GmbH, which were represented by Baker & mckenzie.

n/a austria

24-apr Cms Cms and linklaters advised Credit suisse (Hong kong) as the sole bookrunner in connection with the listing 
of two convertible bonds of south korean lG Chem on the Vienna stock exchange. Cleary Gottlieb acted as 
international counsel to lG Chem on the bond offering

n/a austria

2-may eisenberger & Herzog; 
Hengeller mueller; 
linklaters

Hengeler mueller and eisenberger & Herzog advised BaWaG Group aG on all aspects of an at 1 issuance in the 
amount of eur 300 million.

eur 300 
million

austria

2-may Binder Groesswang Working pro bono, Binder Groesswang advised on the creation of a social impact hybrid bond to finance the CaPe 
10 social project: a proposed medical treatment center for homeless and socially disadvantaged people initiated 
by Viennese doctor siegfried meryn.

n/a austria

3-may eisenberger & Herzog; 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised German building-materials specialist rohrdorfer Group on its acquisition of semmelrock 
Group's paver business in austria. eisenberger & Herzog advised the sellers.

n/a austria

4-may Dorda; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; lee 
& ko.

Dorda advised the shareholders of the ZkW Group on the eur 1.1 billion sale of the company to south korea's lG 
Corporation and lG electronics. lG was advised by Freshfields and lee & ko.

eur 1.1 
billion

austria

9-may schoenherr schoenherr advised sanova Pharma GesmbH on the purchase of Okopharm GmbH's core 45 over the counter 
nutritional supplement products via an asset deal and onthe establishment of a strategic partnership for future 
developments in the sector. 

n/a austria

10-may Bock Fuchs nonhoff; 
Vavrovsky Heine marth

Vavrovsky Heine marth advised GalCap europe on its acquisition of the Vienna Bio Center ii and the Vienna 
Competence Center - two offices and a laboratory in Vienna - from the German investment company WealthCap, 
which was advised by Bock Fuchs nonhoff.

n/a austria

15-may act legal (WmWP); 
Freimuller Obereder Pilz; 
Herbst kinsky

WmWP act legal advised aws Gruenderfonds in the course of series a financing for adverity - an austrian 
company that specializes in integration and analysis of marketing data. mangrove Capital Partners, which was 
involved as a lead investor, was advised by Herbst kinsky. Freimuller Obereder Pilz advised adverity in the deal.

eur 3.2 
million

austria

16-may Weber & Co; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised raiffeisen-landesbank steiermark aG on the issuance of eur 500 million mortgage-backed 
bonds under its Bonds and Certificates offering program. the Joint lead managers were DZ Bank aG, Deutsche 
Zentral-Genossenschaftsbank Frankfurt am main, erste Group Bank aG, landesbank Baden-Wurttemberg, 
raiffeisen Bank international aG, and uniCredit Bank aG, advised by Weber & Co.

n/a austria

18-may Binder Groesswang; 
Herbst kinsky; sidley 
austin

Binder Groesswang and Willkie Farr & Gallagher advised ardian on the sale of esim Chemicals to an affiliate of sun 
european Partners, llP. the buyer was represented by sidley austin and Herbst kinsky.

n/a austria

23-may Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer advised south korean lG electronics and lG Corporation on its acquisition of 
austria's ZkW group from mommert Holding GmbH.

eur 1.1 
billion

austria

23-may Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Chiomenti; 
Dentons; latham & 
Watkins; schoenherr; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss, working with italian offices of Dentons, advised the shareholders of lifebrain on the sale of its shares 
to an investment subsidiary of investindustrial Vi l.P. investindustria, which was advised by italy's Chiomenti 
law firm, with CHsH acting as local counsel for austria, now owns 96% of lifebrain. schoenherr, alongside lead 
counsel latham & Watkins, advised uniCredit, natixis and rBi as mandated lead arrangers of the debt financing 
for the acquisition.

n/a austria

24-may act legal (WmWP) act legal's austrian office assisted PPGa architects in negotiating a contract with Qatari officials after the 
company won a public tender published by the museum of islamic art in Doha.

n/a austria

28-may kirkland & ellis; norton 
rose Fulbright; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss and norton rose Fulbright advised Canadian tire Corporation limited on its CaD 985 million 
acquisition of a majority stake in norwegian sportswear and workwear brand Helly Hansen from the Ontario 
teachers' Pension Plan. kirkland & ellis advised the sellers.

CaD 985 
million

austria

31-may Binder Groesswang; Wolf 
theiss

Binder Groesswang advised uniCredit Bank austria aG in connection with financing provided for the construction 
of the student Hotel Vienna, which was represented by Wolf theiss.

n/a austria

1-Jun Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised raiffeisenlandesbank nO-Wien aG on the 2018 update of its eur 5 billion program for the 
issuance of debt instruments and on the 2018 update of its eur 5 billion German language Basisprospekt.

eur 5 
billion + 
eur 5 
billion

austria

6-Jun Brandl & talos; spoor & 
Fisher

Brandl & talos advised aphria inc., a Canadian medical cannabis company listed on the toronto stock exchange, 
on the forming of a joint venture with south africa's Verve Group of Companies. as part of the transaction, the 
new entity, Canninvest africa ltd, acquired an interest in Verve Dynamics inc., a licensed producer of medical 
cannabis extracts in lesotho. Verve Group of Companies was advised by spoor & Fisher.

n/a austria

13-Jun Brandl & talos; Cms Brandl & talos and Cms slovenia advised the martens management Group on its proposed takeover of Cinkarna 
Celje, a slovenian corporation listed on the ljubljana stock exchange.

n/a austria
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22-Jun allen & Overy; linklaters; 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised the uniCredit Group on its establishment of exclusive strategic partnerships with allianz and 
Generali for the distribution of insurance products for individuals and small businesses in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech republic, Hungary, romania, serbia, slovakia, and slovenia. allianz was advised by 
allen & Overy, and Generali was advised by linklaters.

n/a austria

25-Jun Herbst kinsky; Jones Day Herbst kinsky advised the owner of sipwise GmbH on the sale of the company to alcatel lucent enterprises. the 
buyer was represented by Jones Day.

n/a austria

27-Jun Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised raiffeisen Centrobank ag on the introduction of reinvesting certificates - an updated base 
prospectus for raiffeisen Centrobank's structured securities Program published on may 11, 2018.

n/a austria

27-Jun Binder Groesswang Binder Groesswang, working in cooperation with Veirano advogados, advised austria's lenzing Group, a 
company specialized in cellulosic fibres, and Brazilian Duratex, a producer of industrialized wood panels, on their 
entrance into a joint venture, in order to build a single line dissolving wood pulp plant in Brazil.

n/a austria

29-Jun Weber & Co; White & Case White & Case advised joint lead managers BnP Paribas, J.P. morgan, erste Group, inG, muFG, and societe 
Generale Corporate & investment Banking on a eur 500 million hybrid bond issue by OmV aktiengesellschaft 
with an initial fixed interest rate and interest adjustment. Weber & Co advised OmV on the deal.

eur 500 
million

austria

6-Jul Binder Groesswang; 
Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Hogan lovells

Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld Hlawati advised Graz-based disposal and recycling company saubermacher aG in 
connection with its joint venture with French company Veolia environment s.a. Veolia was represented by Binder 
Groesswang, with Hogan lovells advising the company on merger approval matters.

n/a austria

13-Jul bpv Hugel; schoenherr schoenherr advised starwood Capital Group on the acquisition of a 26% shareholding in Ca immobilien anlagen 
aG from immofinanz aG. bpv Hugel advised immofinanz.

n/a austria

18-Jul Herbst kinsky; 
schoenherr; Wolf theiss

schoenherr advised Dutch capital investment firm endeit Capital on a eur 50 million series C financing round 
for austrian tour booking platform tourradar that was led by tCV. tourradar was advised by Herbst kinsky. Wolf 
theiss advised tCV.

eur 50 
million

austria

19-Jul schoenherr schoenherr advised novomatic aG on the sale of a 76.81% stake in i-neW unified mobile solutions aG to Cyan 
aG.

eur 17.1 
million

austria

20-Jul schoenherr schoenherr advised German fund manager union investment real estate on the acquisition of two properties 
in Graz. the seller of the styria Center was a consortium of three private owners, while the max tower was 
purchased from businessman Harald Fischl.

n/a austria

23-Jul White & Case; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised raiffeisen Bank international aG, erste Bank, and raiffeisenlandesbank Oberosterreich 
aktiengesellschaft on their green bond issuance. White & Case advised Joint lead managers Credit agricole 
Corporate and investment Bank; DZ Bank aG Deutsche Zentral Genossenschaftsbank, Frankfurt am main; 
HsBC Bank plc; inG Bank n.V.; and raiffeisen Bank international aG.

n/a austria

26-Jul Weber & Co; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised raiffeisenlandesbank Oberosterreich aktiengesellschaft on its June 12, 2018 placement of 
mortgage-covered bank bonds with a fixed interest rate in the amount of eur 500 million on the international 
capital market. Weber & Co advised Joint lead managers DekaBank, DZ Bank, erste Group, raiffeisen Bank 
international, and uniCredit.

eur 500 
million

austria

26-Jul allen & Overy; Binder 
Groesswang; Dorda; 
eisenberger & Herzog; 
Fellner Wratzfeld & 
Partner; latham & 
Watkins; linklaters

Dorda, working alongside international lead counsel latham & Watkins and Dutch counsel resor n.V., advised 
the ad Hoc Committee of seaG lenders of steinhoff europe aG on austrian law matters related to the out-
of-court restructuring of its debt. steinhoff europe was advised by Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner and linklaters.
the Coordinating Committee of the Banks was represented by Binder Groesswang and allen & Overy, while the 
convertible bondholders were advised by eisenberger & Herzog and kirkland & ellis.

n/a austria

30-Jul allen & Overy; Fellner 
Wratzfeld & Partner; 
kirkland & ellis; latham & 
Watkins; linklaters

Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner and the london office of linklaters advised the steinhoff Group on its restructuring 
agreement with creditors. the london offices of allen & Overy, latham & Watkins, and kirkland & ellis advised 
the creditors.

n/a austria

31-Jul bpv Hugel austria's bpv Hugel advised international airlines Group on establishing level (anisec), a new low-cost airline in 
austria.

n/a austria

1-aug Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised sPar on its eur 300 million retail issuances and on its commercial paper program. eur 500 
million

austria

2-aug Bock Fuchs nonhoff; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss office advised tH real estate on its acquisition of the adler & ameise office building in Vienna from 
Blue Capital europa immobilien GmbH & Co siebte Objekte Osterreich kG, represented by WealthCap. Bock 
Fuchs nonhoff advised the seller.

n/a austria

6-aug tWP rechtsanwalte; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss advised Borealis on the acquisition of 100% of shares in ecoplast kunststoffrecycling GmbH from 
intrec Vernetzte recycling-losungen GmbH & Co kG. Germany's tWP rechtsanwalte advised intrec on the sale.

n/a austria

15-aug Herbst kinsky; 
schoenherr; Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss advised international tech investor tCV on its investment in Vienna-based travel start-up tourradar, 
which was represented by Herbst kinsky. endeit Capital, Hoxton Ventures, and Cherry Ventures also formed part 
of the usD 50 million funding round, with endeit Capital advised by schoenherr.

usD 50 
million

austria

27-aug Brandl & talos; Clifford 
Chance; Heuking kuhn 
luer Wojtek; Willkie Farr & 
Gallagher

Brandl & talos, Willkie Farr & Gallagher, and Heuking kuhn luer Wojtek advised ring international Holding aG on 
its acquisition of the BOa Group, a global manufacturers of flexible metal components. Clifford Chance advised 
the BOa Group on the sale.

n/a austria

3-sep arnold; eisenberger & 
Herzog; Fellner Wratzfeld 
& Partner; Gleiss lutz; 
Hadley & mcCloy; milbank; 
schoenherr; urbanek lind 
schmied reisch; Wolf 
theiss

eisenberger & Herzog, in cooperation with the london office of milbank, tweed, Hadley & mcCloy, advised a 
group of creditors of steinhoff Holdings' subsidiary Hemisphere Properties on its sale of kika/leiner property 
assets in austria and several other Cee countries to the signa Group. steinhoff was counseled by Fellner 
Wratzfeld & Partner and Gleiss lutz, and Hemisphere was advised by Clifford Chance and Wolf theiss. the signa 
Group was advised by arnold, while kika/leiner was represented by schoenherr, urbanek lind schmied reisch, 
and Preslmayr.

n/a austria

6-sep schoenherr schoenherr advised crowdinvesting company COnDa aG on digitalizing the shares and enabled registered 
shares to be managed via blockchain technology.

n/a austria
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14-sep saxinger, Chalupsky & 
Partners; Vavrovsky Heine 
marth

Vavrovsky Heine marth advised the Buwog Group on its entrance into a partnership with Wik/ies immobilien 
Group to develop the marina tower residential building in Vienna. saxinger, Chalupsky & Partner advised Wik/ies 
immobilien Group on the deal.

n/a austria

18-sep schoenherr schoenherr advised Wieland Ventures GmbH on the acquisition of a 22.1 % stake in urbanGold, which has 
developed technology to extract valuable metals from electrical and electronic waste.

n/a austria

20-sep allen & Overy; Davis Polk & 
Wardwell

allen & Overy advised Oesterreichische kontrollbank on its public offering of usD 1.5 billion of 2.875% 
Guaranteed Global notes due 2021. the underwriters, Deutsche Bank aG, london Branch, J.P. morgan 
securities, and rBC Capital markets, were represented by Davis Polk & Wardwell.

n/a austria

21-sep Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; schoenherr

schoenherr advised aves One aG on its eur 155 million senior facility refinancing in the form of a new facility 
agreement arranged by a consortium of German banks. the lenders were advised by Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer in Vienna and Frankfurt.

eur 155 
million

austria

24-sep Weber & Co; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised raiffeisenlandesbank Vorarlberg on its first issue of a eur 500 million bond. the banking 
consortium responsible for placing the bond on the international capital market was represented by Weber & Co

eur 500 
million

austria

24-sep act legal (WmWP) WmWP act legal advised Vienna-based start-up saturo Foods on an investment by square One Foods. n/a austria

26-sep Baker mckenzie the Vienna office of Baker mckenzie advised austrian start-up company klaiton on the entry of Germany's Haufe 
Group as a strategic investor.

n/a austria

27-sep Baker mckenzie; Hogan 
lovells

Baker mckenzie advised austrian certification expert intact GmbH on its sale of a majority stake in the company 
to German investment company imCap Partners. the buyer was represented by Hogan lovells' Dusseldorf 
office.

n/a austria

2-Oct arnold; bpv Hugel; 
eisenberger & Herzog

bpv Hugel advised immofinanz on the acquisition of a 29.14% stake in s immO aG for approximately eur 390 
million from companies of the rPr group (approximately 14.6 million shares), represented by eisenberger & 
Herzog, and the siGna group (approximately 4.9 million shares), represented by arnold.

eur 390 
million

austria

4-Oct Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss advised raiffeisen Bank international aG and uniCredit Bank austria aG as joint lead managers on 
the placement of Ca immobilien anlagen aktiengesellschaf's eur 150 million bond. Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati advised Ca immo on the deal.

eur 150 
million

austria

9-Oct Fellner Wratzfeld & 
Partner

Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner advised the Vienna Business agency on the development of framework procurement 
agreements for start-up services.

n/a austria

11-Oct Paul Weiss; schoenherr schoenherr advised Palladium equity Partners on austrian elements of its acquisition of kymera international 
from Platinum equity. Paul Weiss advised the seller.

n/a austria

15-Oct B-legal; sCWP 
schindhelm

sCWP schindhelm advised uBm Development on the acquisition of a 23,000 square meter property located near 
the Danube Canal in Vienna from reitenburg. the seller, represented by B-legal, continues to hold a 10% interest 
in the project.

n/a austria

17-Oct Brandl & talos Brandl & talos advised Vms Value management on sponsoring its third private equity fund. eur 80 
million

austria

26-Oct bpv Grigorescu stefanica; 
bpv Hugel; Clifford 
Chance; latham & 
Watkins; lenz & staehelin

bpv Hugel advised raiffeisen informatik GmbH on its sale of 100% of the shares in global it service provider 
Comparex to softwareOne, a platform, solutions, and services company. lenz & staehelin and latham & Watkins 
advised the buyers on the transaction. bpv Grigorescu stefanica acted as local counsel to raiffeisen informatik in 
romania. Clifford Chance advised Comparex as the target.

n/a austria

26-Oct Binder Groesswang; Wolf 
theiss

Binder Groesswang advised mayr-melnhof Packaging on its acquisition of the tann Group from eurasia invest 
Holding aG. Wolf theiss advised eurasia invest Holding aG on the deal.

n/a austria

30-Oct Vavrovsky Heine marth Vavrovsky Heine marth advised Volksbank Wien aG on the sale of its corporate headquarters in Vienna's city 
center to a consortium consisting of austria's Federal real estate Company and irma investments and on the 
leasing of the company's new business center in Vienna erdberg from Ca immo.

eur 80 
million

austria

31-Oct Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised erste Group on its first fully digital issue of a borrower's loan note via a blockchain platform 
in europe. 

n/a austria

20-nov Fellner Wratzfeld & 
Partner

Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner advised the banks of the Waagner-Biro group on the company's restructuring and 
sale to Grosso Holding.

n/a austria

20-nov Wolf theiss Wolf thiess Vienna advised Panoro energy asa on its acquisition of OmV's wholly-owned subsidiary, tunisia 
upstream GmbH.

usD 65 
million

austria

22-nov Dla Piper; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised rBi and erste Bank as joint lead managers and bookrunners on uBm Development aG's eur 
75 million corporate bond and as dealer managers of an exchange offer. Dla Piper advised uBm Development.

eur 75 
million

austria

23-nov PkHV; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised real estate investor and manager Westcore europe on its acquisition of the u6 Center office 
and warehouse property in Vienna from Hanseatische immobilienfonds Oesterreich iV and Germany's HCi 
treuhand Geschlossener real estate fund. the sellers were advised by PkHV rechtsanwalte.

n/a austria

30-nov Baker mckenzie; 
linklaters; latham & 
Watkins; schoenherr

schoenherr, working with linklaters london, advised siX on its setting-up of a strategic partnership with 
Wordline sa in the cards business (merchant acceptance & acquiring and international card processing). as part 
of the deal, siX agreed to contribute its existing cards business into the partnership and receive a 27% stake in 
Worldline to participate in the future growth of the business. the total consideration of eur 2.303 billion (CHF 
2.750 billion) consists of 49.1 million newly-issued Worldline shares and a cash consideration of CHF 319 million 
(eur 267 million). latham & Watkins advised Wordline globally and Baker mckenze advised Wordline on austrian 
law. 

eur 2.3 
billion

austria

30-nov Binder Groesswang; 
Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; Gomez-acebo & 
Pombo; noerr

Binder Groesswang, noerr, and spain's Gomez-acebo & Pombo advised Japan's Daikin Group on the eur 881 
million acquisition of aHt Group from the Bridgepoint private equity group. the Frankfurt office of Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer advised the sellers on the deal.

eur 881 
million

austria

4-Dec Delphi; PHH attorneys 
at law; schoenherr; 
torngren magnell

schoenherr Vienna and sweden's Delphi law firm advised addlife aB on the acquisition of austrian life sciences 
company Biomedica medizinprodukte GmbH. the sellers of Biomedica were advised by PHH attorneys at law 
and sweden'ss torngren magnell law firm. 

eur 39 
million

austria

7-Dec Weber & Co; White & Case Weber & Co advised OmV aktiengesellschaft in connection with the issue of a corporate bond in an aggregate 
volume of eur 1 billion. White & Case advised the Joint lead managers on the bond issue.

eur 1 
billion

austria
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10-Dec Brandl & talos Brandl & talos advised aws Grunderfonds on its investment into Viennese start-up toolsense GmbH. n/a austria

13-Dec Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

austria's Central Public Prosecutor's Office for White-Collar Crime and Corruption dropped charges against 
matthias Hartmann, the former Director of austria's Burgtheater, who was represented by Cerha Hempel 
spiegelfeld Hlawati.

n/a austria

14-Dec Doralt seist Csoklich; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss advised soravia on the sale of its "the Brick" building complex to Wiener stadtische Versicherung. 
Doralt seist Csoklich advised the buyers on the deal.

n/a austria

4-Jul Jadek & Pensa; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss advised the Chinese home appliance producer Hisense on its takeover offer for 95% of the shares in 
slovenian White-goods manufacturer Gorenje. Jadek & Pensa advised Gorenje on the sale.

eur 250 
million

austria; albania; 
Bulgaria; 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina; 
Czech republic; 
Poland; 
romania; 
serbia; slovenia; 
ukraine

28-Feb Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised avcon Jet aG (austria) on regulatory issues with respect to transferring and receiving international 
lease payments in the republic of Belarus. the advice on the regulatory regime in Belarus was provided in 
connection with the sale of a business jet to a customer in Belarus.

n/a austria; Belarus

20-nov Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised lukoil international GmbH (austria) on structuring corporate governance in  subsidiary lukoil 
Belorussia FllC. the work included corporate, employment, and tax issues.

n/a austria; Belarus

30-nov Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised silgan Holdings austria GmbH on the liquidation of its Belarusian subsidiary silgan metal Packaging 
Grodno FllC.

n/a austria; Belarus

31-Jul afridi & angell legal 
Consultants; Cerha 
Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; luther

CHsH advised ksBH limited (uae) on structuring financing of its indirect subsidiary miory Group llC (Belarus). 
CHsH acted as lead counsel and coordinated the work of local counsels in singapore and the united arab 
emirates. luther llP advised on singapore law and afridi & angell legal Consultants advised on uae law.

eur 34 
million

austria; Belarus; 
russia

20-nov Baker mckenzie; 
Covington & Burling; Cms; 
ODi law; simkins; Van 
Bael & Bellis

Baker mckenzie, ODi law, simkins, Covington & Burling, and Van Bael & Bellis advised mHP se on the acquisition 
of 90.68% of the issued capital of Perutnina Ptuj, d.d. schoenherr Vienna advised the sellers on the deal and Cms 
london advised inG, mHP’s financial partner.

n/a austria; Bosnia 
& Herzegovina; 
Croatia; 
macedonia; 
serbia; slovenia; 
romania; 
ukraine 

24-Dec ey law; sajic law Firm the sajic law Firm successfully advised Hidraulika Flex d.o.o. laktasi on the sale of 60% shares to austra's Pewag 
engineering GmbH for eur 3.9 million. ey law advised the buyer.

eur 3.9 
milion

austria; 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

3-Jul Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised Bmi securities ltd, Hong kong as lead manager on the debut issue of an international bond 
by the republic of srpska of up to eur 200,000,000, 4.75% notes due 2023.

eur 200 
million

austria; 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina; 
serbia

28-mar Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

Djingov, Gouginski, kyutchukov & Velichkov succeeded in having a foreign arbitral award on behalf of sandvik 
Bulgaria in proceedings held under the auspices of the Vienna international arbitral Center recognized and 
enforced in Bulgaria.

n/a austria; Bulgaria

26-apr allen & Overy; Boyanov & 
Co; Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer and Boyanov & Co. advised Bulgarian telecommunications company Vivacom on 
the refinancing of its eur 400 million worth of from a syndicate of more than a dozen financial institutions. the 
banks were represented by allen & Overy.

eur 400 
million

austria; Bulgaria

21-Dec Baker mckenzie; norton 
rose Fulbright; musat & 
asociatii; Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss advised energizer Holding inc., on the acquisition of spectrum Brands' global battery and portable 
lightning business. Wolf theiss assisted energizer in austria, Bulgaria, the Czech republic, Croatia, Hungary, 
romania, slovakia, slovenia, and ukraine. musat & asociatii advised the seller in romania. norton rose Fulbright 
was lead counsel forenergizer and Baker mckenzie was international counsel to spectrum Brands. 

usD 2 
billion

austria; 
Bulgaria; Czech 
republic; 
Croatia; 
Hungary; 
romania; 
slovakia; 
slovenia; 
ukraine

30-Jan aschmann & Pfandl; 
Fellner Wratzfeld & 
Partner

Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner advised the Wienerberger Group on its acquisition of the Brenner brick factory from 
by Ziegelwerk Brenner, F. Wirth Gesellschaft GmbH, which was represented by aschmann & Pfandl.

n/a austria; Croatia

2-Jul arnold; eisenberger & 
Herzog; Fellner Wratzfeld 
& Partner; milbank; 
schoenherr; urbanek lind 
schmied reisch; Wolf 
theiss

Fellner Wratzfeld & Partner and Wolf theiss advised the steinhoff Group on the sale of the kika/leiner Group to 
signa Holding. arnold rechtsanwalte advised signa Holding on the acquisition. kika was represented by urbanek 
lind schmied reisch on the sale. eisenberger & Herzog and the london office of milbank, tweed, Hadley & mcCloy 
advised a group of creditors of the seller of kika/leiner's property assets in austria and several Cee countries.

n/a austria; Croatia; 
Czech republic; 
Hungary; 
romania; 
slovakia

14-Feb alrud; avellum; arendt 
& medernach; Binder 
Groesswang; Dla Piper; 
Homburger; White & Case; 
Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss offices in austria, Croatia, Hungary, slovenia, slovakia and ukraine, working with switzerland's 
Homburger aG and luxembourg's arendt & medernach, advised the munich re Group on the sale by its erGO 
Group aG subsidiary of its legal protection subsidiary Das switzerland and the legal protection insurance 
portfolios of Das luxembourg and Das slovakia to the allianz Group. White & Case and Binder Groesswang 
advised the allianz Group. avellum advised the buyer on ukrainian aspects. alrud represented munich re (erGa 
Group) in russia and Dla Piper moscow advised the buyer.

eur 1.3 
million

austria; Croatia; 
Hungary; 
russia; 
slovenia; 
slovakia; 
ukraine

11-Jul Cms Cms advised Viennese car park operator Best in Parking on its launch of a debt issuance program of eur 175 
million through its finance company.

eur 175 
million

austria; Croatia; 
slovakia
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31-Oct aequo; Hengeler mueller; 
k&l Gates; Wolf theiss

aequo advised ipsos, a market research and consulting firm, on ukrainian law matters related to its acquisition 
of the global Customer experience, experience innovation, Health and Public affairs divisions of the Gfk Custom 
research Business. Wolf theiss advised ipsos Group in austria, Czech republic, Hungary, romania, and ukraine. 
k&l Gates was the lead counsel to ipsos and Hengeler mueller advised the seller globally.

eur 105 
million

austria; Czech 
republic; 
Hungary; 
romania; 
ukraine

11-apr Clifford Chance; Gleiss 
lutz; Homburger; 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised the alpiq Group, a swiss energy services provider and electricity producer, on the CHF 850 
million sale of its industrial business to French building company Bouygues Construction. Homburger was the 
global advisor to the seller and Gleiss lutz advised the seller on German law, and Clifford Chance advised the 
buyers.

CHF 850 
million

austria; Czech 
republic; 
romania

29-mar Baker mckenzie; latham 
& Watkins; schoenherr; 
stikeman elliott; torys; 
Weil, Gotshal & manges

schoenherr advised Platinum equity in the Czech republic, serbia, and austria on the acquisition of Husky 
injection molding systems ltd. from Berkshire Partners and Omers Private equity. Weil, Gotshal & manges 
advised the sellers and latham & Watkins advised Platinum equity globally. torrys and stikeman elliott advised 
the sellers and Platinum equity, respectively, on Canadian law. Baker mckenzie advised Platinum equity on 
regulatory law. 

eur 3.39 
billion

austria; Czech 
republic; serbia

13-apr Graf Patsch taucher; Jsk; 
majernik & mihalikova; 
misik

Jsk, majernik & mihalikova, and Graf Patsch taucher advised arBes technologies on its cross-border acquisition 
of the slovak software company Finamis. the sellers were advised by the misik law firm.

n/a austria; Czech 
republic; 
slovakia

13-Jul Brandl & talos; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
linklaters; niederer kraft 
Frey

Brandl & talos and swiss law firm niederer kraft Frey advised sportradar aG and company CeO Carsten koerl 
on the eur 2.1 billion sale by private equity firm eQt and minority shareholders of a stake in the company to the 
Canada Pension Plan investment Board and growth equity firm tCV. the buyers were represented by linklaters, 
while eQt was represented by Freshfields.

eur 2.1 
billion

austria; estonia

29-mar Brandl & talos; ellex 
(raidla); sorainen; Weil, 
Gotshal & manges

sorainen, Weil Gotshal & manges, and Brandl & talos advised investment company novalpina on the public 
offer by its Odyssey europe as subsidiary to acquire all the shares in the listed estonian gaming group Olympic 
entertainment Group from Hansa assets Ou and Hendaya invest Ou. ellex raidla advised the sellers.

n/a austria; estonia; 
latvia; lithuania

1-Oct Burai-kovacs Perlaki 
stanka szikla & Partners; 
schoenherr

schoenherr Hungary advised OmV Hungaria asvanyolaj kft. and OmV refining and marketing GmbH in the 
course of the acquisition of a 51.72% stake in Dunatar koolajtermektarolo kft. Burai-kovacs Perlaki stanka szikla 
& Partners advised the seller

n/a austria; 
Hungary

4-Jul schoenherr schoenherr represented the republic of moldova in front of an iCsiD tribunal, which on June 28, 2018, dismissed 
the bulk of damages sought by a group of us investors in a claim filed against the country under the state's 
bilateral investment treaty with the usa.

n/a austria; 
moldova

26-mar Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised Polish state-owned company towarzystwo Finansowe silesia sp. z o.o. on the acquisition of 
a majority stake in Fabryka kotlow sefako s.a., a Polish manufacturer of boilers for the power industry, from the 
state fund mars Fundusz inwestycyjny Zamkniety

n/a austria; Poland

31-mar De Brauw Blackstone 
Westbroek; Dla Piper

Dla Piper advised lely Holding s.a.r.l. on the sale and reorganization of its worldwide Forage business through 
several asset and share transactions. De Brauw Blackstone Westbroek advised the buyer.

n/a austria; Poland

26-Jun act legal (BsWW); act 
legal (WmWP)

act BsWW and WmWP rechtsanwalte advised yit on the acquisition of Parkur tower Business Park from uBm 
plc.

n/a austria; Poland

26-Jun Weber & Co; Winston & 
strawn; Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss's Vienna office and Winston & strawn's Paris office advised us automotive supplier Hendrickson on 
its acquisition of the u-bolt division of Frauenthal Group. Weber & Co advised Frauenthal.

n/a austria; Poland

15-Jul linklaters; PeliFilip; seitz; 
Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss assisted Osram licht aG with its entry into a joint venture with Continental aG aimed at combining 
expertise in lighting, light control and electronics by way of a business transfer at local level. seitz coordinated 
employment-related matters of the joint venture for Osram while linklaters and PeliFilip coordinated 
employment-related matters of the joint venture for Continental aG.

n/a austria; 
romania

9-apr Cms Cms advised Green source and Core Value Capital on the acquisition and development of nine photovoltaic 
parks in russia.

n/a austria; russia

3-Jul alrud; Cerha Hempel 
spiegelfeld Hlawati; 
milbank; schoenherr; 
shearman & sterling

CHsH and shearman & sterling advised General electric on the usD 3.25 billion sale of its Distributed Power 
Business unit to austria's advent international. the buyer was represented by milbank tweed Hadley & mcCloy 
and schoenherr. alrud advised General electric Company on russian matters.

usD 3.25 
billion

austria; russia

17-Oct selih & Partners; Wolf 
theiss

selih & Partners slovenia advised food retail chain mercator on its sale of ten shopping centers in slovenia to 
supernova invest GmbH. Wolf theiss advised supernova on the acquisition.

n/a austria; 
slovenia

7-aug Brandl & talos Brandl & talos assisted bwin in obtaining closure after ten years of preliminary proceedings against charges of 
bribery.

n/a austria; turkey

1-Jun Binder Groesswang; 
Clifford Chance; Herbert 
smith Freehills

Binder GroessWang and Clifford Chance advised emirates nBD Bank PJsC on the acquisition of 99.85% of the 
shares of turkish DenizBank a.s. and its austrian subsidiary DenizBank aG from sberbank of russia. Herbert 
smith Freehills advised sberbank on the sale.

eur 2.7 
billion

austria; turkey; 
russia

4-Jul Binder Groesswang; 
Homburger; Dla Piper

Dla Piper advised the Haas Group, an austrian wafer, biscuits, and confectionery production company, on the 
sale of the company to switzerland's Buhler aG. the buyer was represented by Binder Groesswang and Zurich-
based Homburger.

n/a austria; ukraine

18-Jan Vlasova, mikhel & Partners Vlasova, mikheel & Partners advised bookrunners JP morgan, sberbank CiB, and renaissance Capital on eurotorg 
llC's issuance of the first ever Belarusian corporate eurobonds - five-year loan Participation notes (usD 350 
million) with an annual coupon rate of 8.75%.

usD 350 
million

Belarus

30-Jan sorainen sorainen Belarus advised the international Finance Corporation on the sale of its remaining 4.99% stake in 
Belarusky narodny Bank in two deals concluded at the Belorussian Currency stock exchange under the consent 
of the national Bank of the republic of Belarus.

usD 2 
million

Belarus

1-Feb arzinger & Partners; 
Cobalt

arzinger & Partners represented Belarus-based startup y-tech on its acquisition by yonder music. Cobalt 
advised yonder.

n/a Belarus

15-Feb sorainen sorainen Belarus is advising Geely international Corporation on the implementation of a joint venture with the 
Borisov automotive and tractor electrical equipment Plant.

n/a Belarus

1-mar arzinger & Partners arzinger & Partners supervised the creation of Cortlex's affiliate for the entrance to the Hi-tech Park of Belarus. n/a Belarus
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14-mar Clifford Chance; egorov 
Puginsky afanasiev & 
Partners; White & Case

the minsk office of egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners advised joint lead managers Citigroup Global markets 
limited and raiffeisen Bank international aG on the issue and placement of usD 600 million in sovereign 
eurobonds by the republic of Belarus. Clifford Chance advised the banks on english and american law, while 
White & Case advised Belarus.

usD 600 
million

Belarus

18-mar arzinger & Partners arzinger & Partners advised China triumph international engineering Co., ltd. on entering the Great stone 
China-Belarus industrial Park, including registering the legal entity for such purposes in Belarus. 

n/a Belarus

1-apr arzinger & Partners arzinger & Partners advised the russian-based affiliate of Cummins on its entrance into the Belarusian market. n/a Belarus

17-apr egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

the minsk office of egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners advised nordic aviation Capital on its aircraft lease 
with the national Belarusian airline, Belavia.

n/a Belarus

30-apr Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised monster energy limited (ireland) on a distribution arrangement with Coca-Cola Beverages 
Belorussiya ue (Belarus). 

n/a Belarus

14-may revera revera advised the Croatian Bank for reconstruction and Development on the financing of the 4G network - the 
first Belarusian telecommunication network for Belarusian cloud technologies.

n/a Belarus

16-may revera revera assisted with the corporate structuring and preparation of iCO documents needed for the creation of 
scorum, a sports media platform based on block chain technology.

n/a Belarus

16-may revera revera advised Oma, a wholesale & retail chain of Diy stores, on its expansion and credit negotiations with eBrD. n/a Belarus

29-may egorov Puginsky 
afanasiev & Partners; 
ellex (Valiunas); revera; 
Verkhovodko & Partners

the minsk office of egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners advised the eBrD on a six year senior secured loan of 
eur 24 million to Oma, the leading Belarusian Diy retail chain. the borrowers were represented by Verkhovodko 
& Partners and revera, with Valiunas ellex serving as Oma llC's lithuanian counsel and Baker Botts as the 
company's english counsel.

eur 24 
million

Belarus

31-may Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; taylor Wessing

CHsH advised inVisionapp inc. on entering into a major software development agreement with a Belarusian it 
company. taylor Wessing acted as global counsel for inVisionapp inc.

n/a Belarus

25-Jun Vlasova, mikhel & Partners Vlasova mikhel & Partners helped the China Development Bank set up a new representative office in office in 
minsk.

n/a Belarus

23-Jul sorainen sorainen assisted Baring Vostok Private equity Fund V with the acquisition of a minority stake in Belarusian 
software developer itransition.

n/a Belarus

1-aug sorainen; tradeo sorainen advised Duisburger Hafen, the world's largest inland port, on its acquisition of a shareholding in the 
industrial Park Development Company _ the management company of the Great stone China-Belarus industrial 
park.

n/a Belarus

22-aug sorainen sorainen advised Zubr Capital and the eBrD in their equity investment in the targetprocess company group, a 
Belarusian developer of agile-based project portfolio management systems.

n/a Belarus

31-aug Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised moet Hennessy Osterreich GmbH on leasing of staff in Belarus. CHsH acted as local counsel 
and advised on the draft outstaffing contract including but not limited to all employment law, tax, licensing, and 
regulatory issues.

n/a Belarus

21-sep sorainen sorainen Belarus advised Baltic Beverages Holding, a member of the Carlsberg Group, on the acquisition of an 
additional 10.5% stake in the alivaria brewery from the eBrD.

n/a Belarus

1-Oct sorainen sorainen advised the eBrD on Belarusian law matters in connection with the lending of usD 15 million to the 
modern-expo group.

usD 15 
million

Belarus

15-Oct Cobalt Cobalt advised mangrove Capital Partners on its investment in mobile app Flo, a pregnancy calculator, ovulation 
calendar, and menstrual cycle tracker.

n/a Belarus

5-nov egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

the minsk Office of egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners assisted a subsidiary of appodeal inc. open an office in 
minsk and register as a resident of Belarus's High-tech Park

n/a Belarus

1-Dec arzinger & Partners arzinger & Partners advised Germany-based furniture producer Polipol GmbH on the construction of a furniture 
production facility in the republic of Belarus. 

n/a Belarus

18-Dec aleinikov & Partners; 
sorainen

aleinikov & Partners advised the russian-Belarusian Venture Capital Fund on its acquisition of a minority stake 
in Belarusian innovation company Data Delivery llC, developing a platform for managing the online business 
rocketData.io, which was advised by sorainen.

eur 
500,000

Belarus

30-apr Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati

CHsH advised Baumit sud Holding GmbH (austria) on a multi-stage restructuring of its two local subsidiaries 
- Baumit-Bel llC and kema llC. the restructuring was completed with the merger of these two companies. 

eur 4 
million

Belarus; austria

8-Oct sorainen sorainen advised Helmes, an international software development company based in estonia with an r&D office in 
minsk, on its acquisition of a majority shareholding in Belarusian outsourcing it company solbegsoft, a resident 
of the High technology Park. 

n/a Belarus; estonia

4-Jul motieka & audzevicius motieka & audzevicius successfully represented the administration of lithuania's Plunge District municipality in 
a public procurement case.

eur 2.2 
million

Belarus; 
lithuania

31-Jul Cobalt; Primus Derling Primus advised Belarus's mebelain factory on a eur 20 million loan from the eBrD to facilitate the expansion of 
its furniture factory. eBrD was advised by Cobalt.

eur 20 
million

Belarus; 
lithuania

22-aug sorainen sorainen acted as Belarusian and lithuanian counsel for the eBrD on its usD 15 million loan to the modus Group. usD 15 
million

Belarus; 
lithuania

28-aug Baker mckenzie; Cobalt; 
sorainen

sorainen and Baker mckenzie advised Hewlett Packard enterprise on its agreement to have swiss-based alsO 
Holding run its sales and services business in lithuania, ukraine, and Belarus. alsO was represented by Cobalt.

n/a Belarus; 
lithuania; 
ukraine

1-Dec arzinger & Partners arzinger & Partners advised Polish construction company unibep s.a. with the construction of a logistics center 
covering 230 hectares in the Orsha region of Belarus for the Bremino Group.

eur 15,2 
million

Belarus; Poland

27-Dec arzinger & Partners; k&l 
Gates; sorainen

arzinger & Partners and k&l Gates advised CDrl s.a. Poland on its acquisition of 90% of shares in Belarusian 
llC "West Ost union." the sellers -- the eBrD and four individuals -- were advised by sorainen.

n/a Belarus; Poland

31-Dec arzinger & Partners arzinger & Partners advised Polish construction company unibep s.a. within construction of a sports center in 
minsk, Belarus for Belarusian enterprise "aqua-minsk". 

eur 34 
million

Belarus; Poland
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1-Feb alrud; avellum; Herbert 
smith Freehills

avellum helped uber obtain merger control clearance from the antimonopoly Committee of ukraine for the 
creation of a joint venture with yandex that will be active in armenia, azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, kazakhstan, 
and russia. alrud advised uber in russia and Herbert smith Freehills was global counsel to uber.

usD 325 
million

Belarus; russia; 
ukraine

1-Oct avellum; ey law; sayenko 
kharenko

avellum advised the eVO Group, the ukrainian e-commerce market leader, on its merger with rozetka. sayenko 
kharenko acted as ukrainian legal counsel to naspers, the former majority shareholder of eVO Group, and ey 
ukraine tax & law provided ukrainian legal counsel to rozetka.

n/a Belarus; russia; 
ukraine

22-Jan ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners advised mozyrsalt OJsC in an anti-dumping investigation involving white evaporated salt 
imported from Belarus to ukraine.

n/a Belarus; ukraine

14-Feb Harrisons solicitors; law 
Office stevanovic

Harrisons advised the eBrD on matters of english law in relation to a loan of up to eur 5 million to addiko Bank 
Banja luka to be on-lent to medium and small enterprises. the law Office stevanovic acted as the eBrD's 
counsel for Bosnian and Herzegovinian law.

eur 5 
million

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

26-apr sajic law Firm sajic successfully represented the krajina Osiguranje Banja luka insurance company against a claim of unjust 
enrichment brought by rk BOska Banja luka.

eur 3.2 
million

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

27-apr sajic law Firm sajic represented Pavgord d.o.o. Foca in an enforcement procedure against the Clay Factory BiraC. eur 65 
million

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

12-nov sajic law Firm the sajic law firm successfully represented italy's amigos Caffee s.n.c. before the intellectual Property institute 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina in its challenge to the attempt to apply for the "amiGO" trademark by the netherlands' 
strauss Coffee BV.

n/a Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

16-Jul allen & Overy; linklaters linklaters advised Griffin real estate and redefine on the acquisition of nine logistics properties located in 
Poland for a total price of around eur 200 million and on the financing of the transaction in the form of a new loan 
provided by inG Bank slaski s.a., which was advised by allen & Overy.

eur 200 
million

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina; 
Poland

3-Jan allen & Overy; Cms; 
spasov & Bratanov

Cms advised the investors of acwa Power CF karad PV Park eaD - a joint venture of acwa Power, Blackstone, 
and the Clean energy transition Fund (which itself includes the eBrD and the european investment Bank, among 
others, as partners) which owns one of the largest photovoltaic power plants in Bulgaria - on the restructuring of 
its debt. allen & Overy (as international legal counsel) and spasov & Bratanov (as Bulgarian legal counsel) advised 
lenders iFC, OPiC, unicredit london, and unicredit Bulbank.

n/a Bulgaria

5-Jan Cms; Wolf theiss Cms advised Hugo Pfohe GmbH on the legal aspects of a competitive tender to sell Bulgaria's moto-Pfohe 
Group, with Wolf theiss advising the winning bidder, the sumitomo Corporation.

n/a Bulgaria

16-Jan schoenherr; tocheva and 
mandadjieva; Wolf theiss

schoenehrr Bulgaria advised uniCredit Bulbank and societe Generale expressbank on the restructuring of lma-
style facilities extended to project companies operating solar parks in Bulgaria that were sold by samsung to a 
joint venture of micronix (Czech republic) and kGal (Germany). Wolf theiss sofia advised the new shareholders/
pledgors while tocheva and mandadjieva advised the previous shareholders/pledgors and the borrowers.

eur 52.8 
million

Bulgaria

30-Jan Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV advised Hungary's OtP Bank and its Bulgarian subsidiary Dsk Bank eaD on a eur 80 million restructuring 
and extension of additional facilities to the Bulgarian subsidiaries of libena resorts.

eur 80 
million

Bulgaria

9-Feb kinstellar kinstellar advised the adecco Group on the spin-off of its business in Bulgaria into two separate companies. n/a Bulgaria

15-Feb kinstellar kinstellar advised united Bulgarian Bank and Cibank on the merger of the two companies. n/a Bulgaria

15-Feb kinstellar kinstellar advised uBB and Cibank on their merger, which resulted in the third largest bank in Bulgaria. n/a Bulgaria

27-Feb schoenherr schoenherr advised the european investment Bank on a Finance Contract with ProCredit Bank (Bulgaria). n/a Bulgaria

28-Feb Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV advised Vmware Bulgaria, part of the us cloud computing company Vmware inc., on its lease of more than 
20,000 square meters of office space in two buildings in sofia's Garitage Park residential and business complex.

n/a Bulgaria

1-mar Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV advised GetBack recovery s.r.l. on the establishment of a non-banking financial institution and the 
acquisition of a portfolio of receivables under consumer non-performing loan agreements concluded between 
uniCredit Bulbank aD and third parties.

eur 11.85 
million

Bulgaria

1-mar Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV acted as a legal counsel and representative of CeZ electro Bulgaria aD in a commercial dispute against 
Future energy OOD and its creditor karpleon Bulgaria eOOD arising from a framework agreement for electricity 
supply and its early termination due to the removal of the supplier Future energy from the electricity market.

eur 3.5 
million

Bulgaria

1-mar Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV acted as legal counsel for British arab Commercial Bank Plc. on matters of Bulgarian law in relation to a 
multi-option facility letter signed between a uae and a Bulgarian industry group. 

usD 40 
million

Bulgaria

6-mar Cms; Hristova, Jivkov & 
tsotsorkova

Cms advised Global Biomet on the acquisition of two photovoltaic parks in Bulgaria from the us/indian venture 
Good earth. the seller was represented by Hristova, Jivkov & tsotsorkova, a recent spin off from eurolex Bulgaria.

n/a Bulgaria

22-mar Penkov, markov & Partners Penkov, markov & Partners represented Ba Glass Bulgaria in a dispute against toplofikatsia sofia eaD, a heating 
producer and supplier for sofia.

n/a Bulgaria

26-mar Buzeva and Partners; 
katten muchin rosenman; 
schoenherr

schoenherr and katten muchin rosenman advised us private credit asset management firm monroe Capital on 
financing the acquisition of Bulgarian optics producers american Optics europe and micro Optics europe, as well 
as on the Bulgarian security package. Buzeva and Partners advised the collateral providers in Bulgaria.

usD 20 
million

Bulgaria

28-mar schoenherr schoenherr Bulgaria advised J.P. morgan securities plc on the validity and enforceability of close-out netting 
arrangements and financial collateral arrangements under the isDa master agreements.

n/a Bulgaria

30-mar Boyanov & Co; kinstellar kinstellar advised DZi on the acquisition of 100% of the shares of Bulgarian insurance company uBB-metlife. 
kinstellar advised uBB on the transfer of its 60% shareholding in uBB-metlife, while Boyanov & Co advised 
metlife on the transfer of its 40% interest.

n/a Bulgaria

1-apr Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV successfully negotiated an out-of-court settlement for risoil B.V. (a universal successor of the Bulgarian 
company agro-lega eOOD) in a dispute with sent Zhiran eOOD arising out of a share purchase agreement 
concerning the sale of the shares in the capital of Papas-Olio aD, a Bulgarian processor of oil seeds. 

eur 16.5 
million

Bulgaria

1-apr Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV advised landmark Holding aD in relation to a proposed refinancing of a facilities agreement with uniCredit 
s.p.a. (previously Bank austria Creditanstalt aG). 

eur 70 
million

Bulgaria

1-apr Cms; Dineva and rusev Cms advised OtP Bank and Dsk Bank on the refinancing of a shopping mall in Bulgaria. Dineva and rusev advised 
the borrower.

eur 85 
million

Bulgaria
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4-apr Boyanov & Co; Djingov, 
Gouginski, kyutchukov & 
Velichkov

DGkV advised thunder software technology Co., ltd., China, on its eur 31 million acquisition of Bulgarian 
graphics and imaging technology company mm solutions. Boyanov & Co. advised texas instruments - one of the 
sellers - on Bulgarian legal aspects of the sale.

eur 31 
million

Bulgaria

25-apr schoenherr schoenherr Bulgaria advised inG Bank n.V. on the validity and enforceability of close-out netting arrangements 
and financial collateral arrangements under the isDa master agreements and isDa clearing opinions and onn 
the enforceability of the netting under repo transactions with Bulgarian counterparties under the Gmra master 
agreements. 

n/a Bulgaria

3-may Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov; 
noblex Group

DGkV acted as Bulgarian legal counsel to uniCredit Bank austria aG and to a syndicate of lenders consisting of 
uniCredit Bulbank aD, raiffeisenbank Bulgaria eaD, and raiffeisenlandesbank Oberosterreich aktiengesellschaft 
for the eur 100 million facility to kronospan Bulgaria eOOD. the noblex Group advised kronospan.

eur 100 
million

Bulgaria

7-may kinstellar kinstellar acted as exclusive legal advisor in Bulgaria to the international Hotel licensing Company s.a.r.l - a 
subsidiary of marriott international inc. - on the first management agreement for a marriott hotel in Bulgaria.

n/a Bulgaria

7-may Cms; Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV advised Polish real estate developer Globe trade Centre on its acquisition of mall of sofia and on obtaining 
a loan facility from a consortium of the OtP and Dsk banks to finance up to 65% of the market value of the asset, 
and W&i insurance and title insurance. Cms Cameron mckenna in Bulgaria advised europa Capital on its sale of 
the mall of sofia, and Cms reich-rohrwig advised the banking consortium.

n/a Bulgaria

30-may schoenherr schoenherr Bulgaria advised leoni aG on its entry on the Bulgarian market and the construction and lease of a 
production factory in Bulgaria.

n/a Bulgaria

1-Jun Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV successfully advised Bulgarian real estate Fund reit on the restructuring of its capital and follow-up 
public offering of new shares of the company on the Bulgarian stock exchange. 

eur 30 
million

Bulgaria

26-Jun Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV advised poultry producer Gradus -1 OOD on the initial public offering of its shares on the Bulgarian stock 
exchange.

n/a Bulgaria

29-Jun Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

Djingov, Gouginski, kyutchukov & Velichkov advised sole bookrunner and lead manager Citigroup Global markets 
ltd. and First Financial Brokerage House ltd. on Bulgarian energy Holding eaD's third eurobond issue.

n/a Bulgaria

29-Jun kambourov & Partners; 
tokushev and Partners

tokushev and Partners advised kBC Group's Bulgarian subsidiaries, united Bulgarian Bank and insurer DZi, on 
the acquisition of new headquarters in the millennium Center in sofia from construction company nikmi aD. the 
seller was represented by kambourov and Partners.

n/a Bulgaria

2-Jul Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

Djingov, Gouginski, kyutchukov & Velichkov advised ContourGlobal maritsa east 3 aD on its purchase of 
greenhouse gas emission allowances from the Germany-based statkraft markets GmbH.

eur 78.6 
million

Bulgaria

2-Jul Cms; krapov & Partners Cms sofia advised ireland's Communicorp media radio group on the sale of its radio stations in Bulgaria to its local 
management team, which has created a new holding company named Fresh media Bulgaria. krapov & Partners 
advised Communicorp's local management team on the acquisition.

n/a Bulgaria

4-Jul schoenherr schoenherr Bulgaria advised FmsW (Germany), Dexia (France), ka Finanz (austria), and BnP-Branch sofia 
(Bulgaria) in relation to the restructuring of and repayment by Bulgarian national railway Holding (BDZ) of a 
eur 120 million bond it issued in 2007 and defaulted on a few years later. Following rounds of negotiations, the 
Bulgarian government finally approved state aid for BDZ for repayment under the bond in July 2018.

eur 53 
million

Bulgaria

31-Jul Dentons; schoenherr schoenherr Bulgaria and Dentons successfully represented international creditors FmsW (Germany), Dexia 
(France), and ka Finanz (austria) in Bulgarian litigation against the state-owned company BDZ Passenger, 
a subsidiary of the national railway Holding (BDZ) involving BDZ Passenger's joint liability under the eur 120 
million bond issued by BDZ in 2007.

eur 21 
million

Bulgaria

31-Jul Cms; Jones Day; 
schoenherr

schoenherr Bulgaria and Jones Day advised societe Generale on the sale of all its Bulgarian financial subsidiaries 
to Dsk Bank eaD (a subsidiary of OtP Bank, Hungary). Cms advised the buyer.

n/a Bulgaria

1-aug Cms; Dineva and rusev Cms advised OtP Bank and Dsk Bank on the financing of the purchase of a major hypermarket retail space and 
parking. Dineva and rusev advised the borrower.

eur 11 
million

Bulgaria

1-aug Cms; spasov & Bratanov Cms advised scholz recycling GmbH on the sale of its Bulgarian subsidiary. spasov & Bratanov assisted the 
buyer. 

eur 2 
million

Bulgaria

9-aug Cms; kinstellar Cms sofia advised austrian-based funds universale international realitaten, Ca immo international Holding, 
and Cee realty Beteiligungs on the sale of megapark, a 75,000 square meter office building in sofia, to lion's 
Head investments, a joint venture between the Bulgarian real estate holding aG Capital and the south african 
investor Old mutual Group. kinstellar advised the buyer on the deal.

eur 90 
million

Bulgaria

28-aug schoenherr schoenherr provided a ull-fledged legal opinion to raiffeisen Bank international aG in relation to the enforceability 
in Bulgaria of repo transactions under the the Global master repurchase agreesment.

n/a Bulgaria

30-aug Dme law; kambourov & 
Partners

kambourov & Partners advised PreemZ on Bulgarian iP law and the u.s.'s Dme law advised PreemZ on us law 
regarding rOW8, a consumer premium video on-demand platform.

n/a Bulgaria

31-aug Cms; Herbert smith 
Freehills; schoenherr

schoenherr Bulgaria and Herbert smith Freehills advised Woodside energy, on a farm-out agreement with shell 
international exploration and Development italia s.p.a. concerning Block khan kubrat 1-14 in the Black sea. Cms 
advised shell international exploration and Development italia s.p.a.

n/a Bulgaria

1-sep Boyanov & Co; 
schoenherr; White & Case

schoenherr Bulgaria and White & Case continued to act for VtB Capital Plc and VtB europe se as lenders on the 
Bulgarian legal aspects of restructuring a eur 240 million financing to Viva telecom (luxemburg) sa as borrower 
for the indirect acquisition of the Bulgarian telecommunications Company, as well as on their relevant security 
package (as pledgees). Boyanov & Co advised the collateral provider in Bulgaria.

eur 240 
million

Bulgaria

1-Oct kambourov & Partners kambourov & Partners advised the stillfront Group on its eur 10 million acquisition of 100% of the shares in 
imperia Online JsC. 

eur 10 
million

Bulgaria

11-Oct Cms Cms sofia advised the uk-based oil and gas company Petroceltic on remedying a force majeure event related to 
the offshore production of natural gas in Bulgaria.

n/a Bulgaria

15-Oct Cms; schoenherr schoenehrr Bulgaria advised the Debt Collection agency, the Bulgarian arm of norway's B2 kapital, on its 
acquisition of a portfolio of loans with a face value of eur 249 million from uniCredit Bulbank. Cms sofia advised 
uniCredit Bulbank.

eur 249 
million

Bulgaria
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23-Oct Cms; schoenherr Cms sofia advised uniCredit Bulbank on the sale of a real estate-secured nPl portfolio to Debt Collection 
agency, a subsidiary of the norwegian financial services group B2Holding. the buyer was supported by the 
Bulgarian office of schoenherr.

n/a Bulgaria

30-Oct schoenherr schoenherr Bulgaria advised mandated lead arranger, agent, and security agent raiffeisen Bank international aG 
with respect to novelties in its Bulgarian security package for a facility in connection with 40mW wind power plant 
projects of erG Wind Bulgaria s.P.a. (italy) in Bulgaria.

eur 44.2 
million

Bulgaria

14-nov Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov

DGkV successfully represented Wiemer & trachte GmbH in insolvency proceedings before the european Court 
of Justice (CJeu Case C-296/17) in claims against mr. tadjer. as a result the european Court issued a reference 
for a preliminary ruling to interpret article 24 from the european insolvency regulation (eir).

n/a Bulgaria

22-nov Cms Cms advised uniCredit s.p.a. on the amendment and restructuring of a portfolio financing. eur 47 
million

Bulgaria

30-nov Cms; Delloite legal Cms advised uniCredit s.p.a. and uniCredit Bulbank on the restructuring of a real estate financing (shopping 
mall). Delloite legal advised the borrower.

eur 116 
million

Bulgaria

4-Dec schoenherr schoenherr Bulgaria advised alstom on the participation in a public procurement tender announced by the 
Bulgarian national railway Holding for "Five year technical maintenance of series 10 Diesel multiple units and 
series 30 and 31 electrical multiple units" with an estimated procurement value of BGn 137,001,704 and on the 
successful appeal of the Bulgarian national railway Holding's decision to disqualify alstom from the tender.

eur 70 
milion

Bulgaria

29-Jan Hogan lovells; 
schoenherr; Wolf theiss

schoenherr and Hogan lovells advised ares management on financing for kohlberg & Company's acquisition 
of the k2 sports and marker Dalbello Volkl (mDV) winter sports brands in the Czech republic and Bulgaria. Wolf 
theiss advised the collateral providers in Bulgaria.

 eur 75 
million

Bulgaria; Czech 
republic

26-Feb allen & Overy; Cms; 
spasov & Bratanov

Cms advised PPF Group on the acquisition of Bulgaria's nova Broadcasting Group, with 95% of the shares 
acquired from the modern times Group - advised by allen & Overy and spasov & Bratanov - and the remaining 
5% from eastern european media Holdings s.a.

n/a Bulgaria; Czech 
republic

26-mar allen & Overy; BDk 
advokati; Boyanov & 
Co; Djingov, Gouginski, 
kyutchukov & Velichkov; 
latham & Watkins; 
karanovic & Partners; 
schoenherr; White & 
Case;

latham & Watkins and schoenherr advised telenor on its agreement to sell its assets in Central and eastern 
europe to the PPF Group for eur 2.8 billion. White and Case (as lead counsel), DGkV, and karanovic & Partners 
advised PPF Group on the deal. allen & Overy, BDk advokati, and Boyanov & Co. advised societe Generale, as 
agent, and a syndicate of banks on a eur 3.05 billion credit facility provided to PPF Group for the acquisition.

eur 3.05 
billion

Bulgaria; Czech 
republic; 
Hungary; 
montenegro; 
serbia

23-Jul Cms a German-Czech Cms team advised munich-based leonhard moll Betonwerke GmbH & Co kG on its acquisition 
of ZPsV a.s., together with its subsidiaries and production sites in the Czech republic, Bulgaria, and slovakia, 
from the spanish OHl Group.

n/a Bulgaria; Czech 
republic; 
slovakia

10-may allen & Overy; Boyanov & 
Co; Gedik eraksoy; kocian 
solc Balastik; linklaters; 
Paksoy; tsvetkova Bebov 
komarevski

kocian solc Balastik, linklaters, BlC law Office, Paksoy, and tsvetkova Bebov komarevski acted as legal counsels 
to energo-Pro a.s. in its eur 250 million eurobond issue in london. the Joint bookrunners and the trustee were 
advised by allen & Overy, tbilisi-based BGi legal, Boyanov & Co. in sofia, and istanbul's Gedik & eraksoy.

eur 250 
million

Bulgaria; Czech 
republic; turkey

14-nov milbank; White & Case White & Case advised Piraeus Bank sa on the sale of its 99.98 percent shareholding in Piraeus Bank Bulgaria aD 
to eurobank Bulgaria aD. the buyer was advised by milbank.

n/a Bulgaria; 
Greece

20-sep Cms Cms advised inG Bank on financing provided to two companies from the ukrainian agribusiness sector. usD 100 
million

Bulgaria; Poland; 
ukraine

24-may Divjak, topic & Bahtijarevic Divjak, topic & Bahtijarevic advised sazka Group on its acquisition of a controlling stake in super sport, a Croatian 
online and land-based sports betting operator.

n/a Croatia

31-Jul allen & Overy; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised both Hotelbeds and tui on Hotelbeds' sale of Gulliver travel d.o.o., the Croatian-based 
travel company, to tui aG subsidiary leibnitz service GmbH. allen & Overy advised tui aG while Freshfields 
assisted Hotelbeds.

n/a Croatia

1-aug alrud; schoenherr; Vukic & 
Partners

schoenherr Croatia and alrud advised Cassowary investments ltd on its acquisition of Croatian shipping and 
freight agency transagent. Vukic & Partners advised the seller.

n/a Croatia

31-aug alrud; schoenherr; Vukic & 
Partners

schoenherr Croatia and the alrud law firm advised russian lC locomotive technology on its acquisition of 51% 
share capital in the Croatian company transagent from the majority shareholder. Vukic & Partners advised the 
seller.

n/a Croatia

1-nov Divjak, topic & Bahtijarevic Divjak, topic & Bahtijarevic advised Prvo Plinarsko Drustvo on its October 31, 2018 investment, made along with 
Croatia's state-owned oil company ina, into the Capital increase agreement of regional fertilizer manufacturer 
Petrokemija.

eur 40 
million

Croatia

30-Jun savoric & Partners; 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised mr. Josip milavic, the founder and owner of Croatia's studenac grocery stores, on the sale of 
a 100 % stake in the business to a Polish private equity fund managed by enterprise investors. savoric & Partners 
advised the buyer.

n/a Croatia, serbia, 
Poland

15-Jun Dentons; Dla Piper Dla Piper advised revetas on its acquisition of the triGranit platform from tPG real estate. the closing was 
simultaneous in Poland, slovakia, Hungary and Croatia. Dentons advised tPG real estate.

eur 450 
million

Croatia; 
Hungary; 
Poland; slovakia

28-sep allen & Overy; White & 
Case; Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss assisted sia s.p.a with the acquisition of First Data’s card processing businesses in Croatia, serbia, 
Hungary, and romania. White & Case was lead counsel for sia, and First Data was advised by allen & Overy.

eur 375 
million

Croatia; 
Hungary; 
romania; serbia

19-Jan JPm Jankovic Popovic 
mitic

JPm advised Constellation software inc. on the acquisition by its Vela Operating Group division and subsidiary 
aquila software of the in2 Group.

n/a Croatia; serbia

28-Dec Deloitte legal; Petrovic & 
Glogonjac

Deloitte legal serbia advised mondo inc. on its acquisition of the adria media Group and several of its subsidiaries 
in serbia and Croatia. Petrovic & Glogonjac advised the seller.

n/a Croatia; serbia
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5-Dec anela troskot; ODi law ODi advised sberbank on its acquisition of a multi-apartment complex in Vrsar, Croatia, from art-DePO d.o.o. 
the transaction also included a debt-to-equity swap, eliminating the nPl, and establishing a cross-border joint 
venture. anela troskot advised the buyers on the deal.

eur 4 
million

Croatia; 
slovenia

8-Jan Dvorak Hager & Partners Dvorak Hager & Partners represented the shareholders of turf Holding, a.s., which operates Prague's Velka 
Chuchle racecourse, on the sale of the company to an unnamed investor.

n/a Czech republic

12-Jan PwC legal; act legal 
(randa Havel legal)

randa Havel legal represented the Jufa investment Group in the acquisition of two large Czech solar power 
plants with a total capacity of 17 megawatts. the seller was advised by PwC.

n/a Czech republic

16-Jan Cms; noerr Cms Prague advised Czech metal processing conglomerate metal trade Comax Group on its acquisition of the 
German Oetinger aluminium Group from Orlando management aG. Orlando was represented by noerr's munich 
office.

n/a Czech republic

29-Jan Dla Piper; Giese & 
Partners; taylor Wessing

Dla Piper advised luxembourg-based private equity firm asC investment on its acquisition of Vitrablok, 
the Czech-based glass block division of the seves Group, and on obtaining financing from riverrock for the 
transaction. the sellers were advised by Giese & Partners in the Czech republic and by lms studio legale in italy, 
and riverrock was advised by taylor Wessing.

n/a Czech republic

30-Jan Dvorak Hager & Partners; 
eversheds sutherland

eversheds sutherland and Dvorak Hager & Partners represented raisio, a Finnish food company, on the eur 100 
million sale of its confectionary division to Valeo Foods.

eur 100 
million

Czech republic

7-Feb Havel & Partners; Jsk the Jsk law firm advised Czech engineering company toshulin on its acquisition of tOs kurim and CkD Blansko 
from alta a.s. Havel & Partners advised alta in the sale.

n/a Czech republic

14-Feb kinstellar kinstellar advised B2 kapital on the acquisition of the eur 119 billion unsecured retail nonperforming loan 
portfolio from moneta money Bank.

eur 119 
million

Czech republic

16-Feb kocian solc Balastik kocian solc Balastik advised Czech game development studio Warhorse on the initial crowdfunding for the launch 
of its "kingdom Come: Deliverance" video game and on legal aspects of the game's development, including 
licensing arrangements with the software developers.

n/a Czech republic

23-Feb kocian solc Balastik ksB advised skoda auto Digilab on its HoppyGo project, a car-sharing application developed by CreativeDock. 
novalia advised the seller.

n/a Czech republic

1-mar Prk Partners Prk Partners advised uniCredit Bank as lead manager and security agent on a notes issue by a project 
development sPV (a joint venture of developers FineP and rsJ) worth up to CZk 300 million. the notes were 
secured by a guarantee issued by FineP Holding and by the pledge of plots designated for development of 
residential housing in Prague.

CZk 300 
million

Czech republic

15-mar Prk Partners Prk Partners assisted Galerie Butovice s.r.o., an sPV belonging to Cromwell Property Group, on the construction 
and long-term lease of a new three-storey retail building in Prague to be fully let to kika, a member of the 
steinhoff group. 

n/a Czech republic

16-mar Cee attorneys Cee attorneys advised PZl sedziszow s.a., a Polish automotive, industrial, and agricultural filter producer, in its 
acquisition of a 69% stake in Bohm Plast-technik a.s., a Czech producer and service provider in the area of plastic 
injection moulding technologies and metallization.

n/a Czech republic

19-mar allen & Overy allen & Overy advised international Campus Group, a munich-based specialist for micro-living products, on its 
expansion to the Czech republic.

n/a Czech republic

28-mar kocian solc Balastik; PWC 
legal

a consortium of kocian solc Balastik, PWC legal Germany, PWC legal Czech republic, and Heuking kuhn luer 
Wojtek won a tender to advise the european Global navigation satellite systems agency on public procurement 
law, competition law, and contract management issues.

n/a Czech republic

29-mar act legal (WmWP) act legal (WmWP) advised immofinanz on the sale of the Brno Business Park office buildings via a share deal to 
the infond investment fund.

n/a Czech republic

29-mar Deloitte legal; krivanek 
tomasek

Deloitte legal advised trinecke Zelezarny, a. s. on its acquisition of Bohemia rings s.r.o. advokatni kancelar 
krivanek, tomasek spol. s r.o. advised the seller. 

n/a Czech republic

6-apr Dunovska & Partners Dunovska & Partners advised serge Grimaux, a promoter of the rolling stones concert in Prague, on securing 
financing for the concert's costs, as well as on negotiating and executing contracts with financing partner 
Bestsport, with rolling stones management, and with other partners and service providers.

n/a Czech republic

6-apr mikulas & Partners; act 
legal (randa Havel legal)

randa Havel legal represented the owners of astratex in the sale of the majority of their stake in the company 
to the Hartenberg Holding investment group, which is owned by Czech Prime minister andrej Babis. Hartenberg 
Holding was advised by mikulas & Partners.

n/a Czech republic

11-apr Clifford Chance Clifford Chance advised CPi Property Group on its acquisition of the Futurum Hradec kralove shopping 
center from meyer Bergman, a privately held real estate investment management firm. meyer Bergman was 
represented by tomsa & spol.

n/a Czech republic

24-apr kinstellar kinstellar advised Canada's Canopy Growth Corporation, a diversified cannabis and hemp company, on the 
acquisition of Czech medical cannabis company annabis medical.

CaD 2 
million

Czech republic

27-apr latham & Watkins; Delta 
legal; Dvorak Hager & 
Partners

Dvorak Hager & Partners and latham & Watkins advised ZF trW in connection with the sale of Global Body 
Control systems business unit to luxshare ltd. Delta legal advised the buyer. 

n/a Czech republic

2-may Dvorak Hager & Partners; 
rohrich

Dvorak Hager & Partners represented algotech in the purchase of a 100% ownership interest in sugarFactory 
s.r.o. the sellers were represented by the rohrich law firm.

n/a Czech republic

10-may Cms Cms Prague advised the new-Zealand listed scott Group on its acquisition of alvey, a specialist provider of 
palletizing, conveying, and warehouse automation. alvey was represented by liska & sobolova.

n/a Czech republic

14-may latham & Watkins; White 
& Case

White & Case advised cybersecurity provider avast on its usD 816.6 million initial public offering. the joint 
bookrunners - uBs, ms, Baml, Jeffries, Credit suisse, key Banc, and Barclays -were represented by latham & 
Watkins.

usD 816.6 
million

Czech republic

15-may Prk Partners Prk Partners advised Fillamentum a.s. on its incorporation (by way of non-monetary contributions to the 
registered capital) and listing of its shares on the non-regulated smes (start-up) market organized by the Prague 
stock exchange -- the first initial public offering by an sme firm on the new start market/selling platform. 

CZk 38 
million

Czech republic
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15-may Weinhold legal Weinhold legal advised Zdenek rinth on the sale of 90% of kara trutnov a.s. shares to the C2H group, which 
belongs to Czech investor michal micka. rinth retains the remaining 10%.

n/a Czech republic

17-may schoenherr; Weil, Gotshal 
& manges

schoenherr Prague advised eVO Payments international on the creation of a long-term strategic alliance with 
moneta money Bank for payment acceptance services to the bank's retail customers. Weil, Gotshal & manges 
advised moneta money Bank on the deal.

n/a Czech republic

17-may Clifford Chance; Wilsons Clifford Chance advised the Cromwell Property Group on its entrance into a strategic partnership with linkcity to 
invest in the roll-out of a portfolio of logistics and light industrial assets in Central and eastern europe. linkcity 
was advised by Wilsons.

n/a Czech republic

25-may Weinhold legal Weinhold legal advised Cryptelo on the preparation and successful implementation of the issue of its own 
cryptographic Crl via an initial coin offer.

n/a Czech republic

28-may Dentons; Wachtell lipton, 
rosen & katz

Dentons advised PFnonwovens inc., a member of the Prague-based r2G rohan nonwovens group, in connection 
with its agreement to acquire First Quality nonwovens inc. and First Quality nonwovens (Wuxi) Co., ltd., an 
american and a Chinese manufacturer of nonwovens for consumer, health care, and industrial products. the 
seller, First Quality enterprises, was represented by Wachtell lipton, rosen & katz.

n/a Czech republic

28-may Dvorak Hager & Partners Dvorak Hager & Partners represented Cool Credit, s.r.o. in its registration in the register of non-bank consumer 
credit providers with the Czech national Bank.

n/a Czech republic

30-may Deloitte legal; kPmG 
legal

Deloitte legal advised Paul stricker, s.a. on its acquisition of 100% of shares in reDa a.s. kPmG legal advised 
the sellers.

n/a Czech republic

31-may act legal (WmWP); Havel 
& Partners; latham & 
Watkins; mayer Brown

Havel & Partners and the Frankfurt office of latham & Watkins advised a consortium of banks as initial purchasers 
of 3% senior secured notes in an aggregate principal amount of eur 450 million due in 2026 issued by Progroup 
aG and a second consortium of banks in relation to several facilities agreements in an aggregate of more than 
eur 600 million (equivalent). mayer Brown's Dusseldorf office and act legal (WmWP) advised Progroup on 
German law and Czech law, respectively.

eur 1.05 
billion

Czech republic

31-may Prk Partners Prk Partners provided legal and tax advice to Concerto ai on the undertaking of business in the Czech republic. n/a Czech republic

1-Jun Dorda; Herbst kinsky Dorda advised Czech private equity and venture capital firm enern on the series a financing of Vienna-based 
online sport booking service eversports.

n/a Czech republic

13-Jun act legal (randa Havel 
legal)

randa Havel legal advised four stakeholders of new Presence Jewels s.r.o., which operates the Presence chain 
of jewelry stores in the Czech republic and slovakia, in their sale of the company to the Poland's Polish luxury 
Group.

n/a Czech republic

15-Jun Prk Partners Prk Partners advised Prabos plus a.s. in the process of a partial exit through the non-regulated smes (start-
up) market organized by the Prague stock exchange and listing of its shares on that market, making it the first 
secondary public offering by an sme firm on the new start market/selling platform. 

CZk 90 
million

Czech republic

15-Jun Cee attorneys Cee attorneys helped leaderFin s.r.o obtain a non-bank consumer credit provider license and a listing in the 
Czech national Bank register of non-bank consumer credit providers.

n/a Czech republic

18-Jun act legal (WmWP) act legal (WmWP) assisted Premereni, a subsidiary of Prazske energetika, on the purchase of family-owned 
solarinvest-Green energy.

n/a Czech republic

19-Jun Prk Partners; Weinhold 
legal

Prk Partners provided legal advice to agent uniCredit Bank Czech republic and slovakia, a.s., and Ceska 
sporitelna, a.s. on the acquisition financing for the agricultural group tekro, spol. s r.o. Weinhold legal advised 
tekro.

CZk 1.6 
billion

Czech republic

26-Jun Baker mckenzie; Prk 
Partners; strnad Joch 
lokajicek advokati

Prk Partners assisted J&t Group in connection with enforcement of security against CeFC Group, a major 
Chinese investor group in the Czech republic and Central europe, including a takeover of Czech assets of CeFC 
Group and resolution of J&t Group’s receivables by way of agreement with CitiC, a Chinese state controlled 
entity. Baker mckenzie advised CitiC. strnad Joch lokajicek advokati also advised J&t.

eur 420 
million

Czech republic

27-Jun Prk Partners Prk Partners provided legal advice to komercni banka, a.s. on financing the preparation and implementation 
of residential house construction in the kaskady Barrandov project realized by FineP, the leading property 
developer in the Czech republic. Ganado advocates advised on maltese law.

eur 8 
million

Czech republic

28-Jun Cravath, swaine & moore; 
kirkland & ellis; latham & 
Watkins; schoenherr

schoenherr and kirkland & ellis advised smurfit kappa on its issuance of eur 600 million senior secured notes 
for purpose of refinancing certain existing debt and financing the acquisition of reparenco Holding B.V. Cravath, 
swaine & moore advised the consortium of initial purchasers (banks) and latham & Watkins assisted the trustee.

eur 600 
million

Czech republic

29-Jun Cms; Dentons Cms advised reico on its CZk 2.3 billion acquisition of the metronome office building in Prague from HB reavis. 
Dentons advised HB reavis on the sale.

CZk 2.3 
billion

Czech republic

2-Jul Clifford Chance; Dentons Clifford Chance advised Ca immobilien anlagen aG on its acquisition of Visionary, an a-class office building in 
Prague. the seller, skanska, was represented by Dentons.

eur 68 
million

Czech republic

2-Jul Glatzova & Co Glatzova & Co successfully represented WPB Capital in a dispute against the Czech national Bank. n/a Czech republic

2-Jul Dentons; schoenherr schoenherr assisted Continental aG on the acquisition of Vuk spol. s r.o., a Czech producer of machinery for the 
rubber industry. Dentons advised the seller.

n/a Czech republic

3-Jul Cms Cms advised Wells Fargo as lead arranger, together with Credit agricole, inG, mizuho, Commerzbank, BnP 
Paribas, Citibank, lBBW, standard Chartered, and First abu Dhabi Bank, on a eur 1.05 billion facility for Bank of 
China, luxembourg Branch, for refinancing its existing debt and other general corporate purposes.

eur 1.05 
billion

Czech republic

9-Jul White & Case White & Case advised Piraeus Bank, s.a. on the sale and transfer of a portfolio of non-performing, denounced 
unsecured retail consumer and credit cards exposures equivalent to eur 2.238 billion total legal claims or eur 
385 million on-balance sheet gross book value to aPs investments s.a.r.l.

eur 385 
million

Czech republic

18-Jul Clifford Chance Clifford Chance advised indorama Ventures Public Company limited, a producer in the intermediate 
petrochemicals industry and a manufacturer of wool yarns, on its acquisition of kordarna Plus, a Czech-based 
industrial textile and tire cord fabrics producer.

n/a Czech republic

18-Jul Deloitte legal; Dentons Dentons advised the shareholders of Vuk, spol. s.r.o., on the company's sale to global automotive supplier 
Continental. Deloitte legal advised Continental.

n/a Czech republic

19-Jul Cms; Weinhold legal Weinhold legal advised Obrascon Huarte lain on the sale of its majority stake in ZPsV a.s.to the German group 
of leonhard moll aG. the buyers were advised by Cms.

n/a Czech republic
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25-Jul Clifford Chance; Prk 
Partners

Prk Partners advised komercni Banka, a.s. (as facility and security agent, coordinator, arranger and original 
lender), Ceska sporitelna, a.s., ceskoslovenska obchodni banka, a. s. and uniCredit Bank Czech republic and 
slovakia, a.s. (as arrangers and original lenders) and sberbank CZ, a.s. (as original lender) on a syndicated loan 
facility up to CZk 7.5 billion for sazka a.s., the leading Czech betting company. Clifford Chance advised the debtor.

CZk 7.5 
billion

Czech republic

26-Jul allen & Overy; White & 
Case

allen & Overy advised Ceska sporitelna, the dealer manager, lead manager, delivery agent, listing agent, fiscal 
agent, and paying agent, on exchange and tender offers and the issuance of Czech koruna-denominated and 
Czech law-governed domestic bonds by Czech gas transmission operator net4Gas. White & Case advised 
net4Gas on the deal.

n/a Czech republic

26-Jul Havel & Partners; 
Weinhold legal

Weinhold legal advised the shareholders of the Ventos s.r.o. engineering company on the sale of 60% of their 
stake to the skylimit industry investment fund. Havel & Partners advised skylimit on the acquisition.

n/a Czech republic

26-Jul kinstellar kinstellar advised Zhejiang Huajie investment Development Group on the leasing of 25,000 square meters of 
logistics space at the Panattoni Park Prague airport ii near the village of Pavlov in the Czech republic.

n/a Czech republic

30-Jul Jsk; rowan legal Jsk, working in cooperation with solo practitioner Pavel suser, advised the shareholders of James Cook 
languages on the sale of 100% of the company to Vladimir schmalz and his eDua Group. rowan legal advised 
the eDua Group on the acquisition.

n/a Czech republic

30-Jul Havel & Partners; Jsk Jsk advised investment fund BHs Private equity Fund on the acquisition of engineering company Boco Pardubice 
machines from private individuals Jan Dostal, Petr Pilny, and Jan Dotzauer, with Dotzauer staying on as a minority 
partner and co-investor. Havel & Partners advised the sellers in the deal.

n/a Czech republic

2-aug kocian solc Balastik ksB assisted Carthamus obtain clearance to operate a biomass heating plant in Cesky krumlov, in the Czech 
republic.

n/a Czech republic

6-aug kocian solc Balastik kocian solc Balastik advised skoda auto Digilab on its Care-Driver Project: a German service based on combining 
transportation and home care services for children, seniors, and disabled citizens.

n/a Czech republic

13-aug Havel & Partners; kocian 
solc Balastik

kocian solc Balastik advised Continuum search Fund on its acquisition of exhibition stand manufacturers Best 
expo and ire - the first acquisition by a search fund in the Czech republic. the sellers - entrepreneurs Hellen 
Berends and Petr kotvas - were advised by Havel & Partners.

n/a Czech republic

14-aug Cms; Dvorak Hager & 
Partners

Dvorak Hager & Partners represented raiffeisen realitni Fond in its acquisition of retail Park Pisek, s.r.o. from 
Czech developer CsPP. Cms advised the sellers.

n/a Czech republic

30-aug Weinhold legal Weinhold legal advised leel electricals on the sale of Janka engineering s.r.o. to the Ostrava-based multicraft 
Group.

n/a Czech republic

3-sep ksD legal; Weinhold legal Weinhold legal advised austrian building contractor POrr on its acquisition of all shares in alpine Bau CZ from 
PsJ Holding. the seller was represented by ksD legal.

n/a Czech republic

4-sep Cee attorneys Cee attorneys assisted the founders of the Vnimave Hracky/toyeto toy stores on a joint venture with an 
unidentified new investor.

n/a Czech republic

15-Oct Dvorak Hager & Partners Dvorak Hager & Partners represented a group of shareholders on the sale of their majority stake in Czech 
agricultural producer Zeas Podorlicko.

n/a Czech republic

24-Oct Weinhold legal; Wolf 
theiss

Weinhold legal advised momentum on the sale of Jansen Display Group, a Czech manufacturer of promotional 
display hardware and signage systems, to the sign-Zone, llC. Wolf theiss advised sign-Zone on the acquisition.

n/a Czech republic

26-Oct k.law; masek, koci, 
aujezdsky; mikulas & 
Partners; strnad Joch 
lokajicek

masek, koci, aujezdsky advised livesport invest s.r.o. on its acquisition of a significant stake in liftago, a.s. from 
15 shareholders in the company and by means of a subscription of newly-issued shares in connection with the 
increase of the company's registered capital. some of the selling shareholders were advised by strnad Joch 
lokajicek, k.law advised another of them. liftago was advised byb mikulas & Partners.

CZk 100 
million

Czech republic

30-Oct Clifford Chance Clifford Chance Prague provided pro bono assistance to Den’k n on the official commencement of its activities. n/a Czech republic

1-nov Clifford Chance; Dvorak 
Hager & Partners

Dvorak Hager & Partners assisted investment group Opifer with its acquisition of the Futurum Brno shopping 
mall from euro mall Brno real estate, s.r.o. and Bainbridge Czech republic Brno Videnska Hyper s.r.o. the sellers 
were represented by Clifford Chance.

eur 38.5 
million

Czech republic

5-nov act legal (randa Havel 
legal); Weinhold legal

randa Havel legal - the Czech member of the act legal alliance - represented the owners of Janus spol. s r.o., a 
distributor of kyocera brand products in the Czech republic and slovakia on the sale of 100% of their shares to 
Dutch company kyocera Document solutions europe B.V. the buyer was represented by Weinhold legal.

n/a Czech republic

12-nov Deloitte legal Deloitte legal advised on the merger of two insurance companies in the Czech republic resulting in the new 
kooperativa Pojistovna, a.s., Vienna insurance Group.

n/a Czech republic

14-nov Weinhold legal Weinhold legal advised GZ media, a.s., the largest producer of vinyl record players in the world, on its CZk 85 
million acquisition of a 67% stake in the PB tisk.

n/a Czech republic

19-nov Cms; White & Case Cms advised Deka immobilien GmbH on its acquisition of a Czech logistics portfolio from the CtP Group. eur 460 
million

Czech republic

25-nov Prk Partners Prk Partners advised Czech stock company uDi Cee a.s. on the listing of its shares on the non-regulated smes 
(start-up) market start organized by the Prague stock exchange. uDi Cee a.s., a member of Czech developer 
group uDi Group, issued a total of 587,000 shares at CZk 440 per share, raising a total of CZk 258.3 million.

CZk 258.3 
million

Czech republic

4-Dec novalia novalia advised tech start-up sapho on its sale to Citrix. usD 200 
million

Czech republic

5-Dec Prk Partners Prk Partners advised euromanganese inc. in connection with the initial public offering and listing of its shares in 
Canada and australia.

CZk 150 
million

Czech republic

5-Dec Prk Partners Prk Partners advised uDi Cee a.s. in the process of listing of its shares on the non-regulated start market 
organized by the Prague stock exchange.

n/a Czech republic

12-Dec Prk Partners; Wilsons Wilsons advised european warehouse developer P3 on its sale of Green tower, an office building located in 
Prague, to a private Czech investor. Prk Partners advised the buyer on the deal.

n/a Czech republic

13-Dec Havel & Partners; Prk 
Partners

Prk Partners assisted Publicis Groupe with its acquisition of kindred Group, the largest independent digital 
communications group in the Czech republic from CeO and founder michal nydrle and other investors. Havel & 
Partners advised the sellers on the deal.

n/a Czech republic
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15-Dec Prk Partners Prk Partners assisted moneta money Bank, a.s. on the relocation of its headquarters to a newly refurbished 
21,500 sqm premises in BB Centrum’s Building a in Prague 4 owned by the investment and development 
company Passerinvest Group.

n/a Czech republic

30-apr Prk Partners Prk Partners advised uniCredit Bank as issuer in updating the base prospectus of its offering programme of 
mortgage bonds and adding the possibility to issue notes under slovak law under the programme. this was the 
first banking prospectus allowing for issuing mortgage bonds under the laws of two jurisdictions - Czech and 
slovak. 

CZk 100 
billion

Czech republic, 
slovakia

4-Jun Bowman Gilfillan; Cobalt; 
ellex (raidla); Jeantet; 
njord; noerr; sorainen

noerr, ellex raidla, Jeantet, and Bowman Gilfillan advised Daimler aG on a usD 175 million investment in estonian 
startup taxify. sorainen estonia advised taxify on the successfully concluded funding round that brought its 
valuation to the usD 1 billion mark. Cobalt's estonian office advised taxify shareholder DiDi Chuxing, on the 
investment round. njord advised tafixy´s first business angel Peaksjah Ou

usD 175 
million

Czech republic; 
estonia; Poland; 
romania

1-mar lakatos, koves & Partners; 
szecskay law Firm; White 
& Case; Wolf theiss

lkt, working alongside White & Case, advised Czech based energy company energeticky a prumyslovy holding, 
a.s. (“ePH”) as lead member in a consortium with Hungarian company status Power in connection with the 
acquisition by the consortium vehicle status Power from German energy companies rWe and enBW shares in a 
company operating a lignite-fired power plant (matrai eromu), two adjacent lignite mines and solar power plant in 
Hungary. szecskay law Firm has advised enBW and Wolf theiss has advised rWe as sellers. 

eur 30 
million

Czech republic; 
Hungary

2-may Cms; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
kirkland & ellis

Cms and Freshfields advised global private equity firm Cinven on the acquisition of Partner in Pet Food, a 
european pet food manufacturer, from Pamplona Capital management. kirkland & ellis advised Pamplona on the 
sale.

n/a Czech republic; 
Hungary

11-may Cms Cms Prague advised private equity-backed Waterlogic, a designer, manufacturer, distributor, and servicer of 
purified drinking water dispensers, on the acquisition of lux aqua Czech s.r.o. and lux aqua Hungaria kft. the 
sellers reportedly were represented by Hogan lovells.

n/a Czech republic; 
Hungary

7-nov lakatos, koves & Partners; 
tenk law office

lkt advised Czech investor Z-Group in association with the acquisition of an rtB (ready to build) photovoltaic 
project, along with land and licences, from kappa energy. tenk law office represented the seller.

n/a Czech republic; 
Hungary

7-Dec ashurst; Clifford Chance; 
kinstellar; lakatos, koves 
& Partners

lkt advised Blackstone on the Hungarian aspects of a new eur 337 million debt financing for Varde’s Dedica 
anthology luxury hotel brand. kinstellar acted for Varde on the Hungarian aspects of the financing. Blackstone’s 
legal team was coordinated by Clifford Chance’s milan office and Varde’s legal team was coordinated by ashurst.

eur 337 
million

Czech republic; 
Hungary

14-nov Bird & Bird; karanovic 
& Partners; kinstellar; 
maravela & asociatii; 
Osborne Clarke

Bird & Bird was lead counsel to Precision for medicine on its multi-jurisdictional acquisition of contract research 
organization argint international. maravela | asociatii assisted Precision for medicine on romanian matters 
and karanovic & Partners advised on serbian matters. kinstellar's advised the sellers on romanian, Czech, and 
Hungarian aspects of the deal, working with lead counsel Osborne Clarke.

n/a Czech republic; 
Hungary; 
Poland; 
romania; 
serbia; slovakia

4-Oct Cms; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
kirkland & ellis; tuca 
Zbarcea & asociatii; Weil, 
Gotshal & manges

Cms, Freshfields Bruckhaus Derringer, and kirkland & ellis advised advent international on the acquisition of 
Zentiva, sanofi's european generics business. Weil Gotshal & manges advised sanofi on the sale. tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii advised sanofi on the romanian legal aspects of the deal.

eur 1.9 
billion

Czech republic; 
Hungary; 
Poland; 
romania; 
slovakia

10-may Cms; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
lakatos, koves & Partners; 
ropes & Gray; slaughter 
and may; tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii

slaughter and may advised Vodafone on its acquisition of liberty Global's operations in Germany, the Czech 
republic, Hungary, and romania. Vodafone was advised by lakatos, koves and Partners on Hungarian legal 
aspects of the acquisition. liberty Global was represented by Freshfields, with us support from ropes & Gray. 
Cms advised liberty Global on the Czech, Hungarian, and romanian aspects of the transaction. tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii advised Vodafone romania on the romanian legal aspects.

eur 18.4 
billion

Czech republic; 
Hungary; 
romania

26-Feb Baker mckenzie; kocian 
solc Balastik; lakatos, 
koves & Partners

ksB and lakatos, koves & Partners advised karlovarske mineralni Vody on its purchase of PepsiCo's Czech, 
slovak, and Hungarian operations. Pepsi was advised by Baker mckenzie.

n/a Czech republic; 
Hungary; 
slovakia

8-nov Cechova & Partners; 
Clifford Chance; kocian 
solc Balastik

Clifford Chance advised Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka, a. s., as mandated lead arranger, facility agent, 
security agent, and underwriter on the initial finance documentation and in relation to subsequent syndication 
and transactional closing with Ceska sporitelna, a.s. and the eBrD on financing provided to karlovarske mineralni 
Vody for its acquisition of PepsiCo's assets and operations in the Czech republic, slovakia, and Hungary. 
kocian solc Balastik advised kmV on the financing and on the underlying acquisition, and represented kmV in 
proceedings before the Czech Competition authority. Cechova & Partners advised kmV on slovakian aspects 
of the deal.

n/a Czech republic; 
Hungary; 
slovakia

9-may squire Patton Boggs squire Patton Boggs successfully defended the republic of kosovo against a eur 380 million investment treaty 
claim brought by German investor aCP axos Capital GmbH.

eur 380 
million

Czech republic; 
kosovo

1-Jan k&l Gates k&l Gates advised Venture inc s.a. as transactional counsel on its initial public offering and introduction of 
shares to the trading market of the Warsaw stock exchange.

eur 12 
milion

Czech republic; 
Poland

1-mar Dla Piper; k&l Gates; 
tGs Baltic

k&l Gates, together with tGs Baltic as counsel on lithuanian law, advised novatura on its initial public offering 
and introduction of shares to the trading market of the Warsaw stock exchange. Dla Piper advised bookrunners 
PkO, BP, and trigon.

eur 22 
million

Czech republic; 
Poland

2-mar Havel & Partners; k&l 
Gates; kinstellar; 
Wiercinski kwiecinski 
Baehr

kinstellar advised Genesis Private equity Fund iii and the Poland-based avallon mBO Fund ii on the acquisition 
of eQOs energie Polska sp. z o.o. and eQOs energie Cesko spol. s r.o. WkB and Havel & Partners advised eQOs 
energie Holding on the process of divesting 100% of its shares in subsidiaries eQOs energie Polska sp. z o.o. and 
eQOs energie Ceskospol. s r.o. to Polish-based avallon mBO Fund ii and Czech-based Genesis Private equity 
Fund iii.

n/a Czech republic; 
Poland

30-may Dvorak Hager & Partners; 
eversheds sutherland

eversheds sutherland advised Parker Hannifin on the cross-border merger of Parker's Polish and Czech entities 
and the moving of the business to a legal entity organized in the Czech republic. Dvorak Hager & Partners (now 
part of eversheds sutherland) advised Parker Hannifin in the Czech republic.

n/a Czech republic; 
Poland

31-aug Clifford Chance Clifford Chance lawyers from Prague and Warsaw were on the multi-jurisdictional team advising FlaktGroup, a 
portfolio company of triton, on the sale of DelBaG, a specialist for air filtration, to Hengst se.

n/a Czech republic; 
Poland

1-Oct Dla Piper; kinstellar; Weil, 
Gotshal & manges

Dla Piper advised arrangers Wood & Company and erste Group Bank on the sale of a substantial stake in kofola 
Ceskoslovensko by a shareholder by way of accelerated book-building. Weil, Gotshal & manges and kinstellar 
advised the issuer.

n/a Czech republic; 
Poland
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6-aug Cms Cms advised kreditech Holding ssl GmbH on the sale of 100% shares in its Czech subsidiary, kreditech Ceska 
republika, to kancelaria medius s.a.

n/a Czech republic; 
Poland;

29-mar allen & Overy allen & Overy advised the eBrD and inG Bank romania on a eur 96 million financing for CtPark Bucharest - a 
logistics park located on the a1 Bucharest-Pitesti motorway, owned by CtP Group.

eur 96 
million

Czech republic; 
Poland; romania

25-apr Clifford Chance; Herbert 
smith Freehills; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss and Herbert smith Freehills advised French media and publishing group lagardere on the eur 73 
million sale of its central european radio businesses to Czech media invest. Clifford Chance advised Czech media 
invest on the acquisition.

eur 73 
million

Czech republic; 
Poland; 
romania; 
slovakia

1-aug Cee attorneys; Havel & 
Partners

Cee attorneys advised Detska Galaxie, a company belonging to the ags 92 group, on the acquisition of Feedo 
e-shop from Windeln.de. Havel & Partners advised Windeln.de.

n/a Czech republic; 
Poland; slovakia

24-aug Herbert smith Freehills; 
schoenherr; tetra law

schoenherr and Herbert smith Freehills advised French thermal solutions provider atlantic in slovakia, the Czech 
republic, and Poland on the acquisition of Belgian space heating producer aCV international. tetra law advised 
the seller.

n/a Czech republic; 
Poland; slovakia

27-mar Gessel; mrowiec Fialek; 
nautaDutilh avocats; Prk 
Partners; schoenherr; 
selih & Partners

Prk Partners provided legal advice to komercni Banka, a.s. in connection with financing provided to avia Prime, 
a.s. for the acquisition of interests in linetech s.a. and adria airways technika d.d. mrowiec Fialek acted as 
legal counsel to the lender and Gessel advised the debtor on Polish law. selih & Partners advised the lender and 
schoenherr assisted the debtor on slovenian law. nautaDutilh avocats advised on luxembourg law.

eur 15 
million

Czech republic; 
Poland; slovenia

1-may Dentons; Oncescu & 
asociatii

Dentons advised VGP on the acquisition of land for envisaged logistics/industrial development in romania. 
Oncescu & asociatii advised the seller

n/a Czech republic; 
romania

11-Jan nozdrovicky, suvert & Co.; 
taylor Wessing

taylor Wessing Bratislava advised martinus, s.r.o., the largest online book retailer and the second largest book 
retailer in slovakia, on the acquisition of e-shop Gorila.sk and Czech e-shop arara.cz from Beyond media, s.r.o. 
nozdrovicky, suvert & Co. advised the seller.

n/a Czech republic; 
slovakia

18-Jan kinstellar; Weinhold legal Weinhold legal advised the sarantis Group on its eur 8.5 million acquisition of slovak and Czech cosmetic brand 
indulona. the sellers were advised by kinstellar Bratislava.

eur 8.5 
million

Czech republic; 
slovakia

21-aug allen & Overy; kinstellar allen & Overy advised aegon on the eur 155 million divestment of its insurance businesses in the Czech republic 
and slovakia to the nn Group. the buyer was advised by kinstellar.

eur 155 
million

Czech republic; 
slovakia

27-mar kavcic Bracun & Partners; 
kirm Perpar

kirm Perpar advised Czech Banka Creditas on the establishment of securities for a loan provided for financing the 
purchase of assets in slovenia. kavcic Bracun & Partners advised the borrower.

eur 2.25 
million

Czech republic; 
slovenia

22-nov kavcic Bracun & Partners; 
kirm Perpar

kirm Perpar advised Czech Banka Creditas on the establishment of securities for a loan provided for financing the 
purchase of assets in slovenia. kavcic Bracun & Partners advised the borrower.

eur 13.5 
million

Czech republic; 
slovenia

8-Jan PwC legal PwC legal estonia successfully represented the City of tartu in disputes relating to estonia’s largest bus 
transport procurement, which resulted in awarding a public contract worth eur 66 million to as GoBus over 10 
years.

eur 66 
million

estonia

10-Jan ellex (raidla); sorainen ellex raidla advised nordic trustee & agency aB on its role in Future Gaming Group international aB's bond 
issuance to finance its acquisition of Viistek media in estonia and unlimited media in malta. sorainen estonia 
advised Viistek media and its shareholders on that subsequent acquisition.

sek 200 
million

estonia

11-Jan tGs Baltic tGs Baltic's banking and finance team advised online trading provider admiral markets on a public bond issue. eur 1.8 
million

estonia

11-Jan sorainen sorainen counseled rogue Wave software in the acquisition of Zeroturnaround, the company behind Jrebel, 
Xrebel, and Xrebel Hub.

n/a estonia

16-Jan Cobalt; ellex (raidla) ellex raidla advised swedish real estate investor Ca Fastigheter aB on the sale of the Postimaja shopping Center 
to the Baltic Horizon Fund, advised by Cobalt

n/a estonia

19-Jan Cobalt; nove nove advised the shareholders of electricity and communication networks construction company Corle on 
the company's BPm mezzanine Fund-financed sale to network assets. BPm Capital was represented by Cobalt 
estonia.

n/a estonia

5-Feb Cobalt; tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised euroapteek, a subsidiary of euroapotheca group, on its acquisition of the ulikooli apteek 
pharmacy chain in estonia from yliopiston apteekki Oy, a Finnish state company, which was advised by Cobalt.

n/a estonia

6-Feb Cobalt Cobalt estonia successfully represented the non-profit association Puskini instituut and its manager in relation 
to the charge of embezzlement of money allocated to support the non-profit association by the narva City 
Government.

n/a estonia

7-Feb PwC legal PwC legal estonia is advising the tartu City Government on legal matters related to the potential construction of 
a biorefinery plant by the emajogi river proposed by est-FOr invest Ou and the estonian Government. the value 
of the contemplated plant is of approximately eur 1 billion.

eur 1 
billion

estonia

12-Feb Cobalt Cobalt estonia advised seed investment company ambient sound investment and other sellers on the sale 
of ecofleet Holding to Fleet Complete, a global provider of mission-critical fleet, asset, and mobile workforce 
management solutions.

n/a estonia

12-Feb Cobalt Cobalt estonia advised seed investment company ambient sound investment and other sellers on the sale 
of ecofleet Holding to Fleet Complete, a global provider of mission-critical fleet, asset, and mobile workforce 
management solutions.

n/a estonia

16-Feb leadell (Pilv) leadell Pilv successfully represented aigar lepp, the manager of tartu Valla kommunaal Ou and miljon motet 
Ou, against charges of corruption brought by the Public Prosecutor's Office including the falsification of and use 
of a falsified procurement document.

n/a estonia

19-Feb Fort legal Fort's tallinn office successfully represented a subsidiary of Baltic real estate fund eften in a dispute against a 
former lessee.

n/a estonia

22-Feb Cobalt Cobalt advised alexela energia on a transaction involving its acquisition of adven eesti's natural gas portfolio, 
and adven eesti's acquisition of the natural gas distribution company Gaasienergia as from alexela.

n/a estonia

26-Feb Cobalt; Fort legal Fort legal advised eften kinnisvarafond ii as, the closed-end core real estate fund of eften Capital, in its 
acquisition of the marienthal commercial center in tallinn. the seller, real estate investment company as Gildhall, 
was advised by Cobalt estonia.

n/a estonia
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1-mar PwC legal PwC legal advised the amber Beverage Group on the acquisition of 100% of the shares in aktsiaselts remedia 
by the amber Beverage Group.

n/a estonia

5-mar Cobalt Cobalt has advised technology investment fund rubylight on its investment in london-based sweatcoin as part 
of a recently completed usD 5.7-million initial seed stage round of financing.

usD 5.7 
million

estonia

14-mar tGs Baltic tGs Baltic's estonian office advised property lender estateGuru on its eur 1.6 million loan to Finnish-based 
printing house libris Oy for the purchase of real estate.

eur 1.6 
million

estonia

14-mar Cobalt Cobalt advised smartCap on its investment of eur 4.2 million into accelerator fund superangel. eur 4.2 
million

estonia

22-mar Cobalt; ellex (raidla) ellex raidla advised pension funds managed by as lHV Varahaldus and swedbank investeerimisfondid as on 
their eur 25 million investment in the bonds of alexela tanklad Ou to finance the purchase of the euro Oil petrol 
station chain. alexela tanklad Ou was advised by Cobalt.

eur 25 
million

estonia

26-mar ellex (raidla); sorainen ellex raidla advised BaltCap and unimed Clinics on the purchase of the eurodent Dental Clinic from kristjan 
Gutmann, who was advised by sorainen.

n/a estonia

26-mar Cobalt Cobalt advised BPm mezzanine Fund on its backing of the acquisition of 100% of Deneesti Ou by an unidentified 
buyer.

n/a estonia

1-apr Primus Derling; tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised major construction materials producer Framm (formerly talot) on its acquisition of concrete 
manufacturer lasbet. Primus Derling provided assistance to lasbet.

n/a estonia

1-apr PwC legal PwC estonia advised sanatoorius tervis on contractual matters, including the drafting of a long-term lease 
contract for a heating pipeline. 

n/a estonia

4-apr Cobalt; Derling Cobalt advised Hamburger Hafen und logistik aG on its acquisition of estonian terminal operator transiidikeskuse 
as from kantauro Ou, which was represented by Derling.

n/a estonia

6-apr tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised eesti uhistukapital on its acquisition of a 5% stake in Coop Pank from inbank. n/a estonia

6-apr njord njord assisted kopikas entertainment Ou in its successful application for a permit to organize remote gambling. n/a estonia

11-apr applex attorneys; JV 
lakiasiat; njord

njord, working with Finland's applex attorneys, advised aQ Group aB on its acquisition of 100% of the shares of 
mecanova Oy from nivala, Finland, and its mecanova Ou subsidiary in estonia. JV lakiasiat advised the mecanova 
shareholders on the sale.

n/a estonia

12-apr PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised the Ferratum Group on the verification and updating of its aml / CFt internal 
documentation regarding implementation of amlD4.

n/a estonia

19-apr PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised Crowdcredit in the evaluation of legal risks related to financing for a sale advance for 
the adruvahi 9 real estate development project.

n/a estonia

27-apr PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised Crowdcredit in the evaluation of legal risks related to bridge financing for kiviloo 
manor.

n/a estonia

30-apr PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised Coop in its preparations for the GDPr. n/a estonia

30-apr PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised r-kiosk in its preparations for the GDPr. n/a estonia

3-may sorainen sorainen advised Baltic Horizon Fund, managed by northern Horizon Capital, on its issuance of five-year 
unsecured bonds.

eur 30 
million

estonia

4-may tGs Baltic tGs Baltic has assistsed Cryptus in obtaining virtual currency handling authorization from estonia's Financial 
intelligence unit to provide services exchanging a virtual currency against a fiat currency as well as virtual 
currency wallet services.

n/a estonia

7-may sorainen sorainen estonia advised estonian electricity and gas transmission system operator elering on in its eur 225 
million eurobond issue.

eur 225 
million

estonia

9-may Cobalt Cobalt estonia advised as alexela Varahaldus on the investment by Wartsila Corporation to Hamina lnG 
terminal.

n/a estonia

11-may Bnt attorneys; tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised tkC on the sale of inteliVent to Zehnder Group, a multinational group producing, developing 
and selling ventilation and radiator solutions under different brands. Bnt attorneys acted as legal adviser to 
Zehnder Group.

n/a estonia

14-may Cobalt Cobalt advised estonian-based asset management service provider as kawe kapital on obtaining a license to 
operate as an investment firm from the estonian Financial supervision authority.

n/a estonia

15-may eversheds sutherland; 
tGs Baltic

tGs Baltic advised estateGuru on the establishment of its first institutional credit line with Germany's Varengold 
Bank aG. the bank was represented by eversheds sutherland.

n/a estonia

18-may Cobalt Cobalt advised estonian software company Helmes as on its launch of an option program that will enable 70 of 
its employees to become shareholders of the company.

n/a estonia

25-may Cobalt; Pohla & Hallmagi; 
thommessen Bergen

Pohla & Hallmagi, working in cooperation with norwegian law firm thommessen Bergen, advised norwegian 
hotel operator Citybox on its agreement with estonian company Porto Franco Ou to establish a Citybox hotel in 
tallin. Cobalt advised Porto Franco on the deal.

n/a estonia

28-may ellex (raidla) ellex raidla advised endover kinnisvara on a eur 7.5 million bond issuance. eur 7.5 
million

estonia

30-may Cobalt Cobalt advised estonian venture capital firm karma Ventures on its investment in realeyes, a tech company that 
uses a.i. and computer vision to help computers read people's emotions.

n/a estonia

30-may HPP attorneys; Pohla & 
Hallmagi

Pohla & Hallmagi advised Hansapost on its merger with Finnish company Hobby Hall. HPP attorneys advised 
Hobby Hall Oy and its Finnish shareholders sGn Group Oy and Four P&P Consulting Oy on the merger.

n/a estonia

31-may PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised endover in its preparations for the GDPr. n/a estonia

1-Jun Deloitte legal; Pohla & 
Hallmagi

Pohla & Homagi advised France's Oberthur technologies on its agreement with estonia's Police and Border 
Guard Board to produce iD cards in the country. the Police & Border Guard Board was represented by Deloitte 
legal.

n/a estonia
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1-Jun ellex (raidla); tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised rondam Grupp on its acquisition of a high-rise office building that is currently leased to 
luminor Bank and serves as its headquarters. the deal , which included additional financing of the seller's mother 
company, was structured as a share deal -- and was also a part of a larger deal whereby nordic Contractor, the 
financial investor of the seller’s mother company, exited the venture. raidla ellex advised the seller.

n/a estonia

1-Jun PwC legal  PwC legal estonia advised Capfield on the drafting and negotiating of a construction agreement for the 
expansion of one of its shopping centers.

n/a estonia

1-Jun PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised tervis spa Group in its preparations for the GDPr. n/a estonia

11-Jun ellex (raidla) ellex represented estonia's inbank on its acquisition of 100% of the shares of uaB mokilizingas from shareholders 
lHV Group and uaB inovatyvus Prekybos.

n/a estonia

11-Jun sorainen sorainen advised eurovia, a subsidiary of VinCi, on the acquisition of a 75% stake in estonian infrastructure 
construction company treV2 Grupp from BaltCap.

n/a estonia

12-Jun sorainen sorainen advised a working group of the tallinn City government on the development of an anti-corruption 
strategy for the city.

n/a estonia

13-Jun sorainen sorainen estonia advised Hobbiton, the estonian handicraft log home producer, on its merger with another 
estonian log house producer, saulerman.

n/a estonia

15-Jun PwC legal PwC legal estonia comprehensively assisted auto24 - the administrator of the largest portal for advertisements 
for the sale of vehicles in estonia - in their preparations for the GDPr. 

n/a estonia

22-Jun Baker mckenzie; Cobalt Cobalt and Baker mckenzie advised on the initial public offering of the shares of estonian state-owned company 
as tallinna sadam, the Port of tallinn.

n/a estonia

25-Jun ellex (raidla) ellex raidla advised european lingerie Group aB in the acquisition of French online lingerie seller Dessus-
Dessous.

n/a estonia

26-Jun PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised keskkonnainspektsioon, the estonian environmental inspectorate, on the possibility 
of recovering the costs of substitutive enforcement in the case of the disposal and recycling of the tartu raadi 
tire heap. 

n/a estonia

27-Jun leppik & Partnerid; 
sorainen

sorainen advised estonian e-cigarette seller nicorex Baltic, which - together with retailer Veipland - acquired 
competitor the elgery Group. leppik & Partnerid advised the elgery Group on the transaction.

n/a estonia

1-Jul PwC legal PwC estonia successfully represented the estonian ministry of the environment in a major public procurement 
dispute related to a tender to clean up pollution in the area covering the Purtse river, the kohtla river, and a 
phenol swamp in northern estonia. the courts agreed with the ministry of the environment that a tenderer 
having provided false data could be excluded due to loss of confidence, even if it could qualify otherwise.

eur 16 
million

estonia

5-Jul Cobalt Cobalt successfully represented as ragn-sells in a dispute against the City of tallinn. the case involved the 
unlawful activities of the city in the waste transport area of tallinn's kesklinn borough.

n/a estonia

10-Jul Cobalt Cobalt advised karma Ventures on its investment in meetFrank, a recruitment startup founded in september 
2017.

eur 1 
million

estonia

16-Jul Cobalt Cobalt estonia successfully represented the Port of tallinn in a dispute against Vesta terminal tallinn Ou. n/a estonia

18-Jul Cobalt Cobalt estonia advised the eBrD on its investment of eur 20 million into the BaltCap infrastructure Fund. eur 20 
million

estonia

20-Jul njord njord advised safeent ltd (the estonian subsidiary of Global Gaming) on its entrance into the estonian market, 
and its successful application to the estonian tax and Customs Board for a gambling license.

n/a estonia

29-Jul PwC legal PwC legal estonia successfully represented estonian railways in an important public procurement process 
for the modernization of traffic management systems on the laane-Harju railway line. after the procurement 
process and resolution of procurement disputes at the Public Procurement review Committee, the tallinn 
administrative Court, the tallinn Circuit Court, and finally the supreme Court, estonian railways awarded the 
public contract to mipro Oy.

eur 16.5 
million

estonia

2-aug ellex (raidla) ellex successfully represented personal transportation company segway inc. in a dispute with estonian company 
lara invest concerning segway's registered product design rights.

n/a estonia

7-aug Cobalt; sorainen Cobalt advised alexela Oil on the acquisition of 220 energia, an estonian private-capital-based electricity sales 
company. the seller, Home of smart energy, was represented by sorainen.

n/a estonia

14-aug Cobalt Cobalt advised the shareholders of the tmB Group on the sale of their business to the Consolis Group, a company 
dealing with suppliers of precast concrete solutions.

n/a estonia

29-aug ellex (raidla); eversheds 
sutherland

ellex raidla advised GreCo Jlt, a risk and insurance manager in Central and eastern europe, on the acquisition of 
a stake of over 57% in iiZi Group as.

n/a estonia

31-aug tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised estonian electricity and gas system operator elering on agreements worth approximately 
eur 60 million for the construction of the Paldiski compressor station, which will serve the estonia-Finland 
Balticconnector gas link, and for the Puiatu compressor station, which will serve the estonia-latvia connection.

eur 60 
million

estonia

6-sep sorainen sorainen advised the Baltic Horizon Fund on listing its 5-year unsecured bonds on the nasdaq Baltic Bond list. eur 30 
million

estonia

11-sep ellex (raidla); PwC legal ellex raidla advised as infortar, the majority owner of estonian shipper tallink Grupp, on the sale of Pirita spa 
Hotel to Purje Vara Ou, which was advised by PwC legal.

n/a estonia

12-sep Cobalt Cobalt estonia advised alexela kuumasinkitys Oy, a subsidiary of alexela Group, on the acquisition of Finland's 
Helon kuumasinkitys Oy.

n/a estonia

13-sep sorainen sorainen advised the kaamos Group on the sale of its majority stake in estonian veneer producer Valmos to 
Poland's Paged Group.

n/a estonia

18-sep ilyashev & Partners the tallinn office of ilyashev & Partners advised Cryptagio, a licensed estonian platform for cryptocurrency 
exchange, on business operations and business development-related matters.

n/a estonia

24-sep Derling; Pohla & Hallmagi Pohla & Hallmagi advised kunda sadam as, a company owned by the Baltic maritime logistics Group, on the 
acquisition of kunda Port from kunda nordic tsement as, owned by the HeidelbergCement Group. Derling 
advised the sellers on the sale.

n/a estonia
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25-sep PwC legal PwC legal estonia advised Baltic real estate Ou on the acquisition of real estate from topspa kinnisvara Ou in 
estonia. 

n/a estonia

25-sep PwC legal PwC legal estonia helped supplierPlus Ou, an estonian fintech company providing a cloud-based supplier 
financing solution based on blockchain technology, draft its client agreements.

n/a estonia

27-sep Cobalt Cobalt advised Denmark's sjolund Group on the acquisition of estonian metal works company Cutform Ou. n/a estonia

1-Oct lexia; tGC Baltic tGs Baltic advised Plastone, a subsidiary of Finland's Plastone, on estonian law aspects on acquiring ensto 
ensek’s injection moulding machinery. lexia (Finland) was Plaston's main advisor.

eur 1 
million

estonia

4-Oct Cobalt Cobalt estonia advised aka investment Ou on its acquisition of 95.5% of the shares of as Wris from Holostovi 
kinnisvarahalduse Ou. 

n/a estonia

8-Oct Jones Day; sorainen sorainen and Jones Day are representing Windoor in arbitration proceedings at the international Center for 
the settlement of investment Disputes in Washington, D.C., in its eur 23 million claim against the republic of 
kazakhstan.

eur 23 
million

estonia

8-Oct sorainen sorainen advised Cts engtec on the purchase of systemtest, an estonian company supplying industrial and 
infrastructure projects with industrial automation systems.

n/a estonia

8-Oct tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised Posti on estonian law aspects of its acquisition of the suomen transval Group. n/a estonia

17-Oct ellex (raidla); triniti ellex raidla advised BaltCap, acting through its DenCap investments holding company, on the acquisition 
of estonian dental care provider kaarli Hambapolikliinik Ou from Ou magnum & Co, Ou silleVer, and Patre 
investeeringud Ou. the sellers were advised by triniti.

n/a estonia

25-Oct ellex (raidla) ellex raidla successfully represented estonia's environmental Board in a dispute over the damming of a natura 
2000 water body.

n/a estonia

25-Oct ellex (raidla) ellex raidla advised the Graanul invest Group on the sale of its boiler plants, Pelletikute as, to estonian energy 
producer adven eesti.

n/a estonia

26-Oct PwC legal; rask law Firm the rask law firm represented joint bidders artes terrae and alkranel and PwC legal represented joint bidders 
Ou keskkonnaprojekt, as maves and as kobras in their challenge of a decision by riga's state support Center to 
approve the bid by another company - skepast & Puhkim - to serve as consultant for the est-For pulp mill special 
plan.

n/a estonia

26-Oct rask law Firm the rask law firm successfully represented tamsalu uus apteek Ou in estonia's supreme Court, gaining what it 
describes as "a landmark victory in the field of pharmacies owned by pharmacists."

n/a estonia

29-Oct Cobalt Cobalt advised Visma on the acquisition of merit tarkvara from its shareholders. n/a estonia

29-Oct Cobalt; sorainen sorainen advised livonia Partners and its portfolio company Ha serv on its merger with wood manufacturing 
company thermory. Cobalt advised the founders and management of Ha serv on the merger.

n/a estonia

30-Oct Cobalt; ellex (raidla) ellex advised the Consolis Group on the acquisition of estonian company tmB as. the sellers, tmB's shareholders, 
were represented by Cobalt.

n/a estonia

30-Oct rask law Firm rask advised elle Capital on its exit from real estate development and management company arealis. n/a estonia

9-nov ellex (raidla) ellex raidla successfully represented the Blrt Group in a dispute against motorcycle racer anastassia kovalenko 
regarding the accuracy of allegations she published in the media and in her master's thesis.

n/a estonia

12-nov Cobalt Cobalt estonia successfully represented lennuabi, a company specializing in obtaining compensation for flight 
delays or cancellations, in a dispute with the smartlynx airline in the Harju County Court.

n/a estonia

12-nov ellex (raidla) ellex raidla advised lHV Group as on the public offer, listing, and admission to trading of subordinated bonds. n/a estonia

12-nov tGs baltic the estonian office of tGs Baltic advised the astel Group on its acquisition of a 95% shareholding in rakvere 
metsamajand, the oldest timber log house manufacturer in the Baltics, from Viru Puit.

n/a estonia

13-nov eversheds sutherland; 
sorainen

eversheds sutherland Ots & Co advised estonian software company scoro in a eur 4.4 million series a funding 
round involving venture capital fund livonia Partners and existing investors, inventure and tera Ventures. 
sorainen advised livonia Partners on the round.

eur 6.1 
million

estonia

13-nov integrites the estonian office of Cobalt advised and successfully represented long-term client as ragn-sells against a 
monetary claim made against it.

n/a estonia

16-nov nove nove successfully represented nasdaq tallinn as in a tallinn stock exchange arbitration against Olympic 
entertainment Group as involving a decision of nasdaq tallinn's listing and the surveillance Committee.

n/a estonia

20-nov ellex (raidla) ellex raidla assisted luminor with the establishment of a european medium term note program in the amount 
of eur 3 billion.

eur 3 
billion

estonia

20-nov Cobalt Cobalt estonia advised real estate management company Pirita tee Development Ou on the sale of kadrioru 
arikeskus, kadriorg's business center in tallinn, to eften real estate Fund 4.

n/a estonia

20-nov Cobalt; eversheds 
sutherland

Cobalt successfully represented as Poohtech and activity Ou in litigation before the supreme Court in a dispute 
concerning approval of annual reports. the defendant was advised by eversheds sutherland.

n/a estonia

20-nov Cobalt Cobalt successfully represented the european Commission in a dispute with the republic of estonia in the Court 
of Justice of the european union regarding the amount to be charged for surplus sugar stocks.

n/a estonia

22-nov Cobalt Cobalt successfully represented as ragn-sells in a dispute with the City of tallinn regarding waste transport in 
the city's nomme and lasnamae neighborhoods.

n/a estonia

28-nov sorainen sorainen advised a-ulevaatus on its acquisition of rael's inspection stations. n/a estonia

28-nov eversheds sutherland eversheds sutherland's teams in estonia and the us advised Click & Grow, the producer of smart indoor gardens, 
in the closing of a financing round through which the company raised over usD 11 million.

usD 11 
million

estonia

4-Dec Cobalt; triniti Cobalt estonia advised european Diversified infrastructure Fund ii sPsC, a long-term infrastructure fund 
managed by First state investments, on its acquisition of 85% of shares in utilitas. triniti advised the sellers.

eur 320 
million

estonia

11-Dec ellex (raidla) ellex raidla advised tallink on its public offering on nasdaq Helsinki. n/a estonia

12-Dec sorainen sorainen was appointed as legal advisor to the Finest Bay area Development tunnel project, designed to enable 
a safe, high-speed connection between Helsinki Vantaa airport and tallinn airport.

n/a estonia
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12-Dec sorainen sorainen estonia acted as estonian adviser to a syndicate of banks consisting of skandinaviska enskilda Banken, 
Credit agricole Corporate and investment Bank, and HsH nordbank in financing the investment of european 
Diversified infrastructure Fund ii sPsc in utilitas.

n/a estonia

14-Dec Cobalt Cobalt advised mCF Group estonia on the development of a data center to be built in the estonian city of saue 
in 2019.

eur 100 
million

estonia

8-Jan tGs Baltic tGs Baltic represented Credit Value investments and the funds managed by it during an investment procedure 
in bonds of aB Civinity.

eur 11 
million

estonia; latvia

4-may tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised swedish company Bergs timber on its acquisition of Vika Wood and Byko-lat (latvia), eWP as 
and laesti as (estonia), and norvik shipping (united kingdom) from icelandic norvik hf.

n/a estonia; latvia

5-Oct Cobalt Cobalt advised a-katsastus and Bridgepoint on the sale of the a-katsastus Group's business operations in 
sweden, estonia, latvia, and Poland to pan-european private equity advisory group ik investment Partners.

n/a estonia; latvia

19-Oct tGs Baltic tGs Baltic assisted kapitel with the reorganization of ell Buve sia by spinning-off the newly-established sk 
23 sia.

eur 2 
million

estonia; latvia

10-Jan ellex (klavins); ellex 
(raidla); ellex (Valiunas); 
motieka & audzevicius; 
skrastins & Dzenis; tark

ellex advised OP Financial Group on its sale of all shares of non-life insurance company seesam insurance as 
to Vienna insurance Group. skrastins & Dzenis in latvia, tark in estonia, and motieka & audzevicius in lithuania 
advised ViG on the acquisition.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

16-Jan Dla Piper; Glimstedt; 
sorainen

sorainen, working with Dla Piper, advised insurance broker company aon Baltic on its acquisition of Balto link. 
the sellers were advised by Glimstedt.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

22-Jan tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised the Fluid Handling solutions business group of axel Johnson international on its acquisition of 
Bahr Pump Ou in estonia, Pumptechnique sia in latvia, and Flow technologies uaB in lithuania.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

14-mar Cobalt Cobalt advised luminor on the company's management structure reorganization. n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

6-Jun ellex (klavins); ellex 
(raidla); ellex (Valiunas); 
thommessen Bergen

ellex advised eesti energia subsidiary enefit Green as on its acquisition of 100% the shares in nelja energia 
as from Vardar eurus as and nelja energia's minority shareholders. the sellers were represented by norway's 
thomessen law firm.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

12-Jul Cobalt Cobalt advised luminor on its successful application to the european Central Bank for permission to merge all 
its banks in the Baltics.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

14-aug Cobalt; tGs Baltic Cobalt, in cooperation with setterwalls, advised seB and swedbank on their extension of eur 185 million 
syndicated loan facilities to the euroapotheca pharmacy chain. euroapotheca was assisted by tGs Baltic.

eur 185 
million

estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

31-aug tGs Baltic tGs Baltic provided legal support to the moller group on asset restructuring in the Baltics in relation to the 
intended sale of the group's real property portfolio. 

eur 11 
million

estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

20-sep allen & Overy; Cobalt; 
ellex (klavins); ellex 
(raidla); ellex (Valiunas); 
Hamilton

ellex, allen & Overy, and Hamilton advised Blackstone on the eur 1 billion acquisition by a consortium of private 
equity funds it manages of a 60% stake in luminor from nordea Bank aB and DnB Bank asa. Cobalt advised 
luminor on the sale.

eur 1 
billion

estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

10-Oct kronbergs Cukste levin; 
motieka & audzevicius

motieka & audzevicius advised kesko senukai on the acquisition of the "1a" e-commerce business in all three 
Baltic states from sia mZ investments, sia Gs, and sia kP investments. kronbergs Cukste levin advised the 
sellers on the deal.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

17-Dec Cobalt; ellex (Valiunas); 
motieka & audzevicius; 
sorainen

motieka & audzevicius advised the Publicum Group and Cobalt advised the idea Group in joining forces to create 
the largest integrated communications group in the Baltic states and on their entrance into a joint venture with 
worldwide communications group Havas. Havas acquired 51% of Baltic media Holding Ou -- the controlling 
entity of operating companies which were part of the Publicum and idea groups. ellex Valiunas advised the 
shareholders of uaB Good One and uaB socialus marketingas which have been bought by Publicum Group and 
sorainen advised Havas.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania

10-sep tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised mBank spolka akcyjna on financing it provided, along with mCi.Creditventures 2.0 Fundusz 
inwestycyjny Zamkniety, to the morele group, in the form of a credit facility and bond issue. 

Pln 16 
million and 
Pln 40 
million

estonia; latvia; 
lithuania; 
Poland

17-sep Cobalt; roschier; tGs 
Baltic; Vinge; Wolf theiss

tGs Baltic and sweden's Vinge law Firm advised ik investment Partners on the acquisition of a-katsastus 
Group's operations in the Baltics, sweden, and Poland. sweden's roschier law Firm and Cobalt advised 
a-katsastus Group and its subsidiary a-katsastus.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania; 
Poland

26-Feb ellex; nobles; noerr; 
stelios americanos

noerr was lead counsel to union tank eckstein in relation to its acquisition of 51% of the shares of Polish company 
timex Card, a franchisee and distributor of uta service cards for car fleets issued by union tank eckstein. ellex 
advised uta on estonian, latvian, and lithuanian matters, nobles advised uta on ukrainian law, and stelios 
americanos advised it on Cypriot law issues.

n/a estonia; latvia; 
lithuania; 
ukraine

10-Jan Cobalt; ellex (Valiunas) Cobalt estonia advised BaltCap on the sale of 100% of its shares in magnetic mrO to Guangzhou Hangxin 
aviation technology. the buyer was advised by ellex.

eur 43 
million

estonia; 
lithuania

21-mar tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised joint bookrunners Dom maklerski PkO Banku Polskiego, swedbank, and trigon Dom maklerski 
on the iPO of Baltic tour operator aB novaturas in lithuania and estonia.

n/a estonia; 
lithuania

28-may ellex (Valiunas) ellex Valiunas advised estonia's inbank on its acquisition of 100% of the shares of uaB mokilizingas from 
shareholders as lHV Group and uaB inovatyvus Prekybos sprendimai.

eur 15 
million

estonia; 
lithuania

10-Jul Cobalt; tGs Baltic Cobalt advised myinvest estonia on its sale of the Bauhof hardware store chain to lithuanian hardware store 
chain ermitazas, a subsidiary of the Vilniaus Prekyba Group. tGs Baltic advised ermitazas.

n/a estonia; 
lithuania

11-Dec norton rose Fulbright; 
sorainen; tGs Baltic

sorainen advised Pigu.lt and its shareholders on its merger with morele.net. Polish private equity group mCi, an 
investor in both Pigu.lt and morele.net., was advised by norton rose Fulbright and tGs Baltic on the deal.

eur 30 
million

estonia; 
lithuania; 
Poland

1-aug redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised Brightgrove with respect to customer contracts and labor law issues. n/a Germany; 
ukraine
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5-Jan Drakopoulos Drakopoulos, acting on behalf of Jetair, conducted a legal due diligence project on the real estate assets owned 
by a hotel resort in rhodes, Greece, pursuant to enforcement proceedings to be initiated by Jetair against the 
resort. 

n/a Greece

12-Jan alexiou-kosmopoulos; 
Dla Piper;

Dla Piper advised the marguerite Fund on its acquisition of a 10% stake in Fraport Greece, the owner and 
operator of 14 regional airports in Greece. Greek counsel was provided by alexiou-kosmopoulos.

n/a Greece

22-Jan Drakopoulos; squire 
Patton Boggs

Drakopoulos, together with squire Patton Boggs, helped Voiceweb settle a breach of contract case against 
sonatel (Orange senegal), with respect to a mega Promo sms campaign project. 

n/a Greece

30-Jan Drakopoulos Drakopoulos advised aim-listed secure Property Development & investment on the collection of an unspecified 
amount under a loan agreement concluded in a convertible structure for the purposes of partially funding the 
acquisition of romanian logistics assets.

eur 4 
million

Greece

6-mar ince & Co.; Orrick; seward 
& kissel

Orrick's london team advised Precitox Holdings, Oratosio Holdings, and Humberto Finance on the usD 367 
million sale of 100% of the share capital of H.e.C. europe limited to aegean marine Petroleum network. aegean 
was advised by ince & Co and seward & kissel.

usD 367 
million

Greece

29-mar Watson Farley & Williams; 
White & Case

White & Case advised energean on a usD 180 million reserve-based lending facility in relation to its Greek 
assets provided by the eBrD, the Black sea trade Development Bank, romanian ex-im Bank, Banca Comerciala 
intesa sanpaolo romania, and HsBC (acting as agent and security agent). Watson Farley & Williams advised the 
lenders on financing designed for the development of the Prinos Basin offshore of Greece. the new facility is an 
amendment, restatement, and extension to an existing usD 75 million facility granted to energean by the eBrD 
in 2016.

usD 180 
million

Greece

18-Jun karatzas & Partners karatzas & Partners advised B2Holding on its acquisition of a portfolio of under-performing and non-performing 
consumer and small business loans worth eur 3.6 billion from alpha Bank.

eur 3.6 
billion

Greece

19-Jun karatzas & Partners; 
Zepos & yannopoulos

karatzas & Partners advised Bain Capital on the acquisition of a secured corporate nPe portfolio from Piraeus 
Bank equivalent to eur 1.95 million of legal claims or eur 1.45 million gross book value. Piraeus Bank was advised 
by Zepos & yannopoulos.

eur 1.95 
million

Greece

13-Jul anna Panagou and 
nektarios makrystathis 
law Office; Drakopoulos

Drakopoulos represented tui France before the Court of First instance of athens in a case of hotelier agent’s 
compensation and alleged damages. the anna Panagou and nektarios makrystathis law Office represented the 
claimant.

eur 3.1 
million

Greece

26-Jul kyriakides Georgopoulos kyriakides Georgopoulos advised alpha Bank on financing the acquisition of Golf residencies sa, which owns and 
operates five luxury hotels and resorts formerly belonging to the sbokos Hotel Group.

n/a Greece

26-Jul kyriakides Georgopoulos kyriakides Georgopoulos advised the european investment Bank and alpha Bank a.e. on the financing of two 
wind parks in northern Greece.

n/a Greece

3-aug norton rose Fulbright; 
Watson Farley & Williams

norton rose Fulbright advised alpha Bank on the eur 30 million non-recourse financing of a greenfield onshore 
wind power project developed by eoliki energiaki achladotopos s.a., a Greek subsidiary of total eren, in evia, 
Greece. Watson, Farley & Williams advised the sponsor.

eur 30 
million

Greece

14-aug karatzas & Partners karatzas & Partners advised autoHellas s.a., an independent car leasing company in Greece, and stormHarbour, 
as the arranger, on the securitization of automotive leases for small and medium-sized enterprises originated 
by autohellas. the transaction was funded by the european investment Bank, the european investment Fund, 
kfW, and the eBrD.

n/a Greece

18-sep kyriakides Georgopoulos the kG law Firm advised senfluga energy infrastructure Holding on the debt financing of 64.22% of the cost of 
the acquisition by the company of 66% of the shares of Hellenic Gas transmission system Operator s.a.

n/a Greece

19-sep kyriakides Georgopoulos kyriakides Georgopoulos advised sinsin europe solar asset limited Partnership on the acquisition of a portfolio 
of 15mW photovoltaic projects from an unidentified seller.

n/a Greece

20-sep Drakopoulos; Osborne 
Clarke

Drakopoulos, coordinated by Osborne Clarke, advised leaseplan Corporation, a Dutch fleet management 
company, with respect to the terms and conditions of its sales agreement related to the use of leaseplan's 
online e-auction platform. 

n/a Greece

21-sep kyriakides Georgopoulos kyriakides Georgopoulos advised alpha Bank in relation to the financing of two sumec Clean energy ltd. wind 
parks.

n/a Greece

24-sep kyriakides Georgopoulos kyriakides Georgopoulos helped axpo trading aG obtain a Gas supply license and electricity trading license 
in Greece.

n/a Greece

24-sep kyriakides Georgopoulos kyriakides Georgopoulos assisted Blue Grid Gas and Power s.a. with the formulation of a proposed contract to 
be used with customers.

n/a Greece

24-sep kyriakides Georgopoulos kyriakides Georgopoulos advised Public Power Corporation renewables on the formulation of tender rules for 
the selection of a strategic partner to participate in the Biomass CHP Plant Company as an equity partner with 
a 51% stake.

n/a Greece

15-Oct Bernitsas; koutalidis; 
White & Case

White & Case, working with Greece's koutalidis law Firm, advised the four systemic Greek banks - alpha Bank, 
eurobank, national Bank of Greece, and Piraeus Bank - on their entry into a servicing agreement with italian 
credit institution doBank s.p.a. Bernitsas advised doBank on Greek law matters.

n/a Greece

18-Oct Drakopoulos Drakopoulos represented samsung electronics in criminal court of thessaloniki against a counterfeit trader, who 
was ultimately convicted and sentenced to 11 years of imprisonment plus a penalty of eur 32,000 and a 3-year 
deprivation of political rights.

n/a Greece

28-nov kG law kG law advised eDPr s.u.l. in the first call for res tenders. n/a Greece

3-Dec Drakopoulos Drakopoulos advised Vitaria, an Oracle systems integrator incorporated and registered in Cyprus, with respect 
to the incorporation of a Greek branch and its registration with the Greek tax authorities.

n/a Greece

30-Oct Drakopoulos Drakopoulos advised Gradista, a Greek-Cypriot real estate fund, on its participation in a joint venture for the 
management and development of certain special purpose vehicles owning real estate assets in Greece. Both 
Gradista and the remaining investors participated in the financing of the joint venture through equity in the form 
of shareholders loans.

eur 5 
million

Greece; 
romania
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1-Jan Clifford Chance; Hengeler 
mueller; lakatos, koves 
& Partners; norton rose 
Fulbright; schoenherr

lkt, working with Clifford Chance China, conducted a due diligence on the operation of the Hungarian subsidiary 
of Bosch’s starters and generators business as part of Zhengzhou Coal mining machinery (Group) Co., ltd's 
acquisition of Bosch’s starters and generators business in a global transaction. schoenherr advised robert Bosch 
GmbH on the sale. norton rose Fulbright advised the buyer. Hengeler mueller advised the seller as local counsel.

eur 500 
million

Hungary

1-Jan Dla Piper Dla Piper advised teknikum yhtiot Oy on the acquisition of a 25.6% stake to add to its existing 24.9% stake 
in t-Plasztik kft, a Hungarian family-established enterprise engaged in rubber and plastic production and foam 
processing. 

n/a Hungary

1-Jan Dla Piper Dla Piper acted as Hungarian legal counsel to the production of a theatrical motion picture with the working title 
“marble”, starring Jennifer lawrence. 

n/a Hungary

4-Jan Deloitte legal; Dentons Dentons advised enterprise investors on the sale by its Polish enterprise Fund Vi of 100% of shares in netrisk.hu 
to mCi.euroVentures of mCi Capital Group. Deloitte legal advised the buyers on the transaction.

eur 56.5 
million

Hungary

9-Jan Dla Piper; kinstellar Dla Piper advised eni regarding the disposal its shares in tigaz Group. the buyer, met Holding, was advised by 
kinstellar.

n/a Hungary

11-Jan Cms; Dentons Dentons advised the london branch of uniCredit Bank aG and muFG as coordinators on a eur 750 million 
revolving credit facility provided by a group of 13 banks to mOl Plc, the Hungarian multinational oil and gas 
company. Cms advised mOl on the deal.

eur 750 
million

Hungary

23-Jan Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Cms

CHsH advised Ca immobilien anlagen aG on the sale of the infopark Building a office complex in Budapest from 
the magyar Posta takarek ingatlan Befektetesi alap real estate fund, owned by magyar Posta and managed by 
Diofa alapkezelo Zrt. Cms advised the sellers on the deal.

n/a Hungary

1-Feb Dentons; lakatos, koves 
& Partners

lkt advised Care Park on its acquisition of six underground car parks in central Budapest. Dentons advised the 
seller.

eur 19 
million

Hungary

1-Feb lakatos, koves & Partners; 
Peter metzinger law office

lkt advised CG Power on the sale of its Hungarian industrial transformation business to Ganz Villamossagi Zrt. 
the Peter metzinger law office advised the buyer.

n/a Hungary

8-Feb ey law; kinstellar ey law Hungary advised magyar takarekszovetkezeti Bank Zrt. on the eur 12.5 million refinancing of korda 
studios, located in etyek, Hungary. the borrower was represented by kinstellar.

eur 12.5 
million

Hungary

15-Feb Cms Cms advised Goodman, an australian integrated commercial and industrial property group, on the development 
of an 87,200 square meter greenfield logistics facility in Hungary.

n/a Hungary

16-Feb lakatos, koves & Partners; 
szecsenyi & Partners

lakatos, koves & Partners advised atrium Properties on its sale of the euroCenter Obuda shopping Center in 
Budapest and the Family Center shopping Center and the Praktiker Department store in szombathely, Hungary, 
to Hungarian real estate developer Wing Zrt. the buyer was advised by szecsenyi & Partners.

n/a Hungary

1-mar Dla Piper Dla Piper acted as Hungarian legal counsel on the production of "Blade runner 2", a multi-million dollar sequel 
to the eighties movie "Blade runner". 

n/a Hungary

1-mar Dla Piper Dla Piper advised Colette Film Holdings ltd / Colette Film Productions limited on the production of the motion 
picture “Colette,” starring keira knightley and Dominic West.

n/a Hungary

9-mar Cms Cms Budapest advised Belgian real estate developer atenor on the sale of Building D of the Vaci Greens complex 
to an unnamed Hungarian fund.

n/a Hungary

18-mar Dla Piper; kalo kicska 
law Firm

Dla Piper advised Hydro extrusion Hungary kft. in connection with a lease agreement entered into with science 
Office Complex kft. for various premises in science Park, a class a office building located in the 11th district of 
Budapest. the kalo kicska law Firm advised the landlord.

n/a Hungary

19-mar Deloitte legal; noerr noerr advised Prologis on the sale of Prologis Park Hegyeshalom, in Hungary, to Horvath rudolf intertransport 
kft. the buyer was represented by Deloitte Hungary.

n/a Hungary

21-mar ey law solo practitioner andrea Zsuzsanna kovacs advised austrian investor list Group on the sale of its austria House 
office building to a Hong kong-based company backed by overseas investors. the buyers were advised by ey 
law Hungary.

n/a Hungary

21-mar kovacs reti szegheo; 
Oppenheim

krs kovacs reti szegheo successfully represented the liquidator of Buda-Cash against saxo Bank in the 
metropolitan regional Court in Hungary. saxo Bank was advised by Oppenheim.

n/a Hungary

26-mar Cerha Hempel spiegelfeld 
Hlawati; Hogan lovells

CHsH advised GalGap europe on its acquisition of a mixed-purpose property named "Central udvar" in the heart 
of Budapest that is administered on behalf of a separate account for a German pension scheme by institutional 
investment Partners. Partos & noblet in cooperation with Hogan lovells advised the seller.

n/a Hungary

1-apr Deloitte legal; lakatos, 
koves & Partners

lkt advised stonehill and iC Campus in connection with all Hungarian legal aspects of its acquisition of real 
properties to be used for development of major student housing facilities in a university district in Budapest. 
Deloitte legal advised the sellers.

n/a Hungary

1-apr Dla Piper Dla Piper advised atlantic 2.1 entertainment Group, inc./ Pioneer stillking Genius kft on the production of 
season 2 of the "Genius aka Picasso" television series.

n/a Hungary

1-apr kardos, Peto and torocsik 
law Firm; schoenherr

schoenherr advised Citoxlab on its acquisition of solvo Biotechnology. kardos, Peto, and torocsik law Firm 
advised the sellers.

n/a Hungary

16-apr lakatos, koves & Partners lakatos, koves & Partners advised Waberer's throughout the buyout of its minority partner, lorand szemerey. 
szemerey was represented by the Botos law Office.

n/a Hungary

17-apr HBk Partners; sarhegyi 
and Partners

HBk Partners advised mkB Bank on the sale of its non-performing retail mortgage loan portfolio, secured mostly 
by residential mortgages, to mkk Hungarian Debt management Company. sarhegyi and Partners advised mkk 
Zrt. on the acquisition.

eur 300 
million

Hungary

25-apr kertesz es tarsa law 
Office; lakatos, koves & 
Partners

lkt advised the mattoni Group on the sale of its luxury real estate portfolio in Budapest, consisting of 41 
residential and five retail units in 21 different buildings and 16 other properties. kertsz es tarsa law Office 
advised the buyer.

n/a Hungary

1-may nagy es trocsanyi nagy es trocsanyi succesfully represented FBZ, the business leader in the Hungarian feather industry, in a tax 
dispute regarding diverse Vat claims. 

n/a Hungary

2-may HBk Partners; kertesz and 
Partners; lakatos, koves & 
Partners

HBk Partners and kertesz & Partners advised status Power invest Zrt. on its acquisition of an additional 36% 
stake in matrai Power Plant from eP Power europe a.s., a Czech energy holding company. the seller was 
represented by lakatos, koves & Partners.

n/a Hungary
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7-may sar & Partners sar & Partners represented Herend Porcelain manufactory in litigation against Zara Home ltd. on intellectual 
property rights related to an alleged infringement of the Herend Porcelain manufactory collection.

n/a Hungary

14-may Hogan lovells; Partos & 
noblet

Partos & noblet in co-operation with Hogan lovells advised kPmG Global services on negotiations for a new 
lease agreement for space in the advance tower Office Buildings on the Vaci corridor in Budapest. the landlord, 
Futureal, was advised by solo practitioner roland Jabronka.

n/a Hungary

23-may Bekes Partners; Dentons; 
HBk Partners; Jeantet

HBk Partners and Bekes Partners advised novohot kft. on the acquisition of Hotel novotel szeged from accor 
Hotels. Jeantet and Dentons advised accor Hotels in the sale.

n/a Hungary

28-may Cms; Oppenheim Oppenheim advised iaD investments, an independent slovak asset management company, on the acquisition of 
the Dunaharaszti industrial park on behalf of its Prvy realitny fond. the seller, iPD, was advised by Cms.

n/a Hungary

9-Jun Gabor molnar attorney at 
law; George y. yiangou; 
lakatos, koves & 
Partners; Ospelt & Partner 
attorneys at law; specht 
& Partners

lkt advised VtB Bank (europe) se on the refinancing of immobilia Zrt.. also advising VtB were George y. 
yiangou llC (on Cyprus law) and Ospelt & Partner attorneys at law (on liechtenstein law). Benisch meszaros 
specht & Partner attorneys at law and Gabor molnar attorney at law advised the borrowers.

eur 40.5 
million

Hungary

28-Jun Clifford Chance; lakatos, 
koves & Partners; mcCann 
FitzGerald; schoenherr

lkt and Clifford Chance (on english law) advised DVB Bank se on the financing of the acquisition of a railcar 
portfolio by touax Group. the borrowers were advised by schoenherr Budapest and mcCann FitzGerald.

eur 76.92 
million

Hungary

1-Jul Cms; lakatos, koves & 
Partners

lkt advised JP morgan in relation to the redemption of its facility to lone star/Hudson granted in relation to the 
acquisition of Hungarian shopping centers. Cms advised the borrower.

eur 500 
million

Hungary

1-Jul nagy es trocsanyi nagy es trocsanyi represented Hungary, an intervener, before the General Court of the european union in the 
austria v Commission case launched in 2015, the subject matter of which was the Commission's resolution 
permitting state aid from the uk to the Hinkley Point C atomic energy plant project. the judgement approving 
the Commission's decision was released in July 2018

n/a Hungary

1-Jul Dla Piper Dla Piper Hungary successfully represented WHB Befektetesi kft. and epito-es epuletkarbantarto Zrt. (both 
active in Hungary's construction industry) in a merger clearance proceeding.

n/a Hungary

5-Jul Oppenheim; szecsenyi & 
Partners

Oppenheim advised triuva on the sale of the infopark D Office Building in the south Buda area of the Hungarian 
capital to property development and investment company Wing Zrt. the buyer was represented by szecsenyi 
and Partners.

n/a Hungary

9-Jul Dentons the Budapest office of Dentons advised arX equity Partners on the acquisition of a majority stake in tmX mobile 
solutions from kekbegy Property kft. solo practitioner ivan Varga advised kekbegy Property.

n/a Hungary

26-Jul kirkland & ellis; lakatos, 
koves & Partners; Weil, 
Gotshal & manges; Wolf 
theiss

lkt and Weil, Gotshal & manges advised Barclays Bank plc, as to Hungarian and english law, respectively, on the 
financing of the acquisition of the Vita Group. the borrowers were advised by Wolf theiss Budapest and kirkland 
& ellis.

eur 130 
million

Hungary

1-aug lakatos, koves & Partners lkt advised indotek in relation to the acquistion of an nPl portfolio from szanalasi koveteleskezelesi Zrt. it also 
advised indotek on the financing for the acquisition 

n/a Hungary

1-sep Dla Piper Dla Piper advised radical mars ltd / Pioneer stillking mars 2 kft on the second production season of the episodic 
“mars” television series. 

n/a Hungary

19-sep Cms; Dentons Cms Budapest advised private equity firm lone star on selling the mammut shopping centre to nePi rockcastle, 
which was advised by Dentons.

eur 254 
million

Hungary

19-sep akin Gump; lakatos, 
koves & Partners; 
linklaters; rsm legal

lkt advised mercuria energy trading sa on financing provided to aspect Holdings, llC. linklaters advised the 
lender on english law and the borrowers were advised by rsm legal and akin Gump.

eur 
55.825 
million

Hungary

21-sep kinstellar; lakatos, koves 
& Partners

lkt advised indotek Group on the acquisition of three significant shopping malls across Hungary -- the Duna 
Plaza (Budapest), Alba Plaza (Szekesfehervar), and Nyir Plaza (Nyiregyhaza) -- from French real estate investor 
klepierre. kinstellar advised the seller.

n/a Hungary

25-sep Clifford Chance; lakatos, 
koves & Partners; Zsolt 
szita law Office

lkt provided Hungarian law advice to Deutsche Bank aG, erste Group and JP morgan securities (as joint lead 
managers) of a eur 1 billion sovereign bond issuance by Hungary. Clifford Chance advised the lead managers on 
english law and the issuer was advised by the Zsolt szita law Office.

eur 1 
billion

Hungary

25-sep Dentons; tenk law Firm Dentons advised the Globe trade Centre s.a. real estate company on its 100% acquisition of a real property 
located on the Vaci Corridor in Budapest. the seller, masped Zrt., was represented by the tenk law Firm.

n/a Hungary

1-Oct Clifford Chance; lakatos, 
koves & Partners

lkt advised Patrizia Gewerbeinvest kapitalverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH, acting on behalf of Patrizia Buro-
invest europa i, on the sale of a Hungarian office building. Clifford Chance Frankfurt was the global advisor.

n/a Hungary

19-Oct ey law; szecsenyi & 
Partners

ey Hungary advised a Hong kong-based private investment fund partnering with Wigan acquisitions as local 
co-investment partner on the acquisition of the k6 office building in downtown Budapest. the seller, a us-based 
real estate investment company, was represented by szecsenyi & Partners.

n/a Hungary

31-Oct Dentons; nGyl Partners Dentons advised skanska on its sale of mill Park, a two-building office project in Budapest, to the real estate fund 
of erste alapkezelo Zrt., a subsidiary of erste asset management GmbH. the buyer was represented by nGyl 
Partners.

n/a Hungary

16-nov Clifford Chance; Cms; 
Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; lakatos, koves 
& Partners

lkt and Clifford Chance advised a syndicate of banks consisting of Bank of america merrill lynch international 
limited, JPmorgan Chase Bank, n.a., london Branch, inG Bank n.V., london Branch, societe Generale s.a. 
Frankfurt Branch, and raiffeisen Bank international aG, as lenders, Global loan agency services limited as agent, 
Glas trust Corporation limited as security agent, and artemis Group as borrower and guarantors regarding 
Hungarian aspects of the provision of a eur 310 million senior secured facility for the purpose of acquiring PHm 
topco 27 s.a r.l. and its subsidiaries. Cms Budapest and Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer advised the borrowers.

eur 310 
million

Hungary

28-nov Clifford Chance; Gleiss 
lutz; lakatos, koves & 
Partners; schoenherr

lkt and Clifford Chance advised a syndicate of banks consisting of Barclays Bank PlC, HsBC Bank plc, HsBC 
trinkaus & Burkhardt aG, morgan stanley Bank international limited, morgan stanley senior Funding, inc. and 
unicredit Bank aG, on Hungarian and english law, respectively, on a loan to the atlas Group as original borrowers 
for the purposes of acquiring the Coveris Group in the amount of eur 437 million. the borrowers were advised 
by schoenherr Budapest and Gleiss lutz.

eur 437 
million

Hungary
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6-Dec Cms; Dla Piper Cms Budapest advised the Futureal Group on the sale of its six existing office buildings and two office buildings 
currently under construction in Budapest, together referred to as the Corvin Office Portfolio, to OtP real estate 
investment Fund management. Dla Piper represented the OtP Group on the acquisition.

n/a Hungary

17-Dec Cms; Dla Piper; noerr Cms Budapest advised siemens on the sale and leaseback of its nearly 40,000 square meter site on Gizella road 
in Budapest. Dla Piper advised Wing, the buyer, and noerr advised k&H Bank on the financing for the deal.

n/a Hungary

1-apr Dla Piper Dla Piper advised spinel Productions and spinel Films ltd. (Hungary) on the production of the theatrical motion 
picture "the spy Who Dumped me". 

n/a Hungary, 
england, Wales

1-Jun Dla Piper; sunjka law 
Firm

the sunjka law Firm advised Falkensteiner Hotels & residences on its long-term lease of a hotel resort in Budva, 
montenegro. Dla Piper advised the lessor.

n/a Hungary, 
montenegro

10-Jan Cvetkovic, skoko & 
Jovicic; Deloitte legal

Deloitte legal serbia provided local advice to the OtP Group in relation to the eur 32.5 million refinancing of a 
shopping mall project in serbia. the borrowers were advised by Cvetkovic, skoko & Jovicic.

n/a Hungary; 
montenegro; 
serbia

1-mar HCB solicitors; kinstellar; 
k&l Gates

k&l Gates and kinsteller advised innovation nest on its investment in antavo, which was advised by HCB 
solicitors.

n/a Hungary; Poland

4-Dec Dentons Dentons advised enlight renewable energy on contract negotiations for the construction of three solar power 
plants in Hungary, with an aggregate capacity of approximately 57 mW. the firm also assisted enlight in obtaining 
HuF 15 billion (around eur 45 million) in financing for the project.

eur 45 
million

Hungary; Poland

8-Oct Dvorak Hager & Partners; 
law Firm mCl; specht & 
Partners advised the buyer 
on Hungarian law.

Dvorak Hager & Partners and Benisch meszaros specht & Partners represented the max aicher Group on its 
acquisition of a part of a steel mill enterprise through an international tender conducted by slovakia steel mills, 
a.s. v konkurze (in a bankruptcy proceeding) in strazske, slovakia, and the subsequent integration of the acquired 
part of the enterprise into the max aicher Group. law Firm mCl advised the seller.

n/a Hungary; 
slovakia

10-may Deloitte legal; Hill 
Dickinson

Deloitte legal, working in collaboration with Hill Dickinson, assisted nkl limited on its takeover of 100% of the 
share capital in newCo Ferronikeli Complex llC from Cunico resources n.V.

n/a kosovo

11-Jan Cobalt On 16 november 2017 the supreme Court of latvia recognized the right of sia reaton, ltd., which was 
represented by Cobalt, to choose the most suitable form of business restructuring.

n/a latvia

11-Jan eversheds sutherland eversheds sutherland Bitans provided assistance to the City Development Department of the riga City Council 
on the development of a city spatial plan for 2019-2030 that was recently brought up for public discussion.

n/a latvia

12-Jan tGs Baltic tGs Baltic, acting as part of a consortium led by rothschild, advised latvia's ministry of economics on the 
acquisition by latvian electricity transmission system operator as augstsprieguma tikls of 16.05% of the shares 
of the natural gas transmission and storage system operator as Conexus Baltic Grid from sia itera latvija.

n/a latvia

15-Jan Cobalt Cobalt advised B2kapital sia on the acquisition of a non-performing loan portfolio from sia Hiponia in latvia. n/a latvia

18-Jan sorainen; Vinson & elkins sorainen latvia and Vinson & elkins successfully represented the energy group e-energija in an investment 
dispute against the republic of latvia.

eur 3.7 
million

latvia

18-Jan meitar; Primus Derling; 
tGs Baltic

tGs Baltic assisted knowledgePrice with the sale of 100% of its shares to sapiens international Corporation. 
Primus Derling and israel's meitar law firm advised sapiens on the deal.

n/a latvia

26-Jan eversheds sutherland; 
sorainen

eversheds sutherland Bitans assisted BaltCap infrastructure Fund with its eur 9.45 million acquisition of shares 
in latvian biogas businesses sia aD Biogazes stacija and sia aizkalnu tehnika. sorainen represented sia 
augstkalnu Druvas, the seller of the shares.

eur 9.45 
million

latvia

2-Feb tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised Benu aptieka latvija sia, a medicine retail chain in the Baltics, with the acquisition of 100% 
shares of sia Pils Zala aptieka, a privately owned pharmacy in Jelgava, latvia.

n/a latvia

7-Feb Clifford Chance; tGs 
Baltic

tGs Baltic and Clifford Chance Poland advised the european investment Bank on financing the acquisition of 
rolling stock and construction of a maintenance center by as Pasazieru Vilciens, a state-owned joint stock 
company engaged in the provision of passenger services.

eur 110 
million 

latvia

12-Feb ellex (klavins); Fort legal ellex klavins advised swedish investment company eastnine on its eur 24.8 million acquisition of alojas Biznesa 
Centrs and its eur 4.8 million acquisition of two adjacent properties from the lnk Group. the seller was advised 
by Fort legal.

eur 29.6 
million

latvia

12-Feb ellex (klavins); Fort legal ellex klavins advised swedish investment company eastnine on its eur 24.8 million acquisition of alojas Biznesa 
Centrs and its eur 4.8 million acquisition of two adjacent properties from the lnk Group. the seller was advised 
by Fort legal.

eur 29.6 
million

latvia

13-mar tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised the university of latvia regarding a eur 11.5 million loan agreement with the Council of 
europe Development Bank for the further development of an academic Centre.

eur 11.5 
million

latvia

28-mar Cobalt; Glimstedt Cobalt advised John Joseph mcDermott on the sale of the latvian american eye Center to the mFD Healthcare 
Group. Glimstedt represented sia Dziedings, the owner of the mFD health group, on the acquisition.

n/a latvia

16-apr sorainen sorainen advised mobile telecommunications operator Bite latvija on its acquisition of stream networks and 
its latnet serviss subsidiary.

n/a latvia

19-apr Cobalt Cobalt represented as Cits medijs pro bono in a trademark dispute with sia Zurnals ir nauda involving the 
registration of the "ir nauda" mark.

n/a latvia

30-apr tGs Baltic tGs Baltic assisted golf course construction company modo Golf with drafting, negotiating, concluding, and 
implementing a contract to construct the tbilisi Hills golf course in Georgia commissioned by Primera residence 
Development and Construction llC.

eur 20 
million

latvia

3-may Cobalt Cobalt advised Bisnode on the acquisition of Datu serviss, the Dun & Bradstreet franchise partner in latvia for 
more than 20 years. 

n/a latvia

7-may tGs Baltic tGs Baltic assisted Overkill Venture aiFP acquire the status of a registered alternative investment manager and 
with the registration of the Overkill Ventures Fund i and Overkill Ventures Fund ii funds.

n/a latvia

25-may Cobalt Cobalt advised BaltCap, Dasha Group as, and others on the sale of their majority shareholding in runway BPO to 
Webhelp, a global business process outsourcing and customer experience company.

n/a latvia

28-may sorainen sorainen advised stockholm-listed gaming operator mrG on the acquisition of a majority stake in latvia-
licensed operator 11.lv.

n/a latvia
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29-may Cobalt Cobalt advised kartesia on its acquisition of Groglass - its first investment in the Baltics from nCH Capital - which 
reportedly was represented by ellex klavins.

n/a latvia

20-Jun Fort legal Fort legal helped latvia's Cabinet of ministers win in legal proceedings concerning the layout of the rail Baltica 
route in latvia.

n/a latvia

26-Jun BDO law BDO law won a tender for the legal due diligence of lease agreements between latvia's state-owned joint stock 
company state real estate and latvian state authorities and private individuals.

n/a latvia

2-Jul allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance; Cobalt

Cobalt and Clifford Chance's london office advised J.P. morgan, Citigroup Global markets limited, and natixis as 
the joint lead managers on an issue of dual-tranche eurobonds by the republic of latvia in a total amount of eur 
650 million. allen & Overy advised the republic of latvia on the deal.

eur 650 
million

latvia

4-Jul Cobalt Cobalt advised storent investments as on the issuance of eur 10 million bonds and the listing of the bonds on 
the Baltic Bond list of nasdaq riga.

eur 10 
million

latvia

16-Jul ellex (klavins); Vilgerts ellex klavins represented commercial real estate fund sG Capital Partners Fund i on the acquisition of the Duntes 
nami office building in riga from east Capital Baltic Property Fund aB. the seller was advised by Vilgerts.

n/a latvia

16-Jul BDO law BDO law successfully assisted the akers Vks ventilation and conditioning systems company in a lawsuit against 
euro luxe trading latvia, the developer of the Vernisaza recreational complex, which had refused to pay akers 
for construction work it had performed.

n/a latvia

17-Jul ellex (klavins); Fort legal ellex klavins advised Baltic Horizon Fund on the acquisition of the lnk Center office building from sia lnk 
Properties and sia Fin.lV. the sellers were advised by Fort legal.

eur 17 
million

latvia

24-Jul tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised the european investment Bank on the financing of the electrification of the latvian railway 
network in 25kV 50 Hz maintained by as latvijas Dzelzcels, the state-owned joint stock company holding the 
assets of the railway network. 

eur 420 
million 

latvia

14-aug arquis; Cobalt Cobalt, in cooperation with German law firm arquis, advised aVs Verkehrssicherung GmbH on the acquisition of 
kmk Projekts, a provider of traffic safety products and permanent road marking in latvia.

n/a latvia

24-aug sorainen sorainen Partner eva Berlaus was appointed one of the four liquidators of aBlV Bank, following the european 
Central Bank's February, 23, 2017 determination that aBlV was failing or likely to fail in accordance with the 
single resolution mechanism regulation.

n/a latvia

4-sep ellex (klavins) ellex klavins advised Baltic retail Properties latvia on its merger with its three subsidiaries, on related 
reorganizational matters, and on the registration of the resulting changes in relevant public registers.

n/a latvia

10-sep Cobalt; sorainen sorainen advised medilink, a medicine and laboratory product supplier in latvia, on the sale of its product 
distribution businesses - roche diagnostics solutions and sysmex haematology solutions - to roche latvija. 
Cobalt advised the buyers

n/a latvia

12-sep Primus Derling Primus successfully represented the interests of latvia's "i support sports!" sports federation initiative at the 
meeting of the sports sub-Committee of the Parliamentary Commission for education, Culture, and science.

n/a latvia

14-sep Primus Derling Primus represented novira Capital, an estonian real estate financing and development company, on its financing 
of a real estate and company share acquisition in relation to undeveloped property in the central part of riga.

n/a latvia

8-Oct Primus Derling Primus successfully represented as luminor Bank in several disputes after borrowers and guarantors, unable 
to meet their obligations towards the bank, disposed of their properties to relatives or friends to avoid recovery 
measures .

n/a latvia

10-Oct ellex (klavins); manheimer 
swartling; tGs Baltic

tGs Baltic advised the shareholders owning 51% of the shares in sia s.B.C. on the sale of their shares to norway's 
Contiga Holding as, which already held the other 49%. sweden's mannheimer swartling and ellex klavins advised 
Contiga Holding on the acquisition.

n/a latvia

17-Oct sorainen sorainen latvia advised estonian company Baltic Bioethanol on the construction of a production facility in the 
Bauska industrial park, where it will invest up to eur 150 million.

eur 150 
million

latvia

18-Oct Baiba strupisa law Office; 
Primus Derling

Primus Derling represented the shareholders of a new concept service station kOOl latvija in a deal for 
attracting new investors, including BaltCap Growth Fund euVeCa usaldusfond, an investment fund registered in 
estonia. Baiba strupisa law Office advised BaltCap Growth Fund euVeCa usaldusfond.

n/a latvia

24-Oct tGs Baltic tGs Baltic represented ltd. 2B Capital aiFP before latvia's Financial and Capital market Commission in its 
successful application to become a registered alternative investment fund manager and in its registration of the 
equilibrium Fund closed alternative investment fund, with five sub-funds. 

n/a latvia

26-Oct Primus Derling Primus Derling advised VGP latvia on the development of the new VGP Park kekava industrial park. n/a latvia

26-Oct sorainen sorainen advised Primekss, a latvian company in the building industry, on a patent litigation case. n/a latvia

31-Oct Cobalt; Primus Derling Cobalt advised BaltCap infrastructure Fund on its acquisition of 70% of the shares in sia energia Verde, a biomass 
combined heat and power plant near riga, from latvian company as energoeco, advised by Primus Derling.

n/a latvia

1-nov tGs Baltic tGs Baltic assisted novartis Pharma aG with the termination of novartis Pharma services inc.'s representative 
office in latvia after all operations of novartis Pharma in latvia had been transferred to novartis Baltics sia, 
following the establishment of that company. 

n/a latvia

5-nov Primus Derling Primus Derling advised VGP latvia on matters related to the opening of its new industrial park outside riga. n/a latvia

8-nov Cobalt; sorainen; tGs 
Baltic

Cobalt advised the astor Group on its acquisition of the capital shares of sia Polar Bek Daugava, the owner of 
the radisson Blu Daugava hotel on the Daugava river. the seller PBr Hotel at the time of m&a transaction was 
represented by sorainen. tGs Baltic assisted expobank CZ a.s. with financing of acquisition.

eur 28 
million

latvia

8-nov Orrick; tGs Baltic tGs Baltic, working alongside Orrick, assisted us camera company snap inc. with opening and closing its 
subsidiary in latvia, sia snap latvia.

n/a latvia

12-nov Cobalt Cobalt successfully represented the Central election Commission of latvia in a claim before the Department of 
administrative Cases of the supreme Court of latvia.

n/a latvia

22-nov Fort; sorainen sorainen represented swedish company Bergvik skog in the eur 324 million sale of its forest properties in latvia 
to another swedish company, sodra. the sale was carried out by divesting Bergvik skog of its subsidiaries in 
latvia, which own 111,100 hectares of land, of which 80,300 are covered by productive forest. Fort advised sodra 
ekonomisk forening.

eur 324 
million

latvia
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3-Dec Cobalt; eversheds 
sutherland

Cobalt advised the european investment Bank on its provision of a eur 10 million financing facility to electronic 
system development and manufacturing company as Hansamatrix, which was advised by eversheds sutherland.

eur 10 
million

latvia

5-Dec skrastins & Dzenis skrastins & Dzenis successfully represented the interests of llC mile auto - Citroen's official dealer in latvia - in 
a challenge to an open tender for purchase of vehicles worth in excess of eur 300,000.

eur 
300,000

latvia

5-Dec skrastins & Dzenis skrastins & Dzenis successfully represented the interests of DlV and provided legal assistance in a dispute 
between shareholders of the company, helping the founders regain full control.

n/a latvia

11-Dec Vilgerts Vilgerts successfully represented the moller group companies in latvia's administrative regional Court in a 
challenge to a eur 7.4 million fine levied on the company by latvia's Competition Council.

eur 7.4 
million

latvia

13-Dec tGs Baltic tGs Baltic assisted as augstsprieguma tikls, the only electricity transmission system provider in latvia, with 
obtaining clearance by the latvian Competition Council for its potential acquisition of a decisive influence over 
as Conexus Baltic Grid, the only natural gas transmission and storage system provider in latvia.

eur 57.39 
million

latvia

18-Jan PwC legal; tGs Baltic tGs Baltic represented Credit Value investments and the funds managed by it on their investment in bonds of aB 
Civinity. aB Civinity was reportedly advised by PwC.

eur 11 
million

latvia; lithuania

4-may sorainen sorainen advised the marketing investment Group on its acquisition of more than ten stores in lithuania and 
latvia from retailer Bogvila. the seller was represented by sGka legal.

n/a latvia; lithuania

28-sep sorainen sorainen advised lords lB special Fund V on its agreement with the interContinental Hotels Group regarding the 
management of the Holiday inn hotel in riga.

n/a latvia; lithuania

14-nov manheimer swartling; tGs 
Baltic

tGs Baltic, working alongside manheimer swartling, assisted nordea Bank abp (Finland) with registering the 
change of the pledgee of the commercial pledge provided by Onemed from nordea Bank aB (publ) (sweden) to 
nordea Bank abp (Finland).

eur 154.4 
milion

latvia; lithuania

28-Dec addlaw; Cobalt; Glimstedt Glimstedt advised uaB aPl fast food, which belongs to estonia's apollo Group, on the acquisition of Cibus 
restaurants uaB, which owns kFC restaurants in lithuania and latvia. Cobalt and addlaw advised the seller. 

n/a latvia; lithuania

5-Oct ssW Pragmatic solutions; 
tGs Baltic

tGs Baltic and ssW solutions advised CVi regarding unitranche funding in the sum of eur 5.2 million to arsenal 
industrial.

eur 5.2 
million

latvia; Poland

7-mar tGs Baltic tGs Baltic assisted apek alliance B.V., agile Finance s.a., Gemini Grupe uaB;, and invefina uaB with drafting 
and submitting merger notification and represented the four companies during pre-consultations with latvia's 
Competition Council in proceedings relating to the acquisition by four holding companies of joint control over 
companies developing hotels in romania. 

n/a latvia; romania

1-Jun Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised Via sms Group, a latvian online lending platform, on its acquisition of 
romania's netcredit iFn sa, a non-banking financial institution.

n/a latvia; romania

3-Jan sorainen sorainen advised trustcom Financial on its obtaining of an e-money institution license from the Bank of lithuania. n/a lithuania

8-Jan Cobalt; sorainen sorainen advised elektrobalt and the Wurth Group on the acquisition of Gaudre, a company in the lighting 
solutions market in lithuania, from Practica Venture Capital. Cobalt advised the seller on the deal.

n/a lithuania

11-Jan tGs Baltic tGs Baltic and sweden's Hammarskiold & Co advised uaB euroapotheca, a Baltic and Cee pharmacy retail and 
wholesale group, on its purchase of swedish pharmacy chain apoteksgruppen from the kingdom of sweden. the 
seller was advised by the lindahl and Cederquist law firms.

eur 171 
million

lithuania

12-Jan Cobalt; motieka & 
audzevicius

Cobalt represented the shareholders of uaB ilsanta, a lithuanian company installing and distributing medical 
devices and equipment, on the sale of 100% of the company's shares to uaB ils Holding. ils Holding, which is 
part of the Zia Valda investment company, was represented by motieka & audzevicius.

n/a lithuania

17-Jan Cobalt Cobalt advised agrosfera uaB and its estonia-based shareholder agromeril on the purchase of an additional 
share issue of agrosfera uaB by iCOr.

n/a lithuania

30-Jan tGs Baltic tGs Baltic represented the interests of Jonaiciai ir ko, a private gynecology clinic, in litigation against lithuania's 
state tax inspectorate after the clinic was ordered to prepare patients' health files for a period of three years for 
tax inspection purposes.

n/a lithuania

31-Jan ellex (Valiunas); Primus 
Derling

Primus represented the auGa Group in its acquisition of 100% shares of uaB arginta engineering. arginta 
engineering was represented by ellex Valiunas.

eur 6.4 
million

lithuania

7-Feb Cobalt Cobalt successfully represented and defended German company Danpower in a case against the lithuanian 
ministry of energy. in ruling for Danpower, the supreme administrative Court of lithuania held that the ministry 
of energy had illegally suspended the German company's investments in a new bio-fuel plant in Vilnius.

eur 30 
million

lithuania

7-Feb sorainen sorainen advised Orion re income Fund i, managed by real estate development company Orion asset 
management, on the acquisition of the B66 business center in kaunas, lithuania, from developer yit kausta 
Bustas.

n/a lithuania

7-Feb Cobalt; sorainen sorainen advised the modus Group on the merger of its uniPark brand with Parkdema, which is managed by the 
energy and infrastructure sme Fund of investment company lords lB asset management. lords was advised by 
Cobalt on the deal.

n/a lithuania

8-Feb tvins tvins advised the shareholders of the mundus uaB asset management company on the sale of 51% of their 
shares to inVl asset management uaB.

n/a lithuania

9-Feb ellex (Valiunas) ellex advised Cognizant Worldwide limited on its acquisition of the remaining 34% of shares in Cognizant 
technology solutions lithuania from storebrand, giving it full ownership of the company.

n/a lithuania

14-Feb ellex (Valiunas) ellex consulted Baltpool, the lithuanian energy exchange operator, on launching the BiomassPool aps biofuel 
exchange in Denmark with kenneth lykkedal, a Danish energy entrepreneur.

n/a lithuania

2-mar sorainen sorainen lithuania became a Certified adviser on First north, entitling the firm to advise lithuanian companies 
on admission to to the exchange.

n/a lithuania

5-mar sorainen sorainen advised the modus Group on entering the nasdaq Baltic First north alternative market. the total 
nominal value of the modus Group issue is eur 4,999,900, with an annual interest rate of five percent.

eur 5 
million

lithuania

8-mar tGs Baltic; tvins tvins advised uaB easy Debt service on a loan portfolio purchase from ukio Bankas. ukio Bankas was advised 
by tGs Baltic.

n/a lithuania
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14-mar motieka & audzevicius motieka & audzevicius advised Wisdom events, an event and business meetings organizer, on a cross-border 
swap of shares that involved partners splitting into different jurisdictions.

n/a lithuania

22-mar motieka & audzevicius motieka & audzevicius defended the interests of uzstato sistemos administratorius, a public non-profit deposit 
system administration institution, in a contractual dispute before the Court of the appeals in lithuania.

n/a lithuania

22-mar sorainen sorainen lithuania advised satellite manufacturer nanoavionics on securing an investment from avellan space 
technology & science to support the expansion of the company's global operations.

n/a lithuania

3-apr sorainen sorainen advised Valyuz on establishing a company in lithuania and obtaining an e-money institution license 
from the Bank of lithuania.

n/a lithuania

4-apr tvins; ZrG tvins advised easy Debt service on a eur 95 million loan portfolio purchase from the bankruptcy administrator 
of four credit unions: Vilniaus taupomoji kasa, nacionaline kredito unija, laikinosios sostines kreditas, and 
svyturio taupomoji kasa. the seller was represented by ZrG.

eur 95 
million

lithuania

9-apr sorainen sorainen successfully represented former board members of investment and Business Guarantees - a company 
subordinate to the lithuanian ministry of economy _ in a case concerning a bonus payment to a former manager 
of the company.

n/a lithuania

9-apr Glimstedt; sorainen sorainen advised Henkell & Co.-Gruppe, a Germany-based international producer and distributor of alcoholic 
beverages that belongs to the Oetker Group, on the acquisition of a majority stake in Filipopolis, an importer and 
distributor of alcoholic drinks in lithuania. Glimstedt advised Filipopolis on the deal.

n/a lithuania

24-apr spc legal sPC legal advised the Gatas Group on its acquisition of 99.74% of shares in JsC Zemaitijos keliai, a lithuanian 
company that carries out civil engineering work.

n/a lithuania

25-apr tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised koinvesticinis Fondas on its investment in uaB Gusania. eur 
880,000

lithuania

26-apr tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised ks investicija on its acquisition of 100% of Vilijos Parkas from the Ogmios Grupe. n/a lithuania

27-apr tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised the four investors in apex Holding limited on shareholders' and investment agreements 
related to its indirect management of romanian companies that will be developing a four-hotel complex in 
Bucharest.

n/a lithuania

11-may Glimstedt; sorainen Glimstedt advised on the construction of the extension of the radisson Blue Hotel in Vilnius. sorainen advised 
the owners of the neighboring land plot.

n/a lithuania

14-may Cobalt Cobalt advised Wallter in obtaining an electronic money institution license for non-limited activity. n/a lithuania

15-may ellex (Valiunas) ellex Valiunas assisted both urban inventors and the lithuanian branch of the us-information technologies 
company intermedix on a lease agreement between the two in kaunas, lithuania.

n/a lithuania

16-may tvins tvins successfully represented the interests of the Bta Baltic insurance Company in a dispute. n/a lithuania

29-may sorainen sorainen successfully represented dairy products producer luksiu Pienine in a dispute against Pieno Zvaigzdes, 
a lithuanian manufacturer of milk and dairy products, over the use of the liliputas brand.

n/a lithuania

13-Jun Fort legal; Vilnius law 
Firm no 9

the Vilnius office of Fort legal represented eften real estate Fund iii as on its acquisition, made through 
subsidiary eften evolution uaB, of the evolution business center in Vilnius from evolution Office system uaB, 
owned by audrone Petraitiene ir nordija uaB. the sellers were advised by Vilnius law Firm no 9.

eur 9 
million

lithuania

15-Jun Cee attorneys; 
magnusson

the Vilnius office of Cee attorneys advised a shareholder on the sale of his shares in Ortopedijostechnika, a 
manufacturer of orthopedic products in the Baltic states, to Ortofina, another shareholder, which was advised 
by magnusson.

n/a lithuania

18-Jun Cobalt; sorainen sorainen advised real estate management and development company mG Valda on the sale of the Verslo 
trikampis business complex. the buyer, real estate fund lim Verslo trikampio nt Fondas, controlled by fund 
management company lewben investment management (which in turn is owned by the lewben Group), was 
represented by Cobalt.

n/a lithuania

19-Jun ellex (Valiunas) ellex Valiunas assisted swedbank in the lithuanian Competition authority's investigation of charges that 
swedbank had abused its dominant position by including certain provisions in Bank link service agreements 
concluded with undertakings providing online payment collection services to e-shops.

n/a lithuania

20-Jun Cobalt; ellex (Valiunas); 
sorainen

Cobalt and sorainen advised nePi rockcastle on its acquisition of 100% of shares in JsC Ozantis from arena 
Zweite Verwaltungs GmbH, a company in the Hamburg-based eCe group. ellex advised arena Zweite 
Verwaltungs on the sale.

eur 124.6 
million

lithuania

26-Jun sorainen; tGs Baltic; 
triniti

tGs Baltic advised koinvesticinis Fondas on an investment of over eur 300,000 in millo appliances, a start-up 
represented by triniti. sBa, a business group from lithuania, also invested in the start-up. sBa was represented 
by sorainen.

eur 
300,000

lithuania

26-Jun sorainen sorainen advised esco micro on its acquisition of at medical. n/a lithuania

3-Jul Cobalt Cobalt helped kevin eu, uaB obtain a license as a payment institution from the Bank of lithuania. n/a lithuania

11-Jul ellex (Valiunas) the Vilnius office of ellex advised Bazaarvoice on its lease of space in the technopolis Penta business center in 
Vilnius.

n/a lithuania

16-Jul motieka & audzevicius motieka & audzevicius successfully represented flylal in a dispute against air Baltic Corporation involving 
private competition enforcement in lithuania.

n/a lithuania

17-Jul Clifford Chance; Dentons; 
ellex (Valiunas); tGs Baltic

tGs Baltic, working in cooperation with Dentons' uk and middle east offices, advised uaB lietuvos energija 
in approving a medium term note program upsized to eur 1.5 billion, and issuing a eur 300 million bond issue 
under the same program. Banking groups BnP Paribas, J.P. morgan, and seB Bank acted as intermediaries for 
placement of the issue. BnP Paribas and seB were represented by ellex Valiunas, while J.P. morgan was advised 
by Clifford Chance.

eur 300 
million

lithuania

18-Jul eversheds sutherland; 
sorainen

sorainen advised BaltCap on the sale of kelprojektas to swedish technical consultancy firm tyrens. eversheds 
sutherland advised tyrens on the deal.

n/a lithuania

23-Jul ellex (Valiunas) ellex helped nayax, an israel-based company which sells cashless, telemetry, management, monitoring, and 
business intelligence products for the vending and unattended sales industries, obtain a payment institution 
license.

n/a lithuania
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26-Jul Cobalt; ellex (Valiunas) Cobalt represented uaB imlitex Holdings on the sale of the arka business center in kaunas, lithuania from an 
unidentified buyer, represented by ellex Valiunas.

n/a lithuania

30-Jul Primus Derling Primus advised international real estate consultancy company newsec on the launch of an auction platform 
called newsecaukcionai.lt.

n/a lithuania

31-Jul Primus Derling Primus advised lithuanian company uaB Hekon on its eur 8.7 million acquisition of a newly constructed ibis 
hotel in Vilnius from lithuanian construction company merko.

eur 8.7 
million

lithuania

1-aug ellex (Valiunas) ellex successfully represented avibaltika before the Court of Justice of the european union, after ukio Bankas 
demanded that aviabaltika should pay, again, an amount already paid to it as financial collateral under the law on 
Financial Collateral arrangements.

n/a lithuania

1-aug Cobalt Cobalt advised uaB Parkdema on its acquisition of a 100% stake in Ou europark estonia and sia europark latvia 
from Baltic Park as. 

n/a lithuania

2-aug tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised uaB medicinos Bankas on approving a subordinated bond program of up to eur 10 million 
and placing the first ever bond emission exceeding eur 2.2 million under the program. uaB Fmi Orion securities 
acted as the bank's intermediary for placement of the issue.

eur 10 
million

lithuania

3-aug tGs Baltic tGs Baltic helped tBF Finance obtain a payment institution license from the Bank of lithuania. n/a lithuania

8-aug sorainen; tGs Baltic sorainen advised audimas and its major shareholders on the sale of 60% of the company's shares to investment 
management company lC invest. tGs Baltic advised the purchaser.

n/a lithuania

14-aug Cobalt; sorainen; tGs 
Baltic

sorainen assisted Freor lt and its majority shareholder rytis Bernatonis on mezzanine management's sale of 
a block of Freor lt shares to Baltics-based private equity fund livonia Partners. mezzanine management was 
advised by Cobalt on the sale, and livonia Partners was advised by tGs Baltic.

eur 36 
million 

lithuania

15-aug tGs Baltic tGs Baltic represented lithuanian waste management company uaB ecoservice on its acquisition of a 
controlling 66.31% interest in uaB marijampoles svara from uaB alga. the remaining shares are held by the 
marijampole municipality of lithuania and a private individual.

n/a lithuania

23-aug sorainen sorainen advised mobilieji mokejimai, a company founded by three competitors in the lithuanian 
telecommunications sector - telia lietuva, tele2, and Bite lietuva - on launching and managing moQ, the first 
mobile payment platform in the Baltics.

n/a lithuania

27-aug tvins tvins assisted Domestique asset management uaB with its successful application for an asset management 
company license under the law on Collective investment schemes Designed for Qualified investors of the 
republic of lithuania.

n/a lithuania

29-aug Cobalt Cobalt advised the stemma Group on the sale of 100% of shares in private limited liability companies Vejo Vatas 
and Vejo Gusis, which operate three wind farms, to lietuvos energija.

n/a lithuania

31-aug sorainen sorainen assisted retail footwear chain Batu kalnas in a case involving the company's claim that its trademark had 
been fraudulently used on instagram to set up a fake Batu kalnas profile and invite people to become influencers 
for the footwear brand.

n/a lithuania

3-sep Glimstedt Glimsted assisted with the incorporation and licensing of uaB Verslo angelu Fondo Valdymasith with the financial 
supervisory authority (the Bank of lithuania).

n/a lithuania

6-sep eoedl & Partner; sorainen sorainen advised travel planning tools provider kayak on the acquisition of a business unit from software 
development company nFQ technologies in lithuania. the seller was represented by roedl and Partner.

n/a lithuania

10-sep ellex (Valiunas); 
schoenherr; sorainen

sorainen and schoenherr helped the Vienna insurance Group obtain lithuanian Competition Council approval for 
its acquisition of 100% of seesam insurance shares from Finnish financial services company OP Financial Group. 
ellex Valiunas advised the OP Financial Group on the underlying sale.

n/a lithuania

12-sep Cobalt; Deloitte legal Cobalt advised Furniture1, uaB, a company operating in lithuania under the Baldai1.lt trademark, on the sale of 
30% of its shares to the Bygghemma Group. the buyers were advised by Deloitte legal.

n/a lithuania

14-sep Dominas levin Dominas levin advised the limited liability company misku Zeme on its share emission. n/a lithuania

17-sep Clifford Chance; ellex 
(Valiunas); linklaters; tGs 
Baltic

tGs Baltic's Vilnius office and Clifford Chance advised maxima Grupe on its eur 1 billion medium-term note 
program and issuance of eur 300 million of 5-year bonds. BnP Paribas, Deutsche Bank, and seB Bankas, which 
acted as intermediaries, were advised by linklaters and ellex Valiunas.

eur 1.3 
billion

lithuania

20-sep Cobalt; sorainen sorainen advised Pardavimo automatai and its shareholders on the sale of 100% of the company's shares to BCH 
lithuania, managed by latvia's Baltic Coffee Holding. BCH lithuania was advised by Cobalt.

n/a lithuania

24-sep sorainen sorainen advised real estate management and development company mG Valda on the sale of the Park town 
office complex in Vilnius.

n/a lithuania

30-sep Dominas levin; Grant 
thorton

Dominas levin advised Familjen ramel Godsforvaltning aktiebolag on the sale of forestry development company 
uaB ramelis. Grant thorton Baltic advised the buyers.

eur 3.2 
million

lithuania

2-Oct Primus; sorainen sorainen Vilnius advised venture capital fund Open Circle Capital on its eur 400,000 investment, made with the 
Blue Bridge Group's managing company, into Blue ridge Group member and Crm solutions developer teamgate. 
Primus advised Blue Bridge group on the deal.

eur 
400,000

lithuania

2-Oct Cobalt Cobalt's Vilnius office advised BaltCap infrastructure Fund on its investment in a real estate development 
to be leased to the Queen morta school and Childhood Garden pre-school, both privately run by austeja 
landsbergiene. the prime contractor in the project is uaB merko statyba.

n/a lithuania

3-Oct sorainen sorainen advised venture capital fund Open Circle Capital on its investment, made along with technology 
company ito, of eur 300,000 in business process management tool tasker.

eur 
300,000

lithuania

10-Oct Deloitte legal; PwC legal Deloitte legal lithuania advised aurora Cannabis inc. on its acquisition of 100% of the issued and outstanding 
shares in agropro uaB and Borela uaB. PwC legal advised agropro and Borela.

eur 5.5 
million

lithuania

10-Oct Cobalt Cobalt advised the norwegian company reitan Convenience as in its acquisition of 100% of shares in the coffee 
shop chain Caffeine from BaltCap and the founders of the Four rooms company.

n/a lithuania

12-Oct ellex (Valiunas) ellex helped mano Bankas obtain a specialized bank license to operate in lithuania. n/a lithuania
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12-Oct Cobalt; tGs Baltic Cobalt hadvised the inVl Baltic sea Growth Fund on its acquisition by its wholly-owned subsidiary BsGF sanus of 
a 70% stake in the inmedica health care clinics chain from the lithuania sme Fund. tGs Baltic advised the sellers 
on the deal.

n/a lithuania

22-Oct Glimstedt Glimsted assisted with the incorporation and licensing of Business angels Fund ii, a closed-end investment fund, 
with the financial supervisory authority (the Bank of lithuania). the matter included negotiations with eBrD 
(advising the local business support agency) on the fund documentation.

eur 10.5 
million

lithuania

1-nov Cobalt Cobalt advised uaB suek Baltic on the acquisition of all shares in Barter Coal sp. z o.o. n/a lithuania

1-nov Glimstedt Glimsted assisted with the incorporation and licensing of iron Wolf Capital management with the supervisory 
authority (the Bank of lithuania).

n/a lithuania

5-nov sorainen sorainen successfully defended Valdas sarunas, a former director of lithuania's kedainiy aruodai grain producer 
and seller, against a claim brought by the company.

n/a lithuania

27-nov Cobalt Cobalt successfully represented luxembourg-based east West Bank s.a. in a civil case against aB Bank snOras 
for termination of contracts, refund, and damages.

n/a lithuania

5-Dec ellex (valiunas); sorainen ellex Valiunas mediated a transaction between seB and uaB technopolis concerning leased space in the new 
nova office building in Vilnius.

n/a lithuania

6-Dec ellex (Valiunas); sorainen sorainen advised inchcape international Holdings limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of inchcape plc, on the 
acquisition of BmW's distribution business in lithuania from uaB modus Group, which was advised by ellex 
Valiunas.

n/a lithuania

10-Dec ellex (Valiunas); Glimstedt; 
motieka & audzevicius

motieka & audzevicius advised uaB Publicum Group in its acquisition of Good One, uaB. ellex Valiunas advised 
some of the sellers - shareholders of uaB Good One - and Glimstedt a different seller (uaB media klubas).

n/a lithuania

10-Dec ellex (Valiunas); motieka & 
audzevicius

motieka & audzevicius advised uaB Publicum Group in its acquisition of digital marketing agency socialus 
marketingas. ellex Valiunas the selling shareholders of uaB socialus marketingas.

n/a lithuania

11-Dec tGs Baltic tGs Baltic advised aB siauliu Bankas on its admission of a eur 20 million bond issue to trading on aB nasdaq 
Vilnius.

eur 20 
million

lithuania

12-Dec Fort legal; sorainen sorainen lithuania assisted Pontos Group and its estonian subsidiary, Pontos Baltic, on the eur 47 million sale of 
the ryO shopping center in the city of Panevezys, in northern lithuania, to eften real estate Fund 4, managed 
by eften Capital. Fort legal advised the buyers on the deal.

eur 47 
million

lithuania

14-Dec Primus Derling Primus Derling advised the tipro Group, which owns more than 40 online portals in lithuania, on the sale of the 
all media Digital Company to all media lithuania, which is the owner of lithuania's tV channel tV3.

n/a lithuania

18-Dec Cobalt Cobalt advised Practica Capital on the launch of new venture capital fund, Practica Capital Venture ii, which will 
invest in the Baltic innovation- and technology-driven ventures. 

n/a lithuania

27-Dec Glimstedt Glimsted assisted with the incorporation of lcX Opportunity Fund, a closed-end investment fund. the matter 
included negotiations with eBrD (advising the local business support agency) on the fund documentation.

eur 25 
million

lithuania

28-Dec Cobalt Cobalt represented uaB Prosperus real estate Fund iii in the acquisition of a shopping center in Palanga from 
Venturecorp Property Holdings limited and uaB Capital City Group.

n/a lithuania

1-mar Glimstedt; motieka & 
audzevicius

motieka & audzevicius advised the buyers (akola aps and aB linas agro Group) on the acquisition of shares in 
three companies - akola aps, uaB mestilla and aB linas agro Group - from one of the shareholders. Glimstedt 
advised the seller.

n/a lithuania; 
Denmark

11-Jan Cms Cms advised Poland's PFr tFi on an investment in lithuania's uaB emP recycling. n/a lithuania; 
Poland

6-apr Bird & Bird; White & Case Bird & Bird advised a joint venture of two private lithuanian energy groups, e-energija and sun investment Group, 
on the acquisition of a 42 mWp portfolio of solar projects. the seller, Polish solar developer r.Power renewables, 
was represented by White & Case.

n/a lithuania; 
Poland

31-aug Dentons; tGs Baltic tGs Baltic and Dentons Warsaw advised auGa group aB and shareholder Baltic Champs Group uaB on 
implementing a secondary public offering of shares in the company in lithuania.

n/a lithuania; 
Poland

31-Jan Dla Piper; sulija Partners 
law Firm Vilnius

sulija Partners law Firm Vilnius advised a subsidiary of aviaam leasing on the sale of an airbus a321-211 aircraft 
from its fleet with an operating lease contract with yamal airlines to a subsidiary of Gtlk europe. Gtlk europe 
ltd. was advised by Dla Piper.

n/a lithuania; 
russia

8-may motieka & audzevicius motieka & audzevicius assisted serbian state company JP srbijagas secure enforcement of four iCC and ViaC 
awards in the republic of lithuania against the lithuanian corporation arvi.

eur 50 
million

lithuania; 
serbia

10-may avellum; sorainen sorainen advised nordcurrent, a Baltic game development studio, on its acquisition of Blam! Games studios, a 
ukrainian game development and animation studio. avellum acted as a ukrainian legal counsel to nordcurrent.

n/a lithuania; 
ukraine

5-Oct Cms; efrim rosca & 
associates; Gladei & 
Partners

Gladei & Partners advised the eBrD and private equity firms aB invalda inVl and Horizon Capital on moldovan 
law matters related to their acquisition of a 41.09% stake in B.C. moldova agroindbank s.a. at an auction held by 
moldova's Public Property agency. the eBrD was advised on english-law matters by Cms. moldova agroindbank 
and moldova's Government was represented by efrim, rosca & associates.

n/a moldova

1-nov Cms Cms kyiv advised a consortium consisting of the eBrD and private equity firms aB invalda inVl and Horizon 
Capital on their acquisition of a 41.09% stake in B.C. moldova agroindbank s.a, moldova's largest commercial 
bank, at auction.

n/a moldova

26-Jan Cms; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
turcan & Cazac; Vernon 
David & associates

turcan & Cazac and Vernon David & associates advised Banca transilvania and the eBrD on moldovan matters 
related to their joint acquisition of a stake of over 66% in Victoriabank. in the netherlands and uk, the eBrD was 
advised by Cms and Banca transilvania by Freshfields.

n/a moldova; 
romania

22-Feb allen & Overy; Cms; leroy 
si asociatii

rtPr allen & Overy advised Purcari Wineries Public Company limited on its iPO and admission to trading on the 
Bucharest stock exchange under the Wine symbol. leroy si asociatii advised the iFC on the listing, representing 
49% of the Purcari Wineries share capital. the offer was managed by raiffeisen Bank and swiss Capital, advised 
by Cms.

n/a moldova; 
romania
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6-apr tuca Zbarcea & asociatii; 
turcan & Cazac

tuca Zbarcea & asociatii and turcan Cazac advised eurotransgaz srl, a company established by transgaz in 
Chisinau, on the full acquisition of s.e. Vestmoldtransgaz, a company that manages the moldovan side of the 
iasi-ungheni gas transmission pipeline, from the Public Property agency of the republic of moldova.

n/a moldova; 
romania

1-Jan BDk advokati; schoenherr schonherr advised new Fjord Developments d.o.o on its acquistion by Boka Bay investment ltd. BDk advised 
the buyer.

n/a montenegro

26-mar Dragoljub Dukanovic 
law Office; Harrisons 
solicitors; reed smith; 
kinstellar

Harrisons and reed smith advised the eBrD on a eur 20 million loan to support the development of the Port 
of Bar, the main montenegrin sea port. kinstellar, working with the Dragoljub Dukanovic law Office as special 
montenegrin counsel, advised the Port of adria (the borrower), Global Port Holding Plc (the guarantor) and Global 
liman isletmeleri a.s. (the shareholder of the borrower) on the financing.

eur 20 
million

montenegro

12-Jan Harrisons solicitors Harrisons provided serbian advice to the eBrD related to its eur 35 million loan to the serbia and montenegro 
air traffic services llC.

eur 35 
million

montenegro; 
serbia

31-Oct nkO Partners nkO Partners advised ina, part of the mOl group, on competition law issues relating to its acquisition of Croatian 
state-owned fertilizer manufacturer Petrokemija, through a joint venture with Croatia's Prvo Plinarsko Drustvo.

eur 40.3 
million

montenegro; 
serbia

16-nov nkO Partners nkO Partners advised ina, part of the mOl group, on competition law issues related to its acquisition of eni 
Croatia, the operator of the northern adriatic and marica offshore gas fields.

n/a montenegro; 
serbia

1-Jul Dla Piper Dla Piper advised Black sea trade and Development Bank on a eur 15.4 million medium term secured loan made 
available to a ukrainian borrower for the purposes of construction and operation of a radisson branded hotel in 
the city of Odessa, ukraine. 

eur 15 
milion

n/a

1-Jan k&l Gates k&l Gates represented Polish engineering company Prochem in a construction dispute resulting from the 
rescission of a contract for the construction of a 300 kilometer oil pipeline in Poland.

eur 40 
million

Poland

2-Jan kwasnicki, Wrobel & 
Partners

rkkW advised Fit invest sp. z o.o. (a subsidiary of Benefit systems sa) on the Pln 12 million acquisition of the 
remaining 33.94% of shares in Fabryka Formy sa.

n/a Poland

2-Jan k&l Gates k&l Gates advised PFr Ventures on the setting-up of the starter, CVC, Open innovations, koffi, and Biznest 
funds.

n/a Poland

3-Jan Cms; Greenberg traurig Cms advised a consortium of mBank s.a., santander Bank Polska s.a, and Bank Ochrony srodowiska s.a. on 
financing of the construction of the mennica legacy tower office complex in Warsaw, with a value of eur 131 
million and Pln 28 million. the investment is carried out jointly by Golub GetHouse and mennica Polska s.a. 
Greenberg traurig advised the borrower.

eur 131 
million and 
Pln 28 
million

Poland

3-Jan ssW Pragmatic solutions; 
tGs Baltic

ssW Pragmatic solutions assisted Capital Park s.a. on its approximately eur 15 million bonds issuance. eur 15 
million

Poland

3-Jan ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised GetBack s.a. on its bond issuance with a nominal value of about eur 7 million. eur 7 
million

Poland

3-Jan Jara Drapala & Partners Jara Drapala & Partners successfully represented ilF Consulting engineers Polska in an international commercial 
arbitration conducted under the iCC rules in london.

n/a Poland

4-Jan Chajec, Don-siemion & 
Zyto

CDZ advised 24/7 Communication public relations agency on a merger with the Headlines-Porter novelli Pr 
agency.

n/a Poland

5-Jan act legal (BsWW) act legal Poland, BsWW, advised rank Progress s.a. on a joint venture agreement and subsequent investment 
contract with Vantage Development s.a. covering the implementation of a development project on a 14-hectare 
land plot in Wroclaw.

n/a Poland

8-Jan kochanski Zieba & 
Partners; Weil, Gotshal & 
manges

Weil advised echo investment on the eur 49 million sale of the O3 Business Campus ii office building in krakow 
to echo Polska Properties n.V. kochanski Zieba & Partners advised the buyers on the transaction, which was part 
of a greater transaction in 2016 involving a portfolio of real estate assets in Poland.

eur 49 
million

Poland

10-Jan Dentons; ey law Dentons represented indykpol s.a. on its sale of a chicken abattoir in lublin and a chicken hatchery in turka to 
superDrob. the buyer was advised by ey.

eur 45 
million

Poland

10-Jan linklaters linklaters advised sDiC Zhonglu Fruit Juice on the acquisition of Polish juice producer appol Group from its 
Polish shareholders.

n/a Poland

11-Jan magnusson magnusson advised a-r-a retail Centers on the previously-reported sale of 28 shopping centers to Chariot top 
Group BV.

eur 1 
billion

Poland

11-Jan smm legal smm legal is advising Poland's national Centre for research and Development on a tender for a public contract 
to develop and deliver innovative emission-free public transport vehicles.

n/a Poland

12-Jan Gide loyrette nouel; 
studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

Gide advised meDi-system on the acquisitions of the angel Care elderly care facility from the angel Poland 
Group and the Ostoya Care Facility from the allenort Capital Fund. sPCG advised the angel Poland Group and 
everberg advised the allenort Capital Fund.

n/a Poland

17-Jan lesnodorski slusarek i 
Wspolnicy

lsW advised Golub GetHouse on the purchase of property for the construction of the 140-meter "liberty 
tower" - a skyscraper which will include flats for rent and a hotel area.

n/a Poland

18-Jan ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised a company from the Holiday Park & resort capital group to obtain Pln 60 million 
in financing from the Credit Value investment group for construction of new holiday and recreation facilities.

Pln 60 
million

Poland

22-Jan Dentons Dentons assisted GPW Benchmark in preparing documentation for the new Warsaw interbank Offer Bid rate and 
Warsaw interbank Offered rate reference rates, which will become effective on February 1, 2018.

n/a Poland

26-Jan studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

sPCG advised an angel Group Poland company on the acquisition of a 8.5 hectare property in the center of 
krakow for the development of a commercial-residential area.

n/a Poland

30-Jan soltysinski kawecki & 
szlezak

sk&s assisted inG Bank slaski s.a. in obtaining of a permit from Poland's Financial supervision authority to 
create a mortgage bank.

n/a Poland

31-Jan Jara Drapala & Partners Jara Drapala & Partners advised Belgium's Ontex Group, a supplier of disposable personal hygiene products, on 
the construction of a new plant in the lodz special economic Zone in radomsko, Poland.

n/a Poland

1-Feb allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance

a&O advised macquarie infrastructure and real assets on its acquisition of inea group from funds managed by 
Warburg Pincus and founders. Clifford Chance advised Warburg Pincus.

n/a Poland
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1-Feb Cuatrecasas; k&l Gates; 
morais leitao, Galvao 
teles, soares da silva & 
associados

k&l Gates advised innovation nest on its investment in Prodsmart, a company offering real-time tracking for 
production lines. Cuatrecasas advised innovation nest on spanish law and morais leitao, Galvao teles, soares 
da silva & associados advised Prodsmart on Portuguese law.

n/a Poland

2-Feb kurzynski kosinski lyszyk 
Wierzbicki

kklW represented the auxiliary prosecutor of PkP Plk in criminal proceedings related to a 2012 train crash near 
the the Polish town of szczekociny that killed 16 people and left 58 more injured.

n/a Poland

2-Feb BsJP; Greenberg traurig; 
ssW Pragmatic solutions

ssW Pragmatic solutions advised aerium on the sale of a portfolio of three shopping centers in Poland to 
newbridge, an affiliate of somerston Group. the buyer was assisted by Greenberg traurig on the acquisition 
and on financing for the acquisition from Deutsche Pfandbriefbank. the BsJP firm advised DPB on the financing.

n/a Poland

5-Feb Greenberg traurig; 
linklaters

linklaters advised austrian developer uBm Development aG on its eur 38 million sale and lease-back of a new 
Holiday inn hotel to an institutional investment fund managed by German union investment real estate GmbH. 
the buyer was advised by Greenberg traurig.

eur 38 
million

Poland

6-Feb ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised Brand24 on its iPO and entry onto Poland's newConnect stock exchange. n/a Poland

7-Feb Dentons Dentons supported Polish power contractor rafako in a tender procedure and a contract to build two coal-fired 
power units on the indonesian island of lombok.

eur 200 
million

Poland

7-Feb Dentons; linklaters Dentons' real estate team in Warsaw advised skanska on the sale of two buildings in krakow's High5ive office 
complex to niam. the buyer was advised by linklaters.

n/a Poland

8-Feb Dentons Dentons represented stadler Poland, a manufacturer of rolling stocks, in two public tender procedures with a 
combined value of more than eur 600 million.

eur 600 
million

Poland

8-Feb Bird & Bird Bird & Bird's Warsaw office supported energa s.a. on the planned hybrid bond issuance by energa-Operator s.a.. Pln 1 
billion

Poland

9-Feb Cms; Dla Piper Cms advised ZFP investments on its acquisition of the kotlarska 11 office project in krakow from uBm 
Development aG, which was advised by Dla Piper.

eur 30 
million

Poland

12-Feb act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised Fortuna Online Zaklady Bukmacherskie sp. z o.o. on an internal merger of its subsidiaries. n/a Poland

12-Feb act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised Fortuna Online Zaklady Bukmacherskie sp. z o.o. on an internal merger of its subsidiaries. n/a Poland

14-Feb Bird & Bird; Dentons Dentons Warsaw advised the Cromwell Property Group on the sale of the Warsaw Corporate Center office 
building to raiffeisen immobilien kapitalanlage-Gesellschaft. the buyer was advised by Bird & Bird.

n/a Poland

15-Feb Dentons Dentons successfully represented DZ Polska in three cases before the Polish supreme Court. n/a Poland

16-Feb act legal (BsWW); 
Jezolkowski

act BsWW advised Buma Group on its lease agreement of space at the DOt Office in krakow to shell. shell was 
assisted by the Jezolkowski law firm

n/a Poland

16-Feb act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised kulczyk silverstein Properties on its lease agreement negotiations with the tenants of the 
ethos office and retail building in Warsaw.

n/a Poland

22-Feb Dentons a Dentons-led consortium won a government tender to provide assistance to Poland's ministry of investment 
and Development and the ministry of sports and tourism in selecting a private-sector partner for a PPP project 
to develop the common grounds adjacent to Warsaw's national stadium.

n/a Poland

22-Feb soltysinski kawecki & 
szlezak

soltysinski kawecki & szlezak advised sokolow s.a., a company belonging to the Danish Crown a.s. group, on the 
acquisition of a range of companies making up the meat group Gzella.

n/a Poland

22-Feb ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised the inwest Group, a group of Polish property developer companies, on its 
obtaining of Pln 35 million in mezzanine debt financing in the form of bonds for an unspecified project.

Pln 35 
million

Poland

23-Feb Dentons Dentons was part of a consortium winning a public tender to provide consulting services on a PPP project 
regarding the construction of kindergartens in Warsaw organized by the ministry of investment and Development 
in Poland.

n/a Poland

23-Feb act legal (BsWW) act BsWW assisted the immobel Group on lease agreement negotiations with retail space tenants in the CeDet 
project in Warsaw.

n/a Poland

27-Feb Chajec, Don-siemion & 
Zyto

Chajec, Don-siemion & Zyto advised Capital Partners on a multi-stage equity restructuring of ekoplast s.a. and 
its group companies.

n/a Poland

1-mar allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance

a&O advised the ministry of Finance of the republic of Poland on its Green Bond issue. Clifford Change advised 
the managers.

eur 1 
billion

Poland

1-mar allen & Overy a&O secured a phase i clearance for the asmodee Group in merger control proceedings before the Polish 
Competition authority related to asmodee’s acquisition of rebel Polska sp. z o.o. 

GBP 30 
million

Poland

1-mar Gunderson Dettmer; k&l 
Gates

k&l Gates advised tFi PZu s.a. on its acquisition of a partnership interest in the khosla Ventures Vi lP venture 
capital firm. Gunderson Dettmer advised the fund with respect to us law.

n/a Poland

1-mar Dla Piper; legal Care 
legal advisors

Dla Piper advised Bank Polska kasa Opieki on amendments to existing financing. legal Care legal advisors 
represented the borrower.

Pln 500 
million

Poland

2-mar kancelaria adwokacka; 
kurzynski kosinski lyszyk 
Wierzbicki; kwasnicki, 
Wrobel & Partners

kwasnicki, Wrobel & Partners advised Benefit systems sa and its subsidiary Fit invest sp. Z o.O on their agreement 
to purchase the Calypso Fitness sa chain from Glastonbury Ventures limited in a multi-stage procedure. the 
seller was advised by kurzynski lyszyk Wierzbicki.

n/a Poland

9-mar Chajec, Don-siemion & 
Zyto

Chajec Don-siemion & Zyto advised a private equity fund managed by Value Quest on the acquisition of 100% 
shares in ttComm s.a., a satellite services provider in Central and eastern europe.

n/a Poland

9-mar kurzynski lyszyk 
Wierzbicki

kklW kurzynski lyszyk Wierzbicki advised robyg s.a on the acquisition of four limited partnerships which have 
legal title to real properties located in Warsaw's ursus district.

Pln 82 
million

Poland

13-mar lesnodorski slusarek i 
Wspolnicy; mrowiec Fialek

mrowiec Fiakek & Partners advised Centrum rozliczen elektronicznych Polskie ePlatnosci s.a., a portfolio 
company of innova Capital, on its acquisition of 100% of shares in Paylane sp. z o.o. lsW represented the sellers, 
two private individuals, on the deal.

n/a Poland
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14-mar Jara Drapala & Partners Jara Drapala & Partners persuaded Poland's national appeals Chamber to grant the appeal of a Polish-French 
consortium of Constructions industrielles de la mediterranee s.a., Cnim Poznan sp. z o.o., and POrr s.a., 
regarding its rejected tender for the development of a municipal waste treatment plant in Warsaw.

n/a Poland

14-mar Gessel; Greenberg traurig Greenberg traurig advised Vlet Holdings s. a r. l., a subsidiary abris Capital Partners, on its acquisition of 
the Velvet Care paper hygiene product manufacturer from avallon mBO ii BV. Gessel assisted avallon on the 
transaction.

n/a Poland

14-mar kurzynski lyszyk 
Wierzbicki

kurzynski lyszyk Wierzbicki advised Poland's museum of modern art on its construction of a new headquarters 
in Warsaw.

n/a Poland

14-mar Deloitte legal; Gessel Deloitte legal advised nettle s.a., a member of the Ortie group, on the investment by accession mezzanine 
Capital of Pln 100 million into the company. Gessel advised accession mezzanine Capital on the funding.

Pln 100 
million

Poland

14-mar studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

sPCG represented WPO alBa s.a, a european waste management company, in a dispute involving the pick-up 
and management of municipal waste in a municipality in the lower silesian voivodeship of Poland.

Pln 15 
million

Poland

19-mar DWF; kochanski Zieba & 
Partners; ropes & Gray; 
stolarek & Grabalski

kochanski Zieba & Partners and ropes & Gray international advised the us investment firm Davidson kempner 
Capital management on the GBP 180 million financing granted to Pepkor europe of the steinhoff Group. Pepkor 
europe was represented by DWF and stolarek & Grabalski.

GBP 180 
million

Poland

19-mar mrowiec Fialek; Weil, 
Gotshal & manges

mrowiec Fialek and Partners advised the argus Capital private equity fund on the sale of its minority stake in kCr 
s.a. to an unnamed buyer. kCr was advised by Weil, Gotshal & manges.

n/a Poland

21-mar Dentons; linklaters Denton Warsaw advised skanska on the eur 52 million sale of the nowa Fabryczna office building in lodz, Poland 
to fund manager niam. the buyer was assisted by linklaters.

eur 52 
million

Poland

22-mar Chajec, Don-siemion & 
Zyto; Dentons

Chajec, Don-siemion & Zyto advised nevu sp. z o.o. on the acquisition of eubioco s.a., a producer of 
pharmaceuticals and dietary supplements, from Pelion s.a. Pelion was advised by Dentons.

n/a Poland

26-mar Clifford Chance; Dentons Dentons advised statoil Group on the acquisition of 50% of shares in two offshore projects from Polenergia. 
Polenergia was advised by Clifford Chance.

n/a Poland

27-mar allen & Overy; 
nowakowski i Wspolnicy

a&O, working with co-counsel nowakowski i Wspolnicy, persuaded the Polish Court of appeal — in an appeal 
of the judgment of the Polish Court of Competition and Consumer Protection — to reduce a fine levied against 
Cemex Polska by the Polish Competition authority in cartel proceedings against five cement producers. 

n/a Poland

27-mar BsJP BsJP represented Dyckerhoff Polska sp. z o.o. in competition court proceedings related to an appeal of a fine in 
the cement cartel case. BsJP succeeded in the Court of appeals and saw the fine reducted from Pln 64 million 
to Pln 30 million.

Pln 64 
million

Poland

28-mar eversheds sutherland Wierzbowski eversheds sutherland advised the Polish ministry of economic Development on the establishment 
of the Polish aviation Group, a joint-stock company founded with a capital of Pln 1.2 billion.

Pln 1.2 
billion

Poland

28-mar Jacek kosinski adwokaci i 
radcowie Prawni

Jacek kosinski adwokaci i radcowie Prawni advised Bank Zachodni WBk santander Group on financing in excess 
of Pln 40 million granted an unnamed joint stock company for the purchase of its own shares for the release and 
inflow of working capital.

Pln 40 
million

Poland

29-mar kurzynski lyszyk 
Wierzbicki

the kurzynski lyszyk Wierzbicki law firm advised Polish start-up szumisie sp. z o.o. and its German partner Daglo 
Vertriebs GmbH in a cross-border consolidation of business entities.

n/a Poland

30-mar mrowiec Fialek mrowiec Fialek advised Fabryka Pizzy sp. z o.o. on the transition into Phase 2 of the investment agreement with 
sfinks Polska s.a., followed by further development of the brand and, ultimately, the sale of 100% shares of 
Fabryka Pizzy sp. z o.o. to sfinks Polska s.a.

n/a Poland

1-apr k&l Gates k&l Gates advised innovation nest on its investment in HCm Deck sp. z o.o., a developer of an innovative product 
for employee performance management. 

eur 0.5 
milion

Poland

1-apr k&l Gates k&l Gates advised Oncoarendi therapeutics s.a. on Polish law and on eu legal regulations effecttive in Poland 
and on the conduct of public offerings, as well as on internal regulations concerning the regulated market 
operated by the Warsaw stock exchange in Warsaw.

eur 14 
milion

Poland

1-apr allen & Overy a&O advised Bank Zachodni WBk on a Pln 1 billion subordinated bonds (tier ii) issuance. eur230 
million

Poland

1-apr allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance; White and Case

a&O advised macquarie european infrastructure Fund, inea s.a., and other companies from the inea group on the 
refinancing of the group's existing indebtedness, the financing of the group's capital expenditure requirements, 
and the group's general corporate and working capital purposes. White and Case advised the lenders and Clifford 
Chance advised the existing lenders.

n/a Poland

1-apr Cuatrecasas; k&l Gates k&l Gates and Cuatrecasas (on Portuguese law) advised innovation nest on an investment in Climber. n/a Poland

1-apr k&l Gates k&l Gates advised innovation nest on its investment in Versum, a company providing innovative solutions for 
beauty salon management.

n/a Poland

1-apr k&l Gates; morgan, lewis 
& Bockius

k&l Gates advised venture capital platform target Global on its investment in surge Ventures inc., a company 
developing online booking software. morgan, lewis & Bockius advised surge Ventures.

n/a Poland

1-apr k&l Gates k&l Gates advised Dirlango in connection with the purchase of shares in Contextlogic, inc., doing business as 
Wish. 

n/a Poland

1-apr Capital law limited; k&l 
Gates

k&l Gates advised alfabeat alfa sp. z o.o. sp.k in connection with an investment in a company established in 
Poland in cooperation with andiamo ltd. Capital law limited was the uk law counsel to andiamo ltd.

n/a Poland

3-apr Cms Cms advised Polski Fundusz rozwoju on the planning for a new power unit with a capacity of 910 mW to be 
constructed at the Jaworzno Power Plant, which is owned by the tauron Group. the tauron Group was advised 
by DZP.

n/a Poland

3-apr linklaters linklaters advised Panattoni europe, a branch of the Panattoni Development Company, on the construction of 
the largest parcel distribution center for the Gls Poland courier company.

n/a Poland

4-apr Greenberg traurig; k&l 
Gates

Greenberg traurig advised OtB Ventures on a seed funding transaction relating to Cosmose inc., an american 
company specializing in new technologies. Cosmose was represented by k&l Gates.

n/a Poland

6-apr Dlk legal Dlk legal advised Polish company england.pl on the acquisition of Gadu-Gadu, a Polish instant messaging 
platform, from Xevin Consulting limited.

n/a Poland
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6-apr Cms Cms advised Clinmed Pharma's owner, Wojciech kula, on a sale of a 100% stake in the company to neuca, a Polish 
wholesaler of pharmaceutical products. 

n/a Poland

11-apr argon legal; Dentons argon legal advised HB reavis on the lease of the Varso 2 office building in Warsaw to the Cambridge innovation 
Center. Dentons advised the lessee.

n/a Poland

11-apr act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised eCC real estate sp. z o.o., a developer of the nowa stacja shopping center in Pruszkow, on 
financing it received from Bank Gospodarstwa krajowewgo.

n/a Poland

11-apr Crido legal; noerr; Weil, 
Gotshal & manges

noerr advised Work service s.a. on the Pln 178.6 million sale of all its shares in exact systems companies to 
funds managed by Cornerstone Partners and Oaktree Capital management. Crido legal assisted exact systems 
management Board members leslaw Walaszczyk and Pawel Gos, and Weil, Gotshal and manges office advised 
both Cornerstone Partners and Oaktree Capital management on the acquisition.

Pln 200 
million

Poland

12-apr allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance

Clifford Chance advised Credit agricole CiB/Credit agricole Bank Polska s.a. on a refinancing facility for 
multimedia Polska s.a. allen & Overy represented multimedia Polska.

eur 515 
million

Poland

12-apr Greenberg traurig Greenberg traurig advised BnP Paribas Group on its acquisition of the core banking operations of raiffeisen Bank 
Polska from raiffeisen Bank international. rBi was advised by Weil, Gotshal & manges on the transaction.

Pln 3.25 
billion

Poland

16-apr ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised ten square Games s.a., a producer and developer of mobile and browser 
games in Poland, on its preparation of a prospectus for approval by Poland's Financial supervision Commission.

n/a Poland

18-apr Cms; ssW Pragmatic 
solutions

Cms advised Visdal investments sp. z o.o., controlled by kuwait Projects Company Holding, on its acquisition of a 
controlling stake in mlekoma sp. z o.o. and its subsidiaries Foodexo sp. z o.o and mlekoma Dairy z o.o. from amiZG 
invest sp. z o.o. ssW Pragmatic solutions advised amiZG invest.

n/a Poland

19-apr noerr; White & Case noerr advised PFr life science, a subsidiary of the Polish Development Fund, on its Pln 38.3 million investment 
in mabion s.a., a biotechnology company in Poland. mabion was represented by White & Case.

Pln 38.3 
million

Poland

20-apr BsJP BsJP advised Polaqua sp. z o.o. in connection with a public procurement proceeding entitled "reconstruction and 
extension of municipal wastewater treatment plant in Deblin" as part of the "modernization and extension of the 
sewage disposal and water supply system in Dęblin agglomeration - Stage II" project. BSJP prepared an appeal 
and represented Polaqua before the national Chamber of appeal.

eur 14.7 
million

Poland

20-apr Dentons; linklaters Dentons advised skanska on the sale of the Wroclaw Green2Day office building to niam. the buyers were 
advised by linklaters.

n/a Poland

23-apr act legal (BsWW); 
michalowski stefanski

act BsWW advised the CPi Property Group on its acquisition of five Polish retail parks from Polish developer 
katharsis Development. the michalowski stefanski law firm advised katharsis Development on the sale.

n/a Poland

26-apr magnusson magnusson advised immobel Poland on its entrance into a contract with Warbud s.a. for the first stage of 
construction of an office building in the center of Warsaw.

n/a Poland

26-apr Cms; Greenberg traurig Cms advised maxima Grupe uaB on the acquisition of 100% of the shares in emperia Holding s.a., the owner of 
the stokrotka supermarket chain. Greenberg traurig advised emperia Holding on the sale.

n/a Poland

26-apr smm legal smm legal advised the Polish national Centre for science and research on a project designed to boost the 
development of the electric transportation sector in Poland.

Pln 2 
billion

Poland

1-may Carey Olsen; k&l Gates; 
Proskauer rose; Van 
Campen liem

k&l Gates advised tFi PZu on the transfer of its interest in venture capital funds atomico, evolution equity 
Partners, and Dn Capital. Van Campen liem was the counsel to evolution equity Partners with respect to 
luxembourg law. Carey Olsen advised atomico with respect to law of the island of Guernsey. Proskauer rose 
advised Dn Capital with respect to english law and counseled atomico with respect to us law.

n/a Poland

8-may rkkw law Office the rkkW law Office successfully represented Warsaw-based emperia Holding sa in proceedings initiated 
by one of the company's minority shareholders to preclude emperia from enforcing a resolution concerning 
changes to its articles of incorporation.

n/a Poland

9-may Dentons; Greenberg 
traurig

Greenberg traurig advised madison international realty on the acquisition of 50% of the Warsaw spire a office 
building and on signing a joint-venture agreement with the seller, Ghelamco Group, which was represented by 
Dentons.

n/a Poland

14-may Chajec, Don-siemion & 
Zyto

CDZ advised Parkdema uaB, an sPV of the lithuanian-based energy and infrastructure sme Fund managed by 
lords lB asset management, on its acquisition of a 100% stake in City Parking Group s.a. from, among others, 
royalton Partners.

n/a Poland

16-may ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised ten square Games s.a. on its debut at the Warsaw stock exchange. Pln 94 
million

Poland

18-may Brockhuis Jurczak Prusak 
sroka nilsson

Brockhuis Jurczak Prusak sroka nilsson advised schnee Polska sp. z o.o. on the construction of a manufacturing 
plant in sieradz, Poland, on the territory of the lodz special economic Zone.

eur 15 
million

Poland

18-may kwasnicki, Wrobel & 
Partners

rkkW kwasnicki, Wrobel & Partners successfully represented emperia Holding sa in proceedings initiated by 
minority shareholder eurocash contesting a resolution relating to a change of one of the provisions of its articles 
of incorporation.

n/a Poland

21-may act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised GPre management sp. z o.o., on the process of preparing and negotiating agreements 
related to the implementation of saP Business One software.

n/a Poland

23-may smm legal; Weil, Gotshal 
& manges

smm legal is advising Pkn Orlen on its merger with Grupa lotos s.a., which is advised by the Warsaw office of 
Weil, Gotshal & manges.

n/a Poland

24-may Jedwabny & Brzozowska Jedwabny & Brzozowska advised less mess storage on negotiating Pln 210 million of loan facility commitments 
from Bank Polska kasa Opieki s.a.

Pln 210 
million

Poland

25-may BsJP; Dla Piper BsJP advised ideal automotive on legal issues connected with the construction of a new manufacturing plant 
in swidnica, on the territory of the Wabrzych special economic Zone. Dla Piper advised the general contractor, 
Panattoni Development europe.

eur 15 
million

Poland

25-may schoenherr; Wiercinski 
kwiecinski Baehr; Weil, 
Gotshal & manges

WkB advised BC Bavarian Candles expansion GmbH on the acquisition of 100% of the shares in korona Candles, 
a private label manufacturers of candles. the sellers - the company's founder and primary shareholders - were 
advised by Weil, Gotshal & manges. schoenherr acted as local counsel for Bayerische landesbank on Facilities 
agreement and financing for the acquisition.

n/a Poland
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28-may kondracki & Celej; Orrick kondracki & Celej and the london office of Orrick advised Black Pearls VC on Pln 3 million financing as part of 
Deep.Bi seed round, which resulted in a total of Plm 4.8 million (eur 1.1 million). the remaining 1.8 million Pln 
was raised from Polish business angels related to the media industry: Piotr Walter, tomasz Jozefacki, krzysztof 
Debowski, and adam sawicki.

eur 1.1 
million

Poland

28-may studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

sPCG studnicki Pleszka Cwiakalski Gorski successfully represented t-mobile Polska s.a. in a dispute with Poland's 
President of the Office for Competition and Consumer Protection before the country's Court of Competition and 
Consumer Protection regarding a subscription price increase and the obligation to pay public compensation.

n/a Poland

28-may allen & Overy; Greenberg 
traurig

a&O secured a phase i clearance for abris Cee mid-market Fund iii lP by the Polish Competition authority for 
abris's acquisition of sole control over Velvet Care sp. z o.o., a Polish producer of tissue consumer products. 
Greenberg traurig acted as corporate legal advisor of abris Cee mid-market Fund iii lP.

n/a Poland

29-may Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; skadden, arps, 
slate, meagher & Flom; 
Wardynski & Partners; 
Wiercinski kwiecinski 
Baehr

WkB and skadden advised Joyson electronics on Polish aspects of its usD 1.6 billion acquisition of the global 
assets of takata Corporation. Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer advised the sellers, with Wardynski & Partners 
acting as local Polish counsel.

usD 1.6 
billion

Poland

30-may lawmore; schoenherr schoenherr advised speedinvest ii euVeCa GmbH&Co kG on its investment in Polish start-up Packhelp sp. z o.o. 
lawmore advised Packhelp.

n/a Poland

31-may schoenherr schoenherr advised Carmel investments sp. z o.o. on the Polish law aspects of a Facility agreement amendment. n/a Poland

1-Jun allen & Overy; Hogan 
lovells

a&O advised Vue and its Polish subsidiary multikino on the acquisition of Cinema 3D s.a., a company operating 
several cinema sites in Poland. Hogan lovells advised the seller.

eur 16 
million

Poland

1-Jun k&l Gates k&l Gates advised i2 Development s.a. on the public bond issue program. under the program, i2 Development 
s.a. may issue unsecured bearer bonds with a total nominal value of up to Pln 100 million. the company intends 
to introduce the bonds into trading on a regulated market run by the Warsaw stock exchange.

n/a Poland

1-Jun k&l Gates; slaughter 
and may

k&l Gates advised GPW s.a. on the sale of a 20.3% stake in aquis exchange during its initial public offering and 
admission to listing on the aim market of the london stock exchange. slaughter and may advised the issuer.

n/a Poland

6-Jun smm legal smm legal assisted Poland's national Centre for research and Development on a program to incentivize the 
creation of new hydrogen storage technology.

eur 7 
million

Poland

6-Jun Wiercinski kwiecinski 
Baehr

WkB helped the ryanair Group establish ryanair sun, a new business unit in Poland. n/a Poland

7-Jun smm legal smm legal advised the national Centrer for research and Development in the preparation and execution of a 
pre-commercial procurement procedure for creating innovative technology for changing the work regime of 200 
mWe power units. 

eur 46,6 
million

Poland

11-Jun ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions helped ZPC Otmuchow s.a. obtain permission from the Polish Financial supervision 
authority for its issue prospectus.

n/a Poland

11-Jun ssW Pragmatic solutions On may 29, 2018, ssW Pragmatic solutions obtained a favorable judgment for erbud s.a. in its dispute with 
millennium Bank before the Court of appeal in Warsaw.

n/a Poland

13-Jun Dentons; Wolf theiss Dentons advised nePi rockcastle on its eur 64.9 million acquisition of the aura Centrum shopping center from 
amsterdam-based company rockspring nPs european alfa B.V., which was advised by Wolf theiss.

eur 64.9 
million

Poland

13-Jun linklaters linklaters advised Panattoni europe on the lease of 16,000 square meters of space in Panattoni Park Gdansk iii 
to lPP s.a, a Polish company engaged in the clothing and accessories industry. the complex, which is currently 
under construction, will consist of two warehouse halls of nearly 64,000 square meters.

n/a Poland

14-Jun Dentons; linklaters Dentons advised Peakside Capital on the sale of the atrium Centrum and atrium Plaza office buildings in Warsaw 
to the CPi Property Group. linklaters advised the buyers on the deal.

n/a Poland

15-Jun Cms; Dla Piper Cms advised insurance company Generali on the acquisition of entities from the Concordia ubezpieczenia 
Group, which reportedly was represented by Dla Piper.

n/a Poland

20-Jun kondracki & Celej; Orrick Orrick and kondracki & Celej advised Poland's Black Pearls VC on the investment of Pln 2.94 million (eur 
700,000) by its Black Pearls VC ii Fund into cloud-based insurtech insly, part of insly's seed round.

eur 
700,000

Poland

25-Jun Dentons Dentons advised mBank s.a. on matters related to the establishment of its emtn Program and preparation of 
the bond issue prospectus.

n/a Poland

27-Jun White & Case White & Case advised Goldman sachs international and trigon Dom maklerski s.a. on the acquisition of 4.4 
percent of the shares in Cyfrowy Polsat s.a. from sensor Overseas limited.

usD 171 
million

Poland

28-Jun White & Case White & Case advised global coordinator and book-runner Bank Zachodni WBk s.a. on the issue of 286,624,204 
new shares in Globalworth Poland real estate n.V., part of a private issue with a total value of eur 450 million.

eur 450 
million

Poland

28-Jun ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised t-Bull, a company that produces, designs, and distributes games for mobile 
devices, on approval of its prospectus by Poland's Financial supervisory authority.

n/a Poland

29-Jun DeBenedetti majewski 
szczesniak; Hogan lovells

Hogan lovells advised the Gothaer Group on the sale of its Polish subsidiary, Gothaer towarzystwo ubezpieczen, 
to the Vienna insurance Group. DeBenedetti majewski szczesniak advised Vienna insurance Group on the deal.

n/a Poland

29-Jun Greenberg traurig Greenberg traurig advised Fabryka PZO sp. z o.o, a subsidiary of soho Development s.a., on the sale of a property 
consisting of over 10,000 square meters that was part of the former Polish Optical industries factory in Warsaw.

n/a Poland

29-Jun Greenberg traurig the Warsaw office of Greenberg traurig advised invesco real estate on the sale of e-Commerce Centre - a 
logistics center in northern Poland - to Vestas investment management.

n/a Poland

30-Jun Cms; eversheds 
sutherland

eversheds sutherland advised Ghelamco in connection with a loan agreement for financing and re-financing 
of the construction of the ".big krakow" office building. Cms Cameron mckenna represented the lender, Bank 
Polska kasa Opieki s.a.

eur 25 
million

Poland

1-Jul Dentons; k&l Gates k&l Gates advised Pkn Orlen s.a. on a dispute involving the construction of a new power plant by a general 
contractor (a consortium consisting of General electric inc and snC lavalin Polska) and assisting Pkn Orlen 
during negotiations over a settlement of a contract for the construction of a 463 mWe gas and steam unit in 
Wloclawek. Dentons represented the Ge/snC consortium.

n/a Poland
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3-Jul Cms Cms Warsaw advised Phillips industries on its purchase of Fortech, a Polish manufacturer of high-quality 
electrical connections for trucks and cars.

n/a Poland

6-Jul act BsWW; Dla Piper act BsWW Poland advised Comp s.a. on the sale of 100% shares in Paytel s.a. to Portuguese company sibs-
sGPs s.a. Dla Piper advised sibs-sGPs on the acquisition.

n/a Poland

9-Jul kondrat & Partners kondrat & Partners successfully acquired protection for the trademark of the color violet in the Polish Patent 
Office for Polish mobile operator Play exclusive.

n/a Poland

10-Jul allen & Overy; Hogan 
lovells

the Warsaw office of Hogan lovells advised Cinema3D s.a. on the sale of its portfolio of sites in Poland to Vue 
international. allen & Overy advised Vue international on the acquisition.

n/a Poland

10-Jul linklaters linklaters Warsaw advised the participants in the resi4rent joint venture on their establishment and execution 
of resi4rent, which is described as "the first fully integrated investor, operator and asset manager for purpose-
built residential communities in Poland."

n/a Poland

13-Jul Greenberg traurig Greenberg traurig's Warsaw office advised Polish television broadcaster telewizja Polsat on its purchase of a 
majority stake in eleven sports network sp. z o.o. and entrance into a strategic relationship with eleven sports 
network ltd.

n/a Poland

13-Jul noerr a German-Polish team from noerr advised the schwarz Group on the takeover by its GreenCycle affiliate of the 
tonsmeier group of companies in Germany.

n/a Poland

16-Jul Dentons; linklaters linklaters advised Globalworth on its acquisition of Warsaw's spektrum tower from europa Capital. Dentons 
advised europa Capital on the deal.

eur 101 
million

Poland

16-Jul Gessel; Greenberg 
traurig; linklaters

linklaters advised triton Partners and Flokk Group on the acquisition of Profim sp. z o.o. from innova Capital. 
Greenberg traurig advised innova Capital on the acquisition, and Gessel advised Profim and its shareholders.

n/a Poland

16-Jul allen & Overy; linklaters allen & Overy advised inG Bank slaski on financing of the acquisition of nine logistic properties located in Poland 
by european logistic investment B.V. linklaters assisted the seller.

n/a Poland

18-Jul Oles & rodzynkiewicz; 
PwC legal

PwC legal advised the shareholders of online women's shoe sellers DeeZee on the sale of 51% of its shares to 
european footwear manufacturer and retailer CCC. the buyer was represented by Oles & rodzynkiewicz.

n/a Poland

23-Jul Greenberg traurig; 
szybkowski kuzma Jelen

Greenberg traurig advised Centrum Haffnera sp. z o.o. on the sale of the Centrum Haffnera commercial and 
service complex in sopot, Poland, to euroeast 2 B.V. szybkowski kuzma Jelen advised the buyer on the acquisition.

n/a Poland

23-Jul Cms; eversheds 
sutherland

Cms advised abris Cee mid-market iii lP on the acquisition by its subsidiary nePt Holdings of a stake in itP s.a., 
which operates in the aesthetic medicine industry. the sellers of the stake, itP's founders, were represented by 
Wierzbowski eversheds sutherland.

n/a Poland

24-Jul Chajec, Don-siemion & 
Zyto; Cms

Cms advised solid Brain sp. z o.o. and its shareholders on the sale of a majority stake of shares to it kontrakt sp. z 
o.o., a company belonging to the portfolio of the Oaktree Capital management and Cornerstone Partners funds. 
Chajec, Don-siemion & Zyto advised it kontrakt on the acquisition.

n/a Poland

24-Jul linklaters; Weil, Gotshal & 
manges

linklaters advised Pesa Bydgoszcz, a Polish rolling stock manufacturer, on the sale of 100% of its shares to the 
Polish Development Fund. Weil, Gotshal & manges advised the Polish Development Fund on the acquisition.

n/a Poland

26-Jul Clifford Chance; Hauszyld 
i Partnerzy adwokaci; 
kancelaria kurek, Wojcik i 
Partnerzy

Clifford Chance advised nice s.p.a. on the acquisition of 100% of shares of Polish company Fibaro Group s.a.. 
kancelaria kurek, Wojcik i Partnerzy and Hauszyld i Partnerzy adwokaci advised the Fibaro Group on the sale.

n/a Poland

26-Jul soltysinski kawecki & 
szlezak; Willkie Farr & 
Gallagher

soltysinski kawecki & szlezak and the Frankfurt office of Willkie Farr & Gallagher advised solaris Bus & Coach and 
its owners on an investment into the company by Construcciones y auxiliar de Ferrocarriles.

n/a Poland

26-Jul Wiercinski kwiecinski 
Baehr

WkB advised the PkO BP Group during the merger process of Polish investment fund companies PkO tFi and 
Gamma tFi (previously kBC tFi).

n/a Poland

30-Jul Dentons; tGs Baltic tGs Baltic and Dentons advised aB aviaam leasing and some of its shareholders on delisting the company's 
shares from trading on the regulated market of the Warsaw stock exchange.

n/a Poland

30-Jul Clifford Chance; 
elzanowski, Cherka & 
Wasowski; Hogan lovells

Clifford Chance and elzanowski, Cherka & Wasowski advised sPV Operator sp. z o.o., a subsidiary of agencja 
rozwoju Przemyslu s.a., on the acquisition of 81.05% of shares in stocznia Gdansk s.a. and 50% of shares in 
GsG towers sp. z o.o. from the Gdansk shipyard Group. Hogan lovells advised the sellers.

n/a Poland

30-Jul Brockhuis Jurczak Prusak 
sroka nilsson; Domanski 
Zakrzewski Palinka

BsJP advised no Fluff Jobs sp. on an investment agreement with ringier axel springer media aG. ringier axel 
springer was represented by DZP.

n/a Poland

30-Jul kirkland & ellis; 
schoenherr

schoenherr and kirkland & ellis advised swedish private equity firm eQt on the sale of Polish medical device 
company Htl-strefa to uk-based private equity firm investindustrial.

n/a Poland

1-aug Cuatrecasas; k&l Gates; 
PlmJ advogados

k&l Gates and Cuatrecasas advised First minute Capital and innovation nest on investments in infraspeak s.a., 
a company providing quality management solutions for industrial facilities. PlmJ advogados advised infraspeak.

eur 1.6 
milion

Poland

1-aug k&l Gates k&l Gates advised msF engenharia s.a. and its Polish branch , msF Polska, on the development of a settlement 
agreement with the General Directorate for national roads and motorways relating to mutual claims for 
unrealized contracts for the construction of motorways with a total value of Pln 400 million, as well as a parallel 
settlement agreement with JV Partners. 

eur 93 
milion

Poland

1-aug Wiercinski kwiecinski 
Baehr

WkB advised a consortium of Ge Power and alstom Power systems during a successful tender procedure and 
on signing the consequent contract for the construction of the Ostroleka C 1,000 mW power plant.

n/a Poland

1-aug Weil, Gotshal & manges; 
Wiercinski kwiecinski 
Baehr

WkB advised aBB on the Polish aspects of its acquisition of Ge industrial solutions, General electric's global 
electrification solutions business. the seller, General electric, was represented by Weil, Gotshal & manges.

n/a Poland

1-aug Greenberg traurig; Orrick Greenberg traurig and Orrick advised silvair inc. on its initial public offering of shares and their admission to 
trading on the regulated market of the Warsaw stock exchange.

n/a Poland

1-aug Cuatrecasas; k&l Gates; 
latham & Watkins

k&l Gates and Cuatrecasas advised target Global on its investment in Badi inc, a room rental facilitation 
application. latham & Watkins advised Badi.

n/a Poland
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2-aug Js legal; kondracki Celej; 
k&l Gates

kondracki Celej advised the founders of CallPage on a usD four million round-a investment by tDJ Pitango 
Ventures, innovation nest, and market One Capital. Js legal advised tDJ-Pitango, and k&l Gates counseled 
innovation nest.

usD 4 
million

Poland

3-aug Cms; Dentons Cms advised uBm Development aG and lindorcenia on the sale of the Park inn by radisson krakow Hotel to 
union investment, institutional Property. Dentons advised union investment on the acquisition.

eur 26 
million

Poland

3-aug CG law; kochanski Zieba 
& Partners

kochanski Zieba & Partners advised French Groupe Beneteau on its agreement with Polish yacht producer 
Delphia yachts regarding the sale of its design, building, and marketing operations for sailing and motor yachts 
under the Delphia yachts and maxi yachts brands. Delphia was represented by CG law.

n/a Poland

3-aug Cms Cms advised Polski Fundusz rozwoju s.a. on its acquisition of 100% of shares of krajowy Fundusz kapitalowy s.a, 
the central fund of venture capital funds in Poland, from Bank Gospodarstwa krajowego. 

n/a Poland

6-aug Dentons Dentons will provide pro bono assistance and advisory to Jerzy Owsiak, a Polish journalist, social campaigner, and 
organizer of cultural events, in a freedom of artistic expression case involving his use of profanity in a quotation 
at a recent book reading.

n/a Poland

8-aug kochanski Zieba & 
Partners; michal Bieniak

kZP advised ePP on its eur 91.1 million acquisition of the king Cross marcelin shopping center in Poznan. the 
transaction consisted of the acquisition of 100% of shares in Poznan Zonkil s.a., the owner of the shopping 
center, from the king Cross Group. the seller was advised by the michal Bieniak law Firm.

eur 91.1 
million

Poland

8-aug act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised Volkswagen on the acquisition of a new property in Poznan. n/a Poland

8-aug Dla Piper; Greenberg 
traurig

Greenberg traurig Warsaw advised Golub GetHouse, as the landlord, on a lease concluded with flexible 
workspace provider WeWork, which became the exclusive tenant of office space in the western building of the 
mennica legacy tower complex. Dla Piper advised WeWork on the deal.

n/a Poland

13-aug studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

sPCG successfully represented metlife Open Pension Fund as one of five defendants in a dispute regarding 
the failure to announce a call for subscriptions for the sale of shares in connection with the alleged conclusion 
by the shareholders of an agreement regarding consistent voting at the general meeting and conducting a 
persistent policy towards the public company.

n/a Poland

13-aug soltysinski kawecki & 
szlezak

soltysinski kawecki & szlezak advised a consortium consisting of Ferrovial agroman, Budimex, and estudio 
lamela in its reaching of a settlement with Przedsiebiorstwo Panstwowe "Porty lotnicze" in a dispute involving 
the extension of the Warsaw Okecie international airport.

n/a Poland

21-aug eversheds sutherland Wierzbowski eversheds sutherland successfully represented the Polish association of Construction employers 
before Poland's national appeal Chamber in a challenge to the award of a public contract by the PkP Plk sa 
railway company.

n/a Poland

22-aug schoenherr; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised aeW on the sale of the atrium tower office building in downtown Warsaw to the Vienna 
insurance Group. schoenherr advised the buyers.

n/a Poland

24-aug act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised europart international GmbH on its acquisition of the remaining 49% of the shares of europart 
Polska s.a. from Vesta Fundusz inwestycyjny Zamkniety aktywow niepublicznych and Protyl-serwis 44.

n/a Poland

24-aug Greenberg traurig Greenberg traurig advised ireeF on the sale of Crown square Warsaw PropCosp. z o.o., the owner of Warsaw's 
Crown square office building, to m&a Capital.

n/a Poland

24-aug Dentons; linklaters linklaters advised echo investment on the forward sale of the sagittarius Business House building in Wroclaw, 
Poland, to Warburg-HiH invest real estate GmbH. the buyer was represented by Dentons.

n/a Poland

27-aug linklaters linklaters advised real estate developer Panattoni on its agreement to build a warehouse project in the build-to-
own formula for intersnack, the German-based owner of brands such as Felix, Crispers, and Przysnacki.

n/a Poland

28-aug kwasnicki, Wrobel & 
Partners; ssW Pragmatic 
solutions

rkkW - kwasnicki, Wrobel & Partners advised Vippo sp. o.o. on its issuance of bonds on the private debt market. 
sWW Pragmatic solutions advised an unidentified investment bank on the deal.

n/a Poland

31-aug BsJP BsJP advised kapsch trafficCom aG in connection with a public procurement proceeding titled "national toll 
collection system with activities related to the collection of electronic toll and activities related to the toll 
collection." 

eur 18 
million

Poland

3-sep soltysinski kawecki & 
szlezak

soltysinski kawecki szlezaksuccessfully represented stowarzyszenie twoja sprawa in a case brought against the 
producer of Devil energy Drink.

n/a Poland

5-sep clifford chance Clifford Chance advised CBre Global investors on the sale of the Wars sawa Junior shopping Center in Warsaw 
to atrium real estate on behalf of the Property Fund Central and eastern europe.

eur 300 
million

Poland

11-sep Cms; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; PwC 
legal

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer advised the XiO Group on the sale of 100% of the shares of Compo expert GmbH 
to Grupa azoty s.a. the buyers were advised by PwC Poland and Cms Germany.

n/a Poland

11-sep Cms Cms advised lGi Ventures B.V., liberty Global’s Dutch portfolio company, on setting up a joint venture in Poland 
in the it sector.

n/a Poland

11-sep Cms Cms advised Corum asset management on its acquisition of the Castorama Diy store in Poznan. n/a Poland

13-sep Clifford Chance; 
Greenberg traurig

Greenberg traurig advised the HB reavis Group on the sale of two a class office buildings that are part of the 
Gdanski Business Center complex in the center of Warsaw to savills investment management, acting on behalf 
of malaysia's employees Provident Fund.

eur 200 
million

Poland

14-sep BsJP BsJP advised schnee Polska sp. z o.o. on legal issues connected with the construction of a manufacturing plant 
in Poland. 

eur 15 
million

Poland

17-sep lsW lesnodorski slusarek 
& Partners; maruta Wachta

maruta Wachta advised equitin Partners on the acquisition of a majority stake in kids & Co., an operator of private 
kindergartens in Poland. lsW lesnodorski slusarek & Partners advised kids & Co.

n/a Poland

17-sep Hogan lovells the Warsaw office of Hogan lovells advised Pekao Bank Hipoteczny on the issue of the public mortgage bonds. n/a Poland

18-sep k&l Gates; smm legal smm legal advised the national Center for research and Development on its participation as public investor in 
the investment by public-private investment fund tDJ Pitango Ventures in neptune sp. z o.o., the creator of the 
neptune.ml platform. tDJ Pitango Ventures was supported by k&l Gates.

eur 1.5 
million

Poland
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21-sep everberg; eversheds 
sutherland

Wierzbowski eversheds sutherland advised Grupa netsprint, an innova Capital portfolio company, on its 
acquisition of Way to Grow, a company that specializes in optimizing the advertising space of publishers in a 
programmatic model. Way to Grow was represented by everberg.

n/a Poland

26-sep sk&s; White & Case sk&s advised Cargill on its acquisition of entities operating within the konsol Group. the owners of konsol were 
represented by White & Case.

n/a Poland

26-sep WkB Wiercinski kwiecinski 
Baehr 

WkB Wiercinski kwiecinski Baehr advised Qualia Development sp. z o.o. on the sale of residence management 
sp. z o.o. to Chopin airport Development sp. z o.o. 

n/a Poland

28-sep allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance

allen & Overy advised santander Bank Polska s.a. on the issue of its eur 500 million eurobonds. the joint lead 
managers, J.P. morgan and PkO Bank Polski, were represented by Clifford Chance.

eur 500 
million

Poland

1-Oct allen & Overy; Hogan 
lovells

a&O represented mapletree investments Pte ltd., a wholly-owned subsidiary of temasek Holdings (Private) 
limited, in proceedings before the Polish Competition authority related to the acquisition of companies and 
assets belonging to the Prologis, inc. capital group. Hogan lovells advised Prologis, inc.

usD 1.1 
billion

Poland

2-Oct act BsWW act BsWW advised Zeitgeist asset management on its acquisition of an office building in Warsaw. n/a Poland

8-Oct soltysinski kawecki & 
szlezak; WkB Wiercinski 
kwiecinski Baehr

soltysinski kawecki & szlezak advised eurocash s.a. on the sale of 100% of the shares in Payup Polska s.a. to 
Centrum rozliczen elektronicznych Polskie ePlatnosci s.a. WkB Wiercinski kwiecinski Baehr advised the buyers 
on the acquisition.

n/a Poland

9-Oct Clifford Chance; Dentons Dentons advised PGe Polska Grupa energetyczna on financing provided by a consortium of banks, including 
PkO Bank Polski s.a., intesa sanpaolo s.p.a., muFG Bank n.V., and santander Bank Polska s.a. the banks were 
represented by Clifford Chance.

Pln 4.1 
billion

Poland

11-Oct Cms; linklaters Cms advised mid europa Partners on the sale of 100% of shares in altura s. a r. l., the holding company which 
owns 99.77% of the shares in Polskie koleje linowe sa, to the Polish Development Fund. linklaters advised the 
buyers on the deal.

n/a Poland

15-Oct Gide loyrette nouel Gide advised Orpea Polska on its acquisition of a property in Warsaw from Orange Polska. n/a Poland

15-Oct studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

studnicki Pleszka Cwiakalski Gorski limited Partnership successfully represented the tesco Poland retail chain in 
an arbitration dispute before the Court of arbitration at the Confederation of lewiatan in a dispute involving the 
admissibility of turnover-based bonuses by the retail chain of use in trade.

n/a Poland

19-Oct Cms Cms advised logistics company PCC intermodal s.a. on its delisting from the Warsaw stock exchange and the 
re-materialization of its shares.

n/a Poland

25-Oct Dentons Dentons advised Bank Gospodarstwa krajowego on financing the building and the equipping of a local hospital 
in Zywiec, southern Poland. 

n/a Poland

25-Oct Cooley; kubas kos 
Galkowski; Wiercinski 
kwiecinski Baehr

WkB assisted shoprunner, inc on the Polish aspects of its acquisition of both the enterprise of spring nyC, 
inc., and that of its Polish subsidiary, spring Poland sp. z o.o. Cooley advised the sellers globally and kubas kos 
Galkowski advised the sellers on Polish aspects of the transaction.

n/a Poland

26-Oct Dentons Dentons represented Generali on its acquisition of a 100% stake in Polish asset management company union 
investment tFi s.a. from union asset management Holding aG. Weil, Gotshal & manges advised the sellers on 
the transaction.

n/a Poland

30-Oct Dentons Dentons advised BGZ BnP Paribas on financing granted to PDC industrial Center 59, a joint venture of Panattoni 
and marvipol, for the construction of the Panattoni Park Warszawa annopol warehouse.

eur 9 
million 
and Pln 7 
million

Poland

30-Oct kurzynski lyszyk 
Wierzbicki

kklW represented Poland's state enterprise Porty lotnicze on the takeover of the radom airport. n/a Poland

30-Oct allen & Overy a&O advised indorama Ventures spain sl in merger proceedings before the President of the Competition and 
Consumers Protection Office regarding its acquisition of kordarna Plus a.s. and subsidiary kordplast s.r.o.

n/a Poland

31-Oct eversheds sutherland Wierzbowski eversheds sutherland advised the Warsaw university of technology on its entrance into an 
agreement with lotos lab sp. z o.o. to cooperate on r&D projects involving low-emission transportation and 
energy storage.

n/a Poland

1-nov act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised a member of the ideal idea group on its acquisition of real property located on the border of 
Warsaw and the nearby village of raszyn.

n/a Poland

1-nov Dla Piper; Greenberg 
traurig

Dla Piper advised Fattal leonardo Hotels (uk) limited on the negotiation of a long-term "build-to-suit" lease 
agreement for a 4-star hotel in Warsaw. HD reavis, the developer, was advised by Greenberg traurig.

n/a Poland

1-nov Cms Cms advised Pierre Fabre on the launch of its first online store in europe. n/a Poland

2-nov Cms Cms advised Work service s.a. on the dissolution of its joint venture with Fiege logistik stiftung & Co. kG, 
including taking full control over the JV by acquiring 26% of the shares in Work service GmbH & Co. kG (the 
joint-venture vehicle) from Fiege logistik stiftung & Co. kG and spinning-off exact systems GmbH from the 
joint-venture. 

n/a Poland

5-nov Greenberg traurig; k&l 
Gates; Weil, Gotshal & 
manges

k&l Gates advised the eBrD on its acquisition of approximately 4.5% of the shares of Bank BGZ BnP Paribas, 
which takes place in the context of the completion of BGZ BnP Paribas’ acquisition of the core assets of 
raiffeisen Bank Polska s.a. announced in april 2018.Weil, Gotshal & manges advised reiffeisen and Greenberg 
traurig assisted BGZ BnP Paribas.

eur 100 
milion

Poland

7-nov Clifford Chance; 
Greenberg traurig

Greenberg traurig advised societe Generale on the sale of euro Bank, its retail banking subsidiary in Poland, to 
Bank millenium. Clifford Chance represented the buyers.

n/a Poland

9-nov Cms; elzbieta Wasilewska Cms advised athena investments a/s on the sale of the the Polczyno wind farm (via eolica Polczyno sp. z o.o.) to 
a local private investor. the buyer was advised by lawyer elzbieta Wasilewska.

n/a Poland

11-nov allen & Overy; Greenberg 
traurig; studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

a&O advised Banco santander and subsidiary santander Bank Polska on the acquisition of Deutsche Bank 
Polska’s retail business. studnicki Pleszka Cwiakalski Gorski provided legal advice to Deutsche Bank Polska, and 
Greenberg traurig advised Deutsche Bank aG.

eur 300 
million

Poland

11-nov allen & Overy; magnusson a&O advised Grupa Zywiec on its acquistion of 100% of shares in Browar namysloww. magnusson advised the 
seller.

Pln 500 
million

Poland
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12-nov Dentons Dentons' Warsaw advised BGZ BnP Paribas on a eur 17 million financing granted to three yareal Group 
companies to refinance the purchase costs of three properties in Warsaw intended for the construction of 
residential buildings.

eur 17 
million

Poland

12-nov eversheds sutherland eversheds sutherland successfully represented interrisk tu sa in a dispute with a contractor. n/a Poland

13-nov studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

sPCG advised on the creation of Beta etF WiG20tr, the first Polish closed-end investment fund, which was 
recently authorized by Polish Financial supervision authority.

n/a Poland

14-nov Dentons; redcliffe 
Partners

Dentons advised BnP Paribas and a syndicate of international banks on the extension and increase of a pre-
export secured revolving facility to Ferrexpo.

usD 500 
million

Poland

19-nov Crido legal; Gessel; noerr noerr advised Work service s.a. on the Pln 155.3 million sale of all its shares in exact systems' companies 
in a management buy-out by Pawel Gos and leslaw Walaszczyk, founders and managers of exact systems, 
supported by funds managed by CVi Dom maklerski through remango investments. Crido legal advised the 
managers and Gessel advised CVi Dom maklerski.

n/a Poland

20-nov mrowiec Fialek; 
stemplewski szczudlo & 
Partners

mrowiec Fialek & Partners advised the private equity fund innova Capital on the acquisition by portfolio company 
OCrk sp. z o.o. of nuss sp. z o.o. stemplewski szczudlo & Partners advised the seller on the deal.

n/a Poland

20-nov CDZ legal; Cms CDZ legal advisors advised e-commerce company saveCart on the sale of a minority stake in the company to 
mBank s.a. subsidiary Future tech FiZ, a closed-end investment fund. Cms advised Future tech FiZ.

n/a Poland

20-nov kwasnicki, Wrobel & 
Partners

kwasnicki, Wrobel & Partners advised artifex mundi s.a. on the preparation and implementation of a private 
stock offering.

Pln 10.5 
million

Poland

20-nov studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

sPCG law Firm successfully represented miejskie Przedsiebiorstwo komunikacyjne s.a. before the Court of 
appeal in krakow in a dispute with the manufacturer of krakowiak trams concerning the payment of a contractual 
Pln 15 million penalty due to a delay in vehicle delivery.

Pln 15 
million

Poland

21-nov linklaters linklaters advised Globalworth on a preliminary purchase agreement with unibail-rodamco-Westfield for the 
skylight and lumen office buildings in Warsaw, part of the multi-functional Zlote tarasy complex. 

eur 190 
million

Poland

21-nov Baker tilly Woroszylska 
legal; Greenberg traurig

Greenberg traurig's Warsaw office advised Generali real estate on the acquisition of an office building in Warsaw 
from s+B Gruppe. Baker tilly Woroszylska legal assisted s+B Gruppe on the sale.

n/a Poland

22-nov Dentons Dentons Warsaw advised BGZ BnP Paribas on a eur four million financing granted to europejskie Centrum 
inwestycyjne eCi s.a., a member of the eCi Group.

eur 4 
million

Poland

22-nov studnicki Pleszka 
Cwiakalski Gorski

studnicki Pleszka Cwiakalski Gorski successfully represented krakow City Park sp. z o.o. in a dispute with Polish 
tax authorities regarding the interpretation of Vat exemption regulations.

n/a Poland

22-nov Greenberg traurig Greenberg traurig's Warsaw office successfully represented smithfield Foods in antitrust proceedings before 
the european Commission and Poland's Office of Competition and Consumer Protection.

n/a Poland

28-nov Cienkowski & Partners; 
Compliance Partners

Cienkowski & Partners advised united Beverages s.a. on its acquisition of 100% shares in system sp. z o.o. from 
agnieszka skowronska and tomasz skowronski. Compliance Partners advised the sellers.

n/a Poland

29-nov allen & Overy; Greenberg 
traurig

Greenberg traurig's Warsaw and Berlin Offices represented CCC s.a. in the sale of its German operations to 
German footwear retailer Hr Group s.a. r.l., and its acquisition of 30.5% shares of the Hr Group. allen & Overy 
advised the Hr Group on the deal.

n/a Poland

29-nov allen & Overy; Cms Cms advised private equity fund Value4Capital on the acquisition by its V4C Poland Plus Fund of waste 
management firm kom-eko s.a. from royalton Partners. allen & Overy Warsaw advised the sellers.

n/a Poland

30-nov act legal (BsWW) act BsWW advised eCC real estate on an unspecified project related to the newly-developed nowa stacja mall 
in Pruszkow, Poland.

n/a Poland

1-Dec n/a k&l Gates advised alfabeat alfa sp. z o.o. sp.k in connection with an investment in robocamp, a company 
creating online textbooks on robotics and programming. 

eur 
450,000 

Poland

1-Dec allen & Overy; Baker 
mckenzie

a&O advised innova Capital on the acquisition of a 33% stake in Oshee Polska sp. z o.o.. Baker mckenzie advised 
the seller.

n/a Poland

1-Dec Gide loyrette nouel; k&l 
Gates

k&l Gates advised i2 Development s.a. on its joint investment in a special purpose vehicle together with yit 
Development sp z o.o., which was advised by Gide loyrette nouel.

n/a Poland

1-Dec n/a k&l Gates advised Grupa lotos s.a. on establishing a corporate venture capital fund. n/a Poland

1-Dec Greenberg traurig; k&l 
Gates

k&l Gates advised alfabeat alfa sp. z o.o. sp.k in connection with its investment in unamo, a company engaged 
in creation and management of an it solution aiming at monitoring web-pages' positions in web searchers. 
Greenberg traurig advised unamo.

n/a Poland

1-Dec kPm legal Pajak michalik; 
k&l Gates

k&l Gates advised tDJ Pitango Ventures on an investment in neptune labs sp. z o.o. -- which wasassisted by 
kPm legal Pajak michalik.

n/a Poland

3-Dec Gide loyrette nouel Gide loyrette nouel advised mindspace on its development in the Polish market. n/a Poland

3-Dec Chajec, Don-siemion & 
Zyto

Chajec, Don-siemion & Zyto advised Capital Partners s.a., the majority shareholder of Gekoplast s.a, in 
connection with its acquisition by karton s.p.a.

n/a Poland

3-Dec Dla Piper Dla Piper advised both alchemia and the selling shareholders on alchemia's purchase of its own shares. n/a Poland

5-Dec Bird & Bird Bird & Bird helped Pkn Orlen negotiate a sponsorship agreement with the Williams Formula 1 team. n/a Poland

5-Dec ssW Pragmatic solutions ssW Pragmatic solutions advised BoomBit s.a. on a transaction which included the indirect acquisition of shares 
in Cellense s.r.o.

n/a Poland

5-Dec Dla Piper; Gkr legal Dla Piper advised allegro.pl on the acquisition of eBilet. Gkr legal advised the seller. n/a Poland

6-Dec Gessel Gessel advised the Polish enterprise Fund Viii, a private equity fund managed by enterprise investors, on the 
acquisition of a minority stake in anwim sa, an independent operator of fuel stations in Poland.

Pln 100 
million

Poland

10-Dec Czabanski & Galuszynski Czabanski & Galuszynski advised yawal s.a. and Final s.a. on a syndicated loan of over Pln 90 million by santander 
Bank Polska s.a. and mBank s.a.

Pln 90 
million

Poland
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11-Dec Czabanski & Galuszynski Czabanski & Galuszynski advised Bank Handlowy w Warszawie s.a. on the sale of an nPl portfolio to two 
investment funds, acting through securitization funds.

n/a Poland

12-Dec Dentons; Ozog 
tomczykowski

Dentons advised Jones lang lasalle on its acquisition of reas. the Ozog tomczykowski law firm advised reas. n/a Poland

12-Dec Cms Cms advised aberdeen standard investments on the acquisition of the Panattoni europe Park Janki ii logistics 
park.

n/a Poland

12-Dec Dla Piper Dla Piper advised alior Bank s.a. on the financing of the development of a multi-purpose investment including 
hotel, office, and retail space and a housing estate in Olsztyn, Poland by inopa. 

Pln 135 
million

Poland

13-Dec Dentons; Greenberg 
traurig

Dentons Warsaw advised Gll real estate Partners on the acquisition of the Cedet building in Warsaw from 
immobel Poland. Greenberg traurig advised immobel Poland on the sale.

eur 129.5 
million

Poland

13-Dec Greenberg traurig Greenberg traurig is representing CCC s.a. in the announced tender offer for 100% of Gino rossi s.a. n/a Poland

13-Dec Clifford Chance Clifford Chance Warsaw advised Work service s.a. on its successful debt restructuring. n/a Poland

14-Dec Czabanski & Galuszynski Czabanski & Galuszynski advised Wielton sa on adapting its operation to the requirements of the GDPr. n/a Poland

14-Dec allen & Overy; noerr noerr advised landesbank Hessen-thuringen Girozentrale on the refinancing of atrium european real estate's 
acquisition of the Wars sawa & Junior shopping center in Warsaw. allen & Overy advised aere.

n/a Poland

20-Dec Dla Piper; linklaters Dla Piper advised santander Bank Polska s.a. on the financing of the repayment of the existing facilities and 
acquisition of five student accommodation projects in Poznan, lodz, lublin, Wroclaw, and Warsaw by Griffin real 
estate. linklaters advised the borrower.

eur 27.5 
million

Poland

21-Dec Cms; Dla Piper Cms advised both the eiB and PekaO sa on financing of the revitalization and construction of the norblin Factory 
in Warsaw, with a value of eur 159.3 million. Dla Piper represented the borrower.

eur 159.3 
million 

Poland

21-Dec smm legal smm legal advised Datarella GmbH on the process of raising share capital due to the contribution in kind of 
the shares of a Polish start-up company Baltic Data science sp. z o.o. and legal aspects of the takeover, being a 
condition of a wider transaction which included the acquisition of a stake in Datarella by new investor krypto aG. 

n/a Poland

20-apr Cms Cms advised inG in connection with a usD 30 million loan to the astarta Group, a sugar and agricultural 
production and an industrial milk producer company in ukraine, for its export operations.

usD 30 
million

Poland; ukraine

1-Jan allen & Overy rtPr allen & Overy advised raiffeisen Bank international aG and raiffeisen Bank sa (romania) on a financing of 
up to eur 49.4 million granted to a romanian subsidiary of CtP Group for the development of a logistic park near 
Bucharest, romania.

eur 49.4 
million

romania

1-Jan PwC legal (David & Baias) D&B David si Baias advised Duet Private equity on its acquisition of marfin Bank romania from Cyprus Popular 
Bank.

n/a romania

1-Jan PwC legal (David & Baias) D&B David si Baias and PwC romania assisted Proleasing motors srl on the acquisition of the Hyundai car sales 
business and the business for repair and maintenance of Hyundai and Ford vehicles from automar srl. 

n/a romania

2-Jan allen & Overy; musat & 
asociatii; Wolf theiss

rtPr allen & Overy advised the shareholders of a&D Pharma on the sale of the entire group to the Dr. max 
pharmacy network, owned by Penta investments. musat & asociatii advised the buyers on the transaction. Wolf 
theiss assisted the romanian entrepreneurs Becheanu Dorel Cristinel and adina maria Becheanu, shareholders 
of the pharmacy chain arta (which includes yOrk Farm, ieZer Farm, PanPHarma meD and FastPHarm srl) 
in the sale of the pharmacies to Penta investments.

n/a romania

4-Jan Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii assisted auchan with the acquisition of Ok supermarket network, which consists 
of three stores located in and around Bucharest.

n/a romania

9-Jan Petrea & asociatii; 
Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii assisted longstanding client Voestalpine on the acquisition of the ktl plant in 
timisoara, which produces coating for metal components, from Barum technik. the seller was advised by Petrea 
& asociatii.

n/a romania

15-Jan Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii; PwC legal

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii and global advisor PwC tls avvocati e Commercialisti torino advised the Cln 
Group on an increase in its eur 200 million loan facilities to eur 315 that was advanced by a consortium of banks 
including imi, monte dei Paschi di siena, BnP Paribas, uniCredit and Banca Popolare di milano.

eur 315 
million

romania

15-Jan Drakopoulos Drakopoulos advised Phonetastic Gsm on its obtaining of a eur 2 million open credit line to sustain its corporate 
expansion.

n/a romania

15-Jan morrison & Forester; Wolf 
theiss

Wolf theiss and lead counsel morrison & Forester advised shareholders Coopertif H2 equity Partners Fund iV 
Holding W.a. and Ooesteinde investment XXi B.V. on the sale of HaleX Holding GmbH.

n/a romania

17-Jan Firon Bar nir; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised revetas Capital Fund ii and an affiliate of Cerberus Capital management on the acquisition of 
an 86,000 square meter hotel complex in Bucharest. Firon Bar nir advised the sellers.

n/a romania

22-Jan Bondoc si asociatii; 
Dentons

Bondoc si asociatii assisted JD norman industries inc., a us-based manufacturer of steel components, with 
romanian law aspects related to its acquisition of reGe automotive Brasov. the transaction, which involved 
the shareholdings of reGe Group in several countries, including Germany and romania, involved financing by 
Wanxiang america Corporation, and Bondoc si asociatii assisted JD norman industries on romanian law aspects 
of that as well. Dentons advised Wanxiang america on the financing.

n/a romania

23-Jan Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised auchan on its absorption of six companies, which together owned 11 
auchan Hyper shopping centres in Bucharest and other romanian cities.

eur 135 
million

romania

23-Jan Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised Hidroconstructia on a usD 23 million syndicated credit agreement 
concluded with BrD societe Generale and exim Bank for the implementation of a usD 115.5 million contract in 
Jordan.

usD 23 
million

romania

30-Jan Deloitte legal (reff & 
associates); tmO legal

reff & associates assisted Banca transilvania on the sale of a portion of its unsecured corporate & sme portfolio 
to eOs ksi romania s.r.l., the romanian subsidiary of a German group specializing in debt management and 
purchase. tmO legal acted as legal counsel to eOs ksi romania.

eur 120 
million

romania

30-Jan Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised the PZP, syaa, and arXtuDiO architecture offices on their merger into 
a new entity, named Cumulus.

n/a romania
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1-Feb Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii; Vlad rogozea 
sitaru & asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised BlOm Bank on the restructuring of a eur 22 million loan to electroputere. 
Vlad rogozea sitaru & asociatii advised electroputere.

eur 22 
million

romania

1-Feb PwC legal (David & Baias) D&B David si Baias and PwC romania assisted tDV sa on the acquisition of the magnolia shopping Center in 
Brasov, romania. Following the transaction, tDV sa became the new shareholder of miller Centre srl, the 
owner of the shopping mall. the seller, miller Developments, is a division of the British investment group miller. 

n/a romania

1-Feb BDO; PwC legal (David 
& Baias)

D&B David si Baias and PwC romania assisted private investor ioan Biianu on the acquisition of participations 
held by ienovan radu in romanian companies Glissando srl, tellurium Chemical Co srl, and Conf-met sa. BDO 
was the seller's legal advisor.

n/a romania

1-Feb Goodwin Procter; Jones 
Day; latham & Watkins; 
Wolf theiss

Wolf theiss assisted theramex HQ uk limitedon on the acquisition of all assets belonging to the women's health 
business line of teva Pharmaceutical industries. latham & Watkins and Jones Day were lead counsels to the 
buyer. Goodwin Procter advised teva.

usD 703 
million

romania

6-Feb eversheds sutherland; 
maravela & asociatii

maravela & asociatii advised Betty ice, a romanian ice cream producer, on the sale of the company to unilever 
south Central europe. the buyer was advised by eversheds sutherland.

n/a romania

7-Feb allen & Overy rtPr allen & Overy obtained a dismissal of the application for restitution in kind for the land where the Profi store 
in the center of Cluj napoca is located.

n/a romania

9-Feb Zamfirescu racoti & 
Partners

Zamfirescu racoti & Partners successfully represented romania's national agency for mineral resources in 
arbitration against Chevron.

n/a romania

20-Feb Dobre, tulei & asociatii; 
tuca Zbarcea & asociatii

tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised the founders of evotracking srl on the sale of 100% stake to Vodafone 
romania. Dobre, tulei & asociatii advised the buyers.

n/a romania

26-Feb maravela & asociatii maravela & asociatii advised Belgian company interparking on its almost eur 4 million acquisition of P700 
Parking, in timisoara, from s.C. Constructim s.a.

eur 4 
million

romania

28-Feb eversheds sutherland; 
Deloitte legal (reff & 
associates)

reff & associates advised nePi rockcastle on its taking over the building of a commercial center in downtown 
sibiu, romania, from Primavera Development Group. Primavera Development Group was assisted by eversheds 
sutherland romania.

eur 21 
million

romania

28-Feb Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised unirii View, a company owned by Belgian investor yves Weerts, on a eur 
23 million financing from raiffeisen Bank meant for the development of unirii View's 19-floor office building.

eur 23 
million

romania

2-mar Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised Wta world number 1 women's tennis player romanian simona Halep on 
the signing of a new commercial endorsement contract with nike.

n/a romania

8-mar allen & Overy; tuca 
Zbarcea & asociatii; Wolf 
theiss

rtPr allen & Overy advised the eBrD on a eur 60 million loan to transgaz, the technical operator of the national 
natural gas transmission, for its construction of romania's section of a regional gas pipeline between romania, 
Bulgaria, Hungary, and austria. transgaz was assisted by tuca, Zbarcea & asociatii. Wolf theiss advised the 
european investment Bank (eiB) in relation to the financing, via two tranches amounting to eur 100 million, 
granted to transgaz to finance the construction of the romanian section of the gas pipeline from Bulgaria to 
austria via romania and Hungary (Brua).

eur 60 
million and 
eur 100 
million

romania

13-mar Fenwick & West; 
Gunderson Dettmer; tuca 
Zbarcea & asociatii

tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised accel Partners as lead investor in a eur 153 million series B funding round for 
uiPath, a leading enterprise robotic process automation software company. new investors CapitalG and kleiner 
Perkins Caufield & Byers joined accel, already an existing investor, in contributing. Fenwick & West also advised 
accel, and Gunderson Dettmer advised uiPath.

eur 153 
million

romania

13-mar Clifford Chance Clifford Chance Badea secured a favorable decision for BrD societe Generale in relation to a claim raised by 
metexcom srl at the Court of international Commercial arbitration attached to the Chamber of Commerce and 
industry of romania.

n/a romania

16-mar Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Pnsa advised the somaco Group on several multimillion credit facilities granted by BrD societe Generale and 
Banca transilvania.

n/a romania

19-mar suciu Popa & associates suciu Popa has successfully represented an enel Group company at the romanian High Court of Cassation and 
Justice in a matter involving the issuance of green certificates for a wind energy production project.

n/a romania

22-mar musat & asociatii the criminal law team of musat & asociatii won a case before romania's High Court of Cassation and Justice 
involving client ludovic Orban, the chairman of the main opposition party, who had been accused of using his 
influence to obtain undue advantage by the romanian national anticorruption Directorate.

n/a romania

26-mar suciu Popa & associates suciu Popa successfully represented Hidroelectrica, an electricity production and technological services provider 
in romania, in two complex court cases involving claims of over eur 2 million made by an equipment provider.

eur 2 
million

romania

26-mar allen & Overy; Pelifilip PeliFilip assisted the majority shareholder of the romanian companies ecoPack and ecopaper with the sale of its 
shares to the British group Ds smith. allen & Overy advised Ds smith on the deal.

n/a romania

29-mar Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii provided legal advice to a nature documentary movie project named "untamed 
romania," which had its romanian premiere at the Bucharest national theater on march 21, 2018.

n/a romania

1-apr PwC legal (David & Baias); 
toader si asociatii

D&B David si Baias assisted the Jianu familiy with the sale of their participation in Proestetica Hospital srl to 
Centrul medical "Policlinico di monza" srl. toader si asociatii was the buyer`s legal advisor.

n/a romania

1-apr Dima si asociatii; PwC 
legal (David & Baias)

D&B David si Baias advised the shareholders of Clinica Polisano on the sale of the company. Dima si asociatii 
advised the buyer.

n/a romania

1-apr schoenherr; shearman & 
sterling

schoenherr and shearman & sterling advised the eurobank Group on the sale of its shares in Bancpost sa, erB 
retail services iFn sa ,and erB leasing iFn sa to Banca transilvania. 

n/a romania

3-apr tuca Zbarcea & asociatii tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised al Dahra agriculture llC on the acquisition of a project company (agricost), 
holding the farming rights to approximately 57,000 hectares in romania. 

eur 200 
million

romania

5-apr mitel & Partners; Deloitte 
legal (reff & associates)

reff & associate - the romanian office of Deloitte legal - advised the Halewood Group on the sale of its wine 
production and distribution operations to the alexandrion Group. alexandrion was advised by mitel & Partners.

n/a romania

11-apr suciu Popa & associates suciu Popa successfully represented monsson trading in enforcement proceedings against the inG Bank. n/a romania

12-apr schoenherr schoenherr romania assisted salesianer miettex with the acquisition of Promar textil srl's professional laundry 
services business from its shareholders (the moraru family). 

eur 5 
million

romania
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13-apr nestor nestor Diculescu 
kingston Petersen

nestor nestor Diculescu kingston Petersen represented azomures, a romanian fertilizer producer, in a 
commercial dispute against private railway company Grup Feroviar roman.

eur 15 
million

romania

24-apr allen & Overy rtPr allen & Overy advised a syndicate of banks made up of inG Bank n.V., Banca Comerciala romana, raiffeisen 
Bank sa, and uniCredit Bank sa in relation to a credit facility of usD 360 million granted to kmG international.

usD 360 
million

romania

1-may PwC legal (David & 
Baias); radulescu, iliescu, 
maravela & asociatii

D&B David si Baias performed a legal due diligence investigation and provided legal transaction assistance to 
rombat sa during its subscription of approximately 35% from the share capital of Prime motors industry srl. 
radulescu, iliescu, maravela & asociatii advised the seller.

n/a romania

1-may bpv Grigorescu stefanica BPV Grigorescu stefanica assisted the municipality of Bucharest with the preparation of a prospectus for 
admission to trading of 55,500 municipal bonds, amounting to rOn 555 million, with a fixed interest rate of 5.6% 
(5.53% effective interest rate after premium) and a maturity of ten years, on the regulated spot market of the 
Bucharest stock exchange.

rOn 555 
million

romania

2-may Cms; tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii

tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised Peeraj Brands international on the eur 33 million sale of a 100% stake in shoe 
express s.a. to Polish footwear retailer CCC. Cms romania advised CCC.

eur 33 
million

romania

2-may Cee attorneys Cee attorneys advised venture capital fund sparking Capital in signing a seed investment contract with romanian 
toy company evertoys.

n/a romania

9-may allen & Overy; Wolf theiss rtPr allen & Overy advised autonom services on the acquisition of Bt Operational leasing, an operational 
leasing company currently owned by the Banca transilvania Group. Bt was represented by Wolf theiss.

n/a romania

16-may Biris Goran Biris Goran assisted Romanian investors in the hostile takeover of Romprim SA , a leading Romanian fire-fighting 
and other special vehicles manufacturer. 

n/a romania

18-may Deloitte legal; kinstellar; 
Deloitte legal (reff & 
associates)

reff & associates - the Bulgarian member of Deloitte legal - advised mas real estate on its acquisition of 
the militari shopping Center in Bucharest from atrium european real estate. atrium was advised by kinstellar 
romania.

eur 95 
million

romania

24-may Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Pnsa advised medicover on the acquisition of a majority stake in Pelican Hospital in romania. n/a romania

25-may nestor nestor Diculescu 
kingston Petersen

nestor nestor Diculescu kingston Petersen successfully represented the municipality of Bucharest in a dispute 
involving ownership of the mogosoaia Palace.

n/a romania

13-Jun Clifford Chance; Hengeler 
mueller

Clifford Chance Badea advised BnP Paribas leasing on the acquisition of shares in two romanian companies 
from ikB, a Germany-based group that is exiting the local market. Hengeler mueller (global) and tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii (local) advised ikB on the deal. 

n/a romania

18-Jun Cms; noerr noerr advised Germany's messer group on its take-over of the Buse Gaz company, which provides delivery 
services for industrial gases in romania. Buse Gaz was represented by Cms romania.

n/a romania

20-Jun kinstellar; allen & Overy kinstellar advised Ballymore Group, an ireland-based international property development company, on the sale 
of property to mitiska reim. the buyer was represented by rtPr allen & Overy.

n/a romania

21-Jun Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii; schoenherr

schoenherr assisted akzonobel on its acquisition of 100% of the shares of Fabryo Corporation s.r.l., a 
decorative paints company. the seller, Oresa Ventures, was assisted by Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii.

n/a romania

21-Jun kinstellar; Popovici nitu 
stoica & asociatii

Pnsa advised swiss grain and fertilizer trader ameropa on the acquisition of 40% of the shares of agribusiness 
companies Promat Comimpex and agroind Cauaceu, two distributors of agricultural inputs and outputs in the 
northern part of romania. the sellers, Cristian moldovan and Dan Corbut, were represented by kinstellar.

n/a romania

25-Jun Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii; tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii

tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised speedwell real estate Development on its acquisition of two plots of land from 
austrian real estate investor immofinanz, which was represented by Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii.

n/a romania

26-Jun Paul Hastings; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss advised ContourGlobal on the acquisition of a 7 mW photovoltaic project in romania from Quadrivio 
Capital from one of the largest private equity funds in italy, recently taken over by Green arrow Capital. Paul 
Hastings advised the italian entities.

eur 7 
million 

romania

28-Jun musat & asociatii musat & asociatii successfully represented romania's Vasile alecsandri Cultural and scientific society and the 
ministry of Culture and national identity in a dispute involving the classification of the Vasile alecsandri memorial 
House in Bacau as a historical monument.

n/a romania

29-Jun kinstellar kinstellar advised us-based idera inc. on its acquisition of Froala labs, a romanian start-up which develops tools 
for web and mobile app programmers.

n/a romania

1-Jul Popovici nitu stoica 
& asociatii; PwC 
legal (David & Baias); 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised German group Phoenix on its acquisition of drugs wholesaler Farmexim and the Help net 
pharmace chain. Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii and David & Baias advised the sellers.

eur 100 
million

romania

2-Jul kinstellar; sidley austin kinstellar and sidley austin advised Pandora media inc. on its eur 145 million acquisition of adsWizz inc., a digital 
audio ad tech firm.

eur 145 
million

romania

2-Jul kinstellar kinstellar advised the shareholders of Promat Comimpex and agroind Cauaceu, two agribusiness companies in 
romania, on the sale of 40% of their shares to ameropa, a swiss grain and fertilizer trader.

n/a romania

3-Jul nestor nestor Diculescu 
kingston Petersen

nestor nestor Diculescu kingston Petersen assisted aFi europe with the acquisition of 43,000 square meters of 
land close to Bucharest's aFi Park office development and shopping mall from new Century Holdings.

n/a romania

5-Jul Clifford Chance Clifford Chance Badea secured a favorable decision for Pfizer in relation with the claim of a pharmaceutical 
company concerning the romanian ministry of Health's public acquisition procedure of 13-valent pneumococcal 
conjugate vaccine.

n/a romania

5-Jul tuca Zbarcea & asociatii tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised ringier sportal, a joint venture of ringier romania and Bulgaria's sportal media 
Group, on the acquisition of romanian sports brand Gazeta sporturilor and its online platform.

n/a romania

9-Jul allen & Overy; Wolf theiss the Bucharest office of Wolf theiss assisted Bt investments with the sale of 100% shares of Bt Operational 
leasing to autonom services and autonom international. rtPr allen & Overy advised both autonom Group 
companies in the acquisition.

n/a romania

12-Jul tuca Zbarcea & asociatii tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised enGie romania on the acquisition of 60% of Flashnet. n/a romania
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12-Jul Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised swietelsky romania on its successful tender for a public procurement 
contract involving the "rehabilitation of the Pedestrian tunnel, railway Platforms and Coverings, Water-sewage 
networks for the sibiu station" by romania's national railroad Company.

n/a romania

13-Jul allen & Overy; Baker 
mckenzie; tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii

rtPr allen & Overy advised Pet Product shareholder Cristian Pop on the sale of his company to rohatyn Group. 
the buyer was represented by Baker mckenzie and tuca Zbarcea & asociatii.

n/a romania

16-Jul Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Pnsa advised medicover on the acquisition of romania's academica medical Center. n/a romania

17-Jul ropes & Gray; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss assisted us fund Genstar Capital llC in acquiring CrF Health Group, an international provider of 
health-related services, from private equity firm Vitruvian Partners. the deal was part of a global transaction 
involving the us, uk, australia, Finland, and romania subsidiaries of CrF Health Group limited. ropes & Gray was 
lead counsel for the buyer. 

n/a romania

27-Jul Cms; Deloitte legal (reff 
& associates)

reff & associates advised Damen, a shipbuilding group in the netherlands, on taking over Daewoo shipbuilding 
& marine engineering Co ltd.'s participation in romania's Daewoo mangalia shipyard. Dsme was advised by Cms.

n/a romania

30-Jul Clifford Chance Clifford Chance Badea advised rockwool romania during the negotiations of a construction contract with 
COn-a sibiu for a stone wool factory in Ploiesti, romania.

n/a romania

8-aug PeliFilip; Popovici nitu 
stoica & asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised Dedeman on the acquisition of the Bridge, a new office project in 
Bucharest with approximately 80,000 square meters of leasable area, from Forte Partners. the seller was 
counseled by PeliFilip.

n/a romania

10-aug Drakopoulos Drakopoulos assisted yellow korner with regard to its presence in romania by preparing a "franchising kit." n/a romania

17-aug Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Pnsa advised private healthcare chain medicover on its acquisition of the Phoenix medical Center, which has a 
network of eight medical centers in southwest romania.

n/a romania

22-aug Biris Goran Biris Goran represented One United Properties in the acquisition of a 25,800 sqm piece of land in Bucharest’s 
Floreasca area from telekom, following a February 2018 public auction.

eur 18 
million

romania

24-aug tuca Zbarcea & asociatii tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised erste Bank Group on its acquisition of an additional 6.29% shareholding in 
Banca Comerciala romana from investment company siF Oltenia, giving it a 99.88% stake.

n/a romania

27-aug maravela & asociatii; 
schoenherr

maravela & asociatii assisted a majority shareholder of romanian petfood producer nordic Petfood on the sale of 
the entire business to united Petfood. schoenherr advised united Petfood on the acquisition.

n/a romania

30-aug Deloitte legal (reff & 
associates); Wolf theiss

reff & associates assisted Banca transilvania on the sale of a portion of its secured corporate & sme portfolio 
to B2holding, the romanian subsidiary of a leading Pan-european debt specialist. Wolf theiss advised the buyer.

eur 125 
million

romania

30-aug Deloitte legal (reff & 
associates); Dla Piper; 
laura istrate law Office

reff & associates advised Priscilla BV on the sale (by means of a share deal) of its office portfolio of four office 
buildings in Bucharest. laura istrate law Office was the purchaser’s legal advisor and Dla Piper Dinu was the 
foreign financial insititution's legal advisor. 

eur 8.8 
million

romania

1-sep bpv Grigorescu stefanica bpv Grigorescu stefanica assisted immofinanz aG with respect to notification of the economic concentration 
resulting from its takeover of sole control over s immo aG to romania's competition council.

eur 390 
million

romania

1-sep Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised somaco Grup Prefabricate, an affiliate of swedish investment fund Oresa 
Ventures, on the merger by acquisition of somaco antrepriza and somaco structuri Prefabricate. through the 
merger, somaco Grup Prefabricate also acquired the G&D teius, targoviste, and timisoara concrete products 
plants. 

n/a romania

1-sep bpv Grigorescu stefanica; 
rada & asociatii

BPV Grigorescu stefanica assisted Fair Value Com on its take-over by s&t romania. s&t romania was assisted 
by rada & asociatii.

n/a romania

4-sep Biris Goran Biris Goran advised Cloudtreats inc., on the sale of its food delivery platform, hipmenu.ro, to online food-delivery 
group Delivery Hero.

n/a romania

18-sep Wolf theiss Wolf theiss's Bucharest office reported that it secured a favorable decision in the first instance in an eur 180 
million claim against saudi arabia's al-arrab Contracting Co., the majority shareholder of electroputere Craiova.

eur 180 
million

romania

24-sep Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Pnsa assisted swiss grain and fertilizer trader ameropa on its acquisition of the sarulesti agricultural base from 
Comcereal Fundulea.

n/a romania

2-Oct Clifford Chance; White 
& Case

Clifford Chance Badea advised Polish-based private equity fund abris Capital Partners on the sale of the urgent 
Cargus courier company to mid europa Partners. White & Case advised mid europa on the deal.

n/a romania

10-Oct stratulat albulescu stratulat albulescu advised World Class romania on the acquisition of the stay Fit Gym Oltenitei fitness club 
from stay Fit Gym srl. 

n/a romania

15-Oct Popovici nitu stoica 
& asociatii; the law 
Chamber

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised WDP, a Belgian developer and owner of logistics and warehousing, on 
the acquisition of two logistics parks in romania: Dunca logistics Centre from Dunca imobiliare and CtPark Cluj 
i from CtP Group. Dunca imobiliare was represented by moroianu & associates, and the CtP Group was advised 
by romania's the law Chamber.

n/a romania

24-Oct allen & Overy rtPr allen & Overy advised arobs transilvania on the acquisition of sas Grup, the company that owns alarma.ro. 
solo Practitioner Gabriela stanescu advised the sas Grup on the deal.

n/a romania

25-Oct mcGregor & Partners mcGregor & Partners helped Fauna & Flora international acquire 115 hectares of land in transylvania to provide a 
key corridor for large carnivores as part of the eu's life Connect Carpathians project.

n/a romania

29-Oct Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii; tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised Voestalpine on the acquisition of a majority stake in travertec Buzau. 
tuca Zbarcea & asociatii advised the seller.

n/a romania

30-Oct suciu Popa & associates suciu Popa & associates represented kmG international in connection with the structuring and creation of the 
new kazakh-romanian investment Fund.

n/a romania

31-Oct Deloitte legal (reff & 
associates)

reff & associates advised Patria Bank on the sale of a portfolio of non-performing loan receivables to 
investCapital ltD, a part of the kruk Group.

rOn 245 
million

romania

1-nov Berechet rusu Hirit Berechet rusu Hirit successfully represented the monsson Group, a green energy producer and owner of two 
wind farms in Constanta, romania, in a tax dispute before the country's High Court of Cassation and Justice.

n/a romania
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2-nov Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii advised rtC Proffice experience, a subsidiary of swedish investment fund Oresa 
Ventures, on the acquisition of the cleaning and hygiene products distribution of Paper Plus srl.

n/a romania

9-nov Dentons; PwC legal Dentons advised monsson on the sale of a member of its group to an italian investor. PwC legal advised the buyer n/a romania

12-nov tuca Zbarcea & asociatii tuca Zbarcea & associates advised a syndicate of banks consisting of Banca Comerciala romana, raiffeisen 
Bank, BrD Groupe societe Generale, and Banca transilvania on a syndicated credit facility for medlife.

n/a romania

13-nov ijdelea mihailescu ijdelea mihailescu assisted Black sea Oil & Gas throughout the performance of the open season capacity booking 
process and its entrance into a gas transmission contract with sntGn transgaz necessary for the midia Gas 
Development Project, a project aimed at putting the natural gas of XV midia Block, offshore Black sea, into 
production.

n/a romania

14-nov Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & associates advised DB schenker on the merger of its romanian businesses into one 
company.

n/a romania

14-nov Pelifilip; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss assisted funds advised by revetas Capital advisors llP in the acquisition of the landmark, a 
premium office complex located in Bucharest's Central Business District, from manali Holdings limited and 
Daphne Consultancy real estate srl. PeliFilip advised the sellers on the deal.

n/a romania

15-nov tanasescu Gavrila and 
associates; Zamfirescu 
racoti & Partners

Zamfirescu racoti & Partners and tanasescu Gavrila & asociatii successfully represented the romania state in an 
iCsiD investment arbitration initiated by alpiq aG switzerland.

usD 450 
million

romania

20-nov Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii; tuca Zbarcea & 
asociatii

Popovici nitu stoica & asociatii assisted Voestalpine aG on the acquisition of a 60% stake in travertec Buzau 
from PCm rail.One aG. tuca Zbarcea asociatii advised travertec on the sale.

n/a romania

20-nov Popovici nitu stoica & 
asociatii

Pnsa assisted rtC Proffice experience, a subsidiary of sweden's Oresa Ventures investment fund, with its 
acquisition of the cleaning and hygiene products distribution business of Paper Plus srl.

n/a romania

22-nov allen & Overy; noerr rtPr allen & Overy advised ruukki romania, a member of the swedish group ssaB, in relation to the sale of its 
factory in Bolintin-Deal, romania, to Finland's Peikko Group Corporation. noerr advised the buyers.

n/a romania

23-nov suciu Popa & associates suciu Popa & associates advised Black sea Oil & Gas s.r.l. and its co-venture partners Petro Ventures resources 
s.r.l and Gas Plus international B.V. on signing a Gas sales agreement with enGie subsidiary engie energy 
management romania s.r.l. for natural gas supply from the midia Gas Development Project.

n/a romania

27-nov Dla Piper; stratulat 
albulescu

stratulat albulescu advised Gapminder on its eur 600,000 investment in FintechOs. Dla Piper advised Fintech 
on the deal.

eur 
600,000

romania

27-nov Dla Piper; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss Bucharest assisted search Corporation and two minority shareholders in the sale of their participation 
in Plaza Development srl, which owns Bucharest's Crystal tower office building, to Czech investment company 
PPF real estate. Dla Piper advised the seller.

n/a romania

27-nov maravela & asociatii maravela|asociatii assisted Cee chemicals producer Chimcomplex in the romanian Competition Council's 
merger review procedure related to the company's takeover of Oltchim's assets.

n/a romania

27-nov ijdelea mihailescu ijdelea mihailescu provided legal assistance to Black sea Oil & Gas in relation to the engineering, Procurement, 
Construction, installation & Commissioning Contract for all offshore and onshore facilities and Development 
Drilling Contract with GsP Offshore for the midia Gas Development Project, offshore romania.

n/a romania

27-nov Jinga & asociatii Jinga & asociatii advised romania's ecofarmacia network on the structuring, implementation, and operation of 
the online Pilulka.ro pharmacy platform.

n/a romania

6-Dec Dentons Dentons advised a syndicate of Bank Pekao s.a., Ceska sporitelna, a.s., PkO BP, and inG Bank slaski on the 
financing of amrest Group.

eur 190 
million

romania

14-Dec Bondoc si asociatii; 
Dentons; Deloitte legal 
(reff & associates); 
stratulat albulescu; White 
& Case

Dentons advised Credit suisse aG and stratulat albulescu and White & Case advised VtB Bank europe se on 
financing for Chimcomplex sa Borzesti's acquisition of several asset bundles from Oltchim sa. Bondoc & 
asociatii advised Oltchim on the sale and reff & associates, a member of Deloitte legal, developed the due 
dilligence report based on which Chimcomplex secured its financing.

eur 40 
million

romania

18-Dec allen & Overy; Paun 
Ciprian si asociatii

rtPr allen & Overy advised CeeCat Capital on the sale of Brikston Construction solutions s.a., one of the major 
players on the masonry and finishing materials market in romania, to the austrian group leier. the buyer was 
advised by Paun Ciprian si asociatii.

n/a romania

30-Dec Drakopoulos Drakopoulos advised emV-util srl on its acquisition of land plots in romania and on the construction of real 
estate development projects in several romanian cities. 

eur 10 
million

romania

1-Dec bpv Grigorescu stefanica; 
Jones Day; Weil, Gotshal & 
manges; Wolf theiss

BPV Grigorescu stefanica assisted molex usa (a subsidiary of koch industries) on its acquisition of the laird 
Group’s romanian subsidiary. Jones Day uk acted as lead counsel for molex and coordinated the legal assistance 
provided in several jurisdictions. laird CVs Division was advised by Weil, Gotshal & manges and Wolf theiss.

n/a romania;

18-sep aP legal; Cms; JPm 
Jankovic Popovic mitic

aP legal Belgrade and Cms Bucharest advised the lenders of Victoria Group a.d. Beograd and its subsidiaries on 
the sale of its loan receivables to mk Group d.o.o. Belgrade. Jankovic, Popovic, mitic advised the Victoria Group.

n/a romania; serbia 

8-Jan White & Case White & Case advised russian food retailer X5 retail Group on the acquisition of one of the largest retail 
supermarket chains in russia, currently operating under the O'key brand.

n/a russia

10-Jan Carnelutti; Dentons; 
Orrick

Orrick advised u.s. impact finance company FinCa impact Finance in the divestiture of its micro-finance 
operations in russia to luxembourg-based mikro kapital. the transaction involved restructuring third-party 
financing from the eBrD, the meF, and the responsability Fund. mikro kapital was advised by italian/russian law 
firm Carnelutti, and the lenders were advised by Dentons.

n/a russia

12-Jan Dentons Dentons advised raven russia on its acquisition of part of a warehouse complex from the Orientir group. n/a russia

17-Jan Goltsblat BlP Goltsblat BlP advised aFG national on the sale of a 35% stake in its subsidiary yuzhniye Zemli llC to Volga 
Group agro, a company consolidating Volga Group's agricultural projects.

n/a russia

17-Jan andrey Gorodisskiy & 
Partners

andrey Gorodisskiy & Partners supported a capital increase of a commercial real estate sub-fund to ruB 8.8. 
billion through telecom-5 - a joint venture of sberbank PJsC and rostelecom PJsC.

ruB 2.4 
billion

russia

18-Jan Dla Piper; salomons Dla Piper advised yandex.taxi on its acquisition of russia's FoodFox restaurant delivery service. salomons 
advised the sellers.

n/a russia
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19-Jan Clifford Chance; Dentons Clifford Chance moscow advised a consortium of banks on a eur 150 million syndicated facility for PJsC 
Chelyabinsk Pipe, a russian manufacturer of tubular goods and the provider of integrated solutions for fuel and 
energy companies. the ChelPipe group was advised by Dentons.

eur 150 
million

russia

30-Jan egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

ePam defended the interests of the Federal state institution of the north West Construction, reconstruction, 
and restoration management of the russian Federation Culture ministry in a dispute over a penalty of ruB 300 
million levied against the contractor stroy soyuz llC.

ruB 300 
million

russia

12-Feb Capital legal services; 
skolkovo Deal support 
Center

Capital legal services advised the rusnano sistema siCar fund on its usD 1.5 million investment project into 
Geosplit, a russian oil service developer and integrator of technology for the oil industry. Geosplit was advised 
by the skolkovo Deal support Center.

usD 1.5 
million

russia

12-Feb Capital legal services; 
skolkovo Deal support 
Center

Capital legal services advised the rusnano sistema siCar fund on its usD 1.5 million investment project into 
Geosplit, a russian oil service developer and integrator of technology for the oil industry. Geosplit was advised 
by the skolkovo Deal support Center.

usD 1.5 
million

russia

13-Feb Goltsblat Blp Goltsblat BlP advised alfa-Bank on the acquisition of a portfolio of shares in Pay-me, a mobile acquiring services 
company.

n/a russia

16-Feb White & Case White & Case advised JsC siberian anthracite, a producer and exporter of ultrahigh-grade anthracite, on a pre-
export financing of up to us 570 million from a pool of international and russian banks.

usD 570 
million

russia

27-Feb Dla Piper Dla Piper advised novaWind, a rosatom state atomic energy Corporation's unit responsible for new energy 
programs in russia, on its joint venture with Dutch turbine developer lagerwey to supply 388 turbines to russian 
wind farms by 2022.

n/a russia

1-mar egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

ePam defended the interests of razvitie Zdorovia i sporta llC in a dispute over billions of rubles worth of losses. ruB 100 
million

russia

8-mar Cms; kirkland & ellis; 
latham & Watkins

Cms russia advised livanova PlC on the sale of its cardiac rhythm management business to microPort scientific 
Corp. latham & Watkins was global counsel to livanova. kirkland & ellis acted as legal counsel to microPort.

usD 190 
million

russia

9-mar egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners successfully defended VeB-leasing in a dispute against inpromleasing. ruB 12 
billion

russia

9-mar Baker mckenzie; Capital 
legal services

Capital legal services advised leroy merlin on its ruB 12 billion acquisition of 12 out of the 14 k-rauta stores 
owned by Finland's kesko, with kesko discontinuing its operations in russia. Baker mckenzie advised kesko on 
the sale.

ruB 12 
billion

russia

19-mar Baker mckenzie; Goltsblat 
BlP

Goltsblat BlP advised the shareholder of tymensky Fanerny Zavod, a plywood producer in Western siberia, on 
the sale of the company's 100% stake to sVeZa, a global producer of birch plywood. sVeZa was advised by Baker 
mckenzie.

n/a russia

21-mar Goltsblat BlP; White & 
Case

Goltsblat BlP advised Otkrytaya mobilnaya Pltaforma llC and rusinteH on the sale of 75% of shares of 
Otkrytaya mobilnaya Pltaforma and 75% of shares of Vatron llC respectively to PJsC rostelecom. rostelecom 
was advised by White & Case's moscow office.

n/a russia

17-apr Pepeliaev Group the Pepeliaev Group won three tenders to provide Gazprom PJsC general legal and consulting services, audits 
in relation to taxes and social security contributions, and representation before state and judicial authorities.

n/a russia

24-apr alrud alrud represented niDeC Corporation before Fas russia as part of nidec Corporation's global acquisition of 
Whirlpool Corporation’s embraco compressor business.

usD 1.08 
billion

russia

4-may Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner successfully represented mobile operator VimpelCom in a dispute with the russian 
Federal antimonopoly service over changes to B2B sms service tariffs.

n/a russia

7-may alrud; slaughter and may alrud advised siCPa security solutions sa regarding the establishment of a JV with russian local partners to 
provide equipment and services relating to the tracking, tracing, and identifying goods in russia. slaughter and 
may advised on english law.

n/a russia

7-may alrud; loeb & loeb; Paul, 
Weiss, rifkind, Wharton & 
Garrison

alrud represented endeavor in the acquisition of neulion, a technology product and service provider specializing 
in the digital video broadcasting, distribution and monetization of live and on-demand content to internet-
enabled devices. Paul, Weiss, rifkind, Wharton & Garrison was global advisor to endeavor and loeb & loeb acted 
for neulion.

usD 250 
million

russia

8-may egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners represented publicly owned joint-stock company alviz, subsidiary to the 
Beluga Group, in an intellectual property rights dispute against llC shampanskiye Vina.

n/a russia

14-may Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner; s & k Vertical

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner represented the interests of Double llC in a dispute with the social network 
Vkontakte over the use of open data from a social network. Vkontakte was represented by s&k Vertical.

n/a russia

15-may White & Case White & Case advised VtB Bank on a secured term loan provided to russian retail chain PJsC m.video for the 
acquisition of shares in russian retail chain eldorado.

n/a russia

16-may alrud; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
latham & Watkins

alrud advised Widex a/s on russian antitrust law issues arising from its global merger with the sivantos Group. 
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer and latham & Watkins advised sivantos.

usD 2.26 
billion

russia

24-may egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners successfully represented Bank saint Petersburg in a case against russian 
entrepreneur Vitaly arkhangelsky and Oslo marine Group Ports llC before the High Court of Justice.

ruB 1.5 
billion

russia

24-may Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner

the moscow office of Bryan Cave leighton Paisner successfully represented the Prosveshcheniye publishing 
house in an intellectual property rights dispute against russian publishing house Ventana-Graf.

ruB 3.7 
billion

russia

28-may yust yust advised rusgazdobycha JsC on the preliminary stage of an agreement with Gazprom to build a gas plant 
in the leningrad region of russia.

n/a russia

5-Jun Cms; Hoche societe 
d'avocats

Cms represented Orange s.a. in connection with the russian aspects of its takeover of Business & Decision s.a. 
Hoche societe d'avocats was global counsel to the buyer.

eur 62.5 
million

russia

26-Jun Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner advised masterCard member association on its launch of a new service, consisting 
of simultaneous cash-out with POs payment by bank card at shop tills, tentatively named "Cash-Out" or 
"Purchase with Cash Back" on the russian market.

n/a russia

30-Jun alrud alrud advised aeOn on the establishment of a joint venture owning assets in the territory of the property 
complex of JsC khimprom for the purposes of modernizing and developing carbide production.

n/a russia
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4-Jul egorov, Puginski, 
afanasiev & Partners; 
macfarlanes; maitland 
Chambers

egorov, Puginski, afanasiev & Partners, macfarlanes, and maitland Chambers successfully represented uC rusal 
in a dispute involving the sale of norilsk nickel shares by roman abramovich's Crispian investments to Vladimir 
Potanin's Whiteleave Holdings.

n/a russia

10-Jul Dentons; White & case White & Case advised a group of 13 international banks coordinated by uniCredit Bank and raiffeisenbank on a 
new usD 820 million unsecured finance facility provided to euroChem Group aG, a mineral fertilizer producer 
company. Dentons advised the euroChem Group on the transaction.

usD 820 
million

russia

11-Jul maxima legal maxima legal advised financial blockchain platform Zodiaq on its initial coin offering. n/a russia

13-Jul White & Case White & Case advised Baltic Gas Chemical on the construction of a methanol plant project in ust-luga, an 
industrial port in russia's leningrad region.

n/a russia

16-Jul egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

the st. Petersburg office of egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners successfully defended the interests of russian 
airline aviastar-tu in a long-running dispute regarding an aircraft engine maintenance contract.

n/a russia

24-Jul Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner advised international investment company Verno on its management of the 
kazakhstan infrastructure Fund C.V. in a project involving the development and letting of around 25,000 square 
meters of warehouse premises.

n/a russia

27-Jul Clifford Chance; Cms Clifford Chance advised 14 russian and international banks on the usD 825 million facility for potash producer 
uralkali. Cms advised uralkali.

usD 825 
million

russia

31-Jul alrud alrud advised Fl.ru, a russia-based remote job website, on the sale by artem Bektimirov, Vitaly martyanov and 
anton mazhirin of 97.5% of the company to talenttech, a subsidiary of russian investment company severgroup 
OOO.

usD 7.6 
million

russia

6-aug Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner (russia) successfully represented samsung C&t Corporation in proceedings 
against rostovskiy electrometallurgicheskiy Zavod involving remZ's alleged breach of a supply contract.

n/a russia

7-aug egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners successfully represented solntse mexico in a dispute before the moscow 
District Commercial Court with a russian grid company over payment for electricity consumption.

n/a russia

7-aug the Pepeliaev Group; 
Zhong lun law Firm

the Pepeliaev Group is providing legal services to the China Chamber of Commerce for import and export of 
machinery and electronic Products and a number of Chinese producers and exporters of aluminum alloy wheels 
within the framework of an anti-dumping investigation. the project is being implemented in cooperation with 
Beijing's Zhong lun law Firm.

n/a russia

7-aug Clifford Chance; 
Debevoise

Clifford Chance advised CDB aviation lease Finance DaC on a long-term lease of three Boeing 737-800 aircraft 
to russian carrier nordwind airlines. Debevoise advised nordwind.

n/a russia

16-aug Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner advised rusklimat Group, a russian manufacturer and importer of climate control 
equipment, on the restructuring of its business units and divisions.

n/a russia

16-aug alliance legal moscow's alliance legal law firm successfully represented the interests of mikhail kiyko, Director General of 
the united Grain Company, in a claim before the moscow region's khimki City Court, which ruled that an article 
appearing in the moscow Post entitled "the General millionaire tries to Get to Zolotov's Deputy" was untrue.

n/a russia

22-aug egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners advised solntse mexico and mission Foods stupino, the russian divisions 
of the Gruma Group, on their restructuring and on obtaining special economic zone resident status with the 
ministry of economic Development of the russian Federation and other governmental bodies in connection with 
its investment in a factory in the moscow region of russia.

n/a russia

23-aug Dla Piper Dla Piper advised transmashholding, russia's largest manufacturer of locomotives and rail equipment, on its 
joint venture with Japanese industrial conglomerate Hitachi to produce traction inverters for passenger trains 
in russia.

n/a russia

27-aug Dla Piper Dla Piper advised sberbank on the sale of a 19.99% stake in Verkhnekamsk Potash Company, the operator 
of the talitsky Potash Project, to acron Group, with a simultaneous sale of the same stake back to sberbank 
investments, as VPC equity financing investor.

n/a russia

28-aug Baker Botts; Dla Piper Dla Piper advised Baring Vostok, a private equity fund investing in russia/Cis, on its acquisition of a minority 
stake in itransition, a Belarusian software solutions developer and it services provider. the seller, Firestrong ltd., 
was represented by Baker Botts.

n/a russia

30-aug egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners; roschier

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners advised Fam aB on its usD 580 million plus acquisition of the business 
subdivision of sandvik Process systems. nordic law firm roschier acted as global counsel for sandvik.

usD 580 
million

russia

30-aug Dla Piper Dla Piper advised Doc+, a russian digital e-health startup, on a usD 9 million financing from Vostok new 
Ventures.

usD 9 
million

russia

31-aug alrud; Herbert smith 
Freehills

alrud advised the shareholders of JsC smak in their sale of 100% shares in the company. Herbert smith Freehills 
advised the buyer. 

n/a russia

4-sep Capital legal services Capital legal services advised the siberian Concession Company on its agreement to build a bridge across the 
Ob river in novosibirsk, russia, for the Government of the novosibirsk region and Gazprom.

n/a russia

11-sep Dla Piper Dla Piper advised russia's largest bank, sberbank, on its joint venture with rambler Group and several other 
investors to create Foodplex, a united digital platform for the restaurant market. the stake of sberbank in the JV 
will be 35% and rambler Group will own 30%. another 35% will be owned by GHP Partners and investors Grigoriy 
Gurevich and evgeniy malakhov.

n/a russia

24-sep Pepeliaev Group the Pepeliaev Group successfully represented mucos Pharma CZ in a usD 500,000 dispute against a russian 
insurance company over a payout under an insurance agreement along with interest for the use of another 
party's funds.

usD 
500,000

russia

24-sep Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner 

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner advised the international investment Bank on a usD 96.5 million multi-asset 
secured facility for financing and refinancing the acquisition of a number of passenger and special purposes 
aviation and mining assets for russia's state transport leasing Company. 

usD 96.5 
million

russia

28-sep alrud; taylor Wessing; 
sidley austin

alrud advised lsC Communications on russian law matters related to the sale of its russian subsidiary as part 
of a global deal. sidley austin was seller's global advisor and taylor Wessing was global advisor to the purchaser. 

n/a russia
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1-Oct alrud; Clifford Chance; 
simpson thacher & 
Bartlett; Wachtell lipton, 
rosen & katz

alrud represented the Blackstone Group l.P., on russian aspects of its acquisition of a thomson reuters Corp. 
financial and risk unit. simpson thacher & Bartlett was global advisor for the Blackstone Group. Wachtell, lipton, 
rosen & katz and Clifford Chance were international advisors to thomson reuters Corporation.

usD 20 
billion

russia

9-Oct egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners successfully represented morsvyazsputnik, the only russian supplier of 
inmarsat satellite communications services, in a contractual dispute against Glonass north-West.

n/a russia

6-nov White & Case White & Case advised siBur, a leading russian gas processing and petrochemicals company, on the tender 
offer related to the usD 500 million, 4.125% Guaranteed notes due 2023 issued by siBur securities DaC and 
unconditionally and irrevocably guaranteed by PJsC siBur Holding.

usD 500 
million

russia

12-nov egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners advised the sOGaZ group on its agreement to acquire 100% of VtB 
insurance iC from the VtB Group.

n/a russia

14-nov Cms; Dla Piper Cms russia and Dla Piper advised Dublin-based life sciences investor Ovoca Bio Plc on its acquisition of russian 
drug development company ivix.

n/a russia

14-nov Cms Cms advised s8 Capital on its acquisition of a 100% participation interest in the charter capital of russian online 
marketplace platform Price.ru from russian internet holding rambler Group.

n/a russia

16-nov Cms; De Brauw 
Blackstone Westbroek

Cms advised advance Publications, inc. on its acquisition of 100% of the shares of stage entertainment, one 
of the world's largest theatre producers and owners, from CVC Fund Vi and Joop van den ende. De Brauw 
Blackstone Westbroek advised the sellers.

n/a russia

20-nov BGP litigation BGP litigation advised Pik Group on the acquisition of an unfinished shopping center covering 73,000 square 
meters on a square near the Paveletsky railway in moscow from Bta Bank. 

n/a russia

22-nov Cooley; Dla Piper Dla Piper advised realtimeBoard on its usD 25 million series a financing round led by venture capital firm accel. 
Cooley advised accel on the deal.

usD 25 
million

russia

28-nov kiaP kiaP's iP team, working pro bono, has helped the sunFlOWer charity register its logo as a trademark in russia's 
rospatent office, giving the foundation exclusive ownership of the trademark under russian law.

n/a russia

28-nov Clifford Chance; Cms Cms russia advised rosneft on the set-up of a joint venture with Beijing Gas (Beijing Gas will have a 45% stake) 
to develop a network of compressed natural gas fueling stations in russia. Clifford Chance advised Beijing Gas.

n/a russia

3-Dec Cms Cms russia advised s8 Capital on the acquisition of a 100% shares in Price.ru, an on-line shopping service, from 
rambler Group, a russian media holding company.

n/a russia

4-Dec Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner 

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner advised the Globus chain of hypermarkets on the acquisition of property and real 
estate assets of logorprom medvedkovo in the north-east part of moscow to build a new hypermarket.

ruB 2 
billion

russia

5-Dec Bryan Cave leighton 
Paisner

Bryan Cave leighton Paisner (russia) is representing russian hydroelectricity company rusHydro in an 
international arbitration against the kyrgyz republic over the termination of the intergovernmental agreement 
dated september 20, 2012 for construction and operation of the upper-naryn hydroelectric power plants.

n/a russia

5-Dec Danilov & Partners Danilov & Partners advised Qurrex on a token sale. n/a russia

5-Dec Dla Piper Dla Piper advised tmH africa on the acquisition of a 45,000 square meter DCD rolling stock manufacturing 
facility in Boksburg, south africa, from the DCD Group.

n/a russia

5-Dec norton rose Fulbright; 
Orrick

Orrick advised the russian Copper Company on its usD 200 million acquisition of the malmyzh copper-gold 
porphyry field in the russian Far east, which is designated as of "federal importance," from khabarovsk minerals 
llC. norton rose Fulbright advised the sellers on the deal.

usD 200 
million

russia

14-Dec egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners; tilling Peters

egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners, working with tilling Peters, successfully represented the interests of 
German multinational Bayer in a patent dispute before russia's intellectual Property Court, which overturned 
previous court rulings in the case.

n/a russia

14-Dec egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

egorov, Puginsky, afanasyev and Partners persuaded russia's Bureau in the Chamber for Patent Disputes to 
overrule the decision of rospatent and register a new trademark in the name of "abrau-Durso."

n/a russia

26-Dec Cms Cms russia advised the shareholders of PJsC Western siberian Commercial Bank on the sale of 71.8% of the 
bank to PJsC VtB.

n/a russia

1-Oct alrud; Durukan+Partners; 
seyfarth shaw; shearman 
& sterling; skadden, arps, 
slate, meagher & Flom

Durukan + Partners advised lyondellBasell in connection with turkish law matters relating to its global acquisition 
of a.schulman. in russia, alrud advised lyondellBasell and skadden advised a. schulman. shearman & sterling 
and seyfarth shaw were global advisors on the deal.

usD 2.25 
billion

russia; turkey

1-Jan Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners, working alongside lead counsel Clifford Chance moscow, advised uniCredit Bank austrian aG 
and inG Bank n.V. in relation to a PXF revolving credit facility provided to kernel Group.

usD 200 
million

russia; ukraine

31-Jan egorov Puginsky afanasiev 
& Partners

lawyers from egorov Puginsky afanasiev & Partners' russian and ukrainian offices represented Bestway Global 
Holdings, a Chinese outdoor leisure products manufacturer, on russian and ukrainian law matters related to its 
usD 149 million iPO on the Hong kong stock exchange.

usD 149 
million

russia; ukraine

8-mar Pepeliaev Group the Pepeliaev Group successfully represented kavminvody JsC in the russian intellectual Property Court in a 
trademark dispute with krymservis llC.

n/a russia; ukraine

13-apr Cleary Gottlieb steen 
& Hamilton; norton 
rose Fulbright; sayenko 
kharenko

sayenko kharenko acted as ukrainian legal counsel to anheuser-Busch inBev s.a./n.V., and sun inBev ukraine 
in relation to the combination of the russian and ukrainian businesses and assets of aB inBev and anadolu efes 
Biracilik ve malt sanayii as and the creation of a joint venture. Cleary Gottlieb steen & Hamilton acted as aB 
inBev's Global Counsel, while efes was represented by norton rose Fulbright.

n/a russia; ukraine

30-nov Baker mckenzie Baker mckenzie advised invitro on the sale of its ukrainian laboratory operations to medicover. n/a russia; ukraine

18-sep asters; Quinn emanuel 
urquhart & sullivan

asters, in cooperation with Quinn emanuel urquhart & sullivan, successfully represented ukraine in the english 
Court of appeal in a usD 3 billion eurobond dispute with russia.

usD 3 
billion

russia; ukraine 

3-Jan karanovic & Partners; 
Zivkovic samardzic

karanovic & Partners advised societe Generale srbija on its acquisition of a part of Jubanka aD Beograd's credit 
portfolio, including housing and cash credits, credit cards, and credits for small and medium-sized enterprises. 
Zivkovic samardzic advised Jubanka on the deal.

n/a serbia
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4-Jan allen & Overy; aP legal; 
karanovic & Partners

aP legal advised uniCredit Bank srbija a.d. Beograd (a subsidiary of elicio) on financing provided by it and the 
international Finance Corporation to electrawinds-s d.o.o. Belgrade for the development of the alibunar wind-
farm. iFC reportedly was advised on english law by allen & Overy and on serbian law by karanovic & Partners.

n/a serbia

9-Jan JPm Jankovic Popovic 
mitic

JPm advised Barentz, an international distribution company of high-quality ingredients, on the acquisition of 
soforebo-Commerce d.o.o. sombor.

n/a serbia

11-Jan Bdk advokati; Dentons; 
Harrisons solicitors; 
norton rose Fulbright

BDk advokati advised enlight renewable energy, as the sponsor, and electrawinds k-Wind, as the borrower, on 
the eur 142 million project financing of serbia's 104.5 mW kovacica Wind Farm provided by parallel loans from 
erste Group Bank aG (supported by the German export Credit agency euler-Hermes), erste Bank serbia, and the 
eBrD. Dentons was international counsel to enlight, and the lenders were advised on international law by norton 
rose Fulbright and by Harrisons on local legal matters.

eur 142 
million

serbia

17-Jan karanovic & Partners; 
kinstellar (maric i 
mujezinovic); norton rose 
Fulbright

the maric i mujezinovic law office in cooperation with kinstellar provided local advice to Vetroelektrane Balkana 
in relation to the eur 300 million financing of the largest wind farm project in serbia. the lenders were advised by 
karanovic & Partners and norton rose Fulbright.

eur 300 
million

serbia

22-Jan Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic & samardzic achieved victory in a freedom of expression case for broadcaster B92, its former journalist 
nikola radisic, and its news and current affairs editor and chairperson of the Board of Directors Veran matic, in 
the supreme Court of Cassation of serbia.

n/a serbia

23-Jan Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic samardzic advised the sra Group on setting up its presence in serbia. n/a serbia

25-Jan Cms Cms supported the serbian government on its selection of a new operator for serbia's largest airport. eur 1.5 
billion

serbia

6-Feb alba Partners; schoenherr schoenherr advised telenor on the sale of 85% of telenor Banka to Bulgarian investment fund river styxx 
Capital. telenor will maintain 15% ownership. alba Partners advised the buyer.

n/a serbia

28-Feb schoenherr schoenherr advised the Phoenix group on all aspects of its acquisition of Goodwill pharmacies. the deal also 
involved the dissolution of the joint venture the owners of Goodwill apoteka had with Hemofarm, as a pre-
condition for the deal.

n/a serbia

1-mar BDk advokati BDk advokati advised the eBrD on its provision of a eur 2 million loan to BG reklam, a marketing materials 
manufacturer.

eur 2 
million

serbia

9-mar ap legal aP legal has advised eurobank a.d. and komercijalna Banka a.d. Belgrade in relation to a eur 29.6 million senior 
loan to retail Center d.o.o. Belgrade.

eur 29.6 
million

serbia

9-mar allen & Overy; BDk 
advokati; sidley austin; 
Van Campen liem; Zavisin 
semiz & Partneri

allen & Overy, BDk advokati, and Van Campen liem advised Blue sea Capital on the sale of a 55% stake in 
serbia's mediGroup healthcare provider to mid europa, which was represented by sidley austin and Zavisin 
semiz & Partneri.

n/a serbia

19-mar karanovic & Partners; 
linklaters

karanovic & Partners advised alltech, a global animal and crop nutrition company, on the sale of its baking yeast 
factory in senta, northern serbia, to lesaffre, a global baking yeast and fermented products company. lesaffre 
was advised by linklaters Brussels.

n/a serbia

11-apr Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic samardzic successfully represented titan, an international cement and building materials producing 
group headquartered in athens, in a dispute with former minority shareholders of Cementara kosjeric, the 
group's serbian subsidiary, relating to the 2009 squeeze-out of minority shareholders.

n/a serbia

11-apr BDk advokati BDk advokati assisted india's tractors and Farm equipment tractor producer on the acquisition of the assets 
of imt Beograd - including the trademarks and the location for the development of a new production plant - in 
bankruptcy.

n/a serbia

18-apr BDk advokati BDk advokati represented journalist slobodan Georgiev in a case against the publisher and the editor-in-chief of 
the informer, a daily serbian newspaper.

n/a serbia

24-apr Harrisons solicitors Harrisons provided serbian legal advice and norton rose Fulbright provided english law advice to the eBrD in 
relation to an issuing Bank agreement and revolving Credit agreement with addiko Bank ad Beograd.

n/a serbia

24-apr JPm Jankovic Popovic 
mitic

JPm advised raiden resourced limited, a publicly listed australian mining company, on the process of raising 
additional funds to explore and develop its future mining projects through the acquisition of australia's timok 
resources - the parent company of serbian companies kingstown resources and skarnore resources. 
australian law firm Bellanhouse advised raiden resourced limited on australian aspects of the deal.

n/a serbia

3-may Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic samardzic advised the joint-stock public company that owns and operates the Belgrade nikola tesla 
airport on its share capital increase through contribution of 28 real estate properties owned by its majority 
shareholder, the republic of serbia.

n/a serbia

8-may Bojovic & Partners Bojovic & Partners provided local merger clearance assistance to nestle with regards to the usD 2.8 billion cash 
sale of its us confectionary business to Ferrero. Davis Polk and Wardwell served as advisors to Ferrero.

n/a serbia

9-may Bojovic & Partners Bojovic & Partners advised nestle on the sale of its local confectionary brand, CiPiriPi, to Paracinka aD, a member 
of the silbo distribution group.

n/a serbia

1-Jun isidora savic nikolic; nkO 
Partners

nkO Partners advised real state brokerage company CBs international, a member of the Cushman & Wakefield 
Group, on its acquisition of a premium office building located in Belgrade from Gorenje. local attorney isidora 
savic nikolic represented the seller.

eur 5.5 
million 

serbia

16-Jun Blake, Cassels & Graydon; 
Cassels Brock & Blackwell; 
Joksovic, stojanovic & 
Partners; nkO Partners

nkO Partners, together with Blake, Cassels & Graydon, advised Canadian mining exploration company mundoro 
on a earn-in and joint venture arrangement with Freeport mcmoran for two of its copper and gold mineral licenses 
for areas in eastern serbia. serbian law Firm Joksovic, stojanovic & Partners and Canadian law firm Cassels Brock 
& Blackwell advised Freeport mcmoran.

eur 40 
million

serbia

1-Jul nkO Partners nkO Partners advised CtP Group on the acquisition of land in novi sad for the development of a logistic park. eur 3.4 
million 

serbia

2-Jul karanovic & Partners karanovic & Partners advised ZF Friedrichshafen aG on the opening of an electric vehicle parts factory in Pancevo, 
serbia, with an investment planned to amount over eur 100 million.

eur 100 
million

serbia
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18-Jul Gecic law; specht & 
Partners

Gecic law and specht & Partners successfully advised the republic of serbia and ePs, one of the largest energy 
companies in the region, on a probe led by the energy Community secretariat regarding alleged state support 
for the multi-million-euro kolubara B project.

n/a serbia

19-Jul markovic Vukotic Jovkovic; 
tasic & Partners

markovic Vukotic Jovkovic advised De Heus on its acquisition of serbian compound feed plant komponenta from 
HZZ komponenta DOO. tasic & Partners advised the sellers on the deal.

n/a serbia

20-Jul Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic samardzic advised Belgrade nikola tesla airport on its third issuance of shares. n/a serbia

3-aug JPm Jankovic Popovic 
mitic; schonehrr

Jankovic Popovic mitic advised VtB Bank on the sale of 100% of its stake in VtB Banka a.d. Beograd to aZrs 
invest doo Beograd. schoenherr advised andrej sljahov on his acquisition of VtB Banka a.d. Beograd (VtB 
Beograd) from VtB Bank OaO. 

n/a serbia

13-aug nkO Partners nkO Partners advised Bulgarian pharmaceutical company sopharma trading on its acquisition of locations in 
Belgrade and nis for the construction of its logistic and distribution centers.

eur 4.5 
million

serbia

16-aug kinstellar kinstellar advised the CtP Group on its acquisition of a 10,000 square meter logistics center near Belgrade from 
montenegro-based industriaimport-industriaimpex aD Podgorica.

n/a serbia

24-aug BDk advokati; karanovic 
& Partners; Orrick; Wilson 
sonsini Goodrich & rosati

Wilson sonsini Goodrich & rosati, together with karanovic & Partners, advised us-based nutanix on its 
acquisition of us-based company mainframe2 inc, known as Frame. Orrick, as global adviser, working with BDk 
advokati, assisted Frame. 

usD 165 
million

serbia

5-sep karanovic & Partners karanovic & Partners advised Zijin mining on its successful participation in a privatization procedure that resulted 
in the company becoming a strategic partner in serbia's sole copper complex, rtB Bor. Zijin mining pledged to 
invest usD 1.46 billion in return for a 63% stake.

usD 1.46 
billion

serbia

26-sep Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic samardzic advised Belgrade nikola tesla airport on its third issuance of shares and share capital 
increase in less than five months.

n/a serbia

27-sep BDk advokati; JPm 
Jankovic Popovic mitic

Jankovic Popovic mitic advised adp Gauselmann GmbH, a member of the Gauselmann Group, on the sale of 49% 
of shares in its serbian subsidiary, merkur Gaming slots d.o.o., to aleksandar Jojic. BDk advokati advised Jojic, a 
minority shareholder of Balkan Bet, on the acquisition.

n/a serbia

12-Oct Deloitte legal; Harrisons 
solicitors

Harrisons solicitors advised al Dahra Holding on its acquisition of the Poljoprivredna korporacija Beograd 
agricultural company. Deloitte legal serbia acted as sell side legal counsel

n/a serbia

19-Oct Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic samardzic advised slovenia's Pivka Perutninarstvo d.d., on a direct conversion of debt owed to Pivka by 
its serbian subsidiary, Pivka-s, into equity of Pivka-s, as well as on the buyout of shares owned by milutin nikic, 
the minority shareholder and director of Pivka-s.

n/a serbia

31-Oct law Firm stanivuk and 
manasijevski; nkO 
Partners

nkO Partners advised asterfarm, part of Dr. max pharmacy chain, controlled by Penta investment, on the 
acquisition of the Zu leko-Vita pharmacy. law Firm stanivuk and manasijevski advised the sellers.

eur 2 
million 

serbia

5-nov Bojovic & Partners; 
Omerovic-rabrenovic & 
Partners

Bojovic Draskovic Popovic & Partners advised Cyprus-based Welkino limited on the sale of serbia's Zitoprodukt 
d.o.o. form Backa Palanka to austria-based asa trading. the buyers were advised by Omerovic-rabrenovic & 
Partners.

n/a serbia

7-nov JPm Jankovic Popovic 
mitic

JPm advised Organigram Holdings inc., the parent company of Organigram inc., a licensed producer of medical 
marijuana in Canada, on a private placement investment in eviana Health Corporation. Organigram and an 
unnamed strategic institutional investor each participated 50% in a usD 10 million debenture offering by eviana.

usD 10 
million

serbia

30-nov Bozo Prelevic; nkO 
Partners

nkO Partners advised uniCredit rent on the sale of a shopping center in the City of kuresavc. local attorney 
Bozo Prelevic advised the buyer.

eur 1.5 
million

serbia

1-Dec schoenherr schoenherr advised immonfinanz aG on the acquisition of reatils parks in Belgrad, smederevo, and subotica 
from mPC.

n/a serbia

13-Dec Zivkovic samardzic Zivkovic samardzic advised livnica a.d. kikinda, the serbian subsidiary of Cimos and a member of the tCH 
Group, on its delisting from the Belgrade stock exchange.

n/a serbia

15-Dec aleksandra nedeljkovic; 
nkO Partners

serbian attorney at law aleksandra nedeljkovic represented the Czech republic's uDi Developers on its 
acquisition of a 50,000 square meter property in new Belgrade. nkO Partners advised the sellers.

eur 10.5 
million 

serbia

21-Dec allen & Overy; andric law 
Office; BDk advokati; 
Cms; Dentons; Graf 
& Pitkowicz; Orrick; 
Vasiljevic-Bogdanovic; 
Zivkovic samardzic

Orrick, Herrington & sutcliffe advised the republic of serbia on a 25-year concession awarded to French 
infrastructure group Vinci for the expansion, operation, and maintenance of Belgrade’s nikola tesla airport. 
Dentons acted as global advisor for VinCi. andric law Office and Vasiljevic-Bogdanovic law Office acted as local 
advisors to VinCi. allen & Overy, Graf & Pitkowicz, and BDk advokati advised the lenders. Cms Belgrade advised 
the serbian Government on the concession award process. Zivkovic samardzic advised the Belgrade nikola 
tesla airport on a series of share issuances as part of the preparatory actions for the concession.

eur 1 
billion

serbia

3-Dec Clifford Chance; Go2law; 
Zivkovic samardzic

Go2law has advised kopernikus Corporation, owned by srdjan milovanovic, on its acquisition of tV Prva and tV 
O2 in serbia and montenegro from the antenna Group. Zivkovic samardzic, working with ey and Clifford Chance, 
advised the antenna Group on the sale.

eur 180 
million

serbia; 
montenegro

1-aug schoenherr schoenherr advised kkr on the acquisition of Pink montenegro and Pink Bosnia and Herzegovinia. n/a serbia; 
montenegro; 
Bosnia & 
Herzegovinia

6-Jul law Firm Fatur; ODi law; 
selih & Partners

ODi advised Hidria on its eur 129 million debt refinancing. the new financing is provided by a bank syndicate 
led by nlB. law Firm Fatur advised Hidria on its corporate restructuring and selih & Partners represented the 
lenders.

eur 129 
million

serbia; slovenia

5-Feb Dentons Dentons secured an acquittal for businessman robert Ciz and his spouse adriana Cizova, who had been accused 
of large-scale fraud involving the Glance House apartment building in the slovakian village of Bernolakovo, near 
Bratislava.

n/a slovakia

22-mar eisenberger & Herzog; 
Havel & Partners; noerr

eisenberger & Herzog and noerr Bratislava advised Vienna House on the march 1, 2018 acquisition of Vienna 
House easy Bratislava as part of an asset deal from strabag real estate GmbH, which was advised by Havel & 
Partners.

n/a slovakia

28-mar Wilsons Wilsons represented reico in its CZk 990 million acquisition of a newly built logistics park in Dubnica nad Vahom, 
slovakia, from invest4see.

CZk 990 
million

slovakia
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28-mar Jsk; Vanko & Vankova Jsk advised Cemex on the sale of its slovak subsidiaries, kamenolomy CmX s.r.o. and Cemex aggregates 
slovakia s.r.o., to CemmaC a.s. the buyer was represented by Vanko & Vankova.

n/a slovakia

3-apr allen & Overy allen & Overy advised slovak investment Holding, a.s. on its subscription as a lead investor in a round B share 
offering for new shares in Ga Drilling a.s., a company based in slovakia that develops technology for well drilling.

n/a slovakia

23-may kinstellar; sidley austin kinstellar, working with global legal counsel sidley austin, advised the nidec Corporation on slovak law aspects 
of its acquisition of Brazilian compressor business embraco from Whirlpool Corporation.

usD 1.08 
billion

slovakia

5-Jun Jll; kinstellar kinstellar advised Wood & Company on the acquisition of the lakeside Park office complex in Bratislava. Jll 
advised the seller.

n/a slovakia

15-Jul Prk Partners Prk Partners advised ringier axel springer in relation to the corporate restructuring and subsequent sale of the 
slovak portfolio of printed newspapers and magazines. ringier axel springer also acquired the domain aktualne.
sk as part of the transaction. 

n/a slovakia

13-aug kinstellar; rr legal kinstellar advised the slovak branch of French energy giant Veolia energie international on its acquisition of PPC 
investments, which owns and operates a combined cycle natural gas-fired power plant near Bratislava, from 
Czech investment fund avant energy. avant energy was advised by rr legal on the transaction.

n/a slovakia

28-aug allen & Overy; kinstellar kinstellar advised e.On on its sale of the malzenice power plant to Zapadoslovenska energetika. allen & Overy 
advised Zse on the acquisition.

n/a slovakia

4-Oct bpv Braun Partners; 
Weinhold legal

Weinhold legal advised Prvni novinova spolecnost, a Czech press distributor, on its acquisition of the alternative 
postal operator mediaservis from rmsm3, part of the Cromwell group. bpv Braun Partners advised rmsm3 on 
the sale.

n/a slovakia

17-Oct kinstellar; schoenherr schoenherr Bratislava advised ContourGlobal, a worldwide developer and operator of electric power and district 
heating businesses, on the sale of a 49% stake in its 35mW slovak energy portfolio to Credit suisse energy 
infrastructure Partners. kinstellar slovakia advised the buyer.

eur 23 
million

slovakia

16-nov kinstellar; mori Hamada 
& matsumoto; taylor 
Wessing

kinstellar, together with mori Hamada & matsumoto, advised JVC kenwood Corporation on the acquisition of a 
share in the slovak technology company streamstar. taylor Wessing advised the seller.

n/a slovakia

21-nov Cms; mCl law Firm mCl law Firm advised middleCap real estate ltd. on the development and sale of Bratislava's stein administrative 
Building to iaD, the manager of the oldest slovak real estate fund. Cms advised the buyers.

n/a slovakia

22-nov mCl law Firm; relevans mCl advised the euromax Group on the sale of the City arena shopping mall in trnava, slovakia, to trenesma, 
controlled by sole shareholder Peter korbacka. the relevans law firm advised the buyers on the deal. 

n/a slovakia

29-nov Jll; kinstellar kinstellar advised redside investicni spolecnost on the eur 90 million acquisition of trencín industrial Park from 
au Optronics. Jll advised the seller.

eur 90 
million

slovakia

6-Dec maple & Fish maple & Fish successfully represented the slovak republic in a state aid case involving its provision of eur 125 
million in investment aid to Jaguar land rover before the european Commission.

eur 125 
million

slovakia

11-Dec Bartosik svaby; kinstellar kinstellar advised Wood & Company on the acquisition of the BBC5 business center in Bratislava from the 
Heitman real estate Fund. Bartosik svaby advised the seller.

n/a slovakia

9-Jan Dvorak Hager & Partners; 
law firm roman kvasnica 
a partneri

Dvorak Hager & Partners represented intercable, a producer of automotive parts, on its acquisition of an industrial 
area for production of automotive parts in krivan, slovakia, including advice on the special requirements applying 
to the state aid for the project. law firm roman kvasnica a partneri advised the seller. 

n/a slovakia 

18-Jan miro senica and attorneys miro senica and attorneys assisted slovenian company litostroj Jeklo in its successful avoidance of bankruptcy. n/a slovenia

1-Feb miro senica and attorneys miro senica and attorneys helped litostroj Jeklo conclude a master restructuring agreement with respect to 
secured claims, one of the main conditions for the confirmation of the compulsory settlement by the creditors.

eur 34 
million

slovenia

5-Feb kirm Perpar kirm Perpar advised rWe ljubljana d.o.o., on the aquisition of slovenia's energenti Plus d.o.o. n/a slovenia

27-mar Zupancic and mauhler; 
miro senica and attorneys

miro senica and attorneys advised avtobusni Promet murska sobota d.d. on the privatization and acquisition of 
treasury shares of the company linija d.d. the Zupancic and mauhler law Firm advised the seller.

eur 1.75 
million

slovenia

28-mar schoenherr schoenherr advised adriaplin d.o.o., the slovenian subsidiary of eni s.p.a., on its acquisition of mestni Plinovodi 
d.o.o., a natural gas distribution network operator and gas supplier, from a consortium of sellers consisting of gas 
distributors ireti and aCsm-aGam from italy and istrabenz Plini from slovenia. the sellers' advisor was Bettini 
Formigaro Pericu.

n/a slovenia

4-Jun allen & Overy; mayer 
Brown; rojs, Peljhan, 
Prelesnik & Partners; ulcar 
& Partnerji

rojs, Peljhan, Prelesnik & Partners and allen & Overy (together with Consultant Hugh Owen of Go2law), advised 
insurer Generali Cee Holding BV, a part of italy's Generali Group, on its sale of adriatic slovenica Zavarovalna 
Druzba d.d to financial group kD Group d.d. ulcar & Partnerji and solo-practitioner simon Gabrijelcic advised the 
buyers on slovenian law matters, with mayer Brown advising on english law matters.

eur 245 
million

slovenia

18-Jun Gessel; schoenherr schoenherr, working alongside lead counsel Gessel, advised adria tehnika on the establishment of a strategic 
Partnership with Czech investment firm Hartenberg Holding.

n/a slovenia

16-Jul rojs, Peljhan, Prelesnik & 
Partners; selih & Partners

selih & Partners advised slovenia's nlB banking and finance group on a long-term syndicated loan of usD 72 
million and a mid-term revolving facility of eur 30 million extended by a consortium of banks which it belongs to 
to the interblock Group. rojs, Peljhan, Prelesnik & Partners advised interblock on the deal.

usD 102 
million

slovenia

31-Jul Jadek & Pensa; 
schoenherr

schoenherr advised Groupe Beneteau on the acquisition of seascape d.o.o., a slovenian manufacturer of 
recreational sailing boats. Jadek & Pensa advised the sellers.

n/a slovenia

21-sep law firm Zdolsek; miro 
senica and attorneys

miro senica and attorneys assisted telecommunications provider t-2 d.o.o. reach a settlement with telekom 
slovenije d.d., bringing a conclusion to a dispute over the latter's alleged abuse of its dominant position that 
lasted (and moved up and down the slovenian court system) for over a decade. law firm Zdolsek advised 
telekom slovenije.

n/a slovenia

25-sep rojs, Peljhan, Prelesnik & 
Partners; selih & Partners

selih & Partners advised Coface on the acquisition of 100% shares of siD-Prva kreditna zavarovalnica from siD 
Bank, a slovenian public bank.

n/a slovenia

15-Oct ODi law ODi advised skB Bank d.d., part of the societe Generale Group, on loan agreements concluded with alpe-Panon 
d.o.o., a franchisee of mcDonald's.

eur 48 
million

slovenia
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13-nov Jadek & Pensa; 
schoenherr

schoenherr slovenia advised salus on the acquisition and takeover of sanolabor d.d. Jadek & Pensa advised 
the sellers.

eur 10 
million

slovenia

26-nov Clifford Chance; Dentons; 
shearman & sterling; ulcar 
& Partnerji

Clifford Chance advised nova ljubljanska Banka d.d., ljubljana on its public offering and listing on the london and 
ljubljana stock exchanges. Dentons advised slovenski Drzavni Holding d.d., wholly-owned by the government 
of the republic of slovenia, on the share sale and public offer. ulcar & Partnerij advised the slovenian sovereign 
Holding on issues related to corporate governance and slovenian banking regulations. shearman & sterling 
advised Joint Global Coordinators Deutsche Bank and J.P. morgan, Joint Bookrunner Citigroup, and Co-lead 
manager Wood & Company.

eur 608.6 
million

slovenia

29-nov miro senica and 
attorneys; selih & 
Partners

miro senica and attorneys advised Corum Origin on the acquisition of one of the largest logistic centers in 
europe. selih & Partners advised the sellers.

eur 69.6 
million

slovenia

20-Dec miro senica and 
attorneys; rojs, Peljhan, 
Prelesnik & Partners

miro senica and attorneys advised Gorenje d.d. on the sale of Gorenje surovina d.o.o. and its daughter companies 
in slovenia, serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Croatia. rojs, Peljhan, Prelesnik & Partners advised the buyer. 

n/a slovenia

28-Dec ODi law ODi advised skB Bank d.d., part of the societe Generale Group, on loan agreements concluded with D.s.u. d.o.o., 
one of the largest state-owned slovenian real estate investors.

eur 11 
million

slovenia

31-Dec kirm Perpar; rojs, Peljhan, 
Prelesnik & Partners

kirm Perpar helped defendant alpina, tovarna Obutve, d.o.o. settle litigation initiated by aDmetam GmbH in 
connection with an agreement for provision of consultancy services within the restructuring of alpina d.o.o. rojs, 
Peljhan, Prelesnik & Partners advised the plaintiff.

eur 0.6 
million

slovenia

5-Jan Paksoy Paksoy advised DyDo Group Holdings on the acquisition by its turkish subsidiary Della Gida of 80% shares in 
mavidag, a local water production company.

n/a turkey

1-Feb Durukan+Partners Durukan + Partners advised kfW ipex Bank in connection with an amendment to the eur 16 million export 
financing to trakya Glass Bulgaria eaD, guaranteed by turkiye sise ve Cam Fabrikalari a.s., trakya Cam sanayii 
a.s., and Pasabahce Cam sanayii a.s.

eur 16 
million

turkey

10-Feb asC law Firm; 
Durukan+Partners; Hogan 
lovells; latham & Watkins

Durukan + Partners and Hogan lovells advised emaar Properties PJsC in connection with a usD 200 million loan 
facility it obtained from standard Chartered Bank. latham & Watkins and asC law Firm advised the lenders.

usD 200 
million

turkey

26-Feb norton rose Fulbright norton rose Fulbright advised albaraka turk katilim Bankasi a.s. on the issuance of its usD 205 million additional 
tier one capital sukuk.

usD 205 
million

turkey

28-Feb Hs attorney Partnership Hs attorney Partnership advised yavuz taner on his try 50 million sale of 90% of the agricultural group consisting 
of alanar meyve and alara Fidan to tekfen tarimsal arastirma, the tekfen Group's agriculture subsidiary.

try 50 
million

turkey

13-mar acteon actecon persuaded the 10th administrative Court of ankara to annul the a penalty of try 14.5 million levied by 
the turkish Competition authority against client GOltas Cement and five other cement producers operating in 
the aegean region of turkey.

try 14.5 
million

turkey

16-mar Paksoy Paksoy advised Volkswagen Dogus Finansman a.s. on the issuance of try 5 billion asset-backed securities in 
various series, with the first series issued in the amount of try 566.5 million and try 250 million. there is also a 
try 239.5 million subordinated note in the deal structure.

try 5 
billion

turkey

20-mar Paksoy; Verdi law Firm; 
Warendorf

the Verdi law Firm advised actera Group on the sale of 15% of the shares in Celebi Havacilik Holding to alpha 
airport services B.V. Paksoy advised the Celebi Havacilik Holding shareholders in relation to the restructuring. 
Warendorf advised on Dutch law matters.

n/a turkey

21-mar akol Ozok namli attorney 
Partnership; Verdi law 
Firm

the Verdi law Firm advised the korozo Group on its acquisition of a 77% stake in korsini ambalaj endustrisi 
yatirim ve ticaret a.s., in the process acquiring sole control of korsini-saf ambalaj sanayi ve ticaret a.s., which 
had previously been under the common control of the two parties. the akol Ozok namli attorney Partnership 
advised the sellers.

eur 24.7 
million

turkey

30-mar Herbert smith Freehills; 
Gkc Partners; Paksoy; 
White & Case

Paksoy and Herbert smith Freehills advised the underwriters on the iPO and listing on Borsa istanbul of enerjisa 
enerji a.s. White & Case acted as legal advisor to the issuer as to american and english law, while GkC Partners 
advised on turkish law.

n/a turkey

30-mar Gide loyrette nouel; Verdi 
law Firm

the Verdi law Firm advised Fiba emeklilik ve Hayat a.s. on its acquisition of the private pension portfolio of 
Groupama emeklilik a.s. Gide loyrette nouel advised the seller.

try 
35.091 
million

turkey

6-apr Paksoy Paksoy advised the akfen Group on agreements to construct and service four wind farms with a total capacity of 
242 mW in the turkish cities of Canakkale and Denizli.

n/a turkey

9-apr Cleary Gottlieb steen & 
Hamilton; turunc

turunc and Cleary Gottlieb steen & Hamilton advised worldwide automotive supplier Valeo on the sale of its 
passive hydraulic actuation division to raicam, executed to obtain regulatory clearance for Valeo's planned 
takeover of German clutch manufacturer Fte. italy's studio legale Gullo & associati advised the buyers.

n/a turkey

16-apr Dentons (Baseak) Baseak and Dentons advised akbank subsidiary arts limited on its securitization program. n/a turkey

16-apr Dentons (Baseak) Baseak and Dentons advised entek elektrik uretimi a.s., a subsidiary of koc Holding, on its acquisition of the 
menzelet and kilavuzlu hydropower plants from turkey's Privatization administration. the lenders of the project, 
a syndicate of turkish and international commercial banks and the eBrD, were represented by Clifford Chance 
and yegin Ciftci attorney Partnership.

usD 375 
million

turkey

17-apr Dentons (Baseak) Baseak advised tiryaki agro Gida sanayi ve ticaret a.s., a turkish agricultural products exporter, on a long-term 
loan facility of usD 65 million, extended by a syndicate led by Dutch development bank, FmO, the eBrD, and 
Proparco, which were advised by Hogan lovells.

usD 65 
million

turkey

26-apr Dentons (Baseak) Balcioglu selcuk akman keki attorney Partnership and Dentons advised isdemir, a member of the Oyak mining 
metallurgy Group, on the incorporation of a joint venture with linde Group, to build a new air separation unit at 
the iskenderun premises of isdemir.

n/a turkey

17-may Paksoy Paksoy advised Doktas metal on the sale of 93.57% shares of turkish automotive manufacturer Doktas 
Dokumculuk to Celik Holding.

n/a turkey

17-may Paksoy Paksoy advised Cs Wind, a wind tower manufacturer headquartered in south korea, on its purchase of 100% 
shareholding in ege tower.

n/a turkey
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17-may Paksoy Paksoy advised Japan's nippon yusen on the formation of a joint venture with Oyak, the turkish military's pension 
fund, to build a port in northwest turkey.

usD 110 
million

turkey

1-Jun Durukan+Partners; 
latham & Watkins

Durukan + Partners advised BnP Paribas in connection with a multi-currency secured equity financing to 
acibadem saglik yatirimlari a.s. latham & Watkins Hong kong advised the lenders on english law. 

usD 187.5 
million

turkey

5-Jun Paksoy; schoenherr Paksoy advised yapisan elektrik uretim a.s., a subsidiary of Bilgin enerji, on the acquisition of OmV samsun 
elektrik uretim sanayi ve ticaret a.s. from OmV. schoenherr advised OmV on the sale.

n/a turkey

7-Jun Baker mckenzie; Baker 
mckenzie (esin attorney 
Partnership); Verdi law 
Firm

the Verdi law Firm and kirkland & ellis advised actera Group and esas Holding a.s. on the sale of a 98.8% stake 
in u.n. ro-ro isletmeleri a.s., a turkish ferry route operator, to shipping company DFDs a.s. Baker mckenzie and 
esin avukatlik Ortakligi advised the purchaser. 

eur 950 
million

turkey

11-Jun Gleiss lutz; kirkland & 
ellis; Paksoy; sidley austin

Paksoy, kirkland & ellis, and sidley austin advised accuride Corporation, a us-based supplier of components to 
the commercial vehicle industry, on the acquisition of the mefro Wheels GmbH. the sellers were advised by the 
munich office of Gleiss lutz.

n/a turkey

11-Jun GkC Partners; Paksoy; 
White & Case

Paksoy advised the Zorlu Group on raising usD 330 million for Osmangazi elektrik Dagitim as from the eBrD, 
iFC, nederlandse Financierings maatschappij Voor Ontwikkelingslanden n.V., and turkish commercial banks. 
White & Case and GkC Partners advised the consortium of banks on the deal.

usD 330 
million

turkey

13-Jun Paksoy Paksoy advised turkish energy company enerjisa on its acquisition of the majority of shares in esarj, a company 
operating in the electric vehicle charging station sales and installation sectors.

n/a turkey

15-Jun arikan law; Paksoy Paksoy advised turkish energy company enerjisa on its acquisition of a majority stake in esarj, a company 
operating in the electric vehicle charging station sales and installation sectors. esarj was represented by arikan 
law.

n/a turkey

15-Jun linklaters; Paksoy linklaters and Paksoy advised turkey's Garanti Bank on its issue of usD 75 million of so-called "gender bonds," 
focused on financing small enterprises and companies owned or managed by women in turkey.

usD 75 
million

turkey

27-Jun Cakmak Cakmak represented the shareholders of erg-Verbund elektrik, the owner of the operational rights of turkey's 
afsin elbistan (a) thermal Power Plant, on the usD 200 million sale of all its shares to Celikler Group.

usD 200 
million

turkey

20-Jul Gide loyrette nouel Gide loyrette nouel and associated turkish firm Ozdirekcan Dundar _enocak advised renault on the renewal of 
its strategic partnership with Oyak.

n/a turkey

3-aug Dechert; Gleiss lutz; 
Paksoy

Paksoy and Gleiss lutz advised lindsay Goldberg on the acquisition of Coveris rigid, the rigid packaging business 
of Coveris Holdings s.a. Dechert advised Coveris Holding on the sale.

eur 700 
million

turkey

7-aug Dechert; Gleiss lutz; 
Paksoy

Paksoy and Gleiss lutz advised global private equity investor lindsay Goldberg on its acquisition of the Coveris 
rigid rigid packaging business from Coveris Holdings. the seller was represented by Dechert.

n/a turkey

8-aug Paksoy Paksoy advised turkish retail company migros on the issuance of tl150 million bonds in two equal tranches, with 
two and three years of maturity.

tlr 150 
million

turkey

9-aug Verdi law Firm the Verdi law Firm advised alJ Holding a.s. and the Denso Group on the sale of their entire stakes in DJ Cool 
klima ve sogutma Cihazlari a.s., which produces air cooling systems for the automotive sector, to safkar ege 
sogutmacilik klima soguk Hava tesisleri ihracat ithalat sanayi ve ticaret a.s.

n/a turkey

24-aug Baker mckenzie (esin 
attorney Partnership); 
Gide loyrette nouel

the esin attorney Partnership advised altinyag kombinalari a.s. and Gurtas tarim enerji yatirimlari san. ve tic. 
a.s. in connection with the sale of its production facilities to sodrugestvo Group s.a. the buyer was advised by 
Gide loyrette nouel.

n/a turkey

1-sep Durukan+Partners Durukan + Partners advised emaar Properties PJsC on the extention and amendment of a usD 180 million loan 
facility from HsBC.

usD 180 
million

turkey

4-sep Baker mckenzie; Verdi 
law Firm

the Verdi law Firm advised the actera Group in connection with the subscription by Hana investment Company 
Wll, racer s.r.l. and 57 stars Global Opportunity Fund 3 (kia), l.P. into shares of alpha airport services B.V. Baker 
mckenzie advised Hana investment Company Wll, Purrington moody Weil advised 57 stars Global Opportunity 
Fund 3 (kia), l.P. , while racer s.r.l. relied on its in-house team.

n/a turkey

6-sep Paksoy Paksoy advised migros ticaret a.s., on its august 31, 2018 merger with kipa ticaret a.s. following the July 19, 
2018 approval of turkey's Capital markets Board. the resulting company will operate under the migros brand.

n/a turkey

12-sep Cooley; Hogan lovells; 
Paksoy

Paksoy and Hogan lovells advised atlassian on its usD 295 million acquisition of Boston-based OpsGenie, a 
company making technology which enables companies to better plan for and respond to it service disruptions. 
Cooley advised OpsGenie CeO and co-founder Berkay mollamustafaoglu on the sale.

usD 295 
million 

turkey

3-Oct moral & Partners; Pae law 
Office

moral & Partners advised arimpeks aluminyum sanayi ic ve Dis ticaret a.s on the sale of an 80% stake in 
the company by the kansak and ercin families to swiss-based montana tec Components aG, acting via its 
aluflexpack aG subsidiary. Pae law Office advised both montana and aluflexpack.

n/a turkey

12-Oct accura; Dla Piper; Paksoy Paksoy, working alongside Dla Piper, advised Gurit on its acquisition of all the shares of JsB Group, a company 
designing, developing, and manufacturing customer-specific core kits for wind turbine blades. JsB was 
represented by Denmark's accura law firm.

n/a turkey

17-Oct Durukan+Partners Durukan + Partners advised sephora kozmetik a.s. (sephora) on the transfer of 19 stores to sephora from 
another turkish cosmetic company by negotiating lease agreements and completing all formalities for 
governmental agencies for the transfer.

usD 16 
million

turkey

19-nov Durukan+Partners Durukan + Partners advised Groupmed sal, Group med international Holding limited, and their shareholders 
regarding indirect changes in the shareholding of turkland Bank a.s. and turkland sigorta a.s.

usD 1.4 
million

turkey

19-nov Durukan+Partners Durukan + Partners advised Groupmed international management Holding limited and Cynvest in connection 
with the share transfer in turkland sigorta a.s. 

usD 1.4 
million

turkey

23-nov Bezen & Partners; Verdi 
law Firm

the Verdi law Firm advised tFi taB Gida yatirimlari a.s., a leading Quick service restaurant operator in turkey 
and China, in connection with its merger with Pangaea Gida lojistik ve reklamcilik a.s. as part of the roll-up of its 
minority shareholding in the ecosystem companies. Bezen & Partners advised Pangaea One acquisition Holdings 
XV, llC and its subsidiary Pangaea Gida lojistik ve reklamcilik a.s. 

n/a turkey

28-nov Dla Piper; Paksoy Paksoy and Dla Piper advised Gurit, a company listed on the swiss exchange, on its agreement to acquire all 
shares in the JsB Group.

n/a turkey
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1-Dec Durukan+Partners Durukan + Partners advised mcCormick & Company, inc. on the termination and liquidation of a joint venture 
company with yildiz Holding in the food industry.

n/a turkey

1-Dec allen & Overy; 
Clifford Chance; 
Durukan+Partners; 
Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer; Gedik & eraksoy

allen & Overy and Gedik & eraksoy advised a coordinating committee on the financial restructuring of Ojer 
telekomunikasyon a.s. through a lender-led transaction. Clifford Chance and Durukan + Partners advised Otas 
on the deal. Freshfields advised stC (an indirect shareholder of Otas), in its envisaged proposed capital injection 
and restructuring.

usD 5.1 
billion

turkey

25-may Paksoy Paksoy advised sberbank of russia on a share purchase agreement for the sale of Denizbank to emirates nBD 
Bank.

usD 3.2 
billion

turkey; russia

10-sep Delphi; Goktas attorneys; 
karanovic & Partners; 
Pekin & Bayar

karanovic & Partners, Pekin & Bayar, and sweden's Delphi law firm advised niBe industrier aB on its acquisition of 
51% of the emin Group. Goktas attorneys advised emin Group on the sale.

n/a turkey; serbia

6-Feb Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners and Clifford Chance advised Citibank europe Plc (uk Branch) on the restructuring of a usD 16 
million outstanding loan provided to rubizhne Cardboard & Packaging mill under an up-to usD 88 million term 
facility.

usD 16 
million

turkey; ukraine

1-Jan arendt & medernach; 
avellum; Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer; 
Walkers

avellum acted as ukrainian legal advisor to Copperatieve rabobank u.a. on several export loan facilities to the 
myronivsky Hliboproduct Group, with the benefit of credit insurance policy issued by atradius Dutch state 
Business n.V. and suretyships provided by mHP Group companies. Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer advised 
rabobank on Dutch law matters. Walkers advised rabobank on BVi law matters. arendt & medernach advised 
rabobank on luxembourg law matters.

eur 21 
million

ukraine

1-Jan redcliffe Partners redclife Partners advised revita with respect to brand book iP legal protection in ukraine and company’s iP 
trademark portfolio.

n/a ukraine

1-Jan Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners, working alongside Clifford Chance, advised the export-import Bank of korea with respect to 
amendment of the loan agreement with the southern railway (executed in 2010) to reflect the merger of the 
southern railway into the ukrainian railway.

usD 260 
million

ukraine

2-Jan avellum; Cleary Gottlieb 
steen & Hamilton; Clifford 
Chance; kinstellar

Clifford Chance and avellum advised the eBrD on a loan of up to usD 350 million to support the modernization 
and environmental upgrade of ukraine's largest steel mill, PubJsC arcelormittal kryvyi rih. arcelormittal was 
advised by Cleary Gottlieb steen & Hamilton and kinstellar.

usD 350 
million

ukraine

4-Jan eucon eucon successfully represented ukraine's savik shuster studio tV Channel in a tax matter regarding the proper 
determination of the regular sale price of national tV programs.

n/a ukraine

4-Jan aequo aequo advised ukraine's Dragon Capital Group on the acquisition of a logistics and an industrial center in the kyiv 
region of ukraine from unidentified private individuals.

n/a ukraine

10-Jan Dentons Dentons represented Bojer innovativ ingenior radgivning, an engineering consulting company from aarhus, 
Denmark, on its appeal of a lower court judgment regarding a raid of its property in Odessa.

n/a ukraine

11-Jan arbitrade arbitrade advised italian discount airline ernest airlines on its entry into the ukrainian market. n/a ukraine

12-Jan Cms; Clyde & Co.; 
sayenko kharenko

Cms advised sD Capital on english and ukrainian law aspects of a joint venture transaction involving towage 
services in ukraine's Black sea port of yuzhnyi. P&O maritime was advised on english law by Clyde & Co. and on 
ukrainian law by sayenko kharenko.

n/a ukraine

12-Jan sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko advised PJsC toronto-kyiv on the restructuring of a cross-border syndicated loan facility 
from PJsC alfa-Bank to develop the toronto-kyiv Business Center in downtown kyiv.

usD 100 
million

ukraine

18-Jan asters asters acted as ukrainian counsel to the international Finance Corporation in connection with an over eur 30 
million loan to the immer Group, a eastern european producer of flexible packaging.

eur 30 
million

ukraine

19-Jan avellum avellum advised Deere & Company on ukrainian employment matters related to its acquisition of the Wirtgen 
Group.

usD 5.2 
billion

ukraine

22-Jan asters asters successfully represented metro Cash & Carry ukraine in its challenge to fines levied by ukraine's 
antimonopoly Committee in a retail cartel case.

n/a ukraine

25-Jan aequo aequo advised the eBrD on matters of ukrainian law related to its usD 25 million loan to astarta, a ukrainian 
agribusiness operator and sugar producer.

usD 25 
million

ukraine

30-Jan sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko advised the nordic environment Finance Corporation on a eur 30 million loan to ukraine to 
fund a project designed to boost energy efficiency programs in ukrainian universities and the teaching conditions 
in the facilities.

eur 30 
million

ukraine

30-Jan Cms Cms advised the eBrWD on funding provided to improve the energy efficiency of public buildings in ukraine. the 
Central ukrainian city of kremenchuk is the first municipality to receive funding under the eBrD's Public sector 
energy efficiency Financing Framework.

eur 9 
million

ukraine

31-Jan avellum avellum advised the Public Joint stock Company Commercial Bank Center and its sole shareholder Hamed 
alikhani on increasing the bank's charter capital to uaH 200 million.

n/a ukraine

1-Feb redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised kajus Financial limited on establishment of data protection compliance system. n/a ukraine

1-Feb Dla Piper; aequo Dla Piper usa and aequo advised michelin on obtaining merger control clearance from the antimonopoly 
Committee of ukraine for establishing a 50-50 joint venture with sumitomo Corporation of americas.

usD 2 
billion 

ukraine

2-Feb spenser & kauffmann spenser & kauffmann advised Chinese textile producers yuyue Home textile in connection with business 
structuring issues in ukraine.

n/a ukraine

6-Feb Baker mckenzie; Gestors Baker mckenzie, in cooperation with Gestors, assisted arcelor mittal kryvyi rih with an anti-dumping 
investigation involving the import of reinforcing steel bars and wire rods from the russian Federation.

n/a ukraine

9-Feb eucon eucon successfully represented the ukrrichflot JCs shipping company in its challenge to a tax fine of over uaH 
4.8 million levied by the Office of large taxpayers of the state Fiscal service of ukraine arising from a purported 
customs violation.

uaH 4.8 
million

ukraine

12-Feb Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners worked with Clifford Chance in advising the eBrD on unfunded risk participation agreements 
with ukrsibbank valued at up to usD 50 million.

usD 50 
million

ukraine
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12-Feb Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners and Clifford Chance advised the eBrD on unfunded risk participation agreements with 
ukrsibbank.

usD 50 
million

ukraine

13-Feb eucon eucon won a six-year dispute on behalf of linik PJsC against the tax and customs departments of the ukrainian 
state Fiscal service by successfully appealing a uaH 55 million fine arising from an inspection at linik to the 
supreme administrative Court of ukraine.

uaH 55 
million

ukraine

13-Feb eucon eucon has successfully appealed a uaH 55 million fine arising from an inspection at client linik PJsC by the tax 
and customs departments of the ukrainian state Fiscal service at the supreme administrative Court of ukraine.

uaH 55 
million

ukraine

16-Feb Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners advised the eBrD in relation to the unfunded risk participation agreement with raiffeisen Bank 
aval of a total value of eur 20 million. On english law, the eBrD was advised by Clifford Chance, while Bank aval 
used its internal legal department.

eur 20 
million

ukraine

22-Feb ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners is representing the interests of Bta Bank in litigation against kennet alibek, a former max-
Well pharmaceutical plant director, who is accused of being an accessory to money laundering under articles 
27 (5) and 209 (3) of the Criminal Code of ukraine related to the provision by Bta Bank of credit facilities for the 
reconstruction of the max-Well plant in the kyiv region.

n/a ukraine

22-Feb eucon eucon successfully represented the interests of eurol in a Vat refund dispute against the state Fiscal service of 
ukraine in the kyiv administrative Court of appeal.

uaH 4.2 
million

ukraine

1-mar avellum avellum represented the interests of Ferrexpo yeristovo mining in a dispute with ukrainian tax authorities over 
the cancellation of individual tax ruling. 

n/a ukraine

1-mar redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised software developer yevhen Gromsky on the legal strategy for its start-up. n/a ukraine

1-mar Dla Piper Dla Piper provided legal support to aristocrat leisure, one of the largest global manufacturers of gaming 
solutions, on its successful acquisition of developer Plarium Global

n/a ukraine

1-mar Bonn steichen & Partners; 
Hogan lovells; niederer 
kraft & Frey; redcliffe 
Partners; Walkers

redcliffe Partners acted as a legal counsel to natixis with respect to up to usD 100 million secured revolving 
PXF Facility agreement from the syndicate of lenders to kernel Group. Hogan lovells advised on english law, 
Bonn steichen & Partners on luxembourg law, niederer kraft & Frey on swiss law and the Walkers Dubai office 
on BVi law.

usD 100 
million

ukraine

1-mar Dentons Dentons advised BnP Paribas and a syndicate of six other international banks on a usD 195 million three-year 
pre-export secured revolving facility to Ferrexpo.

usD 195 
million

ukraine

1-mar avellum; Harneys; norton 
rose Fulbright

avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to inG in connection with two secured pre-export revolving loan facilities 
with the total value of usD 25 million to agroprosperis Group. norton rose Fulbright advised inG Bank n.V. on 
english law matters. Harneys, aristodemou loizides yiolitis llC advised inG Bank n.V. on Cyprus law matters.

usD 25 
million

ukraine

1-mar Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners, working alongside Clifford Chance, advised FmO (nederlandse Financierings-maatschappij 
voor Ontwikkelingslanden n.V.) with respect to extension of a secured loan facility to astarta-kyiv for financing 
the development of a grain and sugar infrastructure for the company.

usD 25 
million

ukraine

2-mar avellum; Baker mckenzie; 
norton rose Fulbright; 
sayenko kharenko; White 
& Case

avellum and White & Case advised the ministry of Finance of ukraine on the state-guaranteed usD 250 million 
loan extended to the "energoatom" state enterprise national nuclear energy Generating Company by Bank 
of america merrill lynch and OPiC. Baker mckenzie advised energoatom. norton rose Fulbright was the us 
Counsel to OPiC.

usD 250 
million

ukraine

5-mar eterna law eterna law advised the ukrainian subsidiary of aiG on its restructuring. n/a ukraine

13-mar Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners advised lekhim in its buy-out of minority shareholders in technolog PJsC. as a result of 
the squeeze-out, more than 2.5 million shares of technolog were credited to the account of the controlling 
shareholder, lekhim JsC, on February 23, 2018.

n/a ukraine

14-mar asters; avellum; sayenko 
kharenko

avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to PJsC ukrzaliznytsia, the country's state-owned rail transport 
company, on a usD 1 billion collaboration with Ge transportation, a division of the General electric company. 
asters advised Ge transportation on ukrainian law. sayenko kharenko represented ukreximbank.

usD 1 
billion

ukraine

16-mar Gestors Gestors successfully represented the ukrainian media Holding Group in a dispute with the national agency for 
the Prevention of Corruption involving its claim to assets of the Holding Group.

n/a ukraine

19-mar eucon eucon successfully represented eurOl in a dispute with the sFs of ukraine regarding about the allegedly illegal 
reduction of its Vat refund of uaH 4.2 million at the kiev administrative Court of appeal.

uaH 4.2 
million

ukraine

22-mar aequo aequo represented Dragon Capital before the national Council of television and radio Broadcasting of ukraine 
regarding its acquisition of radio-era trC, the first nationwide radio station in ukraine.

n/a ukraine

22-mar avellum; latham & 
Watkins; sayenko 
kharenko; White & Case

sayenko kharenko acted as ukrainian legal counsel to ukreximbank, the state-owned export-import Bank of 
ukraine, in connection with uaH 4.051 billion (approximately usD 150 million), 16.5% loan participation notes 
due 2021. On english law, ukreximbank was advised by White & Case. the joint lead managers for the issue, 
Citigroup Global markets limited and J.P. morgan securities, were advised on ukrainian law by avellum and on 
english law by latham & Watkins.

usD 150 
million

ukraine

23-mar Cms Cms advised inG Bank n.V. as mandated lead arranger and bookrunner on a usD 80 million pre-export finance 
facility to Vioil - one of the largest producers of vegetable oils in ukraine.

usD 80 
million

ukraine

26-mar Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners advised Corteva agriscience, an agricultural division of DowDuPont, on signing a cooperation 
memorandum with the Poltava regional state administration to develop road infrastructure in the Dykanka 
district of Central ukraine.

n/a ukraine

26-mar Baker mckenzie Baker mckenzie advised Phoenix-Capital llC on the multi-tiered sale of the Victoria Gardens shopping center 
to Dragon Capital.

n/a ukraine

28-mar spenser & kauffmann spenser & kauffmann represented the PJsC trade alliance, a wholesale operator, in a dispute over a uaH 6 
million Vat budget refund with the large taxpayers Office of the state Fiscal service of ukraine in the District 
administrative Court of kyiv and before the Court of appeal.

uaH 6 
million

ukraine

1-apr redcliffe Partners; 
simmons & simmons

redcliffe Partners acted as a legal counsel to the eBrD in connection with a loan to myronivsky Hliboproduct 
for financing the construction of a greenfield 10mW biogas plant. simmons & simmons advised on english law.

eur 25 
million

ukraine

1-apr redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised ukrnafta with respect to contractual mechanisms to rehabilitate oil reservoirs and 
improve recovery, used in ukraine for the first time.

n/a ukraine
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1-apr redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised the inkas Group of Companies with respect to brand book iP legal protection and 
registration of iP trademark portfolio in ukraine.

n/a ukraine

1-apr Clifford Chance; Froriep; 
redcliffe Partners

redcliffe Partners advised the eBrD in relation to a loan to nibulon to support the modernization of its river 
logistic infrastructure. Clifford Chance Warsaw advised on english law and Froriep advised on swiss law.                                     

usD 50 
million

ukraine

1-apr redcliffe Partners; 
simmons & simmons

redcliffe Partners advised the eBrD on the amendment and restatement of a loan agreement to myronivsky 
Hliboproduct. simmons & simmons advised on english law.                                 

usD 85 
million

ukraine

4-apr PwC legal PwC legal protected the interests of Jura electroapparate aG in a dispute with its ukrainian distributor involving 
the alleged termination of its local trademark registration. 

n/a ukraine

5-apr sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko represented the interests of the DF Group companies, including JsC azot, PJsC 
severodonetsk azot association, PJsC rovnoazot, and PJsC Concern stirol, on an interim review of anti-dumping 
measures applied to imports into ukraine of nitrate ammonium originating from the russian Federation.

n/a ukraine

17-apr ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners represented the interests of ukrainian company Poltava Petroleum before the kharkiv 
administrative Court of appeal.

uaH 154 
million

ukraine

18-apr asters; Dentons asters advised China machinery engineering Corporation, a Chinese state-owned construction and engineering 
company, on its agreement with ukrainian private power producer Dtek for the construction of a solar power 
plant. Dtek was advised by Dentons.

n/a ukraine

23-apr eucon euCOn international legal Center defended the interests of mikogen-ukraine against ukraine's state Fiscal 
service authorities in ukraine's administrative Court of appeal.

uaH 2.1 
million

ukraine

24-apr asters asters advised the Black sea trade and Development Bank on a usD 20 million loan to Concern Galnaftogaz, a 
ukrainian petroleum retailer company.

usD 20 
million

ukraine

27-apr ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners law Firm advised Ferrexpo iron ore company on unspecified business activities in ukraine. n/a ukraine

27-apr asters asters advised the Black sea trade and Development Bank in connection with its usD 20 million loan to PJsC 
Concern Galnaftogaz, a ukrainian chain of gas stations.

usD 20 
million

ukraine

27-apr avellum; Baker mckenzie avellum advised mHP lux s.a. on its usD 550 million, 8 year, 6.95% eurobond issue with the benefit of the 
guarantees from its ukrainian subsidiaries. the joint lead managers on the transaction, J.P. morgan securities 
plc, the london Branch of inG Bank n.V., and uBs limited, were represented by the kyiv office of Baker mckenzie 
as to ukrainian law and by latham & Watkins' london office as to english and american law.

usD 550 
million

ukraine

1-may Dla Piper Dla Piper advised the royal norwegian embassy and statsbygg, the norwegian state-owned company that 
owns buildings overseas on behalf of the norwegian government, on a lease extension of 15 striletska str, the 
location of the royal norwegian embassy in the historical part of kyiv.

n/a ukraine

1-may redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised iO analytics on GDPr implementation. n/a ukraine

1-may redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners represented lG electronics ukraine in iCaC arbitration and procedures in state courts of 
ukraine related to its sales contract with ukrnextpulbrutt.

usD 1.5 
million

ukraine

7-may Dentons Dentons advised Dtek renewables B.V. on the implementation of a project for the construction of a solar power 
plant with an established capacity of 200 mW in the nikopol district of the Dnipropetrovsk region in ukraine.

eur 230 
million

ukraine

8-may Wolf theiss Wolf theiss kyiv successfully represented sHiD XXi, a British-owned project company, in a multiparty litigation 
that was initiated against the company by the state enterprise "Horse Farming of ukraine" with respect to an 
eight-hectare plot located in Odessa. 

usD 8 
million

ukraine

9-may kinstellar kinstellar acted as ukrainian counsel to the international Hotel licensing Company s.a r.l., a subsidiary of marriott 
international, in connection with the opening of aloft kiev, the first marriott-managed hotel in ukraine.

n/a ukraine

9-may Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners represented Piraeus Bank iCB JsC, a ukrainian bank with foreign capital, in a bankruptcy 
case against ukoinvestbud, a member of the group of companies owned by developer anatolii Voitsekhovskyi.

uaH 800 
million

ukraine

11-may Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners advised lekhim JsC on the acquisition of a production and warehouse complex in the kyiv 
region of ukraine.

usD 1 
million

ukraine

14-may allen & Overy; avellum; 
Clifford Chance; 
linklaters; redcliffe 
Partners; sayenko 
kharenko

sayenko kharenko and linklaters advised Deutsche Bank, inG, natixis, and uniCredit, the joint bookrunners of 
metinvest's usD 1,592 million eurobond issue. metinvest was represented by allen & Overy and avellum on the 
issue, while redcliffe Partners and Clifford Chance advised the coordinating mandated lead arrangers. Clifford 
Chance also advised on the bank debt.

usD 1,592 
million

ukraine

15-may PwC legal PwC legal helped sat llC recover a debt for export of soybeans in amount about usD 270,000 in the 
international Commercial arbitration Court at the ukrainian CCi. 

usD 
270,000

ukraine

17-may avellum avellum advised Horizon Capital and other individuals on the disposal of a 90% stake in ergopack Group to the 
sarantis Group.

n/a ukraine

22-may asters; avellum asters advised Vr Capital Group on the acquisition of 50% of matlomenius Holdings ltd (Cyprus) from iCu. the 
seller was represented by avellum.

n/a ukraine

24-may Cms; linklaters Cms advised Hna Group on the sale of equipment service provider tiP trailer services to i squared Capital, an 
independent infrastructure investment manager. linklaters advised i squared Capital on the acquisition.

n/a ukraine

30-may asters; avellum avellum advised investment Capital ukraine on the establishment of a joint venture with the Vr Capital Group 
to develop a 63.8 mW solar power plant in the khmelnytskyi region of ukraine. Vr Capital Group was advised by 
asters.

n/a ukraine

1-Jun avellum avellum advised Private Joint stock Company a/t B.a.t.-Prylucky tobacco Company on various ukrainian 
corporate law matters, including the preparation of documents necessary for a purchase of shares of the 
company’s minority shareholders.

n/a ukraine

1-Jun avellum avellum advised eurohold insurance Group on antitrust matters in connection with the acquisition of PrJsC 
european travel insurance, a ukrainian subsidiary of the munichre Group.

n/a ukraine

1-Jun Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners advised the eBrD in relation to the increase of a sub-loan and investment incentives amount. 
Clifford Chance istanbul advised on english law

n/a ukraine

1-Jun redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised Zero Gravity on GDPr implemantation. n/a ukraine
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1-Jun avellum avellum advised the eBrD on the drafting, negotiation and perfection of the mortgage and moveable pledge of 
the assets llC nPk ecopharm was obligated to provide to the eBrD following the first disbursement of its senior 
secured loan of up to 3.8 million from the eBrD in 2015.

usD 3.8 
million

ukraine

6-Jun avellum avellum advised the eBrD in connection with a senior secured loan of up to eur 9.5 million to nova Poshta llC. eur 9.5 
million

ukraine

11-Jun ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners successfully represented the ukrainian association of Ferroalloys Producers and Other 
electrometallurgy Products in an anti-dumping investigation concerning imports of ferro-silicon originating in 
egypt and ukraine.

n/a ukraine

12-Jun Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners represented the european Business association in administrative litigation regarding 
resolution n231 of march 16, 2017 of ukraine's Cabinet of ministers.

n/a ukraine

14-Jun kinstellar kinstellar helped the met Group obtain merger control and concerted practices clearances from the 
antimonopoly Committee of ukraine for its acquisition of 98.99% of the registered capital and voting rights in 
the Hungarian company tigaz Zrt from italian oil & gas company eni.

n/a ukraine

15-Jun aGa Partners aGa Partners agreed to represent Danyil Boldyrev, the world champion and record-holder in high-speed 
climbing, within the framework of the "legal aid to sport in ukraine" project.

n/a ukraine

15-Jun aequo aequo advised the eBrD on ukrainian law matters associated with the acquisition of its borrower, ergopack llC, 
by the sarantis Group.

n/a ukraine

21-Jun Cms Cms advised scatec solar asa, a norway-based solar power producer, on securing two solar projects in the 
Cherkassy region of ukraine.

n/a ukraine

21-Jun Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners advised auchan on obtaining a lease for a new store in Dnipropetrovsk, ukraine. n/a ukraine

21-Jun aequo aequo represented kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau, a German government-owned development bank, on 
ukrainian law matters related to a financing extension provided to OtP leasing llC, a ukrainian leasing company.

usD 17 
million

ukraine

23-Jun PwC legal PwC legal convinced the tax auhtorities to settle a case in favor of client Havas Worldwide ukraine in its 
administrative challenge of the results of a tax audit. 

eur 
61,862

ukraine

26-Jun asters asters advised the iFC on a loan to ukrainian pork producer nyva Pereyaslavshchyny. usD 12.5 
million

ukraine

26-Jun asters asters acted as ukrainian law counsel to the iFC on its usD 30 million loan to ukrainian agriculture producer 
astarta.

usD 30 
million

ukraine

27-Jun asters asters advised the iFC on a usD 17 million loan to agrofusion. usD 17 
million

ukraine

29-Jun axon Partners axon Partners advised money token on its initial Coin Offering. usD 37 
million

ukraine

1-Jul Dla Piper Dla Piper advised on the phasing-in of “smart-money” service - a fast, convenient, and secure way of online 
payments provided by kyivstar.

n/a ukraine

1-Jul Dla Piper; Patterson 
Belknap Webb & tyler

Dla Piper advised Citibank n.a. new york in its capacity as depositary bank on different aspects of issuance 
of the GDn program backed by ukrainian government securities. Patterson Belknap Webb & tyler was the 
international counsel.

n/a ukraine

1-Jul avellum; Wolf theiss Wolf theiss kyiv advised the eBrD on the sale of a portfolio of non-performing loans in ukraine. Wolf theiss 
austria advised the client on english law and avellum acted as ukrainian counsel to certain buyers.

usD 170 
million

ukraine

3-Jul Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners advised lnZ Group on the purchase of 100% of shpola-agro industry llC. ey law advised 
shpola-agro industry on the transaction.

n/a ukraine

4-Jul avellum; Dentons; 
everlegal

everlegal advised uDP renewables on the sale of solar power plants under development in the kyiv region to 
acciona energy. Dentons advised the buyers on the acquisition. avellum acted as the ukrainian legal counsel to 
uDP renewables on obtaining a merger control clearance of the antimonopoly Committee of ukraine.

n/a ukraine

4-Jul Dentons Dentons advised Danish company Better energy a/s and the northern environmental Financial Corporation in 
connection with the construction of a 19 mW solar park in Western ukraine.

n/a ukraine

4-Jul asters asters advised industrial media network PrJsC, a provider of telecommunication services in ukraine, in 
connection with an intra-group loan restructuring via a debt-to-equity swap.

n/a ukraine

4-Jul integrites integrites successfully represented ukrainian insurance company euroins ukraine in a dispute involving the 
company's former minority shareholder and senior manager, who was challenging corporate resolutions 
adopted by euroins ukraine's shareholders.

n/a ukraine

9-Jul asters asters successfully defended JsC CB PrivatBank in the Cassation Commercial Court within the supreme Court 
of ukraine in disputes against agroterminal logistic and PJsC Pivdenmedbiosintez Design and search institute.

uaH 5.72 
billion

ukraine

13-Jul ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners successfully defended the interests of swisspan limited in an antidumping investigation 
related to the imports of carbamide-formaldehyde products from the russian Federation into ukraine.

n/a ukraine

16-Jul sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko advised Glenalta s.p.a on its merger with CFt s.p.a, the parent company of CFt Group, a 
manufacturer of food processing and packaging machines.

n/a ukraine

17-Jul Cms Cms in kyiv advised the eBrD on a eur 13 million loan to the communal enterprise mariupolske tramvaino-
troleybusne upravlinnya.

eur 13 
million

ukraine

19-Jul Cms Cms advised scatec solar asa on the acquisition of a stake in a solar projects portfolio from rengy Development. n/a ukraine

19-Jul Dentons; Vasil kisil & 
Partners

Vasil kisil & Partners advised spectr-agro llC and spectr-agrotekhnika on the acquisition by sumitomo of 51% 
shares in the company. Dentons advised the buyers on the deal.

n/a ukraine

25-Jul PwC legal PwC legal supported Wolters kluwer in the closing of its ukrainian subsidiaries. n/a ukraine

26-Jul Jeantet; tarasov & 
Partners

Jeantet advised airbus Helicopters on an agreement to sell 55 civil helicopters to the ukrainian ministry of the 
interior, which was advised by ukraine's tarasov & Partners law firm.

n/a ukraine

26-Jul Dla Piper Dla Piper ukraine advised us-based aircraft lessor Pegasus aviation Vi on the lease of a Boeing 767-300 aircraft 
to ukrainian airline azur air ukraine.

n/a ukraine
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26-Jul aequo aequo advised ria.com on the tax structuring of the group's international business. n/a ukraine

26-Jul Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners successfully represented Piraeus Bank iCB before the ukrainian supreme Court in a dispute 
regarding the recovery of uaH 175 million from a developer's financial surety.

n/a ukraine

26-Jul aequo aequo advised Dragon Capital investment limited, a private equity investor in ukraine and member of the 
Dragon Capital group of companies, on its acquisition of the 30,000 square meter sky Park shopping mall in 
Vinnytsia, a city in west-central ukraine.

n/a ukraine

30-Jul aequo; Cms aequo advised Dragon Capital investment limited on its acquisition of the 17,000 square metereco tower 
business center in Zaporizhzhya, ukraine, from austria's Conwert Group. the sellers were represented by Cms 
reich-rohrwig Hainz.

n/a ukraine

31-Jul avellum avellum has advised the eBrD in connection with a senior secured loan of up to eur 10 million, made with the 
option to increase the loan up to eur 25 million, to Private Joint-stock Company kyiv Cardboard and Paper mill.

eur 25 
million

ukraine

31-Jul Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners advised mondelez international on buy-out of 1,975 minority shareholders from mondelez 
ukraine PrJsC credited to the securities account of controlling shareholder kraft Foods entity Holdings B.V.

n/a ukraine

1-aug redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised kromann reumert with respect to reporting obligations in ukraine. n/a ukraine

1-aug redcliffe Partners; White 
& Case

redcliffe Partners advised axel Johnson international on acquisition of Passerotti sp. z.o.o., a Polish niche 
distributor of technical seals, from the industrial service provider eriks. White & Case acted as lead counsel.

n/a ukraine

1-aug avellum avellum advised abbeydrift limited (a holding company of Digital Capital Partners, an independent mid-market 
private equity firm), on the acquisition of joint control, with FmO over allseeds s.a

usD 15 
million

ukraine

1-aug avellum; latham & 
Watkins; sayenko 
kharenko; White & Case

avellum acted as the ukrainian legal counsel to the ministry of Finance of ukraine on the private placement 
of usD 725 million zero-coupon notes maturing in 2019. sayenko kharenko acted as ukrainian law counsel to 
Goldman sachs international as placement agent. White & Case and latham & Watkins acted as english and 
united states law counsel to the ministry of Finance of ukraine and Goldman sachs international, respectively.

usD 725 
million

ukraine

3-aug Baker mckenzie Baker mckenzie advised Canada on its acquisition of lease rights to a land plot in kyiv for use by the embassy of 
Canada to ukraine.

n/a ukraine

6-aug aequo aequo successfully represented Pilot Group's tV production companies in a dispute over the invalidation of 
transactions and the improperly acquired funds.

n/a ukraine

17-aug asters asters advised the eBrD in connection with its financing to energoresurs-invest Corporation, a provider of 
insulated steel pipe solutions and manufacturer of wastewater plastic pipes and drainage systems.

usD 3.86 
million

ukraine

20-aug Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners successfully represented rost agro, one of the largest seed producers and exporters in 
ukraine, in a tax dispute.

uaH 63 
million

ukraine

28-aug ank law ank law advised Delta-Wilmar Cis on its agreement to cooperate with the ukrainian sea Ports administration 
on the construction of a soybean recycling plant and a new terminal for the accumulation and storage of grain 
cargo and protein meal at the port of yuzhny.

n/a ukraine

1-sep redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised Cadogan Petroleum PlC on compliance system and internal documentation. n/a ukraine

1-sep redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised Ciklum sa on data protection matters and GDPr compliance. n/a ukraine

3-sep Dla Piper; engarde; 
integrites; Pavlenko legal 
Group

Dla Piper advised atlantic agro Holdings and Dui Holding on the sale of the kyiv atlantic Group - a grain, oil 
seed, and vegetable protein processing agro-holding consisting of kyiv atlantic ukraine, atlantic Farms, and 
atlantic Farms ii - to agrolife and eridon. integrites acted as lead legal counsel to one of the sellers. the Pavlenko 
legal Group advised both sellers on their acquisition of atlantic Farms and atlantic Farms ii. engarde also advised 
agrolife on the acquisition of kyiv atlantic ukraine.

n/a ukraine

4-sep kinstellar kinstellar advised the investment Fund for Developing Countries, an agency of the Government of Denmark, 
in connection with a secured eur 5.75 million loan facility to the kness Group, a ukrainian engineering, 
procurement, and construction group of companies.

eur 5.75 
million

ukraine

4-sep eterna law eterna law advised the modus Group on its investment in the construction of a solar station in the Zhytomyr 
region of ukraine.

n/a ukraine

6-sep ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners represented PJsC Podilskiy Cement, PJsC Dyckerhoff Cement ukraine, PJsC 
Heidelbergcement ukraine, and PJsC ivano-Frankivscement in an anti-dumping investigation on imports to 
ukraine of Portland cement clinker originating from the russian Federation, the republic of Belarus, and the 
republic of moldova.

n/a ukraine

7-sep Baker mckenzie Baker mckenzie helped a consortium of German banks led by Bayerische landesbank and Dtek renewables 
complete an eCa-backed finance transaction in the ukrainian renewable energy sector aimed at financing the 
construction of the first stage of the Primorska wind electric plant in ukraine.

n/a ukraine

11-sep eterna law eterna law advised Gamma solar holding on an investment into the development of a solar power station project 
in the Vinnytsia region of ukraine.

n/a ukraine

11-sep asters asters advised the eBrD on a usD 15 million loan to the modern-expo Group, one of the largest manufacturers 
and suppliers of fixtures and equipment for retail stores and warehouses in Central and eastern europe.

usD 15 
million

ukraine

12-sep sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko's international arbitration team helped safege-suez Consulting reach an agreement with 
ukraine's national Commission for state regulation of energy and Public utilities regarding the completion 
of payment for consultancy services provided within the framework of the district heating regulatory reform 
support program funded by the World Bank.

eur 1.2 
million

ukraine

12-sep PwC legal PwC legal persuaded the administrative Court of ukraine to award client syngenta llC a refund of approximately 
uaH 170 million that was overpaid to the tax authorities.

eur 5,33 
million

ukraine

12-sep ilyashev & Partners ilyashev & Partners successfully represented ukrinterenergo in a dispute with the russian state-owned CJsC 
inter raO ues regarding the supply of russian electricity to ukraine's luhansk and Donetsk territories.

n/a ukraine

14-sep Dentons; k&l Gates; 
sunshine law; Volkov & 
Partners

the london office of k&l Gates advised nBt as and its ukrainian subsidiary syvashenergoProm llC on the 
syvash Wind Power Project in ukraine. nordex energy GmbH, advised by Dentons, will act as a turbine supplier 
for the project. sunshine law and Volkov & Partners advised engineering, procurement, and construction 
contractors Power Construction Corporation of China, ltd. and POWerCHina Fujian engineering Co. ltd.

n/a ukraine
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14-sep Dentons Dentons advised Chris iacovides and andri antoniou, the joint liquidators of ukraine's mriya agro Holding Public 
limited, which is in liquidation in Cyprus, in relation to the company's successful debt restructuring.

usD 1.1 
billion

ukraine

24-sep sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko acted as ukrainian legal counsel to the european Fund for southeast europe in connection 
with ukrainian hryvnia financing to the Public Joint stock Company kredobank, a ukrainian subsidiary of Poland's 
PkO Bank Polski s.a.

eur 10 
million

ukraine

25-sep asters; avellum; Dentons; 
Hogan lovells; latham 
& Watkins; redcliffe 
Partners; sayenko 
kharenko

sayenko kharenko advised mriya agro Holding and Hogan lovells advised the company's ad hoc committee 
of note-holders on the restructuring of its usD 1.1 billion debt, and the two firms advised the company on its 
subsequent sale of the company's assets to the saudi agricultural & livestock investment Company united 
kingdom. redcliffe Partners advised saliC on the matter. avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to the 
noteholders’ Committee of mriya agro. representing the majority of the usD 470 million notes issued by mriya 
agro Holding plc in the context of restructuring of usD1 billion worth debt of mriya agro Holding. asters advised 
the international Finance Corporation in connection with its restructuring deal with the mriya group.

n/a ukraine

27-sep Baker mckenzie Baker mckenzie's kyiv office assisted monsanto  on the creation of a seed processing facility project in ukraine. n/a ukraine

1-Oct PwC legal PwC legal ukraine successfully represented Pravexbank in a dispute against ukraine's tax authority. n/a ukraine

1-Oct asters; avellum avellum acted as legal counsel to investment Capital ukraine on the establishment of a joint venture with Vr 
Capital Group to develop a 34.75 mW photovoltaic solar power plant in kherson region of ukraine. asters advised 
Vr Capital on the deal.

n/a ukraine

1-Oct avellum; Herbert smith 
Freehills

avellum acted as ukrainian legal advisor to Goldman sachs Group, inc. on its acquisition, made with Dragon 
Capital, of the Horizon Business Centre from llC Proekt-“a” and PJsC ukrsotsbank. Herbert smith Freehills was 
global legal advisor to Goldman sachs.

n/a ukraine

1-Oct redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised next level racing in relation to iP rights infringement. n/a ukraine

3-Oct avellum; norton rose 
Fulbright

avellum advised a private equity vehicle managed by responsability investments aG on ukrainian law matters 
related to its acquisition of a shareholding in Bank lviv. responsability was counseled on english law by norton 
rose Fulbright.

n/a ukraine

4-Oct asters asters successfully defended the interests of PrivatBank CB JsC in a dispute against Pivdenmedbiosintez Design 
and survey institute JsC before the Commercial Cassation Court of ukraine's supreme Court.

uaH 2 
Billion

ukraine

5-Oct asters asters successfully defended the interests of teva Pharmaceutical industries in a dispute involving the extension 
of a patent term for a medical product for an additional three years.

n/a ukraine

5-Oct Dentons Dentons advised natixis on ukrainian law requirements for carrying out certain unspecified banking transactions 
and regulatory and banking and finance law matters.

n/a ukraine

8-Oct Vasil kisil & Partners Vasil kisil & Partners successfully represented mondelez ukraine a dispute against the trostianets City Council 
regarding an increase of the rent for a land plot.

n/a ukraine

9-Oct asters; avellum asters advised Vr Capital Group on its acquisition of 50% of shares in PVk energy investments from iCu. iCu 
was represented by avellum.

n/a ukraine

10-Oct avellum avellum successfully represented a uk citizen in ukraine's supreme Court in a dispute regarding the return of a 
wrongfully retained child.

n/a ukraine

10-Oct aequo aequo acted as ukrainian legal counsel to the eBrD in connection with a usD 20 million secured loan granted to 
ukrainian subsidiaries of the astarta Group, ukraine's leading agribusiness operator and sugar producer.

usD 20 
million

ukraine

17-Oct allen & Overy; avellum avellum advised FmO (the Dutch development bank) and Diligent Capital Partners on their joint acquisition of 
a 16% equity stake in allseeds sa and on the successful application for Competition authority approval. Hugh 
Owen, acting through Go2law, advised FmO/DCP on matters of english law. allen & Overy advised allseedsl.

n/a ukraine

29-Oct PwC legal PwC legal successfully defended Fino Verde in a tax dispute involving the reflection of Vat receivables in the 
newly-established Vat electronic administration system. 

eur 
261,390

ukraine

30-Oct integrites integrites, working in cooperation with k&l Gates, advised nBt as, a norwegian wind farm developer, on the 
acquisition of a ukrainian wind farm developer and on the construction of a 250 mW wind farm worth eur 372 
million in ukraine's southern kherson Oblast.

eur 372 
million

ukraine

30-Oct PwC legal PwC legal helped Farmers edge establish legal presence in ukraine. n/a ukraine

31-Oct sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko advised insurance and asset management company aXa Group and ukrsibbank on the sale 
of PrJsC insurance, aXa insurance, and alC insurance company aXa life insurance to Fairfax Financial Holding 
limited. 

n/a ukraine

1-nov avellum avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to the eBrD in connection with a senior secured loan of up to eur 
1.3 million to the kyiv medical university to be used for the acquisition of a new campus building, which will 
accommodate additional 1,000 students per year.

eur 1.3 
million

ukraine

1-nov Bird & Bird; kinanis; 
redcliffe Partners; Quijano 
& associates

redcliffe Partners acted as legal counsel to the eBrD in connection with a eur 15 million senior secured long-
term loan to i&u Group. the financing package consists of a eur 13 million loan to be provided by the eBrD, and 
a EUR 2 million concessional loan  provided by the Clean Technology Fund. Bird & Bird advised on English law, 
kinanis llC on Cypriot law, and Quijano & associates on BVi law.

eur 15 
million

ukraine

1-nov avellum avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to slobozhanska Budivelna keramika in connection with the restructuring 
and refinancing of sBk’s debt, valued at approximately eur 20 million. 

eur 20 
million

ukraine

1-nov Clifford Chance; redcliffe 
Partners

redcliffe Partners, working alongside Clifford Chance amsterdam, advised nikon on an anti-Bribery matrix. n/a ukraine

14-nov Dentons; milbank; 
redcliffe Partners

redcliffe Partners acted as ukrainian legal counsel to Ferrexpo plc. in connection with a usD 400 million four-year 
committed revolving pre-export finance facility from a syndicate of nine foreign banks and financial institutions, 
with BnP Paribas s.a. and Deutsche Bank aG acting as mandated lead arrangers. milbank, tweed, Hadley & 
mcCloy was lead counsel to Ferrexpo, while the lenders were advised by Dentons.

usD 400 
million

ukraine

15-nov sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko acted as ukrainian legal counsel to aB inBev efes B.V. with respect to its acquisition of shares 
of PJsC sun inBev ukraine from minority shareholders under the new procedures for mandatory tender offer and 
sell-out recently introduced to ukrainian law.

n/a ukraine
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19-nov avellum; latham & 
Watkins; sayenko 
kharenko; White & Case

sayenko kharenko acted as ukrainian legal counsel to BnP Paribas, Goldman sachs, Citigroup, and J.P. morgan 
securities on ukraine's usD 2 billion eurobond issue. avellum advised the ministry of Finance of ukraine on the 
issue. White & Case acted as english and united states law counsel to the ministry of Finance of ukraine while 
latham & Watkins offered the same support to the Joint lead managers.

usD 2 
billion

ukraine

21-nov latham & Watkins; 
linklaters; PwC legal; 
redcliffe Partners

PwC legal ukraine and linklaters advised Guala Closures s.p.a. on the issue of bonds for eur 455 million, 
maturing in 2024 and listed on the luxembourg stock exchange. redcliffe Partners and latham & Watkins 
assisted Credit suisse, Banca imi, Barclays, uniCredit, Banca akros, and kkr Capital markets on the deal. 

eur 455 
million

ukraine

25-nov PwC legal PwC legal advised the timken Company on establishing legal presence in ukraine and with a variety of labor law 
matters, including a review of regulations regarding relations with local management.

n/a ukraine

27-nov sayenko kharenko sayenko kharenko advised industria Veneta lavorazione elettrodomestici s.p.a. on the application of agency 
agreements in ukraine.

n/a ukraine

28-nov Dentons Dentons advised Dtek renewables B.V. on the signing of a contract with General electric regarding the supply of 
26 modern wind turbines for the second phase of the Prymorska wind farm in ukraine.

eur 150 
million

ukraine

1-Dec allen & Overy; Clifford 
Chance; redcliffe 
Partners; sayenko 
kharenko; tGs Baltic

redcliffe Partners acted as ukrainian legal counsel to straco BVBa (Belgium) in relation to the acquisition of the 
ukrainian subsidiaries of Greenyard nV (Belgium) engaged in the mycoculture business. Clifford Chance and tGs 
Baltic also advised the buyers. allen & Overy and sayenko kharenko advised the seller. 

eur 120 
million

ukraine

1-Dec avellum; Clifford Chance; 
redcliffe Partners; White 
& Case

avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to the ministry of Finance of ukraine on the financing for the purchase 
of more than 25 airbus helicopters for the national Guard of ukraine, the state Border Guard service of ukraine, 
the state emergency service of ukraine, and the national Police of ukraine. redcliffe Partners acted as ukrainian 
law counsel to Credit agricole Corporate and investment Bank as mandated lead arranger and original lender. 
White and Case and Clifford Chance advised the ministry of Finance of ukraine and Credit agricole Corporate and 
investment Bank, respectively, on French law.

eur 475 
million

ukraine

1-Dec avellum avellum acted as legal adviser to PJsC Commercial Bank Center and a midsize bank in Odessa, PJsC mtB Bank 
(former marfin Bank), in the process of the Bank Center's reorganization following its merger with mtB Bank 
according to a simplified procedure. 

n/a ukraine

1-Dec redcliffe Partners redcliffe Partners advised ukrnafta on a potential sale of its gas-producing assets to nak naftogaz of ukraine. usD 1 
billion

ukraine

1-Dec avellum; Clifford Chance; 
reed smith; sayenko 
kharenko; White & Case

avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to the ministry of Finance of ukraine on a eur term loan facility in the 
amount equivalent to usD 400 million arranged by Deutsche Bank and backed by an international Bank for 
reconstruction and Development policy-based guarantee. sayenko kharenko acted as ukrainian law counsel to 
mandated lead arranger and original lender Deutsche Bank. White & Case and Clifford Chance acted as english 
law counsel to the ministry of Finance of ukraine and Deutsche Bank, respectively. reed smith advised tmF 
Global services (uk), the facility agent, on english law.

usD 400 
million

ukraine

1-Dec Clifford Chance; Dla 
Piper; redcliffe Partners; 
sDm Partners

redcliffe Partners represented the eBrD in a number of proceedings against interleaseinvest related to a loan 
agreement. Clifford Chance Warsaw and Dla Piper netherlands also advised the eBrD. sDm Partners advised 
the co-lenders.

usD 90 
million

ukraine

3-Dec avellum avellum acted as ukrainian legal counsel to the eBrD in connection with a senior secured loan of up to eur 1.3 
million it provided to the kyiv medical university.

 eur 1.3 
million

ukraine

3-Dec asters; Quinn emanuel 
urquhart & sullivan

asters acted as local ukrainian counsel and Quinn emanuel urquhart & sullivan acted as lead counsel to JsC 
Oschadbank in connection with its successful claim against the russian Federation for recovery of compensation 
as a result of the total loss of its investments in Crimea.

usD 1.3 
billion

ukraine

5-Dec integrites integrites successfully defended the interests of PJsC Farmak in a case involving llC Pharmhim's partial refusal 
to supply mebhydrolin, a medical substance that was actively used by PJsC Farmak to produce the pharmaceutical 
product Diazolin.

n/a ukraine

5-Dec kPD Consulting kPD Consulting law Firm advised the yuzhnoye state Design Office on a project to extend its facilities. n/a ukraine

5-Dec kPD Consulting kPD Consulting successfully represented ua-Budservis llC in a case involving the recovery of paid funds and 
losses incurred in connection with the delivery of equipment.

n/a ukraine

5-Dec Borovyk & Partners Borovyk & Partners represented switzerland's Geberit group of companies on a squeeze-out of the minority 
shareholders of PJsC slavuta Plant "Budfarfor."

n/a ukraine

6-Dec avellum; Wolf theiss avellum advised slobozhanska Budivelna keramika on ukrainian law on the restructuring and refinancing of sBk's 
debt, valued at approximately eur 20 million. Wolf theiss advised the eBrD, one of the lenders.

eur 20 
million

ukraine

11-Dec integrites integrites advised Business retail Group on legal due diligence and compliance with the requirements of 
ukrainian legislation.

n/a ukraine

12-Dec Dentons Dentons acted as legal counsel to Dtek renewables in relation to the implementation of the Orlovka Wind 
Farm project, in particular by providing legal support during contract negotiations with Vestas, a supplier of the 
equipment and the ePC contractor for the project. 

n/a ukraine

14-Dec aequo On november 30, 2018, the european Commission, on behalf of the eu, approved the disbursement of the first 
eur 500 million of the new eur 1 billion macro-Financial assistance program to ukraine. aequo advised the 
european Commission on the deal.

eur 500 
million

ukraine

14-Dec aequo aequo successfully defended the interests of Pilot Group's tV production companies by concluding settlement 
agreements in a dispute they were involved in.

n/a ukraine

18-Dec sorainen; Wolf theiss the ukrainian office of Wolf theiss and the estonian office of sorainen have advised rent24, an international co-
working and co-living solutions company headquartered in Germany, on its entrance into the ukrainian market in 
the form of a joint venture with ukraine's Chasopys Group

n/a ukraine; estonia

1-Dec latham & Watkins; 
linklaters; PwC legal; 
redcliffe Partners

redcliffe Partners advised Credit suisse, Banca imi, Barclays, uniCredit, Banca akros, and kkr Capital markets 
on Guala Closures s.p.a.'s issue of bonds that mature in 2024 and are listed on the luxembourg stock exchange. 
linklaters and PwC legal ukraine advised the issuer. latham & Watkins advised the lead managers.

eur 455 
million

ukraine; Poland
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